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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates prehistoric West Mexican mortuary activities as technological 

systems. That is, the production, distribution and use of mortuary ceramics are considered within 

a social context. Changes in technology are related to social and ideational changes in the society. 

In the past, interest in West Mexico has been stimulated by the large number of Pre

columbian ceramic figurines found in museums and private collections worldwide. Lacking more 

specific information, the art world created a ·cult of the dead· to describe the people who made 

these figurines. Today, evidence on mortuary behavior and lifeways clearly demonstrates thatthese 

people were involved in many kinds of activities. This study aims to define mortuary activity within 

a context of technological, social and ideational structures. 

Within this framework, technological changes occurring between the late Formative and 

the Classic period (200 B.C. to A.D. 700) at two small sites in the Valley of Atemajac were compared 

to changes occurring at the center of the region, 50 kilometers away. Technical analysis of the 

artifacts using optical, electron optical and x-ray techniques was carried out. When combined with 

grosser archaeological categories regarding the treatment of the Interred, and the distribution of 

artifacts within and between tombs, this resulted in a technological reconstruction of the production, 

distribution and use of the mortuary ceramics. This technological reconstruction was placed within 

a regional context, based on inferences built from settlement pattern and architectural data as well 

as ethnohistoric records. 

Technological reconstruction resulted in the unconditional conclusion that the technical, 

social and ideational changes seen in the Valley of Atemajac could only be due to a discontinuity 

in site occupation, and later resettlement by outsiders. 



1.1. Introduction 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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West Mexico has proven to be a region Interesting to collectors of ceramic art since the turn 

of the century. Large. sculptural figurines unearthed from shaft tombs were reported as eariy as 

1902. when Lumholtz made his expeditions through Northem Mexico. Since then. tens of thousands 

have appeared on the art market. lacking specifiC provenience but assigned to style groups from 

the modern states of Colima. Jallsco and Nayarit. Without archaeological context. this so-called 

·cult of the dead" has been romanticized by scholars and collectors alike. 

Who were these people living In West Mexico two thousand years ago? Recent studies 

have begun to unequivocally demonstrate that these people were agriculturists. building extensive 

irrigation systems. that they not only made figUrines. but also (not surprisingly) made cooking pots 

and other vessels for daily use. and that they extensively mined minerals from the region. Cleariy. 

during the late Formative and Preclasslc periods (EI Arenal and Ahualulco phases. 300 B.C. - A.D. 

400). there was significant attention to the burial of the dead; however. equally significant were 

aspects of socio-poIitlcal organization and daily life. The Classic period (Teuchitlsn I phase. A.D. 

400-700) was a period of great change In West Mexico. At the center of the region. processes of 

urbanization were taking place. There was less attention to the burial of the dead. 

This study examines two sites east of the central region of West Mexico (Teuchitlsn core) 

and asks how mortuary behaviors changed from the late-Formative "cult of the dead" to the Oassic 

period. These local changes are then compared to what Is known about the Teuchitlsn core. 

The collection used for this study is important in that it is the only collection of proveniencecl. 

complete West Mexican mortuary assemblages from this period. That is. figurines were 

accompanied by elias. bowls. beads. and other objects In meaningful ways in a number of tombs. 
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Artifacts from over forty tombs from the late Formative/Preclassic and Classic periods were 

examined to understand the relationships between activities involved in production, distribution, and 

use of mortuary ceramics. 

In this thesis, I de-mystify the "cult of the dead" and propose instead a system where potters 

produced pottery both for daily use and for mortuary use, and where the Iconography and particular 

distribution of vessels in tombs echo basic beliefs about life and death. The art history and museum 

communities will gain from a broader contextual perspective of the mortuary figurines. Clearty, 

given our current understanding, we should dispose of the Implications of a "cult of the dead" in 

discussions of earty West Mexican mortuary behavior, and instead turn to an integrated view of 

social behaviors regarding death and burial. 

In the work that follows, I take a somewhat unorthodox approach to mortuary studies by 

shifting the focus from art to the technological system reflected in the production, distribution, and 

use of ceramics found in mortuary context. An examination of the artifacts in reconstructing 

activities associated with the artifacts is used as a mode of inquiry In understanding prehistoric 

mortuary behavior as a social activity. In West Mexico, where the artifactual evidence is particularly 

limited, the careful analysis of existing artifacts Is especially productive. 

In this work, ceramic mortuary vessels are understood to playa particular role in the social, 

Ideological, and political aspects of life, death, and renewal. The ceramic technology is a socially 

constructed system, and as such is embedded in a dynamic, human system. The vessels are made 

by Individuals who mayor may not prepare them specifically for mortuary use. The vessels are then 

distrlbuted and used in the manner mediated by the understood meaning of the vessel within a 

social context. Changes In the relationships between the producers and users of a given set of 

objects reflect broader scale social, ideological, and political change. 
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In the end, I will demonstrate that ceramic mortuary technology changed between the late-

Formative and Classic periods in West Mexico, dramatically at the sites of Tabachines and Ixtepete, 

east of the Teuchitlan core, and more continuously at Estanzuela, in the core region. The nature 

of technological change is unique at each of these sites, Indicating that the relationships between 

producer and user are variable. 

The lack of extensive settlement data for the region, with less than a handful of excavated 

sites for the central region, limits the kinds of useful questions that can be answered from the 

collections available for study in West Mexico. This study addresses the question of changes in 

mortuary technology, as reflected in available excavated material. 

Pulling apart the statement ·ceramic mortuary technology changed between the late

Formative and Classic periods in West Mexico· provides a structure for the work that follows. In 

Chapter 1 is a critical examination of studies of technology in various disciplines including 

archaeology, anthropology, and history. I will focus on the approaches to studies of technology that 

will be useful in this study of West Mexican mortuary technology. Chapter 2 presents the idea of 

a mortuary technology; who is involved in the production, distribution, and use of mortuary goods 

in traditional societies, and how these processes are related. Having defined some of the ways of 

talking about mortuary technology per se in Chapters 1 and 2, the remaining sections of this work 

then explore mortuary technology in West Mexico. 

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, two aspects of mortuary technology are explored differentially: the 

macro-perspective, or knowledge of social structures or institutions based on ethnohlstoric and 

archaeological documentation of the region, and the micro-perspective, or knowledge of individual 

action based on careful observation and study of mortuary technology. Chapter 3 assesses what 

is known of ideological and social aspects of ·being· a West Mexican, and how this might be 

reflected In changes In mortuary behaviors. Ethnohlstorlc records are presented to provide a basis 
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for assessing basic Mesoamerican beliefs about life and death that mayor may not be reflected in 

mortuary behavior. Also, a discussion of what is known about regional dynamics and socio

political organization identifies regional and temporal variation in organization that might be reflected 

in changes in mortuary behavior. Having thus presented the notion of structures that might be 

critical to changes in mortuary technology, Chapter 4 turns to the region in question, the Valley of 

Atemajac. In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, a detailed study of changes in mortuary technology is presented, 

reinforcing the view that this is a complex system in action, having both individual and structural 

elements. Finally, in Chapter 8, I argue that the abrupt changes in mortuary technology between 

the late-Formative/earty Classic and the Classic period are experienced differently in the Teuchitlan 

core and the Valley of Atemajac, to the east, and that causal factors are linked to external forces. 

Ultimately, the goals of this dissertation are threefold: 

1. to explore the relationship between technology and its social and 

ideological context as an integrated unit, 

2. to contribute to the current understanding of West Mexican archaeology 

from the late Formative to the Classic period, and 

3. to develop a method for reconstructing technological activities within a 

social framework. 

Topically, the study of ceramic mortuary technology In prehistory is challenging. Clearly, 

mortuary activity is laden with layers of belief, social structures and behaviors, and technological 

behaviors. In prehistory, we can only being to unwrap these relationships, relationships that are 

only barely understood in modem societies. 



1.2. Technology in context 

Our present lives are dominated by the goddess Reason, who is our greatest and 
most tragic illusion (Jung et a!. 1964:91). 
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There are two Important Ideas In developing a discussion of mortuary technology in social 

context. First, what is meant by technology, and second, what is meant by mortuary technology? 

The following discussion will address the question of technology in social context, while the more 

specific question of mortuary technology will be pursued in Chapter 2. 

As members of a modern, complex, Western society, we bring certain biases to our 

perception of technologies and technological systems. A stroll down the street In a contemporary 

town will provide a number of examples of the use of the term 'echnology": a computer store with 

a sign for ·computer technology", a record/CD store with the latest 'echnology", or a car-repair 

shop with a new 'echnology" for aligning wheels. What links these examples is the common 

understanding and general use of 'echnology" to mean the object or tool, or an action: the 

computer hardware and software, the newest CD player, or a computer-run alignment system. 

These terms are derived from a marketing perspective, and are often found in popular magazines, 

trade journals, and corporate literature. Thus, from the perspective of the consumer or the 

technocrat, use of the term technology Is dominated by an understanding of technology-as-object, 

or sometimes technology-as-process. These are limited viewpoints, with restricted utility In building 

behavioral inferences. 

Implicit in this discussion is the realization that while we, as members of an industrial, 

western society, often view 'echnology" as a system that seems distinct from other social systems, 

the same cannot be said for traditional, non-western societies. This Is not to say that modem 

technological systems are not socially embedded systems, rather, that the focus can be directed 

toward component parts of these enormous systems. In traditional societies, technologies are 
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strongly socially integrated systems, where component parts are strongly interconnected, and 

cannot be so easily separated. 

Lemonnler (1992:5) has argued that there are five essential elements to a technology: 

matter, energy, objects, gestures and specific knowledge. In this work, technology is interpreted 

to be the system of activities associated with the production, distribution, and use of a particular 

object or set of objects. Implicit in this definition is the understanding that the actions or activities 

are inherently tied to a system of knowledge, skill and experience. 

In the end, one important question arises: how can we develop contextual studies of 

technology, particularly In prehistory? In looking at technologies as socially embedded systems, 

Pfaffenberger's comment that 'echnology ... [ls] rather a total social phenomenon ... that marries the 

material, the social, and the symbolic in a complex web of associations· (1988:249) seems 

particularly relevant. 

Archaeology, and most particularly, American archaeology, has taken a materialist approach 

in studies of prehistory. Given the fact that artifacts form an important part of the archaeologist's 

data set, this is not surprising. In the last three decades, American archaeology has been 

dominated by the ideas of Lou Binford. As David (1992b: 334) suggests, 

Binford believes that archaeology should be more like a natural than a social 
science and advocates the development of ·mlddle range theory" to relate the 
statics of the archaeological record to the dynamics of the living, systemic context. 

Binford's work of the sixties (1962), based In cultural ecology and evolutionary theory 

(Steward 1955; White 1959), set off a parade of process-oriented Investigations In the search for 

general functional correlates. That is, the tech nomic, socia-technic and ideo-technic classes of 

artifacts served as methodological constructs for examining evolutionary change. By 1982, Rathje 

and Schiffer had defined the processual-behavloral school as concerned with the relationship 

between behavior and material culture, rearticulating Binford's artifact classes as use activities: 

technofunction, sociofunction and ideofunction. From the point of view of the processual school, 
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there have been several successes in studies oftechnologically-oriented systems. Methodologically, 

the technomic class of artifacts, those that served as "tools" for coping with the environment, have 

proven to be by far the easiest to study. experimental archaeology and archaeometric studies have 

been highly successful at answering the question of function (cf. Braun 1983; Bray 1982; Hally 1986; 

Hendrickson and McDonald 1983; Skibo 1992; Skibo and Schiffer 1987), yet most have focussed 

on particular functional correlates, and as such, have not been able to break away from the more 

particular aspects of middle-range theory. Clearly, studies in technofunction are a logical place to 

start methodologically, but the "next step" is lacking. 

The socio-technic class of artifacts, or those communicating socially important information 

have seen methodological attention through style analysis (cf. Conkey and Hastorf 1990; Hardin 

1983; Plog 1983; Washburn 1983; Wiessner 1984; Wobst 1977). Sadly, the aspects of ideofunction, 

and the Integration of the three functional classes have seen little to no attention through this period. 

The exceptions have been work on Andean and African metallurgy (ct. Childs 1991; Childs and 

Killick 1993; Herbert 1993; Lechtman 1984). The observation that studies of prehistoric economies 

far outweigh studies of social organization, which in tum overshadow those of ideology is indicative 

of the imbalance, particularly in studies in American archaeology (Trigger 1989:392). This is not to 

say that studies of social organization and ideology are non-existent; most apparent is the work 

of the "New Archaeologists" on social organization beginning In the 1960's (e.g., Deetz 1965; 

Longacre 1968; Rathje 1970). Most problematic with the legacy of Binford's technomic, socio

technic and ideo-technic categories and the later behavioral/processual techno-functional, socio

functional and ideo-functional categories Is the sharp division of these types of activities as a 

construct. The fragmentation of social process Into discrete areas distorts what Is well-integrated 

in the human experience. These analytic categories, derived from the behavioral/processual school, 

are methodologically attractive in their ease of application, yet, in their application, have failed to 

reintegrate the constituent parts in a meaningful way. 
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The behavioral Interpretation of technology as "a corpus of artifacts, behaviors and the 

knowledge for creating and using products that is transmitted intergenerationally" (Schiffer and 

Skibo 1987:595) Is not In and of itself limiting. Rather, the fragmentation of studies Into those 

focussing on technofunctlonal, soclofunctlonal or ideofunctional aspects of past behavior has proven 

to be self-limiting. Schiffer's call for "a unified behavioral science in which the technological, social, 

and ideological aspects of activities are studied together, along with their artifacts, over time· 

(1992:141) Is important, although only time will tell how many will heed the call. 

In many ways, the omission of ideological, and to some extent social Issues, was the source 

for the criticism that began in the 1980's. Post-processualism, critical theory, structuralism, and 

structural Marxism all raised concerns with the limitations of the processual school. In theory, 

Hodder (1989:70) called for a post-processual phase where the dichotomies between .... normative, 

culture-historical, idealist archaeology, and on the other hand, processual, culture-ecological and 

materialist archaeology" were broken down. Hodder (1986) viewed archaeological discourse In 

terms of context-specific structures, as opposed to the cross-cultural middle range theories of the 

Binfordian era. Unfortunately, the post-processual critique has not been successful in integrating 

the methodological gains of the seventies with the theoretical desires of the movement. In regard 

to studies of technology, there has been little, if any, direct progress In methodology In archaeology 

from the post-processual perspective. Studies of symbolic archaeologists (ct. Hodder 1982b, Tilley 

1986) focusing on the symbolic, Informational content of material culture to the exclusion of 

technofunctlonal and other soclofunctional roles, have added very little to studies of technology. 

The critique of the processual school is, however, a valid one, and has been reinforced In studies 

in related fields. 

It would be unfair not to Include the Marxist school explicitly In any discussion of 

archaeology and technology. The relationship between modes of production (utilized resources) 

and the social relations of production are undeniably relevant to studies of technological change. 
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• ... new technologies [both] create circumstances that bring about social and political changes, and 

.. [are] products of specific social contexts that influence what kind of innovations are likely to occur 

and how likely they are to happen· (Trigger 1993:165). Work such as Chllde's (1936,1951) has led 

the way in Marxist studies of technology. The American school has largely shied away from these 

studies, although there Is growing interest in Issues of power that are largely derived from Marx, and 

influenced by post-processual concerns (ct. Costin and Earle 1989; McGuire 1993; Trigger 1993). 

The growing interest in Marxist and neo-Marxist approaches is iikely have an increasing effect on 

studies of technology in American archaeology in the coming years. 

Studies In ethnoarchaeology, material culture, and history of technology have underscored 

the need to look at technologies as systems in social context (ct. Adler 1985; Bijker et al. 1987; 

Bijker and Law 1992; Childs and Killick 1993; Cutcliffe and Post 1989; David 1992b; Deetz 19n; 

Hughes 1983,1987; Jones 1993; Parr 1970; Schlereth 1985; Staudenmaler 1985; Upton 1979). The 

growth of ethnoarchaeology as a discipline within anthropology has been influential in extending 

studies of technology, particularly in studies of technology In context. 

In ethnoarchaeological studies, particularly those consistent with an American school, there 

is often a fragmentation of technological activities, where the focus tends to be the social context 

of either production, distribution, or use, and the concurrent fragmentation of technology as a 

system (ct. Arnold 1972; DeBoer and Lathrap 1979; Foster 1959, 1960; Hardin 19n; Longacre 

1985). This is consistent with the relationship between the goals of Binfordian-influenced American 

archaeology and the growth of ethnoarchaeology in America as a means to aiel in explanation in 

prehistory. 

On the other hand, a group of ethnographers and sociologists, primarily European (French 

and British), are promoting a more general contextual approach to studies of material culture and 

technology (ct. David 1992b; Hodder 1986; Lemmonier 1993; Miller 1985; Sterner and Daviel1992). 
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David's (1992b) discussion of the cultural domain, derived from Goodenough (1964), provides a 

productive approach for structuring studies of technology. Phenomenal order (PO) is distinguished 

from ideational order (10). The PO, from the point of view of those studying material culture, is 

reflected In artifacts that have been affected by human action, and are the result of activities that 

can be divided into social, ideological (or better, ideational), and technical aspects. In a sense, this 

could be compared with the view of technology-In-context presented in Chapter 1. The 10, on the 

other hand, has more to do with ideas and representations, views of reality, or the "hard wiring" of 

the human mind. David (1992b:335) argues that the PO cannot be reconstructed from cultural 

events without reference to the 10. That Is, behaviors within the phenomenal realm have reference 

to a much less well-defined set of beliefs in the ideational realm. 

Stemer (1992) and David (1992b) propose the use of the idea of "symbolic reservoirs" 

(derived from Mcintosh 1989) to relate the 10 and PO. Symbolic reservoirs, 

... malntalned by the participation of Individuals in a variety of ethnic contexts, are 
the true referents of many "cultures," ethnographic and archaeological, and the 
population that draws on one symbolic reservoir is the significant unit for 
understanding cultural procoss at the macroscale (David 1992b:347). 

Thus, a symbolic reservoir is a shared set of ideas which is manifest in a number of ethnically 

diverse individuals or groups. In this sense, it provides a structure around which technical, social, 

and Ideological activities (i.e. the phenomenal order) vary. At this point In time, we are barely at the 

point of carrying out well-based studies at the level of the phenomenal order (cf. Lemonnier 1993). 

However, In the long run, this model appears to be a useful one. This is well exemplified in Miller's 

(1965) work in Central India: 

Pots are not 'facts' with unproblematic, measurable variability explicable in 
terms of general laws. Pottery is a 'construct'; a part of the creation of a 
cultural environment in which to live out practical pursuits and interest, 
which Is at the same time a way of Interpreting the world by representing 
the world ... human actlon ... [ls] Intervention, which continually reconstructs 
the real environment within which SOCieties exist, and [Is] also a form of 
representation and Interpretation (1985:13). 



To some extent, this is reiterated in Latour's (1993:395) comment that: 

... a technical object -- at least as long as it exists -- is the institutionalized 
transaction through which elements of the actors' interests are reshaped and 
translated, while non-human competences are upgraded, shifted, folded or merged. 
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Cleariy, studies involving material culture in context (i.e. ethnoarchaeology, material culture 

and history of technology) have identified the importance of looking at the phenomenal order, and 

some have indicated the need to incorporate the ideational order. In archaeology, these social and 

ideational relationships are difficult to establish. Behavioral archaeology has given us some 

important tools for inferring activities in the past. As argued eariier, we are far better at inferring 

technical behaviors than social or Ideological activities. Nonetheless, at the very least, the balanced 

examination of the phenomenal order is what we must strive for in order to understand technologies 

in context. 

In the end, what lessons have been learned from the diversity of work involved with 

technology, and how can we use this knowledge to enrich studies of technology in prehistory? In 

an examination of studies which take into account the vitality and richness of the human experience, 

it is clear that technology-as-system and the active context of technology are essential elements. 

The behaviors associated with creation and use are reflected in the artifacts themselves. As Miller 

(1985) intimates, objects are created and used in defining a human reality, thus a good place to 

begin studies of technology is with the artifacts. Cleariy, those disciplines involved with living 

systems have an advantage in investigating the social and symbolic aspects of technological 

systems. On the other hand, in learning from these studies, it is equally clear that it is impossible 

to ignore these social and Ideological forces. Archaeology has been plagued by a methodological 

roadblock in addressing the aesthetic and symbolic aspects of technology. What is called for is a 

means of advancing beyond the methodological constraints and inertia of current archaeological 

discourse. 



For those of us who think that as material culturists we are doing history 
with objects, it is a sobering corrective to realize that in one sense history 
conSistently uses small truths to build large untruths. History can never 
completely retrieve the past with all of its rich complexity, not only of 
events but of emotions and sensations and spirit. We retrieve only the 
facts of what transpired; we do not retrieve the feel, the affective totality, 
of what it was like to be alive in the past. History is necessarily false; it 
has to be ... 1 suggest, then, that deep structural meanings of artifacts can 
be sprung loose by going beyond cataloguing them as historical facts to 
analyze them as fictions, specifically as artistic fictions (Prown 1993:6). 
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Implicit in the work that follows is the assumption that we (as those who study material 

culture) do create fictions. After all, what else can we do? These fictions, however, are built upon 

carefully extracted observations along a number of dimenSions. At the first levels of inference, we 

can build larger truths of process -- of making and using. Technical studies in archaeology have 

successfully provided methods for studying the materials of production, the techniques, the 

distribution, and the technofunctional use of objects. Archaeologists have come to recognize and 

investigate the socio-functional aspects of material culture. The ·social life of things· (Appadurai 

1986) must be recognized. But what of the ideological (ideational) spectrum? Work of such 

individuals as Jones (1975), Davenport (1986) and Smith (1981), unconditionally demonstrates that 

the force of artistic or creative process is essential to the technological equation. Beliefs also 

structure behavior. If we cannot integrate these elements into a discussion of technology-as-system, 

then the system becomes nothing more than a hollow historical shell. An overarching effort to 

contextualize these behaviors within a belief system Is still just beginning in archaeology, but must 

be considered within this contextual approach. 

1.3. Structuratlon 

Inherently unsatisfying in the mainstream discussions of technology has been the inability 

to incorporate individual, creative action with structured social behavior. Technologies are socially 

constructed systems, however, the role of the individual in ·conceiving, making, perceiving, using, 

adapting, decorating, exalting, loathing and discarding· (Schlereth 1975:176) has been largely 
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ignored. The individual becomes a marionette, where the larger social forces pull the strings in an 

environment of consensus and normative behavior. 

Giddens' formulation of the idea of structuratlon (1984) shows great potential as a social 

theory of particular Interest to students of technology. The limitations of the "sclentiflcation" of social 

science (as seen In the laying out of hypotheses to be tested using the scientific method) Is seen 

In his 1983 commentary: 

One of the things that struck me ... was that virtually all the recent literature 
comparing the natural and social sciences Is methodological In character. 
It Is concerned with questions of how far social and natural science are 
able to develop laws that are the same in logical form, problems of 
"paradigms," testability and so on (1983:79). 

In Giddens' formulation of structuration theory. methodological implications are tied to a view that 

explanation Is Inherently linked to particular time-space context, and that the application of general 

laws to social action serves a limited purpose. 

The center of his critique Is directed at the view of social structure as an overwhelming 

restraining force on behavior. The main focus of Giddens' work Is on the duality of individual action 

and social structures, where social practice forms the commonality between Individual and SOCiety. 

In his critique of social theory, Giddens rejects the tenets· of functionalism, positivism, and 

evolutionary theory (1984). Structuratlon Is derived from a melange of social theory which Includes 

aspects of linguistic philosophy (Wittgensteln), phenomenology (Husser! and Garfinkel), Interaction 

theory (Goffman), psychoanalysis (Erikson), h9rmeneutlcs (Gadamer and Haberrnas), social 

geography (Hagerstrand), structuralism (Saussure) and post-structuralism (Derrida, Krlsteva and 

Foucault), and Marx and historical materialism (Craib 1992). The view that social change does not 

follow a predetermined course, and that both Internal and external factors come together in a 

particular time and place is put forward In contrast to a cultural evolutionary perspective. For 

Giddens, structure is not a social force which constrains human relationships, but rather a set of 

rules and resources on which individuals draw. The Intentionality of the individual is thus 
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incorporated into action. The individual is neither pure originator of action nor the product of 

socialization, however. 

Structure is conceptualized as the "rules" and "resources· that actors 
employ in "interaction contexts" that extend across "space" and "time". 
Rules are "generalizable procedures" that are used by actors to reproduce 
structure, whereas resources are "facilities" that actors manipulate to get 
things done. Such rules and resources are "transformational" and 
"mediating" in that they are mobilized in various ways to perform activities 
and achieve ends (Turner 1990:107). 

Giddens (1990:313) suggests that there are four aspects of his structuration theory relevant 

to social research. First is the concentration on reproduction of practices, where structure is 

recursively implicated in practice. Second is the importance of the dialectic of control in social 

systems, in the ability uf the individual as well as institutions to "act otherwise" in power systems. 

Third is the idea of discursive penetration, where social actors are knowledgeable about the 

circumstances they produce and reproduce in their actions, and about the broader social processes 

that impinge upon them. Fourth is the concept of double hermeneutic, concerning the reflexive 

relationship between the researcher and the subject matter. 

Criticism of Giddens has focused heavily on the methodological difficulty in integrating the 

micro-sociological aspects of individual practice with the macro-sociological aspects of structure 

(ct. Archer 1985; Layder 1981; Maniacas 1980; Smith 1983; Thompson 1981). This does not, 

however, necessarily negate the potential of structuration theory in forwarding social inquiry. 

The analysis that follows will derive its inspiration from the work of Giddens in asseSSing 

technology as a series of mediated actions. The role of the individual, albeit producer, distributor, 

or consumer, is directly tied to the ambient social structure, where the individual recursively 

reconstructs social structures through routine action. Actions occur in a particular space-time, and 

collectively play out social practice. 

How does Giddens' work relate to the phenomenal order discussed in earlier sections? If 

we accept the view that the phenomenal order (sensu David 1992) is the patterned set of activities 
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that involve technical, social and ideological aspects, then Giddens' work provides a means of 

looking at the mechanism for patterned activities, through individual and social action. Thus, in the 

chapters to follow, two stories will be interwoven: 1) the story of individual production and use 

activities and the variability in these actions, and 2) the story of general social structures that may 

or may not reproduced by Individual action. 

Giddens' theory does not provide strict methodological constraints. That is, a processual 

approach whereby the artifacts are studied to reconstruct activity or process in prehistory is 

perfectly consistent with Giddens' view of mediated action. The archaeologist reconstructs action 

from artifact. What Giddens provides is a perspective for looking at technological action In a 

particular space-time, and as a dynamic between individuals and social structures. Thus 

methodologically, variability becomes important as an indication of both variability in social practice, 

and as individual action contrary to existent social structures and expectations. So, while Giddens' 

theory does not provide explicit methodological direction, it is compatible with the basic 

methodological tenets of a processual/behavloral archaeology, where the focus is on past action 

and behavior. What is useful in Giddens' theory is that, by assessing activitieR of the Individual on 

one hand, and on social structures on the other hand, we can begin to understand social process 

in a space-time trajectory in a more dynamic way. Ultimately, this should provide a rich explanation 

of technological change in social context, and most definitely, a description of the phenomenal 

order. 

The study presented here is object-centered. That is, the nature of the evidence Is material: 

artifacts from a museum collection that had been excavated from prehistoric burial context. Thus 

methodologically, the study will begin with analysis of the artifacts, and inferences will be built 

outward from there: from object to activity to process to technology and technological change in 

social context. The hard evidence includes primarily ceramic artifacts and their archaeological 

context, or relationships at final burial. Each artifact has a personal history to tell, from the level of 
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the materials used, to the method of manufacture. to the technique and iconography of decoration, 

to the specific details of firing, and to the particular selection and placement in the tomb at burial. 

Collectively, the ceramic artifacts tell a story of a society's mortuary behaviors, from the preparation 

for burial to the materially-expressed aspects of burial itself. Inferences are derived from patterned 

variability in particular aspects of the objects: material selection, aesthetics, distribution, 

associations, etc. When this information is considered in conjunction with prior regional knowledge 

concerning settlement patterns, agricultural development, ceramic production, distribution, and use, 

and historical documentation of myths, a much richer view of a technological system Is reached. 

In this dissertation, the notion that a balanced view from both a micro-perspective (individual 

action) and a macro-perspective (social structures) will be employed. I will NOT explore the viability 

of Giddens' theory as a whole, rather, I will employ the idea of the duality of social action. The 

structure of the analysis that follows is derived from the work of Giddens In assessing technology 

as a series of mediated actions. Thus, in the chapters to follow, two aspects of the duality of action 

will be explored: 1) general social structures that mayor may not be reproduced by individual 

action, and 2) individual production and use activities and the variability In these actions. Chapter 

2 describes some of the relevant social variables in examining mortuary behavior. Chapter 3 

examines social and ideational structures in prehistoric West Mexico, while Chapters 4, 5, and 6 

explore individual action in early West Mexican mortuary technology. 



CHAPTER 2 
MORTUARY PRACTICE 

"But at last one day, that Inspired barbarian, the first potter, hit by accident upon 
his grand discovery ... a happy thought suddenly struck him: why not put the 
calabash to boll upon the fire with a little clay smeared outside It? The savage Is 
conservative, but he loves to save trouble. He tried the experiment, and It 
succeeded admlrably ... He had blundered accidentally upon the art of pottery" (Allen 
1890:317). 
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One can only hope that we have moved beyond the era of overly simplistic models of the 

ceramic technologies reflected in this excerpt. Having established a mode of discourse for 

discussion of technological systems in the last chapter, this chapter will address issues pertinent 

to the study of West Mexican mortuary behaviors and ceramic mortuary technology. 

2.1. Death and mortuary behavior 

Mortuary behavior can be examined from the realm of the phenomenal order. That is, 

mortuary behavior has social, ideational and technical aspects. In archaeology, much of the focus 

on mortuary activity has lain with an Interpretation of social differentiation, exchange, and descent 

(predominantly the social aspect of the phenomenal order) (ct. Bartel 1982; Binford 1971; Braun 

1981; O'Shea 1984; Saxe 1970; Tainter 1978; Whittlesey 1978). Social personae recognized in 

mortuary practices include age, sex, social position, and social affiliation. Within this framework, 

several areas of mortuary study have been neglected: • ... the formation and transformation of the 

archaeological record, the Inadequate treatment of symbolism, the relative neglect of spatial 

patterning In the location of disposal areas, and the absence of a regional perspective in the 

analysis of mortuary practices· (Chapman and Randsborg 1981:23). Even In the last decade, this 

criticism has remained Valid. 

The materlallst-ecologlcal viewpoint that has dominated American archaeology since the 

fifties has marginalized Ideation as a explanation for behavior, promoting social process at Its 

expense (ct. Carr n.d.; David 1992a). Ideation Is defined as a world-view concept or belief 
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incorporating aspects of iife, death, the soul, and the cosmos. Using ethnographic data, Carr (n.d.) 

argues that mortuary behavior varies along a consistent set of ideational and social variables. 

Based on a broad crosscultural survey of 31 societies, he argues that world-view or "ideation" is as 

important, If not more Important, than social organization in determining mortuary practice. This 

conclUsion is largely in contradiction to work such as Binford's (1971), who used cross-cultural data 

to identify important factors (or lack thereof) in social organization related to mortuary behavior. 

Carr found that in many cases where no consistent covarlation of social organization and 

burial practice exist, ideation may be important in structuring burial practice. Mortuary practices 

are choices about social personae in relation to institutionalized ideational structures. Thus, in some 

cases, social factors such as vertical social position, age, and to some extent horizontai social 

position were found to be important in determining mortuary practice. Ideational factors such as 

beliefs about universal orders and symbols, and beliefs about the nature of the soul and its effect 

on the living were found to be critical in structuring mortuary practice. Carr found that mortuary 

variables important in aspects of belief or world-view Included body position, body orientation, and 

the spatial arrangement of furniture in the tomb. Further, mortuary variables useful for determining 

social organization are cemetery Internal organization, overall energy expended on disposal and 

quantity of grave furniture. Vertical social position was most readily measured by energy expended 

on mortuary rites, Including the type of grave furniture (although type of grave furniture was also 

found to reflect personal identity). Although this approach may be of limited utility in its broad 

application to archaeology, It clearly demonstrates that the ideational and social aspects of mortuary 

behavior can be reflected differentially in the material record, and that ideation is an important 

aspect of mortuary behavior. 

In a more general sense, then, mortuary behavior is organized around a few structuring 

principles, among which are social and ideational factors. Huntington and Metcalf (1979) argue that 

the important actors in mortuary events form a Hertzian triad (Hertz 1907): 1) the corpse and 
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burial, 2) the living and the moumers, and 3) the soul and the dead. The scale of rites, or the 

expression of the social order reflects the relationship between the living and the moumers with the 

corpse and burial. The involvement of the living and the dead with the gradual extinction of the 

social person reflect the relationship between the living and the moumers with the soul and the 

dead. Finally, the metaphorical relationship of the body and soul, and forms of rites reflect the 

relationship between the corpse and burial with the soul and the dead. Thus, funerary actions 

reflect social and belief structures In formal terms. For example, status and differentiation are 

formalized through mediation of the relationship between the corpse and burial and the living and 

the moumers. Ideological/cosmological unity is formalized through mediation of the relationship 

of the corpse and burial with the soul and the dead. This distinction Is critical In promoting a more 

balanced view of mortuary practice which includes ideation and social organization (ct. Pader 1982). 

No aspect of this triad can be understood In Isolation, as they are "Interdependent expressions of 

the same ideology" (David 1992a:183). 

These structures mayor may not be reinforced through mortuary practice. For example, 

consider Ucko's criticism of the unrestrained application of ethnographic analogy to studies of 

mortuary practice (1969). It comes as no surprise that the assumptions that burial goods are signs 

of afterworld belief, or that social stratification Is expressed through differential access to burial 

goods mayor may not be valkt The particular nature, or tlme-space-specific aspect of mortuary 

activity must be considered In analysis (Hodder 1982a; Shanks and Tilley 1981). Drawing on a 

perspective consistent with Giddens, Morris suggests that funerary evidence should be viewed as 

the "remains of structure-creatlng ritual practices· (1987:211), and that the structures are individually 

enacted in the course of living out day-to-day existence. Thus apparent contradictions In mortuary 

practice from a structural perspective may not be problematic from a dual-structuratlon perspective 

(Giddens). 
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Archaeologically, some aspects of this relationship between structured ritual practices and 

individual action may be resolvable using a perspective promoted by Sterner (1992) and David 

(1992a). As discussed in the last chapter, the "symbolic reservoir", or the "core of symbols, beliefs, 

values and ideas upon which cultures are founded" (Sterner 1992:172) serves as a construct for 

linking the phenomenal order with the ideational order. David's (1992a:199) proposition that: 

... the ethnic unit of prime Interest to the archaeologist Is not necessarily the 
frequently Instable and short-lived "ethnic group," but may be a larger cluster of 
those that relate to the same symbolic reservoir. This Is the unit that, because Its 
members will tend to process Information through similar ideological lenses, 
appears most likely to respond to major challenges - economic, social or political -
- in ways that are Sufficiently similar over a region for slgnHlcant trends to be 
recognized by the archaeologist... 

has significant potential for relating regional mortuary patterns In prehistory. Within an ethnically 

diverse region, there are broader groups that share fundamental ideologies. Thus, we should expect 

regional studies of mortuary behavior to be productive in assessing the distinction between the 

symbolic reservoir and local diversity. 

Before leaving this subject, it seems pertinent to note that the most of the activity In the 

ideational spectrum of mortuary behavior Is coming from an ethnographic or ethnoarchaeological 

realm. Difficulty In the transfer of ethnographic and ethnoarchaeologlcal data to the prehistoric 

record Is based on the compression of variability through time and the compression of a wide range 

of behaviors Into a sampled few. For mortuary studies, this effect is compounded. In a given 

ethnoarchaeologlcal project, only a few deaths might be observed In a given field season. Thus, 

reflections on mortuary ritual are reconstructed based on Informant Interviews. While broad 

information can be collected on gender, status, economic/subsistence factors, political organization, 

beliefs, etc., observations on the way that these are reflected !n mortuary ritual is limited. In the 

ethnographic case, time Is compressed into anywhere from one week, to perhaps a dozen years. 

Thus, variability in the context of mortuary behavior through time Is difficult to assess. The 

archaeological record provides more data through time, but lacks the detailed social, ideational and 
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technical data possible from an ethnographic context. In the archaeological record, entire 

cemetaries might be excavated, unearthing a wide range of mortuary activity, but in this case, the 

social and ideational basis for inferring pattemed mortuary behaviors is more difficult to achieve. 

Each approach has its own limitations. 

2.2. Mortuary technology 

With this general view of mortuary behavior, it is important to consider how the 

interpretation of mortuary technology should be addressed within the framework of the phenomenal 

order. The New Archaeology resulted in the clarification of some of the social factors structuring 

mortuary behavior. More recent studies have identified the need to examine ideational structures 

in mortuary behavior more fully. This study begins with the technical, or technological structuring 

of mortuary behavior, putting It in the context of social and ideational forces. A technological focus 

on mortuary behavior shifts the focus somewhat to include the actions of preparation for a mortuary 

event (the production of mortuary goods), and the mechanism in bringing about the final 

configuration of mortuary goods relative to an uitimate use in burial. From this point of view, then, 

ceramic mortuary technology broadens the basis for discussion of mortuary activity, and allows for 

another range of activities, namely those involved in the making and distribution of pottery used in 

mortuary context .. In this sense, it is a new approach, and provides a different starting point for 

studies of the phenomenal order/ideational order reflected in mortuary behavior. 

Because the work presented here is specific to small-scale production of ceramics found 

within a mortuary context, the discussion will focus most strongly on relevant aspects of activities 

or behaviors. I will argue that a shared belief structure or world-view concept is critical in defining 

some aspects of appropriate mortuary behavior as well as the Important elements in mortuary ritual, 

but that local variation In social, environmental, historical, and individual factors results In a range 

of technological practice. This is essentially the relationship between the symbolic reservoir and the 
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phenomenal order. Through time, changes in either the shared belief, social structure or local 

factors are reflected in changes in the technology. Ukewise, changes in technique may serve to 

change mortuary practice. The technological balance changes in tandem with the social and 

ideological context. 

Methodologically, then, one can consider material remains as evidence for past ritual 

activity. It is assumed that in their final-use configuration, mortuary goods reflect mortuary action. 

In this way, an examination of the variability in activities associated with production, distribution and 

primary use compared to the activity of burial or disposal serves to reconstruct ritual mortuary 

behaViors. Needless to say, the physicality of the archaeological record limits the reconstruction 

of ritual behaviors to those associated with archaeologically recoverable material objects. In the 

next section, examples of mortuary technology will be examined to elucidate some of the 

relationships between the producers and users of mortuary pottery. 

2.3. Mortuary goods: specialized and special production and use 

There are a limited number of ethnographic studies which consider the technological 

aspects of mortuary behavior, specifically production behaviors. In this section, I outline a few 

ethnographic examples of mortuary pottery production to understand some of the variables that 

may be important in structuring production and use of ritually important vessels. 

Basslng's work (1979) among the Oakakari of Nigeria suggests that there is good reason 

to consider the technology of mortuary ceramics as distinct from other types of ceramics. Here, 

pottery Is produced during the dry season by the women of the community. Two types are 

produced: utilitarian household pottery and secular commemorative sculpture for graves (although 

household pottery can also be used in mortuary context). Those potters who produce grave pottery 

are specialists - the secrets of production are retained within the family, and there are social 

mechanisms to control the spread and innovation of mortuary production outside of the specialist 
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families. Grave sculptures are commissioned from the potter herself well in advance of the funeral 

(up to a year). The types of grave sculpture ordered and made are dependent upon the social 

status of the deceased as well as their title, or recognized station (warrior, priest, farmer, etc.). 

In a similar type of study, Kaplan (1990) examines the production and use of blackware 

pottery in Puebla, Mexico. Here, blackware Is produced solely for use on Todos Santos, 

culminating in the well-known Day of the Dead on November 2. The blackware, produced by the 

same pottery specialists as the makers of loza corriente, or ordinary cooking pottery, is made from 

a different clay than the loza corriente, and is thrown on the wheel (as opposed to mold-made). 

Both the blackware and the loza corriente are fired together, but the blackware is given a second 

reduction firing. The blackware of rend as or offerings are set up on household altars; the pottery 

is purchased new each year. Even more specialized is the production of miniature of rend as for the 

angelitos, or children who have died within their first year of life. Itinerant potters come and spend 

about three weeks producing these miniature vessels, which are made in the same form as the adult 

blackware, but are then painted in pink or blue, and decorated with flowers and birds. The 

celebration of the Day of the Dead is a syncretism of prehistoric Mesoamerican beliefs and more 

recent Catholic practice. The specialized production of miniature offerings by itinerant potters in 

conjunction with the special production of blackware offerings by pottery specialists reflects a 

complex mixture of production behaviors for mortuary purposes. 

The idea of special action in producing ceramics for mortuary use is pursued in the work 

of David and Sterner (1990) among the Hide, Sirak, and Mafa of North Cameroon. The potters and 

smiths work with fire, and are members of a separate caste. Utilitarian pots (redware) are produced 

by a majority of the women during the dry season; the serving vessels (blackware) are associated 

only with the potter's caste, who make up less than 5% of the population. Thus, in a sense, there 

is specialized production of certain ceramics. There is also "special" production of ceramics for 

sacred use, but this is a different type of behavior. In their video, Vessels of the Spirits, David and 
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Sterner explore the view that people communicate with the spirits through the medium of pots. Pots 

serve many purposes: for cooking, transport, storage and serving of food and beverage, shrines, 

beehives, and a multitude of other uses. Pots can be viewed as sacred, as representing a god or 

an ancestor as a spirit double. These pots are imbued with special meaning during the process of 

making them - extra features such as hands and horns may be added by the husband of the potter; 

however, they are made sacred through use. For example, during a funeral, the deceased is 

transformed into an ancestor, and the spirit leaves the body. An offering Is made to the spirits still 

clinging to the "vessel" of the body. The body is buried, but a pot traps the spirit of the deceased. 

This consecrated vessel may be used to call the spirit of the ancestor within for protection. In a 

general sense, it seems to be relevant to ask, what Is the difference between specialized production 

and special production in mortuary context? That Is, what is the significance of special mortuary 

production, or mortuary specialists. 

In discussing Zuni pottery, Bunzel argues that sacred artHacts are often iII-conceived and 

poorly made, that "the cleavage between household and ceremonial objects in regard to form and 

decoration is so complete that it is difficult to believe that two such different ceramic types belong 

to the same age and the same people ... the designs are crudely conceived and crudely executed" 

(1929:23). From a perspective of specialized production versus special production, it appears that 

the latter Is active. In other words, the act of making and decorating the object is subservient to 

Its active use; the makers may not be active potters. In this case, It Is conceivable that Zuni men 

were producing the ceremonial pottery while the women were producing the household pottery. 

In terms of mortuary production, this is an issue worth considering, particularly If the quality and 

manner of production vary considerably from the "norm" - the makers of mortuary offerings may 

or may not be potters In the usual sense. 

A similar case is reported in southern Ghana, where for over 300 years, offerings of pottery, 

including ornately decorated pots, terracotta heads, spoons and other vessels appear in asensies 
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(a part of a cemetary known as the ·place of pots") (Vivian 1992). The vessels were ornate, yet were 

very rough and poorly made. Bellis (1982) concluded that these vessels were made especially for 

ceremonial purposes. The production of coarse mortuary offerings is consistent with non-potters 

producing special pottery for mortuary use. 

In contrast, Dwyer and Dwyer (1975), after examining embroidered textiles from a number 

of funerary bundles from the Necropolis at Paracas, conclude that the • ... quallty and uniformity in 

style throughout the sample of textiles suggest a group of specialist embroiderers, among these are 

a number whose work is so distinct that it can be picked out· (1975:158-159). Each bundle 

contained the work of several artists. The presence of dominant thematic elements in particular 

funerary bundles suggests that several kin groups were contributing specially produced textiles as 

offerings to fulfill mortuary obligations. In this case, the presence of specialists who were producing 

textiles for (at the least) mortuary use reflects another pattern in the nature of special production. 

Krotser (1987) reports specialized production of wares associated with burials at 

Teotihuacan (La Ventilla sites). This is most likely consistent with the scale of production seen at 

Paracas, and suggests the need to consider the scale of production in distinguishing between 

special and specialized production for mortuary goods. 

These case studies serve to illustrate the importance of considering the difference between 

specialized production and special production of mortuary offerings. This distinction is not 

addressed directly In the more general discussions of specialization (Costin 1991 ; Rice 1981, 1991). 

Ethnographic studies have demonstrated that there are subtle shades of differences in the 

organization of production activities. The consideration that mortuary goods may be made by 

specialists in special ways, or by non-potters for special purposes results In two different 

configurations. Further, the regularly documented use of utilitarian offerings, for example, used pots 

(e.g., Mimbres ·killed· pots) or flour jars (Darakari offerings for female burials) in conjunction with 

other types of offerings, demonstrates the multiplicity of producers of mortuary offerings. 
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The multiplicity of "users" of mortuary offerings Is another Issue, but Is one receiving 

somewhat more focused attention in the literature at large. McLeod (1984) rightly cautions against 

categorizing pots as either sacred or profane, rather that they are mobile elements that can move 

from category to category as the situation changes. Thus the context of use defines the meanlng(s) 

of the pot. The user Is one actor In the assignation of meaning. Thus, In mortuary context, the pot 

may serve 1) as a vessel for food offerings for the journey, 2) as a measure of the status of the 

occupant relative to the soclety-at-Iarge (note that status is used here to connote primarily vertical 

differentiation, although social personae clearly involve both horizontal and vertical differentiation), 

3) to define the status of the deceased in another world, and 4) to reflect the relationship of the 

deceased to a spiritual world. This Is completely consistent with Huntingdon and Metcalfs (1979) 

distinction between the corpse, the living, and the soul. Sterner (1989) makes the point that the 

most elaborately decorated pots among the Sirak Bulahay of North Cameroon are the sacred pots -

- soul pots, status pots, protection pots, and sacrificial pots. In this case, the "message" of the pot 

is applicable to the user(s) of the pot as well as the spirits. The maker of the pot elaborated the 

pot to fulfill the needs of these multiple users: the primary user(s) as well as the spirits. 

Thus, based on a limited number of ethnographic stuc:lles, It Is clear that a multiplicity of 

production and use actors and activities need to be considered In a contextual stuc:ly of ceramic 

technology. This Issue will be considered explicitly In the analysis that follows. 
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CHAPTER 3 
IDEATION AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE IN WEST MEXICO 

As discussed In Chapter 1, Giddens' theory of structuratlon calls attention to the duality of 

action. To this end, systems must be viewed from a macro-perspective (social structures) and a 

micro-perspective (individual action). In this chapter, the macro-perspective will be explored by 

asking two discrete questions. First, what do we know about the ideational structure of West 

Mexico In prehistory? Second, what do we know about social organization and relationships in 

West Mexico? These questions will provide a basis for later discussions examining specHic 

archaeological examples, in supporting Inferences about changes In shared Ideation and social 

organization. The following discussion will begin with an examination of historical and ethnographic 

records of myth and death In Mesoamerica to provide a framework for discussion of the shared 

structure of Ideatlonally-llnked social practice (I.e., the symbolic reservoir). The section following 

the ethnohlstorlcal accounts will examine the general archaeology of West Mexico, and attempt to 

identHy the relevance of social Institutions and regional prehistory In assessing formal patterns of 

mortuary behavior In West Mexico. A formal, structured analysis of social organization In West 

Mexico is more difficult, as there is limited archaeological Information available. 

In the next chapter, the archaeological data relevant to the region of Interest will be 

assessed (Tabachlnes, In the Valley of AtemaJac, Jallsco), allowing a focused examination of the 

local concerns with respect to broader knowledge of prehistoric Mesoamerican social and ideational 

Institutions (I.e., a micro-perspective). The formal unit of Interpretation will be that of a technology, 

as defined earlier, and specifically a mortuary ceramic technology. That Is, the ideational and social 

aspects of mortuary behavior will be assessed In conjunction with the technique, the "doing" of 

making, distributing, and using mortuary goods. However, In order to delve Into the contextual 

Issues Involved In the practice of technology, this study first pursues the ideational, then the social 

organizational, and finally the technical aspects of the technology. The technological system must 
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be pulled apart in order to meaningfully put it back together as a system, here called the 

phenomenal order. In the end, these component parts (ideation, social organization and technique) 

are reintegrated into a picture of technological change in context as voiced through the ceramic 

mortuary technology. 

3.1. Ideation: Cosmology and death In Mesoamerica 

The role of the object as symbol, connecting the mystical and normal worlds, is an 

important one to consider in Mesoamerican prehistory. The creation of the object as a celebratory 

act reflects not only ideational, but also social constraints. A potter who creates sacred objects is 

motivated by personal, or individual, as well as shared ideation; the user of these sacred objects 

is motivated by personal as well as social and ideational constraints. Weigand and Weigand 

(1988:6), In their work among the Huichol of Jalisco and Nayarit, Mexico, conclude that • .. .Iiv1ng 

humans, ancestor humans, ancient ancestors and gods interact in a common society that is cosmic 

in nature ... ". The nature of this cosmic interaction, as reflected in mortuary technology, is 

investigated in the present work. Mortuary materials are particularly interesting in view of their 

strong connection in social and ideational realms, not only because the motivation for production 

is so strongly aligned within an Ideational base, but also because of the ephemeral nature of the 

user. 

For whom are these mortuary sacra being made? As pointed out earlier, mortuary studies 

in the last two decades have structured their arguments around social organization. This applies 

to the sense of the interred as a social being, and the importance of recognizing the individual in 

death as he/she had been recognized in life. Thus, the production and distribution of sacra are 

fulfilling social needs of the Interred In relation to the community. In addition, the selection of sacra 

for Interment reflects a view of the life after death and a more general cosmology. This has received 

less attention In the archaeological literature, and has been more strongly reflected In the art 
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historical Iconographic literature and ethnographic accounts (ct. Carr n.d.; Schele and Miller 1986). 

Both of these elements are Important In understanding the users of mortuary sacra. They include 

not only the individual. but the community. and ultimately deities Important to the life cycle. 

The utility of historic sources In Interpreting the Ideational framework of early Mesoamerican 

life is clear. The codices left behind from the sixteenth century onwards provide insight into the 

myths. rituals. poetry, and daily existence of Nahuatl-, Mixtec-. and Maya-speaking people 

throughout Mexico. Well-known texts such as the Codex Dresden. the florentine Codex (Sahagun). 

the Codex Borgia. the Popel Vuh. the Relacl6n de Mlchoacan. and Hlst6ria Toiteca-Chlchimeca 

reflect epic and lyric writing as well as love poems (Leon-Portilla 1986). Of relevance to the 

discussion here are those myths related to death. 

These texts are relevant to a discussion of the cosmology of prehistoric West Mexico for 

a few reasons. First. • ... by the beginnings of the Middle Formative. Mesoamerica ... had become an 

integrated ideational sphere. an Oikoumene. one In which Its many parts - ... were to some Important 

degree linked by mutually held Ideas· (Willey 1991 :199). It makes sense to look at derivative texts 

from other regions as potential explanatory markers for similar patterns In West Mexico. A pan

Mesoamerican symbolic reservoir should contain elements that are constant over time and space. 

Second. In defense of using the ethnohlstoric texts themselves. there are precedents In West 

Mexican studies that support their utility. Graham's study (1982) demonstrating the use of early 

West Mexican shell In similar ritual contexts as other regions. where its use was consistent with uses 

reported In various codices. suggests that ethnohlstorlc data CAN be useful. Weigand (1992b) 

similarly identifies a proto-Ehecatl Qater to become an Important aspect of Quetzal coati) glyph or 

emblem In West Mexico. and uses ethnohistoric data to support Iconographic arguments for the 

presence of this specific deity In West Mexico during the Classic period. While caution must be 

exercised In the use of ethnohlstoric data, It would be naive to reject Its explanatory potential. 

especially since it is well recognized that many Mesoamerican deities are derivative in nature. 
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absorbing characteristics of past deities In a continuum. In the work presented here, the 

ethnohistoric records are incorporated to provide a reflection on a Mesoamerican cosmological 

"concept", or symbolic reservoir. The presence of elements In prehistoric burial context that are 

consistent with the world-view discussed in ethnohistoric accounts substantiates their validity in the 

interpretation of behaviors associated with death and burial. In no way am I suggesting that no 

regional variation in belief or world-view exists, but rather, that there are shared beliefs about death 

and the cosmos that form an "ideological lens" (David 1992a) through which daily life is negotiated. 

Thus, the ethnohistoric data can provide useful insight into a Mesoamerican view of the 

cosmos. Archaeological "events· consistent with those patterns promoted by Aztec cosmological 

models support the premise that there is a shared basis for viewing the universe which goes well 

back into antiquity. This ethnohistoric material is presented as a perspective in which to view the 

archaeological data, particularly with respect to mortuary behavior. 

The cosmos - the organization of the world, the heavens, and time - was clearly central 

to the way Mesoamericans saw life. The five directions (the center and four cardinal directions) 

each had a special name, color, symbol, and patronage. They were: 1) East (Tlapcopa), the place 

of dawn, where TlahulzcalpanteuctJi, the Venus god resided, 2) North (Mixtlampa), region of the 

underworld, and the fire deity, 3) West (CihuatJampa), region of women who die in childbirth, and 

EhecatJ-Quetzalcoatl, and 4) South (Huitz/ampa), region of thorns, and Mixtlanteuctli (Berdan 

1982:123). To the Aztec, the universe also had vertical dimensions. There were thirteen layers 

above the earth, and nine below. The heavenly layers included realms of the moon, stars, the sun, 

Venus or birds, comets and fire serpents, the color black or winds, the color blue or dust, storms, 

"White God", "Yellow God", "Red God", and finally Omeyocan, the ·Place of Duality", where the Lord 

and Lady of Duality, TonacateuctJl and TonacaclhuatJ, reigned (Leon-Portilla 1963:49-52). The 

underworld began with the earth's surface, and included eight layers of hell on the way to the ninth 

layer, Mixtlan, where the soul spent eternity under the reign of the lord and lady Mixtlanteuctli and 
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Mixtecacihuatl. The association of the four cardinal directions with activities of the cosmos, the sun 

rising from the East, and setting In the West, the cycles of the moon, and the cycles of Venus, all 

played heavily in agricuitural, as well as daily rituals. Throughout Mesoamerica, there Is direct 

evidence for the sophisticated understanding of astronomy, and the linking of ritual with particular 

cyclic events (e.g., the construction of Teotihuacan along a north-south alignment, and solstice 

events at Tulum). Cosmological structures are therefore reinforced and reiterated, even at the level 

of festivals, architecture, and city planning. The Aztec calendar round, based on a cycle of 52 

years, ties together time and space. Each 52 years, the Aztec were responsible for renewing the 

world, as time ended each 52 years. If they, as a people, were unsuccessful at replacing time, then 

the world would end, and the pantheon of celestial demons would descend (Leon-Portilla 1963). 

The Nahuatl myth of cosmic origin incorporated suns or ages in the evolution of man. The 

age of the Fifth Sun, established In Teotihuacan and continuing onward to the Aztec, was the age 

of Quetzalcoatl. QuetzalcoatJ, the plumed serpent, or the hero twin (with Xo/otl being the monster 

twin), is central to Mesoamerican myth, and has multiple aspects. He Is linked to the creation of 

man, and to rain, fertility, and the Tla/ae complex through Quetzalcoatl-Ehecatl, the wind god. 

During the age of the Fifth Sun, which began in T eotihuacan, the gods 
decided to establish a new race of humans on earth. They entrusted the 
restoration of man to QuetzalcoatJ, and for this purpose he went to MixtJan, 
the land of the dead, In search of the precious bones with which to form 
the new men. MlxtJanteuctll, Lord of the Region of the Dead, was reluctant 
to give up the bones and tried to prevent Quetzalcoatl from carrying away 
the remains of the past generations. But assisted by his double or nahual 
and also by the worms and hornets, QuetzalcoatJ succeeded in taking 
possession of the bones and carrying them to Tamoanchan. the place-of
our-orlgin. There. with the aid of the goddess Quilaztll. the bones were 
ground up and put In a fine earthen tUb. Then Quetzalcoatl. by bleeding 
his male member over the bones. infused life Into them (leon-Portilla 
1986:37). 

Shared by many written records of Mesoamerican belief at contact Is a view of a 

subterranean place of the dead (e.g .• Maya Xibalba. Nahuatl MixtJan). which Is entered through a 

physical journey after death. MixtJan was located in the south or center of the world. The sun was 
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believed to "die" and descend to the land of the dead each time It set to the west. The subject of 

human life and death is inseparably linked to the cycle of the rising and setting sun. Thus death 

and night are synonymous. The cycle of Venus, in Its various conjunctions, is likewise tied to the 

cycle of the sun and moon. The 584-day cycle of Venus is tied to the 52-year solar cycle. Every 

eight years, the 365-day solar cycle and the 584-day Venus cycle coincide; every other 52-year 

solar cycle coincides with the 104-year cycle of Venus. Thus, the duality of gods and goddesses 

involved In the sun and Venus, with light versus dark, and life versus death, is consistent, and is 

reinforced by cosmological happenings. Klein's discussions of Aztec belief regarding Venus 

provides some insight into the relationship of life and death with planetary motion and the cosmos 

(1975, 19n). 

Yohualteuctll, however, represented not only the dead night sun in the 
underworld, but the "dead" planet Venus as well. Among the Mexicans, as 
among the Maya, the 584-day Venus cycle was divided into four phases, 
each of which corresponded to a specific world direction. The first phase 
was that of the Morning Star which appears at dawn in the east [263 days]. 
the second was that of superior conjunction which was associated with the 
north [Venus disappears behind the sun for 50 days], the third was that of 
the Evening Star which appears at dusk In the west [263 days], and the 
fourth was that of its disappearance In Inferior conjunction in the south (or 
center) of the world [8 days]. As was the case with aU stars and planets, 
Including the sun. Venus was believed to be "born" in the east as the 
Morning Star and, as the god X%tl, the Evening Star, to "die" upon Its 
descent to and disappearance at the western horizon. Upon entering the 
body of the female earth monster T/altecult/I, Venus, like the sun, assumed 
that goddess's associations and insignia (19n:182). 

The final 8 days, where Venus Is in inferior conjunction and thus Invisible, represent the time 

that Quetzalcoatl was In the underworld before reappearing as the Morning Star. Death is 

associated with the direction North. North. or Mlxtlampa, is the deepest region of the underworld. 

In the Codex Borgia. this part of the cycle is Illustrated by the appearance of two Quetza/coatis, one 

black and one red. On the side of the black Quetzalcoatlis the Black Tezcatllpoca (who with the 

Red TezcatJipoca or Xipe Totae, Quetza/coatJ, and the Blue TezcatJlpoca or Hultzi/opochtJl, make 

up the four offspring of the primordial deities OmetecutJl and Omecihuatl) , Mlxtlanteuctll, a black 
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skeleton with eagle claws, and a blue Xochipilli or TonacatuecuhtJl. Beside the red Quetza/coatl are 

the red Tezcatlipoca, Tepeyollotll, and Tlahulzcalpanteuct/i, god of the Morning Star. This duality 

of the black and the red Quetza/coatfs, where the black Is destined to live, while the red will die, 

reinforces the duality of gods In the Mesoamerican pantheon. The black Quetza/coatf is then 

resurrected, Including his twin, as Xofotl·Nanahuatzin, the Morning Star (Waters 1975:138). 

With respect to the gods associated with Venus, Milbrath (1989) suggests that Quetzafcoatf 

is the planet Venus, whereas Tfahulzca/panteuctli Is the Morning Star and X%t/ls the Evening Star. 

Sahagun (1950-82:VII, 7-8) identifies Ehecatf, the wind god aspect of Quetza/coatf, as the deity who 

helps the sun rise. X%tf is shown as a canine paired with the setting sun In the Codex Borbonlcus. 

Kelley (1974) suggests that the dog Is analogous to X%t/, the monster twin of Quetzafcoatl. The 

canine Image, particularly a red dog (e.g. the Colima figurines) regularly appears In association with 

mortuary context, and may well serve as a guide through Mlxtlan (Matos Moctezuma 1975:53). In 

some sources, the soul Is carried across the abyssal waters of the first levels of Mlxtlan by a red 

dog which serves as a guide (Brundage 1979:189). The color red In this case may represent the 

red, or dead aspect of Quetzalcoatl. Today, the Lacandones, related to the prehistoric Maya, say 

that the dogs protect the dead and accompany them to their final resting place (Lhuliller 1989:22). 

Among the Zinacantecs of Chlapas, there Is the belief that after death, the soul ·undertakes its 

journey to the otherworld, ferried across the chthonlan river on the back of a black dog· (Laughlin 

1976:4). 

The Aztec also had a settled Image of death, the soul, and the underworld. Sahagun 

describes Mixtlan, the place you went at death as • ... dark, dark as night, a fearful place, a terrifying 

place· (Sahagun 1950:XI:277). The journey of the deceased echoed the journey of Quetzalcoatllnto 

the underworld during the Inferior conjunction of Venus. The orientation of the deceased facing 

North, towards Mixtfan, suggests a consistency of burial behaviors In relation to the myth. 
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... when an evil man died he ... was burled with his face toward the North. 
This was done because the people said he had gone to hell because of his 
wicked life; and, because of the terrible cold there, they wrapped him In 
those thick blankets to give him warmth. With him was burled food for him 
to eat, since the place was sterile (Duran 1971 :392). 
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The Aztec recognized different ways of dying. A mother who died In childbirth was 

considered a warrior. Whereas a warrior who had died In battle or had been sacrificed 

accompanied the sun on its journey from sunrise to the zenith, a mother carried the sun from its 

zenith to sunset, delivering It to those In Mlxtlan, the place of the dead. Those chosen by the 

raingod went to Tlalocan, the paradise of Tlaloc. Infants went to Chlchihuaquauhco, the place-of-

the-nursing-tree (Leon-Portilla 1986:84). Most people who died went to the underworld (Mixtlan) , 

however. • ... and there to the Place of the Dead went all those who died on earth, who died only 

of sickness: the rulers, the commoners· (Leon-Portilla 1980:173). The journey was long and 

arduous, and "the deceased was assisted by a yellow dog, his worldly possessions, and plenty of 

food ... 1f the deceased was a nobleman, supposedly his servants were killed and cremated In order 

to prepare his food and serve him In the underworld· (Berdan 1982:96). Lopez Austin describes the 

journey of the animistic entity teyolla (related to a concept of soul) to Mlxtlan In the following way: 

... the teyolla required vessels and clothing that would serve It on the 
journey [to Mlxtlan]; In the case of a tJatoque, some servants were needed 
to serve him, as they had done during his lifetime. To be more exact, the 
teyolla of the tJatJacotJn accompanied the teyolla of their lord. The servants 
were sacriflced .. .lt was customary in all cases where the teyolia were going 
to Mlxtlan, to bum a reddlsh-colored dog, which would help Its master 
cross the subterranean river that intersected the path ... Four years were 
needed to reach Mlxtlan and eighty days to arrive at the Sky of the Sun 
[for warriors or mothers dying in childbirth] (19:320-21). 

In tombs, the presence of multiple Interments would suggest that the practice of having the teyolia 

of both the deceased and his/her servants Is Important for the journey to Mlxtlan. SlmUarly, the red 

dog may be an Important element, along with vessels and clothing. 

Lhuliller, In his detailed discussion of the Maya funerary tradition, describes continuities In 

belief. The Lacandones inter offerings to assist the deceased on their journey to Mixtlan (or in the 
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case of the Maya, Xibalba) which may Include rope, tools, weapons, adornment, food, drink, water 

to wash their hands and money, and place figures of dogs around the tomb (1989:34). This is 

consistent with the mythical view presented above. 

Careful analysis of the consistencies between historic myth and prehistoric action is a 

productive direction for interpretation. Although there are clearly dangers In extrapolating myths 

recorded in the sixteenth century back to the fifth century and earlier, it Is known that the Aztec 

beliefs were derivative and cumulative (Leon-Portilla 1986). Although QuetzalcoatJ may have taken 

on important new roles within warfare and sacrifice during the Aztec period that were not so clearly 

identifiable in earlier periods, it is also likely that other aspects of his persona were more strongly 

aligned with the earlier incarnation of Quetza/coatl. For instance, Weigand's study of the Ehecatl 

aspect of Quetzalcoatl during the Classic period in West Mexico reinforces the long-term presence 

of one aspect of Quetzalcoatl, Ehecatl-Quetzalcoatl, over time (Weigand 1992b). 

The patterned reinforcement of some of the elements of these myths on burial action and 

behavior should be apparent. The importance of four as an element is clear: four representations 

of Quetza/coatl, four directions, four colors, etc., the importance of Venus as an element, the 

importance of the direction North in burial, the inclusion of food and goods in burials to ease the 

difficulty of the journey to Mixt1an, and the duality of red and black are all potential sources for 

symbolic reinforcement, and wUl be considered in this light during the analysis of patterned mortuary 

actions. 

Symbolic reinforcement of beliefs and Structures should appear in multiple contexts. Pots 

can be an important vehicle for such reinforcement. For example, glyph decorations on prehistoric 

Maya ceramics are known to communicate information. Today, we have the ability to read and 

interpret Maya glyphs, which in the case of pots, has given Information on the function of the pot 

(e.g., a cacao glyph on a pot containing cacao). Thus, one could expect that vessels made solely 

for burial purposes would contain glyphic/Iconographic information consistent with their use in 
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burial. Although we have a much better Interpretive understanding of the Maya glyphs than other 

written/pictoral elaboration in Mesoamerica, it seems reasonable to consider the possibility of 

parallel use of information on burial offerings in other regions (I.e. elements of a Mesoamerican 

symbolic reservoir). 

As one iconographic example, consider the appearance of the cross In Mesoamerica. 

Sejoume's (1960) analysis of the appearance of the cross in central Mexican iconography has 

shown its appearance on the shield of Huitzilopochtli, on the headdress of the Fire God, the image 

of Tlaloc, and most Importantly the face on the image of the deity of the planet Venus. Schlak, In 

a detailed study of the Venus gods In Mesoamerica, cites the presence of a squared cross as the 

head of the Venus god In the Dresden codex (1983:287), and recognizes the use of the full Venus

glyph at Copan (1983:364). The image Is a squared cross, outlined, and surrounded by four dots 

in the negative space at the four corners. The symbol could be Interpreted within a consistent 

framework as the four quadrants of the universe, the four worlds or suns, or more importantly within 

the context of Venus, as a symbol for Venus and Quetzalcoatl (Waters 1975:180). Lumholtz's 

(1988:213) observations on the Hulchol of Jallsco in 1900 provide more support to such a 

conjecture: • ... stars are generally denoted by dots or spots, but the morning star is represented by 

the Latin cross In red ... the morning star is revered as an Important god of the Hulchols ... a cross 

refers to the four cardinal points of the world..... Pasztory (1976:136) suggests that the close 

association of the cross symbol with water In Maya Iconography, and with Tlaloc In Teotlhuacan 

Iconography Is a better reading of this symbol, and that the association with Venus Is mistaken. 

Although the cross symbol may well have multiple readings, I think It would be a mistake to reject 

its association with Venus, given the strength of arguments such as Schlak's (1983). 

Ceramic evidence from West Mexico, particularly Alta Vista, Zacatecas (ClassiC Period) and 

Tizapan EI Alto, Jallsco (A.D. 1000 -1200), both near the region examined In this dissertation, shows 

compelling evidence for reconsideration of this symbol as aligned with Venus. The appearance of 
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a series of four copas (goblets) in an Alta Vista burial, aU stacked from cup to base and all sharing 

a central eagle figure is Interpreted as reflecting the "solar eagle" in a solar trajectory. The 

interpretation of the squared cross in the background of the first copa in the stack is that of "dawn, 

if the equal-armed cross glyph behind the eagle's head is Venus as the moming star" (Holien and 

Pickering 1978:152 and 155). The other three copa designs are interpreted as noon, sunset, and 

night (rendered as a reptilian monster in the background). Even clearer symbolically is a burial 

vessel from Tlzapan EI Alto, Jalisco (Meighan and Foote 1968:194). Here, the design on the Inside 

of the vessel shows a sun on one half of the vessel, separated by a wavy line and a stepped fret 

from a half-moon which surrounds a Greek, or squared cross. In this case, the Greek cross with 

the moon Is clearly read as connected to the underwortd, or death and darkness, perhaps of Venus 

in inferior conjunction. Although the Greek, or squared cross Is not an easily read symbol, it 

appears that its aSSOciation with death and Venus must be considered. Notable Is the presence of 

a squared chaced any cross In a late Formative tomb (EI Arenal, Long 1966). Also, large numbers 

of obsidian eccentrics in the shape of crosses have been found in Classic period tombs in West 

Mexico (Weigand n.d.(3), 1993: p.c). Accounts of cruciform artifacts in northern Mexico (Howard 

1954) aren't surprising in this context, and point towards an strong association of this element and 

death. 

Just as death was conceived of within a continuity of a man/god universe, it was also a 

construed of as a personal experience of grief and loss to the individuals left behind. Pre-hispanic 

Nahuatl lyric poetry reflects more personal ideas of death (In Leon-Portilla 1986:85: Cantares 

Mexicanos, fol. 14 r.): 

Given over to sadness 
we remain here on earth. 
Where Is the road 
that leads to the Region of the Dead, 
the place of our downfall, 
the country of the fleshless? 



Is It true perhaps that one lives 
there, where we all go? 
Does your heart believe this? 
He hides us 
in a chest, in a coffer, 
the Giver of Life, 
He who shrouds people in the grave. 
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I n this way, any examination of death as an action must take into consideration the personal 

as well as structural aspects of action - the personal grief, the social organization and behaviors, 

and the cosmological view of the universe beyond life. 

From the pOint of view of the players in mortuary acts, and specifically those creating 

offerings for mortuary consumption, it is important to consider motivating forces apart from the 

social demands and socially acceptable forms for offerings. The celebration of life, and the 

production for a higher being is an important facet of the production of ritual "art." The motivation 

and the inspiration of the artist at the personal level is an important issue to consider. The view that 

the "Giver of life" must be approached through art is reflected in a fifteenth century composition 

believed to be by the lord Nezahualcoyotl of Tezcoco (A.D. 1402-72): 

In no place can be the house of He who invents Himself, 
In no place can be the house of He who invents Himself, 
but in all places He is venerated. 
His glory, His majesty is sought throughout the earth ... 

.. .In all places He is invoked ... 

-MSS Romances de los Senores de la Nueva Espana 
(Collection of Nahuatl songs and poems preserved at the 
Ubrary of the University of Texas), fol. 4 v.-5 v. 

It is important to consider the multiplicity of users in the production of mortuary offerings. 

Not only is the artist/producer producing for her-/himself and the social being, the corpse, she/he 

is also producing for the "Giver of life." This distinction is critical in understanding the relationship 

between production and use in a mortuary technology. 
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Davenport makes the distinction between the daily production of goods and the exceptional 

talent voiced in the production of objects for sacred context. 

An exceptional work is thought to be due to more than mere human talent. 
There must be inspiration and assistance that can come only from tutelary 
deities. Thus, in every truly great work of art there Is a connection with the 
supernatural, an element of the spiritual (Davenport 1986:105). 

The distinction between the artisan producing for daily consumption or market consumption, and 

the artist producing for ritual or sacred context is an important one. "No ordinary commodities are 

embellished or enhanced with exceptional aesthetic skills" (Davenport 1986:106). Although this is 

overstated by Davenport, it is clear that distinctive ceramics such as mortuary ceramics are given 

special attention in production, distribution and use. Special attention should not be translated into 

specialization, however. This was demonstrated in the ethnographiC examples of the production 

of ceremonial offerings at Zuni and in southern Ghana, where the ritual offerings were crude, but 

special, and imbued with meaning. This is an important aspect of mortuary production to consider -

- the production of sacra - by whom, and for whom? 

3.2. Soclo-politlcal organization: West Mexico 

Just as the previous section explored Ideational structures active in West Mexico, the 

following section will e~plore the social structures active in West Mexico from the late Formative 

through the Classic period. Archaeology of the region will provide insight into this dimension of 

human activity. 

3.2.1. Archaeology of West Mexico 

West Mexico, or the region encompassing Colima, Jallsco and Nayarit, is composed of two 

primary ecological zones: a highland region with elevations averaging 5000 feet, and a narrow 

coastal plain of tropical lowlands. The highlands are volcanic in origin, forming the western part of 

the Mesa Central. 
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Five major river systems drain the highlands central to the West Mexican region. These are: 

the Rio Grande de Santiago. which runs from Lake Chapala south of Guadalajara and empties 

northwest at San Bias, Nayarit; the Rio Ameca, which drains the highland lake region Including 

southern Nayarit and central Jalisco; the Rio Armerla, which runs southwest and west of the lake 

zone, and Includes Colima; the Rio Lerma which runs from Lake Chapala eastward Into Michoacan; 

and the Rio Coahuayana system, which drains eastern Colima, southern Jallsco and southwest 

Mlchoacan (Figure 3.1). 

The highland lake zone Includes several basins: Chapala. Ameca, Teuchltlsn-Tala-

Ahualulco, Zacoalco-San Marcos, Santa Catarina, Cajitltlan, Zapotlan, San Marcos, Laguna 

Colorado, Palo verde, Tlajomulco and Ixtlahuacan de Membrillos (Weigand 1989:39). During 

prehistoric and historic periods, drained portions of the lake region provided fertile soils for 

agricultural development. 

The relationship of sociopolitical development to the diversity of Occidental 

mlcroenvlronments has been argued from two opposing positions: either to develop complex 

society or to fragment various populations. The text promoted by the Museo Nacional de 

Antropologia e Historia in Mexico City takes the traditional view that the local environment served 

to limit the development of complex society In West Mexico: 

In such a huge and rugged area, mlcrogeographlcal niches abound and 
seem responsible for the relative Isolation of human settlements, and thus 
no strong political control was ever achieved by any group, precluding the 
possibility of cultural homogeny. In these circumstances, during the first 
cultural horizons In Western Mexico, we find a great number of local 
cultures that do not attain a highly developed political level, and therefore, 
do not express themselves In monumental architecture, a trait which In 
other parts of Mesoamerica Is the result of complex societies with large 
urban centers (Diaz 1988:19). 

Archaeological work In the region In the last decade has proved this position to be wrong. 

Weigand has termed this point of view the ·slmpllcity compleX- (1989:45), and argues conversely 

that: 
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the packing of dHferent niches within each major ecological zone, and the 
concomitant proximity of the zones per se facilitated the exploitation of a 
very wide range of plants, animals, and minerals. Rare and strategic
resource abundance gave the lake district a remarkable advantage and 
potential for cultural development. Combining these considerations with 
the district's key location astride two communications axes, the ecological 
opportunities were exploited both early and intensively (1989:41). 
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As more archaeological research Is carried out in West Mexico, there is unequivocal support for a 

viewpoint that incorporates the existence of nonegalitarian complex societies in the highland lake 

region by the late Formative. The interpretation of the Occident as a cultural backwater is no longer 

acceptable in a region where the resources, architecture, and artifacts all echo a hierarchically 

organized society. 

A chronology for West Mexico is presented in Table 3.1. There are now a sufficient number 

of West Mexican radiocarbon dates to allow more secure temporal inferences (Taylor et al. 1969; 

Tolstoy 1978). For the work presented here, I will use Weigand's (1992a) chronology for the 

highland lake zone: 

EIOpeno 
San Felipe 
EI Arenal 
Ahualulco 
Teuchitlan I 
Teuchitlan II 

Early Formative 
Middle Formative 
Late Formative 
Early Classic 
Classic 
ClaSSic 

1500 BC - 1000 BC 
1000 BC - 300 BC 
300 BC - AD 200 

AD 200 - AD 400 
AD 400 - AD 700 
AD 700 - AD 900/1000 

The earliest data for West Mexico is tomb data. Lacking evidence for habitation areas or 

other archaeological features, shaft tombs are the only evidence we have for the early Formative. 

At this, only EI Openo in Mlchoacan (Oliveros 1974, 1992), and three others in the central lake 

district of West Mexico (Weigand n.d.(3)), have been identHied. The EI Openo tombs are mUlti-

chambered shaft tombs dating to 1500 B.C. Status dHferentlatlon is reflected In these sumptuous 

multiple burials, characterized by the collections of figurines, vessels, obsidian, turquoise and jade. 

Kelly's (1980) dating of the Capacha phase In Colima, to the south, based on tomb material, is 
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2000 BC 

- EIOpeno 

-

-
300BC 
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100BC 

0 

AD 100 

AD 200 

AD 300 

AD 400 

AD 500 

ADeOO 

AD 700 

AD 800 

AD too 

1 Kelly 1180; Ollv.roe 1870,1874 
2 We.ver 1981 
3 Kelly 1180 

Table 3.1: Chronologies for West Mexico and Teotihuacan. 
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approximately 1450 B.C. Weigand (n.d.(3)) reports the presence of Capacha ceramics at a number 

of sites In the highland lake region. suggesting an integration of burial behaviors across West 

Mexico in this early phase. 

The middle Formative. weakly defined in West Mexico. marks the first indication of burial 

mounds associated with the shaft tombs in the highland lake region. Boot-Shaped shaft tombs 

appear in association with the platforms. however. pit tombs are more prevalent (Weigand n.d.(3)). 

The only documented mounds are in the highland lake district. suggesting a change in the extent 

of regional dynamics. 

3.2.2. Late Formative/Early Classic Period In West Mexico 
Regional organization of tombs 

Survey and reconnaissance at over 100 late Formative sites has provided data in building 

a useful model for understanding the regional late Formative phenomenon (Weigand 1989). During 

the EI Arenal Phase. 300 B.C. to A.D. 200. and into the Ahualulco phase (A.D. 200-4(0). the fullest 

expression of the shaft tomb complex is reached. In defining the shaft tomb complex. Weigand 

(1989) has outlined a central zone and two secondary zones based on resources. architecture. and 

tomb morphology. The central zone. called the Teuchitlsn core. lies within the highland lake 

district. and is characterized by deep. multi-chambered. multi-use tombs. One such example is EI 

Arenal. which is 17 meters deep (Corona Nunez 1955). The tombs are often boot-shaped and are 

connected to the surface by shafts. Bones are found stacked in comers of the tombs. making room 

for later additions. The offerings are numerous and varied. suggesting cooperation in the 

accumulation of goods for burial. Artifacts include ceramics. obsidian. shell. copper minerals. and 

quartz. Circular platform architecture is intimately connected to the tombs. and Is characterized by 

a large circular platform with between 4 and 8 equally spaced (circurnferentially) platform/pyramids. 

beneath which lie tombs of varying rank. and a central. flat-topped circular altar/pyramid. 
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Tombs of second and third rank are found in an arc ranging from Nayarit through Jalisco 

to the coast of Colima. Second rank tombs can be multi-chambered and multiple use, and 

generally contain a variety of offerings of differing regional styles. They are from 4 to 8 meters in 

depth. Third rank tombs are significantly shallower with little evidence for multiple use, and contain 

locally produced ceramic offerings (Bell 1974; Weigand 1989). The tombs excavated at Tabachines, 

in the Valley of Atemajac, are ofthis type (Galvan 1976, 1984, 1991; Schoendube and Galvan 1978). 

The majority of burials found are single-event pit burials, which may be located In clusters beneath 

a small platform or terrace (Long 1967; Weigand 1989). Habitation sites that have been recorded 

occur at lower elevation bordering the lake basins, with the tombs occurring at slightly higher 

elevation (Long 1967). 

The deep tombs of the first rank are found only in the central lake zone, whereas the tombs 

of second and third rank are present in all regions of the arc. This evidence supports the 

hypothesis that the highland lake region is the area where the social complexity of late Formative 

West Mexico is most strongly expressed. The variation In tomb structure as well as the quantity and 

nature of the interred goods strongly argue for a hierarchically organized society during the late 

Formative. Galvan's work (1991) on the shaft tombs in the Valley of Atemajac, to the east of the 

core region, clearly demonstrates the hierarchical organization of the SOCiety, even outside of the 

central lake zone. 

Regional Archaeology 

One regional hypothesis is that the highland lake zone of central Jallsco was the center of 

ceremonial activity for the shaft tomb complex. The late Formative archaeology of the regions 

outside of the Teuchittan core, including southern Nayarit, central Jalisco, and Colima is not well 

understood within a broad regional perspective. The coastal regions have a cultural development 

somewhat different from the highland regions of West Mexico (Meighan 1972; Mountjoy 1970a, 
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1970b; Scott 1985). They will not be detailed here. In the highland zones outside of the Teuchitlan 

core. the expression of "'West Mexican-ness· is more varied than the core. Our understanding of 

the relationships between core and peripheral regions (in the sense of Wallerstein (1974. 1979» can 

only improve as the scale of archaeological activity in West Mexico Increases. 

Weigand (1992c. n.d.(l» has proposed that Formative Period activity In the regions 

including Nayarit (EI Calon. Scott 1985). Colima (Capacha. Kelly 1980). Michoacan (EI Openo. 

Noguera 1942). and Guanajuato (Chupicuaro. Porter 1956) be considered as development areas 

somewhat distinct from the highland lake zone (a chronology for the region Is shown In Table 3.1). 

Colima and Nayarit are of particular interest due to the associated evidence for ceramic figurines 

from these regions. In both Colima and Nayarit. radiocarbon dates identify the period from 

approximately 200 B.C. to A.D. 200 (or the late Formative and Preclasslc) as the zenith In shaft tomb 

activity. Work of such individuals as Kelly (cf. 1949. 1978). Meighan (1976). Grosscup (1964) and 

Mountjoy (1978) have added to the general archaeology of the region. Chuplcuaro activity is 

identified as Preclassic (Table 3.1). and Is of interest due to the large number of early burials. 

Chuplcuaro. well recognized as an early horizon In Mesoamerica. was scrutinized Intensely 

in the fifties (Frlerman 1969; Porter 1956; McBride 1969) before the area was inundated with water. 

The large number of excavated burials (396) provided insight Into burial pattems; however. the lack 

of associated architecture or radiocarbon dates makes the temporal association of these finds 

difficult. In 1969. Porter Weaver recanted her seriation. calling for a reversal of the previously 

defined early and late periods (Weaver 1969). The burials are primarily extended. with single and 

multiple bodies. and with offerings. Both periods are late Preclasslc. with blackwares predominant 

in the later period (Weaver 1981:120). As with West Mexico. the quantity of looting in the region 

has resulted In large art collections. while relatively little is known of the social context of the 

artifacts (cf .• Matos Moctezuma 1968; Weaver 1969). Chuplcuaro Is a particularly Interesting site 

as the blackware and red-on-buff wares are overwhelmingly similar in technique and aesthetic when 
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compared to the late Formative and Preclassic wares found in the study area to the west (the Valley 

of Atemajac). Williams {1972} has argued for Chupicuaro influence to the North, near the Rio Verde 

and Rio Teocaltlche drainages; tombs In this region, such as those discovered at EI Cerro 

Encantado (Bell 1974), suggest an interaction between West Mexican core Influences to the west 

and Chuplcuaro influences to the south-east. 

It should be noted that, in this dissertation, "influence" is used in a broad sense to connote 

interaction. Because of the range and diversity of regional studies in West Mexico, it would be a 

monumental task to strip away the nature of "influence" or "interaction" on a site-by-site basis. This 

Is not the aim of this dissertation. When applicable to the study area, I will attempt to analyze the 

nature of "interaction". However, bear in mind that this dissertation is object-centered, as well as 

site-centered, looking at ceramic technology at three sites. It is not, and cannot be a central issue 

to unpack the significance of "Influence" from one site to another, rather to point out that there is 

material evidence to suggest a connection from one region to another. 

Art History 

The late Formative In West Mexico is characterized by the appearance of a shaft tomb 

complex which Includes circular tomb architecture as well as distinctive burial ceramics. The 

number of scientifically excavated artifacts Is negligible, however, there Is a wealth of 

unprovenlenced ceramic flgurlnes In museum collections worldwide. Because the flgurlnes form 

of large corpus of Information on burial ceramics for the late Formative, we will tum our attention 

to them here. In this section, I will explore some of the variability and regularity of artifacts with 

respect to geography In late Formative materials from West Mexico. The art historical material is 

limited to discussion of figurines divorced from other artifacts, but provides some anecdotal insight 

into ideational and social structures; the archaeological record largely lacks artifacts, but provides 

information on settlement patterns, architecture, and some aspects of the social organization during 
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this period. Together, they help draw a picture of mortuary activity during the late Formative and 

Early Classic periods. 

The pre-Columbian art record is biased by the demand of the art market. There is little 

evidence for anything but figurines in collections of pre-Columbian art from West Mexico, yet the 

figurines are only one component of the late Formative tombs. Thus, this record is severely limited 

within a framework of the system of ceramic production and use in West Mexico. Perhaps more 

problematic is the lack of specific provenience for a majority of the artifacts in collections. Without 

specific information regarding burial context and specific geographic source, these artifacts are 

limited in their power for building cultural inferences. Despite this, the art record can be used to 

study general aspects of stylistic variability of late Formative figurines in West Mexico (ct. von 

Winning 1974). The scale of looting in West Mexico has been phenomenal, going back to the tum 

of the century. In 1902, Lumholtz describes a ransacked Ixtlan del Rio tomb as • ... a subterranean 

vault divided into sections, and in the vault they perceived 27 figures, together with many beautifully 

made vessels· (1902:307). Weigand (1974) estimates that from 8,000 to 10,000 figurines have been 

looted and sold. In the Tequilita, Nayarit area, Furst (1966) notes 24 cemeteries with 390 looted 

shaft tombs. Kelly (1980) notes the extent of looting of shaft tombs in Colima, which has left few 

if any tombs for careful archaeological excavation. 

The result of extensive looting and collecting activities is that art collections around the 

world have the best record of late Formative sculpture. Most large museums in the United States 

and Europe have in their collection at least a few pre-Columbian figurines from West Mexico, though 

the ·beautlfully made vessels· are rarely present (ct., Baus de Czitrom 1988; Carmona Macias 1989; 

Couch 1988; Kan et aI. 1970). The possibility that these collections include modem replicas is high, 

as there has been a lucrative market in copies for many years (Ekholm 1964; Levi 1987; Moore 

1990; Peterson 1953; Sachs 1973). For Instance, Diego Rivera's collection, now housed at the 

Diego Rivera Museum In Mexico City, has a Significant number of modem reproductions of early 
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West Mexican figurines. Rivera was struck by the vitality of the figurines and accumulated a large 

collection, many of questionable provenience and authenticity. Nonetheless, given the number of 

tombs that have been looted. it is a safe assumption to conclude that many of the figurines in 

carefully curated collections can be associated with the West Mexican shaft tomb complex. 

Ceramic Figurines 

The figurines can be examined In a number of ways: as objects produced by potters, as 

sculpture reflecting daily activities, as special artifacts produced for the ritual of burial, as special 

figures to accompany the dead on a journey, etc. Despite the limitations on knowledge of 

contextual relationships in this late Formative material, we can make some observations on both 

production and use of these figurines. The following general comments are based on my 

observation and handling of several hundred figurines at museums in the United States and Mexico. 

These results are not quantified, but are presented as a general perspective on figurines. These 

comments are consistent with work by individuals such as von Winning (1974) and Gallagher (1983). 

The hollow figurines of West Mexico are unique sculptural works. Standing anywhere from 

10 centimeters to over a meter in height, each is an individual portrait rendered In an artist's hand. 

Building techniques include hand modeling, slab construction, applique and incision. The figurines 

are generally assembled in a piecewise construction sequence with the body, arms, legs and head 

modelled separately, and then attached. Then, additional decorative elements In the form of coils, 

slabs and applique indicating garments or personal adornments are affixed to the figurine. 

The aesthetic proportions of the large hollow figurines are manipulated freely, yet there are 

some features which are regionally distinctive. The heads can be elongated and proportionately 

large relative to the body. The arms and legs may be short and proportionately broad, or the arms 

may be appliqued "spaghetti". Standing figures may have thin and stringy arms, while the legs and 

feet are elephantine in proportion. In general, the bodies are large in proportion to the extremities. 
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The rules for proportions seem to be constant for a given style group with a particular body 

configuration or posture. For example, seated figurines of the San Sebastian Red style have large 

legs but relatively normal-sized feet. Standing figurines of the same type have large legs and huge 

feet. One reason for the difference may be stability, but the resulting aesthetic difference between 

these two design choices is also relevant. Figurines of the Ameca Gray style are static in posture, 

with a solidity of form which is unique to the Jalisco figures. The arms and legs are usually short 

and thick. Gestures frequently break the static plane of the figure, but there is little rotation in the 

body itself. The COlima figurines are also fairly static In pose. More frequently, though, the 

rotational plane of the body Is broken. Given the range of possible postures and themes, there is 

a rich assortment of possibilities available to the prehistoric artist. Regular themes are animals, 

"warriors", acrobats, mother and Child, male/female pairs, and a range of seated and standing 

individual figures. A number of the figurines are male/female pairs, appearing most often in the 

Jalisco and Nayarit styles. The high level of modeling involved in these figurine pairs suggests that 

there are particular makers of figurines. A potter would require some experience to successfully 

render a figure in a given style. The production of figurine pairs by the same hand (e.g., Furst 

1966:36) further supports an argument for special or specialized production of figurines. The 

existence of two figurines made by the same hand at two different sites with differing structural 

complexity (near San Juanita) suggests that there is an organized system of production and 

distribution (Weigand 1974). Gallagher has argued that there are "schools" of figurine production 

(1983:106). None of these studies carried out a careful examination of paste variability using 

petrographic techniques to determine likeness of source relative to style. This makes the 

conclusions regarding same-place production somewhat tenuous. 

Let us make a few general calculations to test the viability of the scale of production of 

these figurines. If we were to take Weigand's (1974) estimate of 10,000 looted figurines, and 

estimate that an order of magnitude more are still unexcavated, then we could begin with the 
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production of 100,000 figurines. They appear over a period of 500 years over a large region, thus, 

this would account for production of 200 figurines per year. One Individual working part-time could 

probably make this many figurines in a year, yet given the number of different styles and materials 

used, we can infer that numerous individuals were making figurines. As will be established in later 

sections, figurines were made specifically for burial context, and in small numbers. Thus, even if 

the numbers used were amplified, it would appear that figurine production was special production 

of a limited number of artifacts by a limited number of artists. 

In all, there are a number of arguments for the specialized production of figurines In West 

Mexico, Including stylistic, production and technical factors. Production of figurines is probably a 

sub-regional process given the range of style groups found in tombs. One hypothesis to be tested 

is whether there are indeed localized ·schools· of specialized figurine manufacture. Without well

provenienced materials, however, this proposition is difficult to evaluate. 

Geographic Relationship of Figurine Styles 

There are major style classes which can be attributed broadly to the modem states of 

Colima, Jallsco and Nayarit. The figurines from Colima are relatively homogeneous in style. Many 

have a distinctive glossy red slip. The number of naturalistic themes is higher than in other regions, 

and includes dogs, shellfish, birds, deer, monkeys, squirrels, and others (Meighan and Nicholson 

1970:28). Several themes appear to be common among the human figurines: hunchbacks, dwarfs, 

musicians, staff holders, burden bearers, acrobats and warriors (Gallagher 1983:40). The ceramic 

figurines of Jalisco and Nayarit are more varied in style (see Table 3.2). To date, Long's (1966) 

dissertation has provided the most detailed examination of three Jallsco styles: EI Arenal Brown, 

Ameca Gray, and San Sebastian Red. This work was based on figurines from a tomb at San 

Sebastian, near EI Arenal. This particular tomb is a two-chambered tomb, 8 meters below ground, 

and one of several tombs on a circular platform mound (Weigand 1974). In 1963, the Los Angeles 



Table 3.2: Regional shaft tomb figurine styles 1 

JALISCO 

1. San Juanito 
-near town of name in Magdalena Lake 
Basin 

2. sheep-faced 

3. Zacatecas (Bell 1974) 
-Teocaltiche, Zacatecas 
-horned polychrome figurines 

4. EI Arenal Brown (Long 1966) 
-highland Jalisco 
-male and female. often seated 
-red slip. nose rings 

5. Ameca Gray (Long 1966) 
-highland Jalisco 
-females with large breasts. with 
resist scroll decoration 

6. San Sebastian Red (Long 1966) 
-highland Jalisco and Nayarit 
-vertical black stripes on torso 
-red slip with negative resist 

1 For a more complete description. see von Winning 1974. 

NAYARIT 

1. San Sebastian Red 
-as above 

2. Ixtlan del Rio 
-southern Nayarit 
-unburnished slipped surface 
-polychrome clothing and 
ornamentation 

-miniature village scenes 

3. Chinesco 
-southern Nayarit 
-large. with slanted eyes and high 
cheekbones. 

m 
~ 
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Museum of Natural History obtained the contents of this tomb (which had been looted), resulting 

in one of the few complete collections of associated figurines In the world. This material allowed 

careful comparison of stylistic features of 45 figurines, and formed the basis for Long's work. 

Figurines from Nayarit are also highly variable. Included in this group are the well known village 

scenes, miniature scenes depicting domestic activities and other activities, Including dancing and 

mourning. They have given much fuel to the argument that the figurines In West Mexico depict 

secular, anecdotal scenes of everyday life (Covarrubias 1957; deBorhegyl 1964). Alternative 

interpretations consider the possibility that some of these scenes serve as symbolic markers of ritual 

significance (cf. Gallagher 1983, von Winning 1972). 

Temporal relationships of figurine styles 

Temporal relationships between regional figurine styles have been examined. Radiocarbon 

dates from marine shell and bone collagen found In shaft tombs In Colima, Jalisco and Nayarit have 

given corrected dates between 120 B.C. and A.D. 400 (Taylor 1970). The dates for associated 

artifacts do not provide any insight into temporal relationships between figurines of different styles 

because of the evidence for multlple-event burials (many tombs contain figurines of a few styles). 

Because so many of the figurines lack provenience and associated artifacts, it was not possible until 

the work of Long (1966) and Furst (1966) to legitimately ask or answer this question. Both Long 

and Furst desired to understand the temporal relationship between figurine styles. At that time, 

there was substantial discussion concerning the manganese patina so prevalent on late Formative 

figurines, and whether it could be used as a temporal marker. The manganese patina is best 

described as black, dendritic spots found on West Mexican figurines. Long (1966), faced with three 

distinct style variants at the EI Arenal tomb, each with a particular distribution of patina, concluded 

that differential quantities of patina were due to the duration of burial. He argued that the tombs 

were reused, and the figurines buried most recently had less patination - the San Sebastian Red 
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figurines. Those Interred longer (EI Arenal Brown figurines) had more of the dark manganese patina. 

Furst (1966) argued convincingly against this conclusion, stating that the differing mineralogical 

makeup of the slips from two of these different style groups pointed towards different production 

loci, and that the different patinas are due to different leaching patterns of manganese in the clays. 

He concluded that the patina Is not a valid indicator of duration of burial. 

In more recent work, the conclusions of Long and Furst have been challenged (Aronson 

and Kingery 1991; Duverger and Levine 1981). It is unlikely that the manganese dendrite formation 

is a useful way of establishing temporal relationships of these figurines (Aronson and Kingery 1991). 

Furst's general conclusion citing differential leaching of manganese from style-specific clays and 

slips cannot be valid. I have established (Aronson and Kingery 1991) that the manganese patina 

is the result of growth of manganese oxidizing bacteria. It is most likely that they are preferentially 

adhering to the surfaces based on surface chemistry (which may very well be dependent on the 

compositional differences In slips), and are most sensitive to humidity, water and characteristics of 

the surrounding soil. Further, in the tombs that Long and Furst studied, there was evidence for 

multiple burial events in the deep multi-chambered tombs based on post-depositional manipulation 

of bone matter (Weigand 1974:127; Long 1966). In tombs at Tabachlnes, Jallsco, there is no 

evidence for reuse (Galvan 1984); however, there are once again preferentially higher and lower 

populations of manganese dendrites on the surfaces of vessels. This result contradicts Long's and 

Furst's conclusions. These dendritic growths are not likely to be good indicators for dating due to 

the large number of potentially variable physical parameters. Based on stylistic arguments, 

Duverger and Levine (1981) conclude that either the figurine styles at EI Arenal are the result of two 

different contemporaneous traditions, or that the figurines are two distinct styles due to the demands 

of different lineages (based on the demands of burial). The uniqueness of the materials and design 

of the two types of figurines would give more credence to the first of these two possibilities. Careful 

provenience and sourcing studies focused on figurines would elucidate this problem, yet it is clear 
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that different amounts of patina are not a sufficient marker for defining temporal relationships 

between figurine styles. It is more likely that the different styles are defined by specific. 

contemporaneous. local traditions. each one having its own particular style. 

Figurine "meaning" 

There are no direct ethnographic or ethnohlstorlc data to indicate whether the subject 

matter of the figurines Is secular or "religious." although several authors have considered these 

positions (ct. Covarrubias 1957:87; Furst 1966. 1975; Weigand 1990). The figurines reflect very real 

aspects of life: birth. breast-feeding. disease. drumming. embraCing. mourning. etc. By the same 

token. sculptures showing the tree of life. house structures echoing the layers of the cosmos. or 

even dog effigies have clear reference to more abstract aspects of Mesoamerican myth and belief. 

Graham (1989) argues that the associations of shell with elite and royal status and ritual 

performances Involving bloodletting and burning Incense In Mesoamerica at large (Teotlhuacan. the 

Maya and the Aztecs) are consistent with practices In West Mexico. In this way. there Is a merging 

of social and ideational practice through the symbol of shell. especially conch. The appearance of 

conch In burial context. and the appearance of conch elements on tomb figurines (Graham 

1989:31). suggest that an Interpretation of these mortuary offerings must extend beyond a purely 

secular or a purely "religious" Interpretation to include personal. social. political. and Ideational 

motivations for inclusion in a burial assemblage. Given what we know of the richness and extent 

of the Mesoamerican pantheon and the Importance of ritual belief In daily life and wortdvlews. It 

seems plausible that the figurines echo not only daily life. but also connote other ritual or symbolic 

meanings (ct. Gallagher 1983). 

There Is much to be learned from an examination of pan-Mesoamerican mortuary practices. 

For example. we know that quartz appears alongside ceramic figurines In some late Formative 

tombs. Quartz is used by Huichol shamans as a medium for channels to ancestors and gods and 
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would support the argument for ancestor-associated ritual (Weigand 1974). A detailed study of the 

use and importance of quartz across Mesoamerica (such as Graham's study of shell) would help 

to clarify the viability of such a hypothesis. Accepting the view that late Formative or Preclassic 

Mesoamerica is composed of distinct regional variants within a pan-Mesoamerican Ideational 

framework or symbolic reservoir (Love 1991; Willey 1991), makes it justlfiable to compare this West 

Mexican ·cuit of the dead· to burial practices throughout Mesoamerica. 

Taylor has criticized inferences about ritual meaning that have been carried too far (1970). 

This has been a problem In West Mexico, where the ethnographic past is so weakly connected to 

early prehistory, and the archaeology of non-mortuary activity is so little understood. The HUichol, 

who live in the region of Interest, have a presence in the region that can be traced back at least to 

the Postclasslc. They claim that they are different from those who came before. Archaeological 

evidence of architecture seems to support this observation (Weigand, pers. comm. 1993). Ideally, 

ethnographic analogies drawn from groups of similar ecological settings and similar social 

complexity provide more direct analogical power. Clearly, the mixture of migrations of people to 

the region throughout prehistory and history (clearly documented in the historic past) prescribes 

caution in the use of ethnographic analogy. In asking questions of social process, it Is important 

to recognize the limitations of the late Formative West Mexican mortuary record, which is so 

strongly dominated by figurines of questionable provenience. Other more general studies of West 

Mexican archaeology provide further insight Into this period. 

3.2.3. Classic Period In West Mexico 

The late Formative to Oassic period transition has not received much explicit attention by 

the archaeologists of West Mexico until recently (Weigand 1974, 1977, 1990, 1992a). In many 

discussions, it Is recognized as a transition period for the region, but is never clearly defined (cf. 

Publ1985, 1990; Solorzano et al. 1980). The chronology of the Classic period is poorly understood 
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owing to the scarcity of radiocarbon dates for West Mexico, and the even scarcer distribution of 

dates during the Classic period. Weigand's model of the Classic period in the highland lake district 

is by far the most complete one offered to date. 

Weigand (1990) argues that the urban development associated with the Classic period in 

Jalisco's highland lake region is centered in the Ahualulco-Teuchitlan-Tala valley. Evidence that the 

essential core highland lake region (the Teuchitlan core) of Jalisco retains its "West Mexican-ness' 

during the Classic period is seen in the continuation of the circular ceremonial architecture (1990, 

1992a). The Ahuaiulco phase, or early Classic period, represents a period of intensification of the 

architectural features of the monumental circular platform mounds (Weigand 1990). As the above-

ground structures become more monumental, there Is evidence that the attention to the sub-

terranean shaft tombs decreases, ending the florescence of the ·cult of the dead.' 

... shafts are shorter and chambers smaller and less numerous. In 
decoration and artifacts, however, some tombs are spectacular; while 
figurines have become more standardized and less numerous within the 
chambers, the beautiful and exotic pseudo-cloisonne wares appear ... The 
fine ceramics include Ahualulco Red-on-White, which very occasionally 
shows a fugitive black; Teuchitlan black-on-red blchrome, which 
occasionally shows a fugitive white, as well as the pseudo-cloisonne wares 
(Weigand 1990:31). 

The shaft tombs, with a wide range of figurines, vessels, shell, and lithics situated as sub-terranean 

nodes of circular platforms are distinct from the later, shallower tombs with a more Mspecialized,' 

limited range of ceramics situated within monumental circular architecture. Material evidence 

supports a model with a continuous shift from the late Formative to the Oassic period within the 

Ahualulco-Teuchitlan-Tala valley. During the Ahualulco phase, there is evidence that the number 

of small village sites is decreasing at the expense of a population shift towards the Ahualulco-

Teuchitlan-Tala valley (Weigand n.d.(3)). 

During the Teuchitlan I phase, there Is a population implosion (I.e. the large-scale 

movement of people from the outlying valleys Into the core region) in the Ahualulco-Teuchitlan-Tala 
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valley, seen In the development of a settlement hierarchy in a Teuchitlan core region of radius 25 

km. Six habitation zones have been identified In this transition: Huitzilapa, Sta. Quiteria, Las Pilas, 

Ahualulco, Tala, and Teuchitlan. The combination of ceremonial circular compounds and court-and

patio habitation compounds collectively define a settlement hierarchy among these six sites during 

the Teuchitlan I phase. For example, complexes within the Ahualulco and Tala habitation zones 

include circular ceremonial architecture at both a monumental and sUb-monumental scale, a ball 

court, and an appended elite residential architecture of rectangular patios and platform compounds 

(Weigand 1990:39). Within the Teuchitlan habitation zone, the Guachlmonton and Loma Alta 

complexes Include circular ceremonial architecture and ball courts. They differ significantly in scale, 

suggesting a settlement hierarchy within the zone. The extent of chi nampa agriculture in the basins 

and terracing of higher land reflect agricultural Intensification of the region near Teuchitlan (Weigand 

1990:39, n.d.(1». 

The presence of an obsidian workshop attached to the Guachlmonton complex in the 

Teuchitlan-EI Refugio habitation zone Is further evidence for the hierarchical control of resource 

distribution and use (Spence, Weigand and Soto de Arechavaleta 1982; Soto de Arechavaleta 1982; 

Weigand and Spence 1982). Differential distribution of obsidian debris (cores versus blades versus 

microblades, scrapers, etc.) to sites of differing order/rank supports a model where there was 

centralized control of obsidian manufacture at Guachlmonton. This obsidian was then passed on 

to district circular complexes, and then finally passed on for access by general workshops. Inter

valley systems of specialization and dependency are clearly active during the Classic period, where 

the core controls resource movement. For example, recent evidence (Weigand n.d.(3» dates major 

salt-producing tells in the near hinterland (Atoyae Valley) to the Middle Classic, or Teuchitlan I 

phase, and aligns them to core activities. These resources are believed to be used within the 

region. 
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The process of urbanization In the T euchltlan-EI Refugio habitation zone Is critical for 

understanding change In West Mexico during the Classic period (Weigand n.d.(3». The apparent 

continuity of change from the Ahualulco (Early Classic) to the Teuchitlan I phase in the central 

highland lake zone Is not so clearly echoed In regions apart from the core. This disjunction will be 

discussed further in later sections of this text. 

During the Teuchitlan II phase, there Is significant flux in the prescribed forms of 

monumental circular ceremonial architecture, a redistribution of people away from population 

centers to the surrounding valleys, and an abandonment of Important mining and defensive sites 

(Weigand 1990:50). It Is In essence the fall of these Important urban centers (Weigand 1992a). Box 

tombs become prevalent in the core area, to the exclusion of shaft tombs (although shaft tombs still 

appear In the Teuchitlan I phase). 

In the next sections, I will explore extra-regional forces in the archaeology of the Teuchitlan 

core and the Valley of Atemajac. Changes In mortuary behavior in both the Teuchltlan core and 

the Valley of Atemajac appear to share some characteristics with other regions, Including 

Teotihuacan (central Mexico) and regions between the Teuchitlan core and Teotlhuacan. Thus, the 

following sections will 1) examine the potential role of Teotihuacan in the region, as a factor in the 

changes during the Classic period, and 2) examine the way that other areas In the region 

experienced the Classic period, In assessing regional dynamics during the Classic period. 

Teotlhuacan: Classic period force In West Mexico? 

Mesoamericanists clearly recognize the long-range Impact of Teotlhuacan, the major 

Mesoamerican urban center In the Valley of Mexico, during the Classic period. In this section, the 

question of whether or not Teotlhuacan may have Influenced the changes seen In West Mexico will 

be eXplored. The Influence of Teotlhuacan Is seen In regions as close as Xochlmllco and as far as 

Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala. To the Northwest, this relationship is somewhat less clear. The evidence 
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for direct Teotihuacan interaction is limited. based inferred similarities in architectural style. ceramic 

styles. and mineral exploitation. 

There Is evidence for significant exploitation of minerai resources in Northern and Western 

Mexico. Whether this exploitation was a regional phenomenon or due to externally motivated 

Teotlhuacan Interaction or a mixture of the two has not been definitively established. Minerals 

mined at a large scale In the Chalchihuites district of Zacatecas may have been directed towards 

Teotlhuacan (Kelley 1980. 1985; Weigand 1968. 1978. 1982). Cinnabar. hematite. limonite. 

malachite. and chert were exploited. though their distribution can stili only be postulated. There are 

reported cases of Teotihuacan Influence at particular West Mexican sites. Many of these reports 

are two decades old. however. and none of the arguments are particularly broad-based in their 

presentation of evidence. focussing on case studies of Single artifacts or architectural elements 

(Corona Nunez 1972; Matos Moctezurna and Kelly 1974). 

Architectural evidence for Teotihuacan Influence at Ellxtepete. In the Valley of Aternajac. 

includes talud-tablero-style building exteriors and white "paint" over architectural features (Castro-

Leal and Lorenzo Ochoa 1974; Corona Nunez 1960; Saenz 1966a. 1966b. 1966c). Also found at 

Ixtepete were "a clay copa and fragments of other vessels decorated In cloisonne. resembling some 

found at La Quernada and Chalchihuites" (Corona Nunez 1972:255). During excavations at Ixtepete. 

Saenz reported that he had 

... serlous doubt as to whether any of its fIVe construction phases might be 
considered of T eotlhuacan style. With respect to the third pyramid he Is 
more inclined to concede some connection. In spite of its great difference 
from typical Teotihuacan proportions (Paddock 1967:425). 

However. Galvan confirms the presence of talud-tablero architectural elements consistent with 

Teotihuacan styles at Ixtepete (1984). Reports citing Teotihuacan-style architecture are limited to 

the Valley of Atemajac. and suggest that the dynamics of external interaction in the central 
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Ahualulco region differed from the Valley of Atemajac. That Is, external Interaction during the 

Classic period was experienced differently in Teuchitlan core area versus the surrounding areas. 

In terms of burial behavior, it appears that Teotihuacan (or at least Valley of Mexico) 

influence permeates the sharp change in burial behavior experienced in the Valley of Atemajac, and 

potentially the Teuchitlan core as well. The change in burial patterns seen In the Teuchitlan core 

during the Ahualulco phase include the reduction in the monumentality of burial activity: shallow 

burials with fewer figurines, and the introduction of pseudo-cloisonne. The appearance of the 

pseudo-clolsonne vessels Is of note. Although they resemble al fresco wares from Central Mexico, 

Weigand (1992a:228) has argued that the style and technique differ, and that the roots of pseudo

cloisonne are better seen as within the West Mexican late Formative polychrome ceramics and 

tomb murals. In the Valley of Atemajac, there is more explicit archaeological data available which 

shows that burial practices change drastically from the EI Arenal and Ahualulco (Late-formative to 

Early Classic) to the Teuchitlan I phase. The shaft tombs are replaced by box tombs, the kinds and 

number of offerings diminishes, burials are generally flexed, not extended (as during the Ahualulco 

phase), offerings are often placed In lines, the offerings are almost exclusively miniatures, and 

pseudo-clolsonne and resist surface treatments appear. Some aspects of these changes are 

related to those in the core region, suggesting that certain perceptions of mortuary behavior are 

shared in these two valleys. 

How then, are these changes related to changes seen in Teotihuacan? In Teotihuacan, 

during the T1amimilolpa phase (A.D. 200-450), which is consistent with the Ahualulco phase and the 

beginning of the Teuchitlan phase In West Mexico, Monzon (1989) reports the Interment of miniature 

vessels with primary burials. Most burials are flexed (Monzon 1989, Rattray 1992b, Serrano and 

Lagunas 1974). At T1ajlnga 33, most of the burials were single interments (Storey 1992). In 

ceremonial centers, Muller (1978) reports that one mode of burial Is to place a tine of offerings on 

one side of a wall, as has been reported for Classic period West Mexico. Further, the 
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preponderance of miniature offerings (often up to 90% (1978:45)), with a limited number of figurines, 

and Including copas and ollas Is significant relative to the burial assemblages In the Valley of 

Atemajac. Muller suggests that the miniatures first appear in the assemblage during the Early 

Tlamlmilolpa phase (A.D. 200 -300), and reach florescence during the Late Tlamlmilolpa phase (A.D. 

300 - 450). This would be consistent with the late Ahualulco phase In West Mexico. 

The nature of the burial assemblage (forms and surface treatment) Is quite different than 

what is seen in West Mexico, which shouldn't be surprising. The Teotihuacan burials contain Thin 

Orange vessels, Polished black gadrooned and plain jars and bowls, and Painted Red on Natural 

outcurving bowls and vases (Rattray 1992b:59). Although the form of the copas found in 

Teotihuacan are distinctly different (being more like small-based goblets) (Sejoume 1966:89) than 

those found in West Mexico, and the miniature 011 as (ollitas) are often significantly smaller in 

dimensions than those found in West Mexico (Sejoume 1966:lam. 54), It Is relevant to consider 

general consistencies in mortuary behavior. Storey (1992:96) comments that: 

... there does seem to be a decrease of wealth from the Early TIamlmilolpa through 
later periods. The measure that best reflects this Is the number of exotic Items. 

This comment would appear to tie in with Rattray's (1992b) observation that major changes 

occurred In Teotihuacan mortuary behaVior between the Late TIamlmilolpa and Early Xoialpan 

phases (A.D. 300 - 550), moving from attention to monumental pyramids and temples, to elite 

housing and family shrines. In some ways, this sounds similar to some of the changes being 

experienced In West Mexico. In all, such drastic changes In mortuary behavior In West Mexico, and 

particularly the Valley of Atemajac, point In a direction consistent with changes seen In Teotlhuacan 

and the Valley of Mexico. This is clearly not a case for direct contact and the complete assimilation 

of mortuary behaviors, but rather is a case for a connection that might be motivated by some of the 

changes occurring In the urban center of T eotlhuacan. 
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Apart from architecture and general burial behavior, the ceramic evidence suggest some 

degree of interaction between West Mexico and Teotihuacan. No West Mexican ceramics have 

been identified in Teotihuacan (Rattray, pers. comm., 1974, in Kelly 1980:7); only Nayarit shell (Koib 

1987) has been identified as coming from West Mexico into Teotihuacan. The presence of Thin 

Orange ceramics in West Mexico points toward some level of interaction, direct or indirect, with 

Teotihuacan. Thin Orange ceramics, an important marker for Teotihuacan interaction, have only 

been found on a few occasions in all of West Mexico. Ceramics in the style of Thin Orange wares 

have been found in tombs in both Colima and Jalisco (Kelly 1949:195; Mountjoy and Weigand 

1975:353). Kelly reports a single Thin Orange vessel that came from the backdirt of a looted tomb 

in Chanchopa, Colima (1949:195). She identifies It with the Comala phase (dated by C-14 to the 

1 st century A.D.), which is characterized by shaft tombs and late Formative style figurines. This date 

is slightly earlier than Weigand's Teotihuacan III Thin Orange sherds (3) from Ahualulco, Jallsco 

(1990) (Teotihuacan III-ilia is approximately A.D. 400 - 600, see Table 3.1). This single data point 

must be viewed with caution, and only within more secure regional Inferences about the context of 

Thin Orange wares in West Mexico. A dozen other Thin Orange sherds have been reported In the 

Teuchitlan core (Weigand 1992a:228). These cases may both represent this transition period from 

monumental shaft tombs to above-ground architecture. 

Thin Orange ware, easily recognizable by its distinctive form and paste, serves as a marker 

for the Oassic period (A.D. 300 - 750), and is found in burial context throughout Mesoamerica: 

Teotihuacan (Sejoume 1963, 1966), Kaminaljuyu (Kidder, Jennings and Shook 1946), Copan, 

Honduras (Longyear 1940), Monte Alban (Caso, Bernal and Acosta 1967), Tehuacan (Noguera 

1940), etc. It is now known to have originated in the Rio Camera area south of Teotihuacan, though 

distribution was controlled by the Teotlhuacanos (Rattray 1992a). The annular base bowl is the 

most common form, though simple bowls, recurved bowls, vases, cazuelas, jars, effigies, miniatures 
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and boxes also exist. There is evidence for mold-made production of Thin Orange ware. Rattray 

states that: 

... we think that Teotihuacan controlled the distribution of Thin Orange and 
that the vessels were carried to other parts of Mesoamerica by the 
Teotihuacanos. Thin Orange was intrinsically linked with mortuary customs 
and religious rites ... (1990:95). 

At Teotihuacan, Thin Orange appears in multiple contexts, Including burials and apartment 

compounds. In contrast, it appears to occur solely In burial context outside of Teotlhuacan. 

Millon (1988) proposes that Teotihuacan expansion into the ·outer hinterlands· occurred 

during the Tiacarrmimilolpa phase (AD 300). Thin Orange wares have been reported in Colima and 

Jalisco. The Colima radiocarbon date of the 1st century A.D. precedes a Teotihuacan expansion 

framework, although Thin Orange is found in Teotihuacan itself this early. The Tiamimilolpa period 

sherds found by Weigand In Ahualulco, Jalisco are consistent with this Teotihuacan expansion 

period. That it occurs in such low frequency in West Mexico, yet within the same mortuary/ritual 

context as other regions suggests a continuity of meaning. The continuity of context of Thin 

Orange ware in mortuary assemblages in West Mexico, in combination with changes in burial 

activity (the shape of tombs, and types of offerings) as seen in both the core and surrounding 

regions suggests that Teotlhuacan-derivatlve forces were involved in the region. To what extent, 

and where, Is a more difficult question to answer. Oearly, its influence was felt differently in the 

Teuchltlan core as opposed to the surrounding regions (the Valley of AtemaJac). 

Teotihuacan interaction in Mesoamerica 

A comparison of patterns of ceramic and architectural variability at Teotlhuacan-related sites 

should be useful in assessing the nature of Teotihuacan Interaction In West Mexico on a relative 

scale. The patterns of Teotihuacan Interaction In other peripheral regions (relative to Teotlhuacan), 

are reflected In regional artHacts and architecture. There Is evidence of ceramics from these 
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peripheral regions at Teotlhuacan, as well as evidence for Teotihuacan interaction (In at least the 

style) on ceramics found in these non-core regions. This is detailed in Appendix A. 

Teotihuacan influence in the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac 

In a recent discussion, Weigand (1992a) suggested that Teotihuacan influence in West 

Mexico had little impact on the Teuchith~n zone, the Oassic period center, until sometime near A.D. 

700, at the end of the Teuchitl«1n I phase. Rather, a critical frontier between the Ahualulco

Teuchitl«1n-Tala Valley and the Valley of Atemajac served to limit Teotihuacan's influence to the west 

during the Teuchith~n I phase. In the Valley of Atemajac, the presence of talud-tablero style 

architecture and rectilinear layout during the Classic period is indicative of Teotihuacan influence 

(Galvan 1984). However, the maintenance of the distinctive circular platform architecture in the 

Teuchitl«1n-EI Refugio zone during this same period suggests that regions to the west had a different 

relationship with Teotihuacan. Appendix A serves to illustrate the range and complexity of regional 

interactions with Teotihuacan throughout Mesoamerica, further emphasizing the need to view any 

interaction between West Mexico and central Mexico as complex. 

In the Atemajac Valley, several sites display rectangular plazas and talud-tablero facades 

on buildings: Ellxtepete, with a large Postclassic platform over1aying a Oasslc period talud-tablero 

pyramid; EI Grillo, with talud-tablero construction and a square plaza layout; Las Paredes; and 

Coyutla, with talud-tablero construction and multiple plazas. A single site, Bugambilias, located at 

the far western edge of the valley, has circular architecture during this time. Because of this sharp 

boundary between the two traditions, Weigand has argued that this Is essentially a socia-political 

frontier between the Valley of Atemajac and the Ahualulca-Teuchitl«1n-Tala basin (1990). Beekman 

(pars. comm., 1993) has identified fortified structures with walls which control a commanding view 

of traffic through a pass between the two valleys, at the northeast comer of the Teuchitl«1n core, and 

within close proximity to key obsidian sources. Surface collections put these sites as ear1y as the 
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Teuchitlan I phase, with a more substantial presence during the Teuchitlan II phase. Weigand 

(n.d.(3)) cites a number of other fortified sites at other extremes of the Teuchitlan core, suggesting 

that many routes to and from surrounding valleys were controlled. 

A scenario where T eotihuacan placed "pressure, whether direct or Indirect, whether political 

or economic (or both) ... [whlch] came by way of Ixtepete, EI Grillo, and Coyutla" Is presented by 

Weigand (1992a:229). The lake district societies, rich In resources and self-reliant, responded to this 

pressure by In essence becoming "more West Mexican" in their art and architecture. If anything, 

given the scarcity of mineral resources in the Valley of Atemajac relative to the Ahualulco

Teuchitlan-Tala basin, we should expect the sites in the Teuchitlan core to be more strongly 

Influenced by Teotihuar..an. If this Is the case, how Is the Valley of Atemajac different than the 

Ahualulco-Teuchitlan-Tala basin, and why Is there such strong evidence for Classic period 

Teotlhuacan-Inspired architecture In one valley, and not the other'? These questions are the focus 

of current research In the region by Chris Beekman (Vanderbilt University). 

Given that elements of burial behaviors are shared In both the Teuchitlan core and the 

Valley of Atemajac, and are potentially "Inspired" by Teotihuacan mortuary behaviors as early as the 

end of the Ahualulco phase, it seems that pressure may well have come from Teotihuacan to the 

Teuchitlan core via the Valley of Atemajac. Such a strong shift In ideation associated with death 

and burial seems to have permeated deep Into the core region; on the other hand, the maintenance 

of strong West Mexican elements such as circular architecture, pseudo-clolsonne (perhaps), and 

the copa-olla complex associated with burial (to be discussed In the following section), along with 

the building of fortified structures around the Teuchitlan core suggests a well-contalned core 

phenomenon. Even while the polities in the Ahualulco-Teuchitlan-Tala basin were controlling 

regional access by building fortified structures In key passes as early as the Teuchitlan I phase, 

there Is stili clearly communication across this boundary between the Teuchitlan core and the Valley 

of Atemajac, as is voiced in the similarities In burial behavior and goods. 
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The scarcity of Teotihuacan ceramics in the ValiilY of Atemajac, either as imports or as 

Teotihuacan-inspired, locally-produced ceramics, seems strange given the extent of Teotihuacan 

influence on architecture. Saenz (1966a) describes surface collections of "Teotihuacan-style" 

figurines at Ixtepete. None of these figurine styles are similar to the materials more recently 

excavated from the tomb at Ixtepete, or the Classic period tombs at Tabachlnes. lacking temporal 

control, Saenz' Information Is of limited use for chronologically-based arguments. The changes in 

mortuary behavior, both the Valley of Atemajac and the Teuchitlan core appear to share some 

characteristics with patterns observed in the Valley of Mexico/Teotihuacan. These changes were 

most likely mediated by regions between the Valley of Mexico and the Valley of Atemajac, and are 

not direct. 

In sum, it is clear that the question of social, political and ideational change in this region 

is a complex one. There is no doubt that these issues will become clearer as more archaeological 

work is carried out in the region. Given the lack of significant populations of Teotihuacan ceramics 

In West Mexico, the strong deviation In regional ceramic styles from Teotihuacan types, and the lack 

of consistent architectural homogeneity, it is reasonable to consider that the primary Classic period 

influence In West Mexico was not Teotlhuacan, and that regional Influences were far more 

important. There are certainly cases where a secondary center was predominant in determining 

regional dynamics. The predominance of Kaminaljuyu relative to surrounding smaller sites such as 

Solano In contrast to the direct relationship between Kamlnaljuyu and Teotlhuacan Is just one 

example. 

During the Classic period, the architectural and mortuary changes occurring in the Valley 

of Atemajac are consistent with some of the behaviors observed at Teotlhuacan. This Is less so In 

the Teuchitlan core, where architectural and mortuary changes are more consistent with a West 

Mexican trajectory, and only some appear to be Introduced from outside. Because the extent of 
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the changes seen in West Mexico seem only weakly connected to Teotihuacan directly, It is relevant 

to ask how the surrounding region experienced the Classic period. The dearth of broad regional 

archaeology on the scale of the Valley of Mexico or Vera Cruz makes this question difficult to 

answer. 

Regional forces: Michoacan, Guanajuato, Durango, and Zacatecas 

Extra-regional Interaction should be reflected In the way surrounding regions experienced 

the Classic period. Although this section is only a brief survey of these forces, it provides a basis 

for assessing similarities and/or interaction between changes in the Teuchitlan core and 

surrounding regions during the Classic period. I will emphasize the ceramic component of the 

archaeological record at these sites, as it Is the dominant data set available. Components of the 

West Mexican assemblage that are of interest from this perspective include: Thin Orange ring-based 

bowls, pseudo-clolsonne, negative techniques, bowls with annular bases (copas), and miniatures 

Defining the regional extent of the Occidente of Mexico has been the subject of a recent 

debate (Avila Palafox 1988; Weigand 1992c). Clearly, the Teuchitlan core is a critical region; 

however, the relationship of regions including Michoacan, Guanajuato, Durango, and Zacatecas to 

this "Occidental" cultural phenomenon Is iess clear (Figure 3.2). 

Mlchoacan and Guanajuato, vital regions of Chupicuaro Influences during the late Formative, 

do not have a well defined Classic period culture (Chadwick 1971). Concentric circular architecture 

consistent with that In the Teuchitlan core Is found from the middle Lerma Valley 

(Chuplcuaro/Zacapu zone) to southern Zacatecas to the river valleys of Nayarit to Colima (Weigand 

n.d.(3». The circles are embedded In rectangular architecture characteristic of the Bajlo, yet their 

very presence speaks to Interaction In the region. Brown (1985) argues that the Lerma River forms 

a corridor between the Basin of Mexico and West Mexico, running from the Basin of Mexico, along 

the border between Queretaro and Michoacan, into the Bajio of Guanajuato, and finally into Lake 
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Chapala In Jalisco. As such, social development along the Lerma River should reflect a combination 

of local development with forces from the Basin of Mexico. Work of individuals such as Sanchez 

and Marmelojo (1990) In the Bajio, and Mlchelet (1990) In northern Mlchcacan reinforce the 

importance of local and regional forces in describing change in these regions. The presence of 

small, but regular quantities of Thin Orange and pseudo-cloisonne, along with local ceramic variants 

point towards the complexity of Interaction In these regions. This pattern Is similar to the presence 

of Thin Orange and pseudo-clolsonne In West Mexico. There Is much more work to be done In 

these areas, however. 

Kelley argues that basic regional patterns In the "Northern Frontier" of Zacatecas and 

Durango (e.g., 1985, 1990) merged with Central Mexican concepts developed In West Mexico. This 

resulted in new centers in the following regions: 

1. Bolanos-Juchipiia in southern Zacatecas and Jallsco. 
2. Malpaso in south-central Zacatecas. 
3. Chalchlhuites in southwest Zacatecas and Durango. 

In the Bolanos-Juchipila region, Totcate, Banco de las Casas, Teul, and Las Ventanas all 

share cloisonne, negative painted, red-on-buff or red-on-brown, red-on-white, and engraved or 

incised ceramics. Ekholm, reporting on ceramics from Totcate in the collection at the Museum of 

Natural History in New York City, notes both small multi-colored hemispherical bowls with a low ring 

base, and designs that Include horizontal lines and complex symbolic figures and negative painted 

wares with groups of large black spirals on forms Including bowls with annular bases, nubbin tripod 

feet, and small narrow neck jars (1942:94). Kelley's 1963 excavations at Totcate unearthed Suchll 

red-on-brown and Refugio red-on-brown ceramics which are stylistically consistent with those from 

the Chalchihuites culture. Radiocarbon dates of A.D. 460 and 505 are consistent with the main 

occupation period of Totcate (Alta Vista - Las Joyas phase) (Kelley 1971). Orientation of the site 

is north-south, consistent with Teotihuacan, although there Is evidence for an early platform that 

deviates from this alignment. 
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The culture defined by the Bolanos-Juchipila area, or Los Altos, has been little studied. 

Bell's (1974) work at Cerro Encantada, and Williams' (1972) work In the upper Rio Verde drainage 

at large, are based on excavation and ceramic analysis in regions of significant looting. Williams 

Infers relationships between Los Altos and Central Mexico based on similarities In figurine styles. 

The combination of Chuplcuaro ceramic styles and core West Mexican traits, as well as suggested 

similarities to northern (Zacatecas-Durango) styles leads Williams to model Los Altos as a 

crossroads, or a region with multiple external Interactions. The high Incidence of negative-painted 

pottery is unique to this area, being distinct from Chuplcuaro or core West Mexican styles. With 

the absence of any printed pictures or detailed descriptions In the report, it Is difficult to assess the 

likely source or relationship of these negative-decorated ceramics with those from the Chalchihuites 

region or the Valley of Aternajac. Williams' Type II figurines, a minor component of the figurines 

found at San Aparicio, are very similar In aesthetic to those found In the box tombs at Tabachlnes. 

Similarity to Gamio's (1922:vol6, 196) Teotihuacan "archaic· figurine fragment is cited, which Cook 

de Leonard (1971 :191) associates with Teotihuacan II. In reexamining this source, I find no strong 

reason for this association. I argue that the odd "mouse-llke" features make the San Aparicio and 

Valley of Atemajac figurines unique, even though there are other elements of the figurine 

assemblage at San Aparicio that seem to be consistent with the T eotlhuacan fragments. 

Williams (1972:46) proposes that: 

... aIthough the K type figurines suggest a Middle Preclasslc occupation related to 
the Central Valley of Mexico and West Mexico In general, It Is the Chupicuaro
related culture of the Late Preclasslc that is most apparent In the area .•. when the 
Chuplcuaro influence In the Central Valley faded during the Late Preclasslc, the 
southern (Cholula) Central Valley influence spread northwards. In time the fusion 
of Chuplcuaro, shaft-tomb and Central Valley Influence was pushed further north, 
possibly In the form of a seml-asslmilated group, to be replaced by a fuJI-blown 
Teotlhuacan Influence, which Included ceremonial architecture with stone facings 
arranged around plazas and a distinctive religious art ... thls [Influence] extended as 
far as the northern line of forts of which La Quemada is one. 
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Although the stylistic comparisons may be valid for Williams' study, the lack of temporal 

control in the presentation of excavation data makes it difficult to assess the broader implications 

of material culture change of Los Altos relative to surrounding regions. Many of the ceramic 

elements present in the Valley of AtemaJac appear to be present in Los Altos. This Includes both 

late Formative hollow figurines at Cerro Encantada (Bell 1974} and Chupicuaro style ceramics, as 

well as decorative techniques such as cloisonne (although it could be either earty or late) and 

negative resist (although the lack of specific details on the negative resist makes stylistic 

comparisons difficult). The distinctive Tabachines style found in the Valley of Atemajac as well as 

the Teuchitlan core of West Mexico (to be discussed more fully in the ceramic analysis sections) 

Is consistent with collections from Los Altos (Jorge Ramos, pers. comm., 1991) and Chupicuaro 

~eaver 1969}. Williams' model of the Integration of Chupicuaro, Central Mexico and shaft-tomb 

elements by the Classic period in a northward movement has potential as a explanatory model for 

Classic period West Mexico. 

Cultural development in the Rio Bolanos region has strong ties to the Teuchitlan core 

(Cabrero 1989). Circular plazas with surrounding architectural elements at several sites (Totoate, 

Cerro Prieto and other sites in the Valley of Valparaiso in the northem extreme of the Rio Bolanos 

drainage), and ceramics with stylistic ties both north to Alta Vista and south to the Teuchitlan core 

of West Mexico suggests that this area was active regionally during the late Formative and Classic 

periods. The circular plaza architecture, shaft tombs, and ceramic styles, including Negative B, 

Orange-on-Cream and Cloisonne, imply a connection to the Canutillo and Vesuvio phases (A.D. 200-

650 and A.D. 650-750, respectively) of the Chalchihuites culture of Zacatecas. Cabrera argues that 

there are parallels between the circular architecture of the EI Arena! phase (200 B.C. to A.D. 2OO) 

and the circular plazas of Cerro Prieto, and Totoate. In the Rio Bolanos region, architectural change 

consistent with that seen in Jallsco's highland lake zone during the Ahualulco phase (A.D. 2oo-400) 

and the Teuchitlan I phase limited. None of the sites reflect the monumentality of the Ahualulco 
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development of the highland lake zone of Jalisco. Changes during the Teuchitlan II phase (A.D. 

700-950) are more apparent In the Bolanos region where shailow tombs (tumbas de camara, or bed 

tombs, equivalent to the box tombs of the Atemajac Vailey), and rectangular platforms appear. 

Cabrero (1989:291) reports the coexistence of shaft tombs and box tombs at the same sites in the 

Valley of Valparaiso. This is consistent with changes seen In the Teuchitlan core during the 

Teuchitlan I phase (A.D. 400 - 700). 

Similarities in architecture and tomb structure between the Rio Bolanos drainage and the 

Teuchitlan core are echoed less strongly In the ceramic assemblage. Ceramics contemporaneous 

with the EI Arenal and Ahualulco phases are incised pigment-filled, Negative B, and orange on 

beige. These are more similar to, and temporally associated with the Canutillo Red-Filled Engraved, 

Negative A and Gualterlo Red-on-Cream, respectively, of the Canutillo phase (A.D. 200-650) of the 

Chalchlhuites region. During the Teuchitlan I phase, there are no exceptional changes in ceramic 

types present. 

Cabrero's model for change In the Rio Bolanos regions follows (1989:299-300): 

1. Change began with the prelude to the disintegration of the "patron" tradition In 
the Lake Magdalena basin of the highland lake zone of Jalisco [I.e. the Teuchitlan 
core] during the Teuchitlan I phase. 

2. The disintegration of the Suchil Branch of the Chalchihuites culture caused a 
break in exchange that had been controlled by Teotihuacan. 

3. The break in the exchange system was felt in the Lake Magdalena basin 
[Teuchitlan core], causing cultural changes and the penetration of influences from 
the Valley of Mexico, which resulted In the adoption of a coastal route across the 
Occident. The northern routes to the Southwest of the United States and Casas 
Grandes became more important for interaction and Influence. 

This presumes that first, Internal, not external, factors were central to the profound changes 

that took place during the Teuchitlan I phase in West Mexico, and second, that Teotlhuacan's 

influences in the Chalchihuites region, though critical to cultural equilibrium, were secondary to 

regional' constraints. Cabrera concludes that the geographical origin of this sudden shift in 
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equilibrium was the Suchil Branch of the Chalchihuites culture, as opposed to either Teotihuacan 

or the highland lake zone. 

To this end, a fuller examination of the Malpaso and Chalchihuites regions follows. La 

Quemada Is the central site In the Malpaso region. Older collections from La Quemada Included 

bowls "almost certainly of Chuplcuaro culture origins" (Kelley 1971 :776), suggesting southern 

influence during its early occupation. These collections Include small red-on-brown bowls and jars, 

and annular-base paint cloisonne vessels, resembling those found In the Chalchlhuites area. 

Radiocarbon dates suggest that La Quemada was most heavily populated around A.D. 900-1000, 

although building was underway by ca. A.D. 500-600 (Jimenez Betts 1992). 

175 kilometers north of La Quemada lies the Chalchlhuites region, which Is divided Into two 

sub-regions: the Rio Suchil, eastern branch, and the Rio Colorado, main branch. Each region has 

a distinctive early chronology. There Is still some uncertainty In the chronology of this region in the 

late Classic and Postclasslc due to contradictory radiocarbon dates (Kelley 1985, 1990). Classic 

period activity Is aligned with the construction of the two ceremonial centers, Alta Vista and Cerro 

de Moctehuma. Both were built from A.D. 400-600. Of Interest here are the Canutillo, Vesuvlo and 

Alta Vista phases. Mortuary data reveal flexed Inhumation In circular pits, with and without offerings. 

The Canutillo phase Is tentatively set at A.D. 200-300 In the Rio Colorado Valley, and A.D. 

2oo~ In the Rio Suchil Valley. Diagnostic wares for the Canutillo phase, Suchil branch, are 

Canutillo Red-filled Engraved (where engraved areas are filled with pigment) and Gualterio Red-on

cream. Vista Paint Cloisonne and Negative A appear as "trade" wares late In the Canutillo phase. 

Diagnostics for the Alta Vista phase Include MlchUIa Red-filled Engraved, Suchil Red-on

brown, and Vista Paint Oolsonne and Negative A. Pseudo-clolsonne and vessels similar to the 

Suchil Red-on-brown appear in the Teuchitlan core region. In the Chalchlhuites region, these types 

are associated particularly with the ceremonial centers of Alta Vista and Cerro de Moctehuma. 

Ooisonne and Negative A are "intrusive southern wares" (Kelley 1985:282). Negative A is described 
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as having an interior decoration of buff negative circles and dots on dark slipped background where 

the lost wax (understood to mean resist) technique of decoration produced dots with blurred edges 

or "shadow circles" (Kelley and Kelley 1971:171). It Is likely a trade ware "made by travelling 

artisans" (Kelley 1971 :782). Cloisonne essentially disappears after the Alta Vista phase (AD. 300 -

500). 

Teotlhuacan's Influence In the development of Alta Vista has been postulated (Kelley 1990). 

Alta Vista was constructed as a site of cosmological importance (Aveni, Hatung and Kelley 1982). 

Kelley suggests that there is evidence that the Original founders of the temple shrine marking the 

TropiC of Cancer came from Teotihuacan, or one of Its outlying satellites In West Mexico (1990:12). 

The central temple shrine was built during the late Xoialpan and Metepec phases at Teotlhuacan. 

By A.D. 700-750, with the fall of Teotlhuacan, Alta Vista began to function as a small 

"political/economic entity which operated as a redistribution center," with goods which used to be 

a part of a "down the line" trade scheme now being consumed locally (Kelley 1990:13). Earlier, 

Kelley (1971 :787) proposed that the rapid Installation of a well developed Alta Vista was 

representative of a takeover of a Canutillo phase settlement by a neighbor, 

... lmplant[lng] a formalized Mesoamerican Classic cultural pattern In that 
area. Almost certainly this was a primitive exploitative state Inspired by 
and perhaps even controlled by Classic Teotihuacan, far to the South. 
With the decline of Teotihuacan after AD. 500, Its influence seems to have 
withdrawn from the Chalchlhultes area. 

By 900 AD., the deterioration of the ceramics and crafts at Alta Vista marks the end of the 

Classic period for western Zacatecas and southern Durango. With this model, Kelley essentially 

aligns the fate of the Chalchihultes region with Teotlhuacan expansion and contraction. This Is 

consistent with a model where the development of the Chalchlhultes region Is tied to the large-scale 

mining complexes In the region. The scale of mining operations could only have been directed 

extra-regionally, either to the Baiio and/or Central Mexico. Thus, Central Mexico, either directly or 

indirectly, was primary in establishing the dynamic of regional interactions. This contradicts 
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Cabrera's model in placing the modus operantis with Teotihuacan, not the Suchil Branch of the 

Chalchlhuites region. 

In the end, there is good reason to consider the impact of Teotihuacan and central Mexico 

in the areas to the east and to the north of the Teuchitlan core. Equally, is it clear that there is a 

range of regional variation in the way that Teotihuacan interaction was experienced. This section 

has indicated the need to look at regional interaction at a more local level - the Bajio, Los Altos, 

and Chalchihuites all appear to have experienced grossly similar trajectories through the Classic 

period. 

Pseudo-cloisonne and the copa-olla complex as Classic period markers 

One of the elements that appears consistently through the region including the 

Teuchitlan core, the Bajio, and Chalchihuites is pseudo-cloisonne. The next section examines the 

manufacture and distribution of pseudo-cloisonne across this region, and attempts to identify it 

more closely with a Classic period complex. Although the material cuiture changes during the 

Classic period are iIi-defined in West Mexico, these changes can be aligned with the maximum 

population expansion and urbanism experienced In the Teuchitlan I and II phases of the highland 

lake region of Jalisco. Weigand, in his 1993 model for the geographical extent of pseudo-cloisonne 

before A.D. 1000 (n.d.(1», includes regions as far north as the Chalchihuites core area and Alta 

Vista, extending south to include the Teuchltlan Tradition core area In the highland lake zone of 

Jalisco, and eastward to include Los Altos (Figure 3.3). Regional pseudo-cloisonne styles are 

defined within this area. 

In West Mexico, pseudo-cloisonne seems inherently tied to a copa-olla complex. Pseudo

cloisonne appears on these vessel pairs in Classic period burials throughout West Mexico, 

indicating a ritual Significance. 
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Holien (1977) has provided provocative evidence for a West Mexican Classic Period ceramic 

complex which incorporated pseudo-cloisonne vessels, and the association of copas and oIlas in 

burial. Just as the shaft tombs and hollow figurines serve as markers for the distinctive funerary 

behavior of the late Formative, so does the association of copa and oIlas In the Classic period. The 

association of pseudo-cloisonne vessels and high-status burial identHies a prestige interaction 

sphere (Holien 1977). This tradition is distinct from the Valley of Mexico, and is most strongly 

voiced in the Chalchihuites region and in the area surrounding Teuchitlan, in the highland lake core 

area of Jalisco. Holien, In his extensive study of pseudo-clolsonne In Mesoamerica, suggests that 

materials from Alta Vista, Zacatecas indicate that there was a continuous relationship between the 

late Formative shaft tombs and the Classic period burial assemblages. 

and 

At Alta Vista, some components of the shaft tomb artHact assemblage 
occur with pseudo-clolsonne [shell trumpet, pyrite mirror, and gourd bowl] 
(1977:291). 

In these associations there may appear to be the suggestion that a burial 
complex, involving pseudo-cloisonne with these mirrors and trumpets, was 
derived from the preceding shaft tomb complex (1977:293). 

This evidence is in accord with Weigand's inference that the circular architecture in the Teuchitliin 

core region of Jalisco exists from the late Formative to the Classic period, or Teuchitlan I (1990). 

The relationship between the Chalchlhuites region and the highland lake zone is less clear during 

the Classic Period: Alta Vista is a later implant to Zacatecas, with evidence for construction at about 

A.D. 600. This is later than Weigand's 400 A.D. starting date for the TeuchltJan I phase, but within 

the later part of the Teuchitliin I phase and the eariy Teuchitlan II phase. Production and 

distribution of pseudo-clolsonne, appearing during the Canutillo phase (after A.D. 200), must have 

been associated with some center at this earlier date. Kelley has suggested that it was a trade ware 

"from the south.· 
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Castillo Tejero's petrographic work on pseudo-cloisonne (1968) clearly demonstrates a 

multiplicity of production loci for the vessels (not the pigments or surface) used for pseudo

cloisonne. Castillo was able to distinguish between the pastes of vessels from La Quemada and 

Alta Vista in Zacatecas, Ixtlan del Rio in Nayarit, Amatitlan and Coyotitlan in Jalisco, Jiquilpan in 

Michoacan, EI Coporo in Guanajuato, and Teotihuacan. Lacking from this work are clear temporal 

associations distinguishing between Classic period and Postclassic period production and 

distribution of pseudo-cloisonne. Nonetheless, the conclusion that there were multiple loci for 

vessel production throughout the Occident is an important one. This conclusion is complicated by 

the fact that there is clear evidence that the pseudo-cloisonne is often applied to "convenient" 

vessels (Weigand, pers. comm., 1993). That is, pseudo-cloisonne appears on a range of previously 

slipped and decorated vessels. This reflects a specialized system that was involved solely with the 

special decoration of vessels, rather than in the production and decoration of vessels. Kelley and 

Kelley (1971: 162) have speculated that there were travelling pseudo-cloisonne specialists, who went 

from site to site, decorating the prerequisite vessels. 

A more explicit examination of the copa-olla complex and the role of pseudo-cloisonne in 

the region encompassing Estanzuela, Jalisco, and La Quemada, Zacatecas provides a framework 

for examining regional patterns. Holien (19n:222) reports that collector's notes from Cruz Vieja, 

Jalisco (south of Lake Chapala) indicate that miniature copas were placed in rows along the corpse, 

and that oIlas were placed at the head. Aexed burials at La Mesita, a site in the Upper Rio Santiago 

Region, Rio Juchiplla branch were beneath house floors, with offerings of pseudo-cloisonne in the 

form of copas and bowls (Pina Chan 1967:308). Holien and Pickering (1978) report an unusual 

burial at Alta Vista where a semiflexed skeleton without a skull and some disarticulated limbs were 

found with a $uchil red-on-brown oIla, four pseudo-cloisonne copas (in a stack), and one smudge

fired oIla. Lumhoitz's (1902:vol 2, p 460) informants reported numerous shallow burials, sitting, 
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standing, or prone, In association with the pseudo-clolsonne procured at Estanzuela, Jalisco. This 

collection Is of importance because it comes from a Classic period urban center near Teuchitlan, 

and Is associated with circular architecture. Lumholtz reports that Hrdlicka located other pseudo

cloisonne mortuary vessels In Mezquitlc, Jalisco (Rio Bolanos drainage) In 1902. 

At a general level, there Is good evidence supporting a relationship between burial, pseudo

cloisonne, and the copa-olla complex. Material from Estanzuela, Jalisco, includes a healthy 

population of pseudo-cloisonne, and Is a clear case for support of a Classic period copa-olla 

mortuary complex (New York Museum of Natural History). Pseudo-c\olsonne appears 

predominantly in burial context, but has been found outside of burial context In low frequencies. 

Hollen (19n) sites the existence of pseudo-clolsonne sherds in platform fill at Alta Vista as evidence 

for multiple use contexts (i.e. the fill comes from midden, which Is a non-burial context for primary 

use). In addition, the appearance of the copa-olla complex may be somehow linked to "high status" 

burials as distinct from other burials (Holien 19n:287, 298). 

The copa-olla complex Is not limited to pseudo-cloisonne alone. Suchll Red-on-Brown oIlas 

found at Alta Vista (Kelley and Kelley 1971) show a sImilar Iconographic approach to the available 

design space. At Estanzuela, in the Teuchitlan core, the existence of a few copas of this type In 

tandem with decorative poIymorphs on oIlas, strongly reinforces the importance of the copa-olla 

pairing in Classic period burials. Holien (19n:294) argues that the association of negative painting 

with pseudo-cloisonne in the Chalchihuites region is more than coincidence. Negative A, a type 

characterized by a resist pattern of spots, and pseudo-cloisonne are both post-firing treatments 

where the surface Is handled In negative. The vessels collected at Estanzuela Included both 

pseudo-clolsonne and negative treatment of the surface. Kelley and Kelley (1971 :58) report the 

SuchU footed cups (I.e. copas) were "roughly slmUar in form to those of Vista Paint Cloisonne". 

There are other cases at Totoate and TeocaJtiche (Bell 1974; Hrdlicka 1903). Parallel craft traditions 
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in investment decorations and negative resist are not uncommon in Mesoamerican Preclasslc 

horizons, and should not be considered as particular to West Mexico (Holien 19n:295). it is 

important, though, to realize that West Mexican pseudo-cloisonne is stylistically unique, as Is the 

existence of the copa-olia complex. 

It would appear that there is a distinction in negative surface treatments In ceramics: 

Negative A and Negative B, a variant of Negative A found at Totoate (in Cabrero 1989:215), are 

different from the negative-decorated ceramics found In the box tombs in the Valley of Atemajac. 

The Negative B ceramic illustrated in Cabrero (1989:214) Is consistent with an incomplete vessel 

found in a shaft tomb in the Valley of Atemajac, yet the smudged-negative vessels of the box tombs 

are something different. This will be addressed in more detail In the analysis section. At this point, 

it Is worthwhile to merely caution against the use of broad categories of "negative" techniques In 

West Mexico, as it appears that there are a number of approaches to this technique. 

Thus, the association of negative surface treatment and pseudo-clolsonne within a high 

status copa-olla complex appears to be Important In describing mortuary behaviors in a wide region, 

Including the T euchitlan core and neighbors to the north, south, and east. The "epl-center" of these 

practices is likely somewhere between the Teuchitlan core and the Chalchlhultes region. 

In closing, from the point of view of ceramic. mortuary. and architectural evidence, there 

are a number of models for the relationship between West Mexico and regions to the South, East 

and North during the late Formative, Preclasslc and Classic periods (orthe EI Arenal, Ahualulco and 

Teuchitl8n I phases). Although the nature of the material evidence in this dissertation cannot 

directly address these Issues, It is clear that the associations of the Valley of Aternajac with West 

Mexico and extra-regiOnal areas were complex and dynamiC. 

The transition from a core-periphery relationship to a core with neighbors (between the 

Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac) between the late ForrnativejPreciassic and the Classic 

period is demonstrated in this chapter. The regional coherence of shaft tomb behaviors during the 
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late Formative and Preclasslc periods changes Into a more loosely defined Classic period burial 

complex, where the copa-olla complex reflects shared mortuary behaviors. It seems clear that the 

copa-olla complex associated with burial and the production of pseudo-cloisonne is a West Mexican 

Classic period phenomenon, voiced most strongly In the Teuchltli~n core. These patterns of 

behavior are consistent with models such as Weigand's that argue for the development of social 

complexity in the Teuchltlan core of West Mexico into the Classic period. In many ways, the Valley 

of Atemajac echoes developments to the West during the Classic period; also Important are ties 

to the East (Chupicuaro and Los Altos), the North (Alta Vista and Chalchihultes), and the South 

(Teotihuacan). 

Having outlined some of the factors that may be important In structuring mortuary practice 

In West Mexico, It now makes sense to return to the mortuary evidence In the study region. What 

were the mortuary behaviors In the Valley of Atemajac? What were the techniques of manufacture 

of ceramic mortuary goods In the Valley of AtemaJac between the late Formative and Oasslc 

periods? How was mortuary furniture used In the act of burial? How was It used before burial? 

What are the patterns of variation in mortuary goods In the Valley of Atemajac? Finally, how does 

this compare to what Is known about the Teuchltlan core region? The next chapter introduces the 

study area and addresses gross characteristics of mortuary behavior at the sites of Tabachlnes and 

Ixtepete In the Valley of AtemaJac, and at Estanzuela In the Teuchltlan core region. Following that, 

a detailed discussion of the activities associated with mortuary production, distribution and use is 

presented. The idea of a ceramic mortuary technological system In social context will be 

reintroduced In the discussion section. 
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CHAPTER 4 
VALLEY OF ATEMAJAC: ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

Within the general context of change In mortuary technology In West Mexico lies one 

concern of this dissertation, namely that of technological change at a peripheral site with respect 

to larger, more central sites during the late Formative, Preclasslc, and Classic periods. The Valley 

of Atemajac lies to the east of the core West Mexican highland lake zone, to the west of the region 

of Chupicuaro Influence, and to the south of the Chalchlhuites and Los Altos areas (Figure 3.1). The 

sites in the Valley of Atemajac are best considered outside of the Teuchltlan core region, based on 

criteria for the development of complexity In the West Mexican core area (Weigand 1975, 1992a). 

In this next section, I will present an overview of the archaeology of the Valley of Aternajac, and 

outline the specific archaeological findings at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete to be used in this study. The 

collections studied are from three sites: 1) In the Valley of Aternajac: late Formative, early Classic 

and Classic period components at Tabachlnes and 2) Classic period components at Ixtepete, and 

3) in the core region: Classic period components at Estanzuela. Tabachlnes is the only site with 

both late Formative/early Classic and Classic period components voiced. 

4.1. Valley of Atemajac: past work 

Archaeological reconnaissance in the Valley of Aternajac has been limited to a handful of 

sites: Ellxtepete, the best known and published (ct. Castro-Leal and Ochoa 1974; Corona Nunez 

1960, 1972; Galvan 1984; Paddock 1967; Saenz 19668, 1966b, 1966c), EI Grillo and Tabachines 

(Galvan 1976, 1984, 1991), and Tesistan, EI Rehllete, Coyutla, Bugambillas, and Las Paredes 

(Weigand 1986, 1987, 1992a). Tabachines and Bugambilias show late Formative and early Classic 

components consistent with the shaft-tomb complex. The ClaSSic period component is different In 

the Valley of Atemajac and the core region. At Ixtepete, Structure I, with a 6 meter platform, has 

talud-tablera-style architecture suggestive ofTeotihuacan Influence. Castro-Leal (1974:137) noted 
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the absence of other elements, such as the forms and styles of ceramics and figurines, and 

suggests that Teotihuacan's Influence on Ixtepete could not have been direct. 

4.2. Tabachines and EI Ixtepete: General overview 

The geographical focus of this study Is the Valley of Atemajac, and specifically two sites: 

Tabachines and EI Ixtepete. Tabachlnes Is found just to the north of the modem city of 

Guadalajara, in the municipality of Zapopan. EI Ixtepete Is found In the southwestern outskirts of 

Guadalajara. The sites are separated by less than 20 km. Two phases are represented in the 

artifacts found at Tabachines: an earlier, late Formative and early Classic phase, and a later Classic 

period phase. At EI Ixtepete, only the Classic period Is represented. 

In 1974, crews with bulldozers uncovered a number of tombs while initiating construction 

of a new fracc/onamiento (planned suburb) called Tabachlnes. Javier Galvan, a state archaeologist 

with the Instituto Naclonal de Antropologla e Hlstoria in Guadalajara, began salvage excavations 

immediately. Over the course of the following 3 years, 43 tombs were recorded. The outcome was 

one of the few, and one of the largest, controlled excavations of undisturbed late Formative shaft 

tombs and Classic period tombs In West Mexico (Galvan 1976, 1984, 1991; Schoendube and Galvan 

1978). Analysis of the late Formative/Preclassic part of the archaeological finds has just been 

published (Galvan 1991). Artifacts were mapped and collected from 21 ·shaft tombs· in the 

fracc/onamiento of Tabachlnes. The tombs were In some cases closely clustered, though the net 

distribution covered some 500 m2 (Galvan 1991 :206). Less than one kilometer from Tabachlnes lies 

the site of EI Grillo, a small group of mounds with Eplclasslc to Postclasslc "U-shaped" surface 

architecture, similar to that seen at sites In the Bajlo and central Mexico, to the east (Tulancingo, 

Tepehuaje), and to the west, at Varcenas (Teuchitlan core) (Weigand n.d.(3». The association of 

EI Grillo with Tabachines Is possible, although no controlled excavations of the earlier phases have 

been made at EI Grillo. 
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Box tombs associated with Classic period occupation were found at Tabachines and EI 

Ixtepete. Artifacts were recorded in 17 tombs at Tabachines, 8 of which were mapped. The spatial 

distribution of box tombs at Tabachines overlaps with the shaft tombs, yet they are generally more 

disperse, and to the east of the concentrations of shaft tombs. One tomb was recorded at EI 

Ixtepete. At Ixtepete, an arroyo eroded the side of a mound, uncovering a burial. No subsequent 

excavations of burials have been made at this site. 

Given the relatively low density and wide distribution of burials at Tabachines, it would 

appear that this is not a cemetery per se. The sampling at the site was limited by the location of 

trenches for construction, and as such was fairly random. Owing to the excessive looting of sites 

in West Mexico, it is deemed prudent not to publish precise locations of the tombs. No architectural 

evidence exists to correlate residence or spatial organization with the burials at Tabachines, though 

the bUrial at EI Ixtepete is associated directly with a mound structure. 

4.2.1. Late Formative tombs at Tabachines 

The late Formative tombs at Tabachines are shaft tombs, with a narrow shaft followed by 

a boot-shaped chamber. Their depth varies from 1.30 to 3.25 meters. Most burials are extended 

in a supine position. Galvan argues that the shallow tombs are child or infant burials, owing to the 

lack of surviving osteological material, and the smaller area of the chamber. There is also the 

possibility that they are caches. In many of the tombs, osteological material is fragmentary. 

A number of the burials contain multiple skeletons (Galvan 1991): 

Tomb Interments 
2 5 
3 4 
6 4 
8 4 
1 3 
11 3 
7 2 
15 2 
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Some late Formative shaft tomb burials in West Mexico were multiple event burials (Furst 1966; 

Long 1966; Weigand 1985). Schoendube and Galvan (1978) argue that the burials at Tabachines 

are single event burials based on the undisturbed nature of the osteological materials as well as the 

regular strata of the tomb fill. If this is so, then we may assume that the artifact distribution reflects 

social decisions about the afterlife, and not temporal variation in burial goods based on multiple 

burial events. 

The age of the tombs has been postulated using obsidian hydration data (Galvan 1991). 

The accuracy of obsidian hydration for absolute dating has been criticized, but when considering 

this data in conjunction with stylistic and architectural characteristics ofthe shaft-tomb phenomenon, 

a stronger case is built for the relationship of Tabachines with activities in the highland lake region 

and the shaft tomb complex at large. 

Tomb* 
3 
8 
6 
1 

17 
9 
5 
7a 

10 
4 

14 
19 

Date 
753±60 B.C. 
163+45 B.C. 
93±150 B.C. 
38+50 B.C. 
3 B.C. 
A.D. 17±4O 
A.D. 57+20 
A.D. 142±14O 
A.D. 277 
A.D. 437 
A.D. 437 
A.D. 457+40 

*from Galvan 1991. Whether these are calibrated or uncalibrated is unknown. Those dates 
without standard deviation were reported as such. 

it can be seen that the temporal range runs from approximately 200 B.C. to A.D. 300, with one 

outlier at A.D. 450. This is consistent with dates from other parts of West Mexico, and places the 

shaft tomb activity at Tabachines into the EI Arena! and Ahualulco phases. 
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The materials present as offerings in the late Formative tombs include obsidian, 

shell, ground stone (basalt effigies), and ceramics. The distribution of artifacts across late Formative 

tombs is shown In Figure 4.1. 

The presence of shell in the two tombs with the largest populations of offerings may 

reinforce Graham's (1989) argument that In Mesoamerica at large, and West Mexico in particular, 

shell is important in reinforcing status relationships involved with leadership. At Tabachines, those 

tombs with the greatest number of artifacts are more likely to include shell and a greater percentage 

of lithic material. All tombs have ceramics, but the lithic distribution seems to vary somewhat 

independentiy of the ceramics. The number of offerings vary from 1 to 42 (though the average is 

11). This distribution is illustrated in Figure 4.1. 

Galvan's 1991 publication outlines the types and distributions of ceramics, lithics, and shell 

of the Tabachines shaft tombs, and so these details will not be repeated here. This study will retain 

Galvan's group and type names from Tabachines. For the purposes of clarifying the analytical 

sections of this text, the specific groups and types are noted In Appendix B. 

4.2.2. Classic Period tombs at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete 

The Classic Period burials examined here came from two sites. The first site is 

Tabachines, within 0.5 km from the late Formative burials, and the second is Ixtepete, approximately 

15 km southwest of Tabachlnes (Figure 3.1). At Tabachines, 20 box tombs were excavated and 

mapped, and another 19 tombs were recorded as a salvage operation during construction of the 

'raccionamento. Seventeen of the tombs contained artifacts. The tomb at Ixtepete was salvaged 

after the arroyo, which runs along the edge of the site, cut into the bank and exposed a burial. At 

Tabachines, a majority of the burials were physically removed by 0.5 km from the center of the site 

of EI Grillo, whereas at Ixtepete the burial was located at the edge of a mound structure. The 

differences between Tabachines and EI Ixtepete need to be considered in any examination of the 
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associated artifacts. Comparison of the artifacts removes any doubt that these sites were occupied 

contemporaneously, for at least some part of their occupation span. 

The Classic period box tombs at Tabachines and Ixtepete are different in shape from the 

shaft tombs. They are rectangular, with the long axis vertical to the base, as opposed to the boot

shaped shaft tombs. All of the tombs contain evidence for single interments. The tomb depth 

varies from 1.45 to 3.4 m. The majority are less than 2 m deep, with the burials near EI Grillo and 

at Ixtepete closer to 3 m deep. All but one of the burials were in a seated position, either flexed or 

"Oriental" (with arms between the legs). The orientation of the tombs was almost consistently north

south, with the body facing north. The skeleton and offerings were frequently found some 40 cm 

above the floor of the tomb, a feature which Galvan attributes to now-decomposed burial structures 

(Galvan 1991: p.c.). No soil tests or samples of these features were made at the time of excavation. 

A significant number of the box tombs were partially destroyed upon discovery by 

bulldozers used by the construction crews. The following table (Table 4.1) summarizes some of the 

burial attributes that could be gleaned from the physical evidence remaining (derived from Galvan 

1984). The burials labeled "Te" are those that were mapped, and those labeled "D" are associated 

artifacts from unmapped box tombs. The groups of "D" offerings may not reflect all of the artifacts 

that were In the tomb originally. 

As Table 4.1 indicates, there is a strong disposition towards cardinal orientation of not only 

the tomb, but the corpse and offerings as well. There are two points of interest: 1) the frequent 

placement of lines of mortuary goods along the north wall of the tomb, and 2) the consistent 

placement of the Interred body, seated in flexed or Oriental positions, facing north. There Is 

considerably more variation in the placement of offerings than there Is In the body Itself. This 

suggests that the direction north, or the journey of the soul to the underworld is dominant relative 

to the artifacts for that journey. That is, the importance of "getting the body right" is more critical 

in mortuary ritual than the placement of offerings. Clearly, the tombs presented here illustrate some 
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Table 4.1. Patterns of interment at Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

TCIIIIb LOIIIIIIIn LOIIIIIIIn ~ ..... rw-~ 0INcIan 
~ 0IIMgI 1nIIINII'-

let T~ "*'*---. - - NIIIIII 

lea T~ - - - NIIIIII 

le:l T~ an ... :I .... NIIIIII 
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differentiation in mortuary behavior between the sites of Tabachines and EI Ixtepete in terms of 

number and placement of mortuary offerings. 

Characteristics of Classic period tombs 

In the Valley of Atemajac, the transition from the late Formative to the Classic period is 

pronounced, with little evidence to support a continuous ceramic tradition. What is lacking in 

making this argument is the clear association of artifacts, architecture, and radiocarbon dates. If 

the Classic period occupation of EI Grillo and Ei Ixtepete was characterized by rectilinear plaza 

architecture and talud-tablera construction in direct association with the miniature burial ceramic 

assemblage, this would suggest a Classic period architectural development consistent with regions 

outside West Mexico. There is currently no evidence for circular architecture in the lower strata of 

these sites, which would indicate continuous occupation from the late Formative to the Classic 

period. 

At Tabachines, the single Classic period date available is an obsidian hydration date, 

measured at A.D. 532 (no standard deviation reported) (Schondube and Galvan 1978:163). This 

date Is consistent with Classic period developments during the Teuchitlan phase in the Ahualulco

Teuchitlan-Tala valley, as well as Classic period developments in the late Tlamimiiolpa or 

Teotihuacan II in the Valley of Mexico. Nonetheless, until stratigraphic excavation can be carried 

out at a site known to have both late Formative or Preclasslc and Classic period components (such 

as Coyutla, which was destroyed by the development of a dump (Huerta Mora 1992; Weigand 

1992c), the temporal relationship between the late Formative/early-Classic and Classic periods in 

the Valley of Atemajac cannot be strictly defined. 

The offerings in the Classic period tombs are predominantly ceramic, although there are two 

lithic offerings: one obsidian, the other a whitish stone. The distribution of artifacts in tombs from 

the Classic period is shown in Figure 4.2. Ixtc1 is the status burial at EI Ixtepete. Offerings are 
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distributed fairly homogeneously within tombs at Tabachlnes with the exclusion of TC7. Numbers 

of offerings vary from 1 to 9. In each case, ceramics are present, with Ilthlcs present uniquely In 

only two of the 13 tombs. The tombs at Lomas de Vergel and EI Ixtepete contain only ceramic 

material, both In quantities greater than at Tabachines. 

The majority of the ceramics in the box tombs are miniatures. That they are miniatures Is 

clear by comparing vessels from burial with those sherds found In surface collections (Figure 4.3). 

The consistency In the full-size and miniature everted rim-form unique to the Classic period ollas at 

Tabachines suggests that there Is a good relationship between the burial assemblage and full-scale 

utilitarian forms (Figure 4.4). Nonetheless, for the work presented here, the types named apply only 

to the miniatures. Until controlled excavation yields a complete site assemblage, comparisons 

between miniatures and other vessels will be limited. 

The Classic period ceramic groups/types assigned by Galvan (1976, 1984) are outlined in 

Appendix C. Some changes have been made in this typology for the clarification of the study 

presented here. The types reflect differences primarily in form and surface treatment. The types 

N/R Completo, Grillo Policromo, B/Guinda, Cloisonne, Cafe Simple, and Gris/Bayo are defined here 

solely by ollas. The types Inclso Blcromo, Grillo Negro sobre Rojo, and Ixtepete Smudged are 

exclusively bowls with annular bases or copas. The type Blanco/Blcromo Includes both bowls with 

annular bases and bateas (platters). The distribution of specific types across the tombs as 

Tabachlnes and Ixtepete Is shown In Table 4.2. 

I note here that the Tabachlnes bowls with annular bases are different in form than those 

generally cited for the region. Instead of high bases, more like a copa, the Tabachlnes bowls with 

annular bases are somewhere between a ring-based bowl and a copa (regionally, called a bowl with 

annular base). This distinction Is Important In comparing these forms regionally. 
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Figure 4.3. Relative size of a utilitarian vessel (I) and a burial miniature (r). 
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Figure 4.4. Rim of a utilitarian vessel (I) and burial miniature (r). 
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Table 4.2. Distribution of specific types across tombs at Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

TABACHINES form Ixtc tc7 d5 d18 d19 d9 tc5 tC4 tc12 tc13 d4 d8 tc8 tc9 
1 

N/R Completo 0I1a 4 1 4 7 3 2 

Grillo 0I1a 5 3 1 
Polychrome 

BIanco/BIcromo bb 4 4 

batea 1 1 1 2 

Inc~ Blcromo bb 2 

Grillo BIack-on- bb/copa 4 
Red 

By N/BIcromo bowl 4 2 

N/BIctomo bowl 3 

.!l!m!m 

B/Gulnda 0I1a 12 

Ixtepete copa 14 
Smudged 

Cloisonne oIla 2 

2!!!m 

Cafe Simple 0I1a 1 1 

Inc~Rcfo bb 1 1 
Embutldo 

Thin Orange bb 2 

Mlnlalure: bb 1 
moIcejete 

F_fragment other 1 

MoIcajete (full- bb 1 
alze) 

Reworked batea batea 1 

ToIa! 30 15 9 8 7 e 5 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 

• bb stands for bowl with annular base. 
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4.2.3. Classic period tombs at Estanzuela (core region) 

The Estanzuela collection of pseudocloisonne (Lumholtz 1902) was studied to provide a 

basis for regional comparison of this Classic period copa-olla mortuary phenomenon. The 

Estanzuela burials were adjacent to a circular architectural complex within the Teuchitlan-traditlon 

core. They are of particular Interest because they provide a basis for examining the production of 

mortuary ceramics in the core zone of West Mexico. The materials collected by Lumholtz are 

limited to copas and oIlas, and though we cannot know the precise associations of one to the other 

by tomb (interviews with looters established that there were at least a dozen depressions at the 

tomb site (Weigand, pers. comm., 1993», the collection is of use In examining variability at a 

specific location. 

In summary, we can see clear changes in how the dead are disposed of between the late 

Formative/Preclassic and the Classic period. In the late Formative/Preclassic, the tombs are 

oriented randomly, with variable numbers of Interred individuals. The offerings include a range of 

materials, Including shell, lithlcs, and ceramics. There appears to be a correlation between the 

number of offerings and the range of materials. This Is consistent with arguments for vertical social 

differentiation based on the energy expended In burial. Given tombs of essentially the same size 

and depth, vertical differentiation Is voiced In the kinds and numbers of goods placed with the 

Interred. In the Valley of Atemajac, figurines, shell, beads, and unique items appear In the high 

status tombs. Conversely, the presence of a basalt dog In one of the high status tombs tells us that 

there are shared beliefs about the journey after death. The consistent placement of the Interred in 

an extended position Is also Important. The Inclusion of multiple interments in a single tomb, based 

on a single burial event, suggest that certain members of society are being sent to accompany the 

deceased on this journey. Finally, the Inclusion of what appears to be a range of ceramic vessel 

types, Including utilitarian vessels Oikely food containers), reflects Important beliefs about the 
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appropriate preparations for this journey after death. These inferences are made by analogy to 

ethnohistoric accounts, described above. 

Burial behavior during the Classic period Is vastly different. On average, there are fewer 

offerings. Also, there is less difference In the number and types of offerings found In tombs. This 

suggests that, in those burials studied, there is a different expression of vertical social differentiation 

being voiced. The tomb at Ixtepete is the exception, clearly indicating through number and type 

of offerings, as well as the location of the tomb, that this is a high status individual. In view of 

ideational behaviors affecting burial behavior, there is a clear argument for an abrupt change in the 

expression of belief. All burials are single interments, with the majority facing north, a direction 

consistent with the Mesoamerican mythological direction for Mixtlan. The vessels, found in lines 

within the tomb, are primarily miniatures, and cannot be used for food. However, the presence of 

copas and ollas suggests that this may be a symbolic element, where the copa is for serving fluids, 

and the olla for holding them - perhaps a ritual drink. This association has been suggested by 

Holien and Pickering (1978). 

While both the late Formative/early Classic and Classic period burial practices are 

consistent with particular aspects of the ethnohistoric documentation, it is clear that social and 

ideational forces are being expressed differently between these two periods. From an ideationai 

point of view, basic understanding of the cosmos and death doesn't change drastically through 

these periods. What does change is how it is expressed. From the point of view of the model 

presented in Chapter 1, this is perfectly reasonable. The basic elements of the symbolic reservoir, 

based in shared world-view and cosmological beliefs, continue through time and space. The 

specific issue of HOW these are voiced Is negotiated through local variation In social and ideological 

systems. These Issues will be addressed more fully in later discussion sections. 
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Thus, with these broad descriptions of burial behavior in the Valley of Aternajac and 

Estanzuela outlined, it is possible to continue on to the specific discussion of the production, 

distribution, and use of mortuary ceramics at these sites. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CERAMIC TECHNIQUES USED FOR MORTUARY ACTIVITIES 

This chapter is designed for the specialist reader who desires to know the detailed analyses 

that support the arguments for ceramic technique used in later sections. To the non-specialist, 

these sections may seem unnecessarily dry and detailed; however, they form the backbone of the 

argument. Without fully understanding variation in materials. processing, and their distribution and 

use at a detailed level, supported by physical evidence, it is futile to discuss modes of manufacture, 

organization of production, distribution of goods, or more general technological concerns. 

Questions of technique can be approached in a multitude of ways, each being specific not 

only to the peculiarities of the materials being studied, but also to the skills and expertise of the 

researcher, along with available funds. Archaeometric studies have helped to clarify some of the 

constraints in technical anaiyses in archaeology, but ultimately, It is the researcher who must 

struggle with the application of appropriate analytical techniques. 

It should be noted here that the many lines of relatively weak evidence have been brought 

together to make an argument for technological change. In terms of logical inference, this is a 

perfectly sound approach. Should the number of ·suggests· and ·implies· seem overwhelming, it 

is not due a lack of conviction about the resuits, rather, the realization that they cannot be 

generalized further. In the end, though, these muitiple lines of evidence provide a strong basis for 

discussion of technological change. 

The study presented here has drawn on a range of techniques to answer the question of 

how these objects were made, distributed and used. Most important of all were purely optical 

techniques: the unaided eye and a 10X loupe, along with basic petrographic analysis. The 

usefulness of these simple tools should not be underestimated. Second in importance were tactile 

impressions. The sensitivity of the fingertips in assessing surface texture and forming techniques 

is unparallelled; the tactile response to the vessels as an aesthetic measure is likewise worthy of 
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consideration. Third in importance were more specialized analytical techniques to further elucidate 

ceramic processing: SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) to better assess variation in 

microstructure due to variation in material selection, microprobe and SEMjEDS (Energy Dispersive 

Spectroscopy) to examine compositional variation in material selection, xeroradiography to more 

clearly see internal structure associated with manufacture, and x-ray diffraction to -;:ompare materials 

in different tombs. Not one of these analytical techniques is a "black box"; whether the probe is 

light, x-rays or electrons, and whether the resulting data is a spectrum or a visual image, the results 

reflect the predictable interaction of a probe with the sample. 

In the work that follows, I will reverse the natural order of production, distribution and use, 

and will rather organize the discussion looking first at use and distribution, then production. This 

is for methodological clarity. Issues of use, that is, how these ceramics are used for burial, was 

addressed to some extent in the last chapter. The range of types of offerings and placement of 

offerings suggest issues about how ceramic offerings were used. Methodologically, it makes far 

more sense to address the issue of distribution before production in order to understand gross 

patterns of variability. That is, provenience is an important issue in discussing different production 

techniques. Petrographic analysis was the primary technique used to determine the degree of 

regional variability in materials, and to define the material variability across tombs and across 

specific ceramic types. Without understanding processes of local versus non-local production, any 

discussion of variability in technique becomes meaningless. Technically different, locally produced 

ceramics have different social implications that technically different ceramics produced at two or 

more locales. This is not surprising. Once provenience (inherently tied to materials selection and 

distribution) was established, analysis of materials acquisition and preparation, forming, surface 

treatment (burnishing and decoration), firing, use before burial and reuse were carried out. The 

details of these analyses are presented in the following three sections: 1) shaft tombs at 
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Tabachines, 2) box tombs at Tabachines and Ixtepete, and 3) Classic period (shaft and box) tombs 

at Estanzuela. 

5.1. DISTRIBUTION: GENERAL ISSUES 

There are two distinct issues in the question of distribution: 1) what Is the provenience of 

the objects, or patterns of regional distribution, and 2) what is the relationship or distribution of the 

objects across the tombs themselves? The provenience issue is critical in determining whether 

variability is local or not. The patterned distribution of objects across the tombs is equally Important 

in assessing variability. 

5.1.1. Provenience 

Provenience of the ceramics was approached by the use of petrographic thin sections for 

mineralogical Identification. The application of petrographic thin section analysis for archaeological 

ceramics is well recognized going back as early as Shepard's work of the thirties (Shepard 1936). 

A chemical fingerprint obtained from NAA or ICP-MS would most expediently and clearly address 

the question of provenience. However, the materials In question, although excavated from a 

particular locus near Tabachlnes, come from a region which Is not well defined archaeologically. 

The geographical extent of potential exchange, as well as the extent of potential clay sources is not 

well understood. Thus, without extensive regional clay sampling, any NAA or ICP-MS analysis could 

give only weak support to an argument for local versus non-local production. Research design for 

this project did not include NAA or ICP-MS for several reasons: 1) cost and time required for this 

specific data set, and 2) more Importantly. it was felt that the combination of petrographic and 

microscopic analyses would provide more information on the behavior of the materials, while still 

adequately defining the variability In the materials themselves. 

Two approaches were taken In assessing both material variability and local/non-local 

production. Two different sample groups were used. First, a collection of clays procured from 
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different regions of Jalisco was used to create a data base on broad regional mineralogical 

variability, primarily for future studies, but is nonetheless important here. Gustavo A1farez Barbosa 

of the Instituto de la Artesania Jalisciense generously provided clay samples that had been collected 

throughout the state of Jalisco. The clays had been collected as a part of a separate study to 

locate new clay sources for modern potters in Jalisco. A1farez is a skilled potter, and the clay 

selection was based on traditional knowledge of clay properties. These clays were not selected for 

their archaeological relevance, or even proximity to archaeological sites. Rather, the collection 

provided a coarse indication of some of the clay mineral variability throughout the state. Again, this 

should, most importantly, establish a broad data base for future studies in the region. In addition, 

Phil Weigand (Museum of Northern Arizona) provided samples of clays of archaeological relevance 

(i.e. clay mines with evidence for early use) procured throughout West Mexico. Finally, I collected 

three local rock samples from the area of Tabachines: pumice from the edge of the site, and two 

gravel/sand samples from a nearby arroyo, north of the site. 

Second, thin sections were made from sherd samples taken from the Tabachines and EI 

Ixtepete assemblages in order to examine material variability at each site. 

5.1.2. Geology of region: Jallsco 

The results of the regional survey show considerable variation in petrographic profile 

(Appendix 0, Figure 0.1). This is not surprising, and may prove useful In further petrographic 

studies in the region. It would be frivolous to assume that a collection of several dozen clay 

samples could differentiate regional variation throughout the state of Jalisco. However, it will 

provide experimental evidence to support the premise that Guadalajara-Tala is one SUb-region within 

the state of Jalisco, and that there is substantial mineralogical variability of clays throughout the 

state. In addition, the examination of regional clays further underlines the need for focussed 
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regional studies in understanding the relationship between the geological resources and material 

acquisition. 

5.1.3. Geology of region: Guadalajara 

Guadalajara is a geologically interesting region. It lies at the intersection of two major 

volcanic zones of Mexico: running north-south is the Pliocene-Recent Mexican Neovolcanic Belt, 

and running east-west through Mexico City is the Cordilleran Province (Mahood 1981: 10138). 

Outcrops resulting from volcanic activity In the last 10 million years are evident in Guadalajara, 

resulting in two ignimbrites of Pliocene age. The San Gaspar ignimbrite is welded ash flow tuff, with 

plagioclase phenocrysts Oarge crystalline inclusions in a fine-grained groundmass) predominant, and 

pyroxene, homeblende and biotite present. The Guadalajara ignimbrite is welded glass with 

infrequent alkali feldspar (sodic sanidine) and traces of pyroxene, horneblende and magnetite. 

The city of Guadalajara sits on a plain of late Pleistocene pumiceous deposits (Gilbert et 

al. 1985: 171). North of Guadalajara, at a mine called La Experiencia, the ignimbrite is covered by 

10 meters of airfall pumice from the Sierra La Primavera (Mahood 1980). This ash flow, named the 

Tala Tuff, resulted from an eruption 95,000 years ago, which covered an area of 700 km2
• 

Guadalajara is on the eastern extreme of this region. The western extreme includes Tala and 

archaeologically relevant villages such as EtzatJan and Teuchitlan. Thus materials from the region 

from Tala to Guadalajara (this Includes the Valley of Atemajac) contain large quantities of volcanic 

tuff. Mahood (1981: 10139) describes the aspects of the Tala Tuff as follows: 

1. White pumice making up more than 90% of the tuff; 60 m. thick at the 
Sierra La Primavera locus. 

2. White pumice and grey pumice lapilli containing minimal quartz and 
sanldlne; 10 m. thick. 

3. White pumice lapilli with less that 1 % quartz ancl sanidine; lamination of 
the ash flow layers; 5-10 m. thick. 
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The felsic character of the tuff suggests that It Is associated with the Guadalajara Ignimbrite, 

not the San Gaspar ignimbrite. The tuffs are richer In N~O and ~O (4.5 %) than Cao (2000 ppm), 

and are high in silica (76%). Mosheim and Althaus (1988) report that the chemical compositions 

of obsidians in the region including Tequila, Teuchltlan, Sierra La Primavera and Zaragoza are 

essentially the same. This Is consistent with the values for tuffs reported by Mahood (1981). In 

comparison, the obsidian at Teuchitlan Is 75.8% 8102,11.5% A120 3, 1.91% Fe20 3, 0.22% CaO,4.7% 

N~O, 4.3% ~O, and 0.09% T102• Thus the expectation Is that the Inclusions in the archaeological 

sherds (I.e., the pumice and glass) from the region from Tala to Guadalajara should be high In Si02, 

as well as N~O and ~O. 

The region's geology is dominated by the high level of volcanic activity present. A 1986 

geological engineering report (Hess and Mora 1986) states that the pumice deposit below 

Guadalajara, locally referred to as ·xaf, varies from fresh to highly weathered pumice. The thickness 

varies from 3 to 20 meters. These characteristics agree with Mahood's (1980) observation of 

pumice from the Tala Tuff at La Experlencia, which is only 2 km. from the site of Tabachlnes. The 

pumice deposits are often stratified, carrying layers of altered pumice or sandy clay. These layers 

reflect periods of pedogenesis between eruptions. This observation was confirmed by EI Grillo site 

guardian Sr. Juan Quiroz Chavez (pers. comm., 1990) who claimed that all local clays were found 

as thin lenses, and are limited In quantity. One would then expect that the clays are weathered 

products of the xal, and that the characteristics of the xal are consistent with the Tala Tuff ash flow. 

Examination of geological maps of the region show Tabachlnes sitting just south of a region 

(5km~ of residual solis, with acidic igneous deposits (felsic) to the northwest, and rhyolitic (felsic) 

and basaltic (mafic) deposits to the northeast. Thus the combination of Tala pumice and the local 

deposits must be considered In the interpretation of the Tabachlnes materials. This would Include 

tuff with a composition similar to Mahood's (1981) numbers as the dominant Inclusion. Appendix 

E demonstrates that inclusions in archaeological sherds at the site of Tabachines and Ixtepete have 
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a felsic nature, consistent with the available resources to the northwest. Without extensive sampling 

of the local materials, however, it Is difficult to state inequivocably that the artifacts at Tabachines 

are produced with local materials, rather, that they are consistent with local geological morphology. 

In looking at regional geologica! maps, it appears that felsic, or acidic volcanics are more 

prevalent in the region north of the site of Tabachines. From Tabachines south, across the Valley 

of Atemajac, and including the site of Ixtepete, the morphology is predominantly pumice (i.e. the 

Tala Tuff). Ceramics from the Guadalajara-Tala corridor (including the Valley of Atemajac) should 

be petrographically fairly similar. 

Artifacts from the Valley of Atemajac might be distinguishable from materials from the 

archaeologically interesting Lake Magdalena region Oocatlon of the sites of Teuchitl;~n, Ameca, 

Ahualulco, etc.). While acidic Igneous deposits dominated by pumice predominate In the Valley of 

Atemajac (I.e., the Tala Tuff), geological maps of the region (Carta Geologica Cetenal Secretaria de 

la Presldencia -- scale 1: 50,000) Indicate that there are more basic igneous deposits (mafic) to the 

West, in the Teuchitl;~n core. In the Ameca region and the Magdalena Lake basin, basalt or mafic 

materials appear frequently, close to the edges of the alluvial lake deposits. Mafic materials do not 

appear to the exclusion of felsic, or acidic materials. Further, while the Valley of Atemajac Is 

essentially a pumice deposit with the characteristics of the Tala Tuff, the the Ameca and Magdalena 

lakebeds to the west are surrounded by non-pumaceous volcanic deposits. 

Ameca sits in a environment of alluvial soils from an early lakebed (Figure 5.1). The Ameca 

River flows east-west through this bed. Immediately to the west of Ameca are sandy conglomerate 

soils, which are unique to this southwest region of the "lake." Towards the northwest of Tala lies 

the ancient lakebed of Magdalena, connected in earlier times to the Ameca lakebed. The modem 

towns of Ahualulco, TeuchltJan, Magdalena, and Etzatlan, as well as the archaeologlcally related loci 

of San Sebastian, EI Arenal, and Guachlmonton are located around this now-nearly-dry lakebed. 

The western extreme near Etzatlan and San Sebastian is a region of rich kaolin reserves (of., Keller 
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1961). The pattern expected for ceramics from sites within and surrounding the lakebed is different 

than that for the Tala-Guadalajara corridor. In the lakebed, the clays are alluvial. Pumice that is 

deposited into a lacustrine environment is more likely to retain sharpness and lack weathering, as 

it can be rapidly buried and pacified into lake sediments. Since the entire region is part of an 

ancient lakebed, it would be surprising to find highly distinct clay characteristics for the valley. The 

Yalley of Atemajac should be mineralogically distinct from the Magdalena-Ameca lakebed, if only 

in texture, aithough potentially in the felsic/mafic balance of the crystalline inclusions and the 

quantity and chemical composition of any pumice inclusions. Until more extensive geological 

sampling is carried out in this region, the question of mineralogical variability is somewhat open. 

Regardless, it is clear that the geology of the region including the Yalley of Atemajac and the Lake 

Magdalena and Ameca basins is highly variable. 

One should expect, however, that the materials from the Valley of Atemajac be 

predominately pumice (as at La Experiencia), and that inclusions are consistent with the San Gaspar 

or Guadalajara ignimbrites. This would mean petrographic profiles should include glass, plagioclase 

phenocrysts, pyroxene, horneblende, and biotite on one hand (San Gaspar), glass, infrequent alkali 

feldspar, and traces of pyroxene, homeblende, and magnetite on the other hand (Guadalajara), or 

a mixture of the two. Indeed, as is shown in Appendix E, artHacts from the Yalley of Atemajac 

reflect the characteristics of the Guadalajara ignimbrite. 

5.2. SHAFT TOMBS AT TABACHINES 

5.2.1. DISTRIBUTION 

Material types 

Petrographic analysis of a selection of sherds from the shaft tombs was carried out (see 

Appendix 0 and Appendix E). From this analysis, two major conclusions were reached: 1) the 

mineralogical variability at the site of Tabachines and Ixtepete suggests local production of 
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ceramics, with only a few anomalous types which appear to come from outside the region, and 2} 

it was determined that inter- and Intra-tomb variability of paste was not patterned. That is, there are 

no consistent patterns in materials within a particular tomb, nor are there consistent patterns for a 

given ceramic group (e.g., Colorines, Tabachlnes, or Arroyo Seco) across tombs. A few soli and 

pumice samples collected from near the site of Tabachines are consistent with the artifacts found 

at the site. Thus, although we cannot definitively say that these artifacts are locally produced, we 

can say that they could have been produced with local materials. A sample of xal from an 

embankment at the site of Tabachlnes proved to mineralogically more like the paste Inclusions than 

even sand sampled from two nearby arroyos (Appendix D). Glassy volcanics and felsite 

predominate, consistent with reports on the Tala Tuff, or the Guadalajara ignimbrite predicts 

(Mahood 1981). Petrographic data on the artifacts reflects little variation -- the inclusions are very 

similar to the tuff, but appear in different ratios. This would be consistent with mixing of the clay 

lenses Into the surrounding tuff during clay procurement, or the intentional mixing of temper into 

an otherwise fine clay. 

The data suggests that at least two primary sources were exploited. The variability within 

these two sources suggests that this would be consistent with a geology of clay lenses, as was 

suggested earlier. Distinct from this assemblage are a few objects: the types Tabachlnes Guinda 

and Tabachines Raja Naranja are clearly from different clay sources than the rest of the artifacts, 

and a number of the figurines are distinguishable from the local shaft tomb material based on higher 

levels of glass and clay-sized material present. 

Without extensive sampling and analysis of regional clays and pumice, Inferences citing 

local production must be limited to the comment that the artifacts COULD have been made from 

local materials. Until the sub-regional variability has been well-defined, the location of production 

remains somewhat ephemeral. 
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X-ray diffraction data supports the petrographic analysis. Petrographic analysis is far more 

efficient than x-ray diffraction analysis In identifying species, and describing texture and weathering. 

Further, X-ray diffraction has limited utility in identifying variation due to the inherent complexity of 

archaeological ceramic spectra. In this study, x-ray diffraction was carried out as a means of rapidly 

and cheaply assessing differences in populations of mineral inclusions (crystalline only), as well as 

an indicator of the success of the firing process. The lack of peaks for clay minerals in all but one 

of these sherds indicates that the vessels were fired at temperatures adequate to destroy the 

crystallographic structure of the clay mineral, thus Insuring a slntered body. 

In the case of the material at Tabachines, petrographic analysis identified the predominant 

species as glass (pumice), which is amorphous, and only present as broad peaks in x-ray patterns. 

In order of abundance, crystalline inclusions include feldspars and micas, followed in small numbers 

by species such as quartz, titanium minerals, and iron oxides. The feldspars are problematic in x

ray diffraction analysis, as the alkalis (K, Na, Mg and Ca) are variably substituted in the series 

including anorthite, albite, mlcrocline, sanidlne and orthoclase, forming a continuous compositional 

series of varying solid-solution. Solid solution series translate to changing lattice parameters and 

shifting spectral peaks, making diffraction analysis of limited utility for positive identification of 

species. The micas can also be difficult to identify, and when present In small and varying 

quantities, many peaks overlap with the other species present, making identification difficult. Clearly, 

petrographic analysis Is a far more powerful tool In identifying these minerai species. On the other 

hand, the x-ray diffraction data Is a useful supplement In that it provides an Independent line of 

evidence, albeit weak, for mineralogical variability and success of firing. Each spectrum provides 

a unique fingerprint of the sample, where, in terms of pattern recognition, subtle differences in 

ceramic groups or tomb distributions can be recognized. 

For the X-ray diffraction analysis, samples were ground to a fine powder, and suspended 

in water with a defiocculant (Calgon) for three hours. Next, the top of the solution was decanted 
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and placed on a quartz plate to dry. This technique was used In order to see if any remnant clay 

peaks existed, and to compare this to the regional clays. As it turned out, all but one of the vessels 

were fired at temperatures sufficient to destroy the structure of the clay minerals present. Spectra 

were collected and compared. Differences in results between the petrographic and x-ray diffraction 

data are attributed to the sample preparation. In grinding up the clay sample and suspending the 

fine fraction, the relative populations of minerals is likely altered. In the petrographic case, very 

small populations of minerals can be accounted for; this is more difficult in x-ray diffraction studies 

of mUlti-component systems. As a group of samples prepared using the same procedure, the x-ray 

diffraction data should be Internally consistent in identifying group fingerprints, however. Other than 

identifying the nearly constant presence of feldspar Qargely anorthite) as the dominant species 

present, along with occasional quartz, no further quantitative methods were used. It Is believed that 

this was a useful line of Inquiry, but given the difficulty In analysis, it is of limited utility for powerful 

inferences about provenience. Nonetheless, the presence/absence of peaks together with the 

relative Intensity of peaks serves as a qualitative measure of relative populations of crystalline 

inclusions. Again, it should be noted that the X-ray diffraction serves as a supplement to the 

petrographic data, and is substantially dependent on the results of the petrography. 

The diffraction spectra from the shaft tombs samples support the premise that the shaft 

tomb material is not pattemed across tombs, nor Is it patterned by group (I.e., CoIorines, 

Tabachines, Arroyo Seco). The group Colorlnes, with the types R/C oIla and Uneas Multiples 

(Figure 5.2), the group Tabachlnes, with the types Roja Crema and Crema Simple (Figure 5.3), and 

the group Arroyo Seco with the type Rojo Amplio (Figure 5.4) were tested. None show consistent 

populations of inclusions within a style group. The type Tabachines Guinda (TT5-5) is clearly 

recognizable as different, which is consistent with the petrographic results. Several tombs were 

selected, and the patterned variability of different types within a given tomb was examined. In Tomb 

1, three sherds, including the types Colorines R/C olla, Colorlnes Uneas Multiples and Tabachines 
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Roja Crema showed no consistent populations supporting a single material source (Figure 5.5). 

Tomb 4 (Figure 5.6), containing three vessels which Galvan (1991) argues are imports, again shows 

no consistent mineralogical patterning. Likewise, Tombs 5, 7 and B (Figures 5.7, 5.B, and 5.9) show 

considerable mineralogical variability. Figurines from Tomb 6 and Tombs B (Figures 5.10 and 5.11) 

were examined. In Tomb 6, the three Ameca style figurines (6-13, 6-12 and 6-6) are more alike than 

either TT6-7 or TI6-3, which are individually quite different. In Tomb B, the lizard figure (TIB-23), 

sello (stamp, TIS-7), effigy vessel (TIS-23) and the Ameca style figure (TIS-6) are the most alike, 

while the others (B-40, S-36, B-21 and S-4) show more variation. The ear spool (TIB-37) and bead 

(TIB-9) show essentially no crystalline inclusions, which Is unusual for the shaft tomb materials. 

Distribution of vessel types across tombs 

The distribution of groups and types across tombs was introduced in the last chapter, 

however, this discussion will be augmented here. As Figure 5.12 indicates, there Is a skewed 

distribution of ceramic groups across tombs. Colorlnes appears In all of the tombs; Colorines is 

the only vessel group which appears alone, without the presence of the other groups (in 3 of the 

22 tombs). "Other" offerings (figurines, beads, ocarinas, etc.) appear most frequently in the tombs 

with the largest number of offerings (fIVe of seven tombs with the most offerings). Tabachines 

vessels are more prevalent in the tombs with larger numbers of offerings, and in five out of six 

tombs where ·other" offerings appear, so do Tabachines vessels. Arroyo Seeo vessels are less 

prevalent in tombs with Tabachines vessels, and are more prevalent in the tombs with fewer 

offerings. 

One possible explanation is that the older tombs, populated with more artifacts (shown in 

Table 5.1), reflect the earlier part of the shaft tomb complex, where there was more attention 

focussed onto the burial process. In this scenario, the "other" offerings and the Tabachines vessels 

are earlier in the sequence than the Arroyo Seco artifacts. The Arroyo Seco vessels are later, and 
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Table 5.1. Relationship between tomb, date, and number of offerings for shaft 
tombs. 

Tomb Date Number of 
number ceramic 

offerings 

TT3 753+60 Be 12 

TT8 163+45 Be 20 

TT6 93+150 BC 18 

TT1 38+50 Be 12 

TT17 3Be 3 

TT9 AD 17+40 3 

TTS AD 57+20 16 

TT7a AD 142+140 9 

TT10 AD2n 2 

TT4 AD 437 3 

TT14 AD 437 5 

TT19 AD 457 1 
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appear in smaller numbers due to the shifting of attention away from the material offerings in burial 

practice. Another possible explanation is that the earlier burials are also higher status burials, and 

the association of the ·other" offerings and the Tabachlnes vessels Is a marker of a high status 

burial, while the Arroyo Seco vessels are associated with lower status burials. Indeed, the presence 

of vessels very similar In form to the pinched-ovoid Arroyo Seco bowls that are found as utilitarian 

vessels at Teotlhuacan suggests that this Is a possibility. A third scenario Is a mixture of the two 

above. The older tombs are higher status tombs, where the co-association of ·other" offerings and 

Tabachines vessels is important. As time progresses, there is less attention to the numbers of burial 

offerings, and the group Tabachines is "replaced" by Arroyo Seco. These may also be lower status 

burials. Until large-scale seriatlons based on stratigraphic collections are carried out, it Is doubtful 

if these differences can be resolved directly. 

5.2.2. PRODUCTION 

Materials Acquisition and Preparation 

The materials used In preparing the vessels at Tabachlnes reflect decisions made by potters 

regarding the production as well as the use needs of the final product. Considerations such as 

availability, working properties, strength and color are some of the factors important In the choice 

of ciay. In traditional societies, people have expectations about what properties are important in 

the vessels they use, both technical and non-technical, and these expectations impact the materials 

selected. 

Analysis of the ceramics was carried out to better understand the working properties of the 

clay, as well as differences in selection and preparation of materials. Data gleaned from thin section 

analysis was used to aid In the discussion of texture and working properties, as well as general 

provenience arguments. Finally, microprobe and EDS analyses were carried out to look at 
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compositional differences in the clay matrices and slips. SEM Imaging was used primarily to 

examine morphological and chemical differences In slips. 

1. Clay Matrices 

Several inferences can be made about the clay used at Tabachlnes. Based on the 

petrographic analysis. we Infer that two different clays were being exploited during the late 

Formative/early Classic. These may have come from multiple sources, however, there are two basic 

"types" of clays. Chemical analysis of the clay matrices and slips was carried out to examine 

vaiiability in materials that might elucidate physical patterns In materlai selection. 

The oxide compositions of the matrices and slips were not different enough to distinguish 

between different clays and slips. Compositions of 119 shaft tomb sherds were measured on the 

microprobe at the Department of Mineral Sciences at the Smithsonian Institution. Nine oxides were 

measured: Si02, A1P3' FeO. MgO. CaO. ~O, N~O, Ti02• and MnO. Results from this analysis 

were then clustered using the means of the collected data. and single linkage between averages. 

Information on group. type. form, and tomb were retained In the cluster output. but the results 

showed no significant correlation between any of these variables based on oxide composition. The 

mean and standard deviation of the major elements for the matrices Is shown In Table 5.2. In the 

analysis, compositions were measured for 5 to 15 separate pOints, until the data appeared to 

replicate. Points deViating widely from the others were thrown out. 

Similarly. compositions of a group of sherds were measured using energy dispersive 

spectroscopy (EDS) on a JEOL scanning electron microscope (SEM). Semi-quantitative. 

standardless analysis was carried out on three to fIVe pOints per sample. The spot mode was used, 

and counts taken for sixty seconds per point. The spot mode was used to reduce the potential for 

measuring Inclusions In the matrix, which are not desirable In this matrix analysis. Given an 

interaction depth of approximately 2 microns, and a porous matrix. the spot mode allowed more 
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Table 5.2. Chemical composition of shaft tomb clay matrices 
(microprobe data, weight percent normalized to 100%). 

ARTIFACT 51°2 Al203 FeO MgO Cao ~O N~O TlOz 
TI1-3 Mean 71.1 23.1 2.4 0.3 2.0 0.8 0.1 0.2 

Standard deviation 4.2 3.6 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 

TI1-5 67.7 26.0 2.4 0.3 1.5 1.4 0.4 0.4 
7.6 6.8 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.1 

TI1-6A 68.7 20.2 5.5 0.5 1.5 2.1 0.9 0.6 
4.6 4.0 1.5 0.2 0.5 1.3 0.4 0.2 

TI1-6B 71.5 19.2 5.1 0.3 1.5 1.1 0.2 1.1 
4.8 3.2 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 

TI1-8 65.2 27.4 3.4 0.3 1.4 1.5 0.4 0.4 
5.4 4.7 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 

TI1-9 66.4 24.8 3.4 0.5 1.4 2.5 0.6 0.3 
3.5 2.7 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 

TI1-10 68.4 24.2 2.3 0.4 2.0 1.7 0.5 0.4 
2.5 2.7 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1 

TI1-11 70.8 20.3 3.9 0.5 2.1 1.6 0.3 0.4 
5.0 4.0 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 

TI2-1 66.5 22.0 5.8 0.5 2.0 1.7 0.4 1.0 
4.S 4.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 

TI2-2 67.5 25.4 3.1 0.2 2.3 1.0 0.1 0.4 
3.8 3.5 0.3 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.1 

TI2-3 72.7 18.3 4.4 0.3 1.7 1.6 0.4 0.7 
3.3 2.3 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 

TI2-5 71.S 20.2 3.2 0.3 2.2 1.3 0.3 0.7 
7.0 5.6 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 

TI3-1 69.6 24.0 2.6 0.3 1.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 
3.8 3.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 

TI3-2A 61.6 28.5 5.3 0.3 1.6 1.4 0.6 0.6 
3.9 3.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 

TI3-2B 67.7 22.S 4.2 0.4 1.4 2.0 1.0 0.5 
5.0 3.5 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.1 

TI3-4 64.6 23.4 6.3 0.4 1.5 2.0 0.6 1.2 
2.5 0.8 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 

TI3-5 66.7 23.2 4.6 0.4 1.6 1.6 0.8 1.1 
4.9 3.4 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 2.0 

TIa-s 68.3 25.5 2.7 0.3 1.8 1.0 0.1 0.3 
2.5 2.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 

TI3-7 68.3 24.7 2.9 0.4 2.1 1.0 0.4 0.3 
6.0 4.7 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 

TIa-a 69.7 21.2 3.8 0.3 1.6 1.8 0.8 0.8 
4.8 3.1 0.9 0.2 0.3 0.7 0.4 0.5 

TI3-11 70.2 22.1 3.3 0.3 2.0 1.4 0.2 0.4 
3.4 2.3 2.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

TI3-12 68.2 22.7 4.4 0.4 1.5 1.4 0.8 0.5 
3.5 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 

TI4-1 67.7 24.1 4.4 0.3 1.4 1.3 0.3 0.4 
6.3 4.6 2.0 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 

TI4-2 69.8 22.9 3.2 0.3 1.9 1.3 0.2 0.4 
4.6 4.5 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 

TI4-3 68.9 21.5 4.8 0.4 1.6 1.5 0.2 1.0 
2.1 2.8 1.1 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.3 1.3 

TI5-1 72.4 20.6 3.0 0.3 1.1 1.6 0.6 0.4 
2.5 1.9 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 
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Table 5.2, continued. 
ARTIFACT SIOa Ala°;, FeO MgO Cao Ka° NaaO T102 

TI5-2 Mean 71.8 19.5 4.9 0.3 0.8 1.4 0.6 0.6 
Standard deviation 3.8 2.7 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.2 

TI5-3 70.9 18.1 6.9 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.2 0.6 
6.7 7.3 1.3 0.4 0.2 1.5 0.2 0.2 

TI5-4 71.2 20.7 5.2 0.3 1.2 0.7 0.2 0.4 
8.3 5.6 2.7 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 

TI5-5 65.7 25.6 5.2 0.4 1.4 1.0 0.4 0.4 
4.7 4.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 

TIS-S 75.6 17.5 3.2 0.3 1.4 1.2 0.4 0.4 
3.3 2.5 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.1 

TI5-7 77.1 16.8 3.0 0.3 1.3 0.9 0.3 0.3 
4.4 3.3 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.1 

TIS-S 72.4 20.0 4.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.4 0.5 
7.0 5.3 1.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 

TI5-9 73.1 20.5 4.1 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.1 0.3 
4.7 3.7 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 

TI5-10 73.7 20.3 2.9 0.3 1.1 1.1 0.3 0.4 
2.5 1.9 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 

TI5-11 83.0 12.2 2.8 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.1 0.3 
2.1 1.2 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 

TI5-14 75.7 18.6 3.3 0.3 0.8 0.9 0.1 0.3 
6.5 4.9 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

TI5-18 68.3 22.3 4.5 0.4 1.5 1.4 1.0 0.5 
7.5 6.2 0.7 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.2 

TI5-21 71.3 21.2 3.7 0.3 1.1 1.4 0.5 0.5 
4.6 3.6 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.4 0.1 

TI6-1 64.9 24.0 5.5 0.5 1.8 1.5 0.4 1.4 
6.7 4.6 1.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 

TI6-3 69.0 22.9 4.7 0.2 2.0 0.9 0.1 0.2 
7.1 5.7 1.0 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 

TI6-6 68.2 23.4 3.9 0.5 1.7 1.2 0.6 0.4 
3.5 3.0 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 

TI6-7 71.0 23.8 2.3 0.2 1.5 0.6 0.1 0.3 
3.1 2.7 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 

TIs-a 66.0 23.2 4.7 0.4 1.3 2.5 1.3 0.5 
2.2 2.1 1.5 0.1 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.1 

TI6-12 69.1 22.5 3.9 0.3 1.1 0.7 0.3 1.9 
6.0 4.0 1.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 4.0 

TI6-13 66.2 25.3 5.2 0.4 1.2 0.7 0.1 0.8 
5.8 4.8 1.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.4 

TI6-14 65.5 23.9 5.9 0.6 1.6 1.0 0.5 0.9 
4.4 3.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 

TI6-16 67.6 26.1 3.2 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.4 0.5 
4.5 3.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 

TI6-17 71.8 22.7 2.7 0.2 1.0 1.0 0.2 0.3 
1.9 1.6 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 

TI6-26 75.5 19.9 2.4 0.2 1.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 
6.7 5.6 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 

TI6-28A 52.3 31.5 10.5 0.3 1.8 1.1 0.4 1.8 
4.0 2.1 3.3 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0 

TI7·1A 72.4 19.9 3.1 0.6 1.8 1.5 0.3 0.5 
3.7 3.1 0.8 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 

TI7·18 65.5 25.4 4.0 0.3 2.8 1.1 0.3 0.4 
3.7 2.8 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 
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Table 5.2, continued. 

ARTIFAgT 5102 Al20~ FeO MgO cao KzO NIlzO Tl02 
TT7-2A Mean 75.5 16.9 4.0 0.5 1.3 1.0 0.3 0.4 

Standard deviation 7.4 5.3 1.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 

TT7-2B 76.3 16.7 3.3 0.4 1.3 1.4 0.3 0.3 
4.6 3.0 0.8 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 

TT7-3A 67.9 23.6 4.3 0.4 1.5 1.5 0.3 0.4 
2.8 2.5 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.1 

TT7-3B 77.6 16.5 2.9 0.2 1.3 0.9 0.2 0.3 
5.6 4.2 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 

TT7-4 74.2 17.8 3.5 0.6 1.6 1.4 0.4 0.4 
5.1 3.8 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.5 0.2 

TT8-2 66.9 24.7 3.6 0.3 2.3 1.5 0.3 0.4 
3.9 3.1 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.2 

TT8-3 68.9 21.8 4.2 0.5 1.5 2.0 0.7 0.4 
3.0 2.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 

TT8-4 69.0 22.7 4.3 0.2 1.4 1.8 0.2 0.4 
5.6 4.5 1.3 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.2 

TT8-6 74.2 17.7 3.5 0.4 2.2 1.3 0.2 0.4 
5.7 5.6 0.6 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 

TT8-7 74.4 17.8 3.5 0.3 1.2 2.0 0.6 0.2 
4.4 3.9 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.1 

TT8-8 66.7 22.7 4.2 0.6 3.1 1.9 0.4 0.3 
6.9 5.7 1.2 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 

TT8-9 70.5 23.7 2.9 0.3 1.4 0.7 0.1 0.2 
2.1 1.5 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 

TT8-18 71.1 20.0 3.5 0.5 1.7 2.4 0.3 0.4 
7.6 5.7 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.2 

TT8-2O 63.2 23.5 5.2 1.0 1.3 4.1 0.7 0.9 
5.6 3.5 1.6 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.9 

TT8-21 71.9 21.7 2.9 0.4 1.2 1.0 0.3 0.6 
2.6 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 

TT8-23 70.2 22.2 3.5 0.4 1.7 1.2 0.4 0.4 
3.8 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.1 

TT8-28 64.4 25.2 3.6 1.1 2.1 2.8 0.5 0.3 
4.2 3.3 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.0 

TT8-29 77.0 16.3 2.6 0.3 1.6 1.4 0.4 0.3 
7.0 5.2 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 

TT8-30 70.1 17.4 6.5 0.8 1.8 1.4 0.7 1.1 
6.4 3.9 1.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 

TT8-31 69.4 20.6 3.6 0.4 1.7 2.7 0.9 0.5 
6.1 4.5 1.1 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.1 

TT8-32 66.2 26.2 3.4 0.3 1.6 1.3 0.4 0.3 
3.7 3.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 

TT8-36 64.5 23.1 5.5 0.5 2.8 2.1 0.8 0.5 
4.1 3.4 1.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.1 

TT8-37 77.2 17.7 1.6 0.3 1.8 1.0 0.1 0.2 
6.2 5.2 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 

TT8-40 64.2 24.9 6.0 0.7 1.7 1.5 0.3 0.7 
3.4 2.7 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 

TT9-1 68.7 23.1 4.6 0.4 1.0 1.2 0.4 0.4 
4.1 3.1 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 

TT9-3 69.5 22.9 4.1 0.4 1.4 1.2 0.2 0.3 
6.7 5.1 1.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 

TT1Q-1 72.4 22.1 3.0 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.2 0.3 
5.6 4.9 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 
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Table 5.2, continued. 

ARTIFACT SI02 A120 a FeO MgO Cao ~O Haz° n02 

TI10-2 Mean n.1 15.7 2.7 0.3 2.2 1.3 0.1 0.6 
Standard deviation 2.5 2.1 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 

TI11-2 63.2 26.0 5.5 0.6 1.9 1.9 0.4 0.5 
2.1 1.7 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.1 

TI11-5 68.0 21.9 4.0 0.4 1.8 2.0 0.9 1.0 
3.6 2.6 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.8 

TI11-8 68.9 21.9 4.3 0.5 1.4 1.9 0.5 0.6 
3.6 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 

TI12-7 72.2 21.3 2.5 0.3 1.8 1.4 0.2 0.3 
7.1 6.6 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.1 

TI13-1 76.8 16.7 3.6 0.2 1.1 0.9 0.2 0.4 
5.0 3.9 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 

TI13-2 69.2 20.3 6.7 0.3 1.3 1.1 0.3 0.7 
5.1 3.7 1.9 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 

TI13-3 69.6 23.7 3.2 0.4 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.4 
4.4 4.2 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.1 

TI13-9 66.0 26.8 2.9 0.5 2.0 1.1 0.3 0.4 
2.1 2.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 

TI14-2 no 15.4 3.0 0.4 2.0 1.4 0.3 0.5 
4.3 2.5 1.4 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 

TI14-3 67.0 24.8 4.2 0.4 1.3 1.2 0.4 0.6 
4.8 4.2 0.7 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 

TI14-4 67.2 25.4 3.8 0.4 1.5 1.2 0.2 0.4 
4.6 3.4 1.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 

TI15-1 69.5 21.6 4.3 0.4 1.2 1.6 0.7 0.6 
8.3 6.3 1.2 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.3 

TI15-3 69.1 22.8 3.B 0.4 2.1 1.1 0.3 0.4 
3.6 2.6 0.9 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1 

TI15-5 71.0 20.9 3.4 0.4 2.0 1.7 0.3 0.3 
3.8 2.6 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.1 

TI15-6 71.8 21.1 3.0 0.4 1.9 1.2 0.3 0.4 
5.1 3.8 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.1 

TI16-1 71.5 20.3 3.7 0.6 1.3 1.7 0.4 0.5 
2.7 1.7 1.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 

TI16-2 67.4 24.0 4.0 0.4 1.9 1.3 0.6 0.4 
3.0 1.7 0.5 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.1 

TI17-1 70.6 21.1 3.0 0.3 1.4 3.0 0.0 0.5 
3.0 1.9 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.1 

TI17-2 75.1 17.9 3.0 0.3 0.9 2.0 0.4 0.4 
4.1 2.9 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.2 

TI17-3 74.4 19.1 2.9 0.3 1.3 1.5 0.3 0.3 
4.0 3.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 

TI18-1 67.5 22.7 4.8 0.4 1.5 2.2 0.3 0.5 
3.9 3.2 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.6 0.3 C.2 

TI18-4 72.8 19.6 3.5 0.3 1.3 1.8 0.3 0.3 
3.9 3.3 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.1 

TI18-5 70.2 22.3 3.5 0.4 1.5 1.6 0.3 0.3 
4.0 3.1 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 

TI19-1 69.7 22.9 3.6 0.5 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.3 
4.1 3.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 1.1 0.3 0.0 

TI20-1 71.3 21.3 3.4 0.4 1.6 1.4 0.2 0.3 
4.8 3.7 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 

TI20-2A 69.7 21.2 4.2 0.7 1.8 1.5 0.4 0.4 
3.1 2.0 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 
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Table 5.2, continued. 
ARTIFACT SI02 AJ2O, FaO MgO Cao ~O N~O n02 

TT20-4 Mean 67.5 23.1 4.9 0.5 1.5 1.6 0.4 0.5 
Standard deviation 5.2 4.3 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 

TT20-5 72.7 19.8 3.5 0.3 1.1 2.0 0.4 0.3 
5.0 4.9 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.1 

TT21·2 68.1 22.9 3.9 0.3 0.9 2.4 1.0 0.5 
2.5 2.4 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.2 

TT21·3 74.2 17.2 2.6 0.3 1.7 2.5 0.8 0.7 
3.2 2.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.1 

TT21-4 68.3 23.8 3.9 0.4 1.3 1.6 0.3 0.4 
3.6 2.9 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 

TT21-8 66.6 26.0 2.9 0.3 2.2 1.5 0.2 0.3 
2.4 2.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 

OVERALL Mean 70.0 21.7 3.9 0.4 1.6 1.5 0.4 
Standard deviation 4.0 3.0 1.1 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 
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control over the sampled area than a rastered beam. Clearly. this raises the potential for sodium 

and potassium migration during sampling. but it was felt to be the lesser of two evils. The probe 

current had to be held constant for a given dead time for the EDS detectors. thus the spot size 

could not be changed directly. As with the microprobe analysis. matrix areas were selected (in this 

case. the point was identified from an SEM image. allowing better control over the sampled spot 

than with the microprobe). and those results diverging widely were thrown out. 

The microprobe and SEM/EDS results should be comparable. with probe diameters differing 

only on the order of 1/2 micron. Both the microprobe and the SEM/EDS results were normalized 

to 100 wt.% in order to compare data. This is because porous ceramics have notoriously low 

compositional totals. and the totals depend on the degree of porosity. making un-normalized 

comparison difficult. 

The SEM/EDS results were compared to the microprobe data (see Table 5.3). The average 

values for the EDS data are consistent with the microprobe data. As an Independent check. 

compositions of the pumice Inclusions In the sherds were measured and compared to reported 

values for pumice/glass from the Tala explosion (Mosheim and Althaus 1988) (see Table 5.3). 

Mosheim and Althaus' reported values for pumice from Teuchitlan. to the west of Tabachlnes. are 

consistent with those measured in Tabachlnes sherds. 

The slightly low values for Na:;p and ~O - 3.14% (Tabachlnes mean) versus 4.7% and 

3.75% (Tabachines mean) versus 4.3% - may be due to the decreased sensitivity for measuring light 

elements using EDS (the reported values were measured using a microprobe). or due to the 

vaporization of the N~O and ~O during analysis. More likely. however. is the fact that the 

compositions of pumice from Teuchitlan are different from the compositions of pumice in the Valley 

of Atemajac. I base this conclusion on the following: the values for the Smithsonian microprobe 

data and the JEOL SEM/EDS data are comparable. The Smithsonian microprobe standard was 

Kakanui homeblende. and no significant potassium or sodium was lost from the homeblende during 
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Table 5.3: Chemical compositions of paste components (EDS, 
weight percent normalized to 100%). 

SHAFT TOMBS 
SI02 A12O, N~O ~O Cao MgO Fe2O, 

Pumice 
TIs.o 79.69 11.85 3.36 3.47 0.27 0.10 1.26 
TI6-8 79.58 11.82 2.72 4.00 0.30 0 1.58 
TI6-16 78.00 11.62 4.34 3.72 0.24 0.50 1.44 
TI7·1a n.92 11.82 3.86 4.49 0.21 0.21 1.57 
TI7-3a n.96 12.01 3.77 3.86 0.24 0.72 1.27 
TI7-2b 79.66 11.43 2.49 4.<19 0.28 0.07 1.51 
TI7-4 78.64 12.23 3.25 3.94 0.21 0.22 1.47 

Matrix 
TIs.o 63.75 26.93 1.01 0.9 1.63 0.97 4.36 
TI6-8 61.36 26.03 1.42 1.51 1.60 0.98 6.51 
TI6-16 62.88 30.03 0.12 0.61 1.59 0.39 3.90 
TI7-1a 69.11 22.98 0.94 1.64 1.49 0.97 3.11 
TI7-3a 69.46 22.48 0.58 1.17 1.55 0.67 3.64 
TI7-2b 67.34 25.02 0.74 1.15 1.37 0.84 3.08 
TI7-4 69.37 21.31 0.92 1.00 1.78 1.04 4.02 

Slip 
TI7-3a 60.02 25.91 0.90 1.04 1.20 0.74 8.83 

Paint 
TI7-2b 48.65 33.37 0.45 0.81 0.47 0.36 14.86 

BOXTOMB5 
51°2 A12O, Na20 ~O Cao MgO Fe2O, 

Pumice 
018-2 79.17 11.78 3.20 3.87 0.26 0.32 1.41 
018-3 79.39 12.12 3.09 3.61 0 0.51 1.26 
018-4 79.46 11.34 3.38 3.82 0.30 0 1.68 
018-5 79.59 11.74 2.63 4.09 0.18 0.23 1.41 
018-6 78.97 11.76 3.16 4.36 0.18 0.25 1.19 
018-7 79.01 11.67 3.27 4.06 0.18 0.22 1.52 
018-8 78.66 11.89 3.48 3.93 0.19 0.41 1.45 
019-1 SO.23 10.00 3.73 4.29 0 0.30 1.33 
019-3 79.93 11.75 3.71 3.81 0.27 0 1.39 

Matrix 
018-2 69.89 24.20 0.43 0.69 0.40 0.28 2.70 
018-3 64.38 26.39 1.24 1.73 0.81 0.78 4.10 
018-4 69.31 22.66 1.03 1.53 1.56 0.81 2.84 
018-5 65.46 26.35 1.12 1.34 1.28 0.90 3.23 
018-6 66.43 25.28 0.91 1.42 1.03 1.00 2.SO 
018-7 67.30 25.49 1.12 0.96 O.SO 1.15 2.82 
018-8 66.19 25.90 0.93 1.27 1.32 1.16 2.81 
019-1 61.65 28.01 1.18 1.09 1.30 1.33 4.75 
019-3 64.68 26.15 1.17 0.72 1.24 1.13 4.09 

Teuchitlan pumice (Mosheim and Althaus 1988 microprobe data) 
75.SO 11.50 4.70 4.30 0.22 1.91 
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measurement. Although the sodium and potassium are more strongly bonded in the homeblend 

than in any clay, it is reasonable to suggest that the conditions of sampling were not critical to 

altering the clay compositions. We should expect that potassium and sodium are more likely to be 

a problem with the microprobe than the SEM, due to higher probe current and longer sampling 

time. This was not a problem. Also, with the SEM, a short sampling time (60 seconds) was used 

to reduce the likelihood of loss. Studies of potassium migration in glass with this same SEM show 

some migration at 200 seconds. My sampling time was significantly lower. In all, it seems 

reasonable to conclude that the data collected on the Valley of Atemajac materials is consistent and 

comparable, and that the composition of the Teuchitlan pumice may be different from the Valley of 

Atemajac pumice. 

Compositional values for the matrix of the samples from Tombs 6 and 7 differ slightly: 

Tomb 6 is slightly lower in Si02, and slightly higher in A120 3 than Tomb 7 vessels. The samples 

reflect the range of groups: Colorlnes, Tabachines, Arroyo Seco, and ·other,· but compositional 

variation based on group Is minimal. 

In assessing the weathering of pumice as a physical phenomenon, one would expect that 

If the clay matrix is essentially weathered pumice, then the chemical composition of the pumice and 

matrix are related. The pumice Is rich in N~O and ~O (each near 4 weight percent), whereas the 

matrix is proportionately richer in Cao, although each of the alkali salts falls under 1.5 weight 

percent. The Na and K In the pumice must be highly mobile, and are not retained In the final clay 

composition. This Is supported by data from a halloysite (kaolin) mine near Etzatlan, Jallsco. Keller 

(1961 :337) reports compositions of the parent rock and the associated clay mineral, the product of 

weathering of the parent rock, seen in Table 5.4. 

The final clay compositions, low in potassium and sodium relative to the parent rock, reflect 

the mobility of these ions in the weathering process. The overall differences in composition between 

these clays and the Tabachines clays is due to the Inclusion of the ignition loss in the Etzatlan 



Table 5.4. 

Parent 
rock 

Halloysite 

Chemical compositions of halloysite and 
its parent rock. 

5102 (wt %) PJ20 3 Fe20 3 Cao MgO ~O 

71.37 16.04 0.7 0.12 0.11 4.43 

47.45 34.65 2.15 0.12 0.34 0.25 

152 

~O ignition loss 
(~O) 

2.66 4.41 

0.24 14.64 
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material. However, it is likely that at Tabachines, the chemical changes experienced in the 

weathering of the clay from rock are similar, given the fact that the local clays at Tabachines are 

so similar to those at Etzatlan (x-ray diffraction data supports this). 

From the analysis of clays from the state of Jalisco, we know that the predominant clay 

mineral present in clays throughout Jalisco is kaolin, with occasional co-presence of two- and three

layer clay minerals. In fact, clay fractions analyzed from soli samples near the site of Tabachlnes 

(Figure 5.13) agree completely with a published study of halloysite (a kaolin) from Etzatlan, in the 

highland lake region of Jallsco (Keller 1961). This Is Illustrated in Figure 5.14. These results are 

consistent with the regional geology and basic clay mineralogy. Grim (1968:520) reports that 

halloysite and allophane tend to be weathering products of volcanic ash when the concentration of 

the alkalies and alkali earths is low (particularly magnesium), otherwise, montmorillonites form. 

Given the concentration of the alkali earths in the Tala Tuff reported by Mahood (1981), with 

magnesium present in low concentrations, it Is not surprising that the predominant clay species in 

the region is kaolin. 

The quantities of alkali earths In the slips at Tabachines are consistent with the clay matrix, 

suggesting that they may be derived from similar sources. Measured values for slips and paints 

from Tomb 7 at Tabachlnes are reported In Table 5.3. 

Discussion of clay matrices 

Based on ethnographic observations, Rye (1981 :39) makes some estimates of proportions 

of clay to inclusions based on potters' desires for shrinkage and workability. For kaolinite, this Is 

20 to 50 percent non-plastics, while for montmorillonite, which is quite plastic and more prone to 

drying cracks, 80 percent may be needed. Judging from the lack of drying cracks in the 

assemblage at Tabachlnes, this ratio was not difficult to attain with the kaolinitic clays locally 

available. The Inclusions In the clay may have been naturally occurring, mixed into the clay from 

the surrounding lenses of pumice, or even added Intentionally. Given the variability in paste types 
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defined by petrographic analysis, there is evidence that more than one acceptable clay source was 

available locally. I n terms of working properties, the clays must have been quite plastic to allow thin 

coils to be made for the production of the vessels in the group Tabachlnes. 

The fact that variability in chemical composition of the clay matrix and slips was Insufficient 

to identify particular groups, tombs, or clay sources, is completely consistent with the petrographic, 

x-ray diffraction and textural analyses, all of which point towards local variability. It would appear 

that the chemical analysis of the clay matrix reflects similar pumaceous deposits which are 

weathering, forming clays of similar compositions. Thus, apart from the overall texture of the 

inclusions which affects working and use properties, the local clays should share basic properties. 

Pumice is almost always the dominant inclusion present. Petrographic results on sorting and coarse 

grain texture indicate the utilitarian group Colorines pastes are characterized by larger coarse grains 

and poor sorting relative to the other groups present at Tabachines (see Appendix E). This result 

is not behaviorally surprising, as utilitarian vessels may be "designed" to resist slumping while 

working Qarger size and higher populations of Inclusions), reduced drying shrinkage (more non

plastiC inclusions), and improved thermal shock behavior Qarger populations of inclusions). 

Other material selection may be based on design aesthetic. For example, the white color 

of the clay used for making the Tabachines Crema Simple (and the reduced version, Negro) vessels 

must have been something specifically selected for by the potters. Whereas the brownish clays are 

apparent in at least some of the Colorines vessels, none of the Tabachlnes Crema Simple clays are 

colored. 

2. Slips and Paints 

SEM Imaging In back-scattered mode proved to be a useful way to compare slips because 

of its atomic number (Z) contrast enhancement. The hematite, more prevalent In the slip than in 

the body, is easily differentiable from the lower atomic number slip matrix and inclusions. In the 
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micrographs shown, these are the small rounded white inclusions. Thus, comparisons in quantity 

and texture of the primary colorant, hematite, to the matrix was possible. 

Colorines 

The Colorines slips as a whole show more variability than the other style groups. The slips 

are thin washes applied to the surface of the vessel, and often show cracking. The cracks, shallow 

and irregular, would have appeared after application, while drying. Average thickness of this layer 

is 10-20 microns. Morphological differences show three main aspects of variability: size and 

number of inclusions, and quantity of hematite inclusions (Figures 5.15 and 5.16). Most prevalent 

is a fairly dense structure, with a few large inclusions and some high-Z sub-micron particles. EDS 

analysis showed that these were high in iron. This, combined with their round morphology, 

established that these particles are most likely hematite. The presence of larger inclusions in the 

majority of the slip types indicates selection of specific slip materials which were not processed after 

collection. If the materials had been processed, particularly through levigation, or settling of the slip 

resulting in the colloidal particles being used for slip, then the slips ought to show only very fine 

particles, with occasional Inclusions of larger size which might be contaminants. At most, a bimodal 

distribution with smaller and larger particles remnant from the pouring-off process might be 

expected. Only one sample showed a slip that was essentially void of Inclusions (Figure 5.17). The 

Lineas Multiples and RIC Burdo slips tend to have less hematite than the RIC alia slips. Further, 

the RIC Burdo slips are more porous. The variability In both the general fired properties of the slip 

(porous versus dense) coupled with the variability in quantity of hematite particles and inclusions 

support a multiplicity of slip sources. 

A single example of CoIorines paint was examined. CoIorines paints are deeper red in color 

than the slips, and cover poorly. Instead of fully covering the painted surface, the paint balls up, 

forming an irregular pattern (see Figure 5.18). At the microstructural level, the paint forms a fully 
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Figure 5.15. Micrograph of Colorines slip (fT8-18). Back-scattered SEM image 
(BSE). 
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Figure 5.16. Micrograph of Colorines slip (IT16-1). SSE image. 
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Figure 5.17. Micrograph of Colorines slip (TT11-8). BSE image. 
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Figure 5.18. Close-up photo of Colorines paint (approx. 4x). 
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porous level above the slip layer. There is a high concentration of hematite. The paint used for 

Colorines vessels is adequate, although certainly not outstanding as a material. It adheres to the 

surface and provides a stronger contrasting color to the slip. On the other hand, it balls up, forming 

an irregular line, and does not sinter well, forming a matte surface. 

Tabachines 

Tabachines slips are different than the Colorines materials. Visually, the slips are a 

characteristic orange-red, and are well burnished, forming a visually appealing surface decoration. 

The materials are clearly more than adequate for the aesthetic demands of the slip. The thickness 

varies from 10 to 40 microns. In some cases, the slip Is fairly porous with a range of sizes of 

inclusions present (Figure 5.19). The quantity of hematite present is also variable. As with the 

Colorines material, this data suggests a multiplicity of sources for slips, which were used "as 

collected". Two types which are unique are the Roja Naranja, characterized by very few inclusions 

of any sort and a well sintered, dense slip, and Guinda, characterized by a large quantity of 

inclusions, and angular as well as rounded submicron high Z particles. Both average 20 microns 

in thickness. 

Arroyo Seco 

The Arroyo Seco slips are distinct in the intensity and luster of the surface. The Rojo Amplio 

slips are thick, ranging from 30 to 50 microns. Unlike the Colorines and Tabachlnes slips, the 

interface between the slip and body is often difficult to distinguish. This is likely due to Interaction 

between the layers and good slntering. The concentration of hematite In the slips is high, and 

in homogeneously dispersed (Figures 5.20 and 5.21). The inclusions range In size, shape and type, 

and can be as large as 35-40 microns. Two cases are somewhat unique: TT8-30 has a thin slip 

layer (about 10 microns), with very fine inclusions; TT20-1 differs in having a negligible quantity of 
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Figure 5.19. Micrograph of Tabachines slip eTn-8). SSE image. 
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Figure 5.20. Micrograph of Arroyo Seco slip (1T7-4). BSE image. 
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Figure 5.21. Micrograph of Arroyo Seco slip (IT18-6). BSE image. 
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inclusions In the slip layer. The type Borde Rojo has a slip layer from 10 to 40 microns thick, with 

much lower hematite concentrations than the Rojo Amplio. Thus, it would seem likely that the slips 

for Rojo Amplio and Borde Rojo are distinct, and that these materials are acquired from different 

sources. The Rojo Amplio Slip Is unique, having slgnHlcantly higher hematite than any other group. 

Other 

An examination of slips associated with several of the figurines was made. The slips 

averaged 20 microns In thickness. Two of the three are from Ameca style figurines. The slips on 

these two samples (Figures 5.22 and 5.23), when taken together with all of the other slip data, are 

enough alike In Inclusions. and size and shape of the hematite Inclusions. and distinct enough In 

the combination of these attributes to suggest that they may have come from the same source. The 

TIS figurine Slip is distinct from a TIS RIC Olla slip. The third figurine (Figure 5.24). has a different 

slip. 

Discussion of slips and paints 

The slips found at Tabachlnes reflect a range of variability. Colorines vessels show the most 

variability in type and morphology. although multiple sources are likely In all style groups. The 

Arroyo Seco slips are clearly being selected for their rich red color. reflected In the slgnHicantly 

higher hematite concentrations. The two Ameca style figurine slips. found in different tombs. seem 

distinct enough to suggest a similar locale for slip procurement. 

Design and Forming 

The late Formative ceramics from Tabachines are interesting in their individual fluidity. The 

hands of the makers are clearly evident in many of the vessels. and the range of variation in the 

interpretation of a simple group of forms Is impreSSive. There are oIlas. jars. dishes. tripod vessels. 

effigies and figurines. but each one. although stylistically consistent within the group (Colorines, 
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Figure 5.22. Micrograph of Ameca-style figurine (TI3-9). SSE image. 
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Figure 5.23. Micrograph of Ameca-style figurine (TTB-21). BSE image. 
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Figure 5.24. Micrograph of figurine (TT6-3). SSE image. 
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Tabachines, Arroyo Seco), is a singular exploration of form. In this sense, I would argue that the 

makers of the late Formative pottery at Tabachines were simultaneously craftsmen and artists. The 

group Tabachines is characterized by very organic-looking vessels; the figurines are individual 

portraits. 

Further, based on the range of forming techniques used, It would appear that different 

groups of artists were making Colorines vessels as opposed to Tabachines or Arroyo Seco vessels. 

Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, the forming process will be considered by group. 

Method of analysis 

Several techniques were used to assess the processes involved in forming vessels at 

Tabachines: optical observation of the vessel surfaces and fracture surfaces, graphite rubbings of 

vessel surfaces, and xeroradiographic imaging of whole vessels and vessel fragments. The optical 

observations were made at 1X and at 10X using light directed at a glancing angle relative to the 

surface of the vessel. In this way, surface irregularities were enhanced by shadow, allowing more 

complete observation of the remaining traces of forming. On the surface, the presence of excess 

clay both inside and out indicated joins. The regular array of lines parallel to the rim was derived 

from a coiling technique. The relative lack of regular surface texture suggested molding or hand 

forming. Scraping lines Inside the vessel were construed to be the end product of hand forming 

(ct., Rye 1981); It would be surprising to find a molded open form that later needed 

scraping/thinning unless It was quite a large vessel. Fracture surfaces were Informative as both 

"maps· indicating likely joins, often the weakest parts of the vessel, and as indicators of joins made 

parallel to the surface. For example, the regular ridging resulting from a coiling process becomes 

clear by looking at the irregularity of the fracture surface. A midsection join becomes obvious in 

cross-section, due to a shift in the geometry of the cross-section. Graphite rubbings documented 

the range of coil diameters in pots which had sufficient surface texture, although the rubbings 
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generally did not add new information to the optical observations. It was particularly informative in 

documenting coil-made vessels of the Tabachines group. 

Finally, xeroradiography was used to Image a select group of vessels. The effectiveness 

of xeroradiography in elucidating internal structure has led to its application In the study of 

archaeological materials (ct., Hendrickson 1986; Vandiver 1985, 1988; Alexander and Johnston 

1982; Glanzman 1983). It is possible to reconstruct stages of the forming process using 

information on density and thickness differences and the pattern of pore alignment, especially if the 

finishing steps have not been particularly aggressive. Xeroradiography was a useful technique in 

the examination of vessels at Tabachlnes. 

Analysis 

Colorines 

I n the late Formative assemblage at Tabachines the two major classes of Colorines vessels 

(n=60) are Rojo-cafe Ollas (55%) and Lineas Multiples (16%). Minor types represented are Rojo

Burdo (8%), Rojo-Cafe Burdo (8%), and Raja Cortado (2%). Within Uneas Multiples, tripod bowls 

are the dominant form; Raja-Burdo vessels are cazuelas and bowls; Raja-Cafe Burdo vessels are 

exclusively tripod oIlas. 

The Raja-cafe Ollas are distinguishable from all other vessels of the CoIorines group. The 

alias were built in three parts: lower body, upper body, and neck. The presence of a consistent, 

reinforced join at the midsection of the vessel (maximum diameter) and a neck join confirms the 

validity of this configuration. The techniques for constructing the component parts were less clear, 

although circumferential smoothing lines were commonly present In the lower body. 

A xero-radlograph of one Rojo-cafe Olla (Figure 5.25) provides a model for forming 

processes used. The midsection and neck Joins are clearly visible. The lower body was formed 

from large coils (8 mm) Oower left), which were then scraped or smoothed. The regularity of the 
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thickness and porosity suggests that this portion of the vessel was relatively well finished. Increased 

porosity and later clay additions at the midsection join indicates that the pot was allowed to sit 

before moving on to build the upper section. The upper body was formed by progressively pulling 

the clay upward from slabs or large coils; the remnants of dragging fingers are obvious (middle). 

A preformed neck was then affixed to the vessel. This combination, a circumferentially-smoothed 

lower body with finger or upward scrape-marks and an unfinished upper body along with a 

pronounced midsection join distinguishes the production sequence of the Raja-cafe Ollas (Illustrated 

in Figure 5.26). It is described here as a sequential hand-forming method. Most of the oIlas were 

made rapidly, with little attention to finishing. Nonetheless, the thickness and consistency of form 

suggests that the potters were skilled. 

The Uneas Multiples tripod alias were coarsely made. One vessel shows evidence of coils 

on the interior through the midsection of the body, another shows a vague midsection jain, while 

the other has no evidence for coils or joins. For all three, the surfaces are rough, and seem to be 

made in a different manner than the Raja-cafe alias. The Lineas Multiples tripod bowls are 

somewhat different. A number of them (TT3-3, TIS-9, TIS-l0, TI6-10 and TIl0-l) show remnants 

of coils below the rim. None of them show any evidence for coils in the lower body (Figure 5.27). 

The lower body is, in general, more regular than the upper body. Xeroradlographs were 

unsuccessful In clarifying the manufacturing technique. The best explanation for this configuration 

is that the lower body was hand-formed by scraping, and a few coils were added to bring the vessel 

to the desired height. The rims are often irregular In width and height, and on several occasions 

had been trimmed to ·correcr the evenness of the rim. The coarseness of the vessels, their 

thickness, and general Irregularity of the form relative to the Raja-Cafe Ollas Indicates a different 

manner of production for the type Uneas Multiples. 

The Raja-Cafe Burdo tripod oIlas all have a clear join at the midsection and at the neck, but 

little trace of other forming techniques. The rims are regular, maybe trimmed, and were incised 
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Figure 5.26. Scrape-marks (a) and mid-section join (b) on a Colorines RIC olla 
sherd. 
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Figure 5.27. Rim coil and lower body of Lineas Multiples tripod bowl. 
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while wet. One vessel (IT17-2) shows finger marks on the upper body and circumferential 

smoothing in the lower body, suggesting a relationship to the ROjo-cafe oIlas. 

The Rojo Burdo bowl and cazuelas show evidence for a large rim coil. Cazuela coil 

diameters range from 1.4 - 1.7 cm, consistent with the scale of the vessel. Coarse smoothing is 

evident on the rest of the vessel, similar to the Uneas Multiples tripod bowls. 

The Rojo Cortado tripod olla Is a unique form in the sharpness of the midsection carlnatlon 

and the cylindrical neck. Evidence for finger smoothing on the upper body and coiling on the neck 

is present. 

Tabachines 

Major types within the group Tabachlnes (n=36) are Crema Simple (28%), Negro (28%), 

and Roja Crema (22%). Less prevalent are Exterior Burdo (8%), Guinda (6%), Roja-Naranja (6%), 

and Rojo Claro (3%). Jars, ollas and bowls Included in Crema Simple and Negro are Identical, 

differing only in surface treatment. Roja Crema is limited to oIlas and bowls. Bowls predominate 

all other types. In general, Tabachlnes vessels are well finished, showing a great deal of attention 

to the final stages of forming. Tabachlnes vessels are organic In form. This may be derived from 

gourd-vessels that may have been used concurrently. The rims are distinct from CoIorines and 

Arroyo Seco rims, reflecting differences in finishing (Figure 5.28). 

Crema Simple and Negro are the dominant types in the group Tabachines. Coiling is the 

primary forming technique. Fine coils, from 3.5-5.5 mm diameter, were used to build the bodies of 

bowls, dishes, oIlas, and jars (Figure 5.29). In several cases, there Is evidence that the vessel was 

formed using a fragment of a bule, or gourd, as a female mold (an example can be seen in Figure 

5.30). The deformation is consistent with the form at the base of a gourd. This Is not surprising as 

gourds are still sold as containers in the markets in Mexico today. The use of the bule as a mold 

seems to be limited to bowls exclusively. Coiled vessels were built up starting with a patty of clay, 
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Figure 5.28. Rim profiles for shaft tomb and box tomb vessels. 
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Figure 5.29. Exterior vessel wall of a Tabachines Crema Simple vessel. 
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Figure 5.30. Xeroradiograph image of a Tabachines RIC bowl with bule (a) and 
coil (b) marks. 
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then adding coils progressively until the desired height was reached. The skill of the makers of 

these vessels Is demonstrated In a dish (IT5~), with a thin tip extending out several centimeters 

from the body at an angle of only a few degrees. The paste used for the Crema Simple and Negro 

bodies must have been exceptionally plastic, as the vessels are thin, yet have significant dry 

strength (as seen with n5~). The inclusion of beads and miniature oIlas In this group only further 

supports the "special-ness" of the clay. 

The Roja-Crema vessels are all well-finished, obliterating many traces of manufacture. There 

is good evidence for coils in many of the pots, with diameters similar to those of the Crema Simple 

and Negro types. Gourd molds were used In a few of the bowls. There are two Roja-Crema 

vessels of particular interest. One vessel cracked and was deformed during firing (the firecloud is 

consistent with this order of events), and was later "repaired", though never used as a container per 

se. Another, unlike any of the other vessels, had two sets of holes punched into the rim of an alia, 

for either hanging or carrying (the form of this oIla Is somewhat unique, being elongated relative to 

the others). In both cases there was a decision during fabrication for a particular "use" of the vessel. 

Nonetheless, the subgroup containing Crema Simple, Negro and Roja-Crema seem to be aligned 

within the same production sequence based on remnant coiling marks. 

The three Exterior Burdo, two Roja-Naranja, two Guinda bowls and Raja Claro oIla show 

evidence for coiling of at least the rim and the upper body (Figure 5.31). Coil diameters are 

consistent with the Tabachlnes group. Both Roja-Naranja and Guinda have one bowl each with a 

gourd indentation in the base. Based on the data outlined here, the group Crema Simple, Negro, 

Roja-Crema, Roja-Naranja and Guinda should be considered under one general coiling production 

scheme, with Crema Simple, Negro and Raja-Simple forming a subgroup. 
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Figure 5.31. Rim and upper body coiling (Exterior Burdo bowl). 
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Arroyo Seco 

The group Arroyo Seco (n=22) Is composed of Raja Ampllo bowls and oIlas (77%), Borde 

Rojo vessels (9%), and single examples of Arroyo Simple, Grls Inclso and Roja-Crema vessels. The 

vessels are significantly thicker and heartier In form than the Tabachlnes vessels, and are primarily 

bowls. One distinctive bowl form is the squared tecomate. 

Raja Ampllo bowls consistently show evidence of coils on the rim and upper body (Figure 

5.32). Coil diameters range from 4.5 to 9.1 mm. The bodies are generally well-finished, removing 

many traces of forming. Several of the bowls have been squared by deforming the vessel at 

opposite ends, ending up with either 2-slded 'pinching' or 4-slded squaring. Although It would 

appear that this is essentially a coil-based forming process, it differs from the Tabachines vessels 

in the way the coils are manipulated. The Tabachlnes vessels, made from a fine paste clay and thin 

coils, have different properties than the thicker-coiled, coarser Arroyo Seco vessels. 

Other 

The category of ·other" Includes beads, clay cylindrical stamps and figurines. The beads 

were made from a coil which was Incised at regular Intervals. After firing the Intervals were 

separated, forming beads (see Figure 5.33). The figurines were made using a variety of techniques, 

but were all initially constructed using a piecewise hand-modelled process (Figure 5.34). Slabs, 

appliques, and other elements were then added to the hollow structure. The thiCk-wailed Ameca

styie figurines, associated with the Magdalena Lake Basin, are so massive that they must have been 

a real burden to transport. 

Each figurine represented in the Tabachlnes assemblage Is made by a different hand. A 

number of styles are represented, Including styles similar to those found In the core region. No two 

are similar enough to suggest the same maker, however. 
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Figure 5.34. Xeroradiograph of Ameca-style figurine (Hirschorn collection). 
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Discussion of design and forming 

Techniques used In forming the three general ceramic groups at Tabachlnes were distinct. 

Each group (CoIorlnes, Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco) had a prescribed approach to forming 

vessels that Is reflected In rim shape and vessel form. Coiling was used In all groups, although In 

varying regularity. Nonetheless, each group had at least one specifiC approach to making vessels. 

That is, a Colorines olla was made using a different set of forming techniques than a Tabachines 

olla. For Colorines ollas, there are large coils on the lower body, then the upper body is scraped. 

For Tabachines ollas, the vessels Is completely coiled with fine coils. The use of molds (albeit 

gourds) and fine coiling were unique to the group Tabachlnes. Tabachlnes and Arroyo Seco 

vessels were more similar In technique relative to one another than the Colorines vessels, in that 

coiling is finer, and more prevalent throughout the vessel. There Is more variability In technique 

among the utilitarian-style vessels of the group CoIorlnes than In any other particular group. 

Surface Treatment 

Surface treatment Includes a series of processes, from smoothing or burnishing to the 

application of slips and pigments. In the Tabachlnes vessels, it Is likely that the same group of 

artists forming the vessels were also involved In their surface treatment. 80th the forming processes 

and the surface treatments are group specific; Colorines vessel surfaces were dealt with in one 

way, Tabachines and Arroyo Seeo in another. I will discuss similarities and differences in surface 

treatment here. Specific details on the slip and paint materials were covered previously in the 

section on materials acquisition. 

Colorines 

Colorines vessels, In a large sense, form the 'utilitarlan' group of vessels at the site of 

Tabachlnes. As such, little attention was paid to the finishing and decoration of the vessels. Just 
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as the forming reflected a rapid, sure hand, so does the character of the surface of these vessels. 

Relatively little time was invested in the final stages of manufacture, but these vessels were finished 

and given decoration. 

After forming, no further surface manipulation was carried out. The Rojo-cafe 011 as are less 

coarse than many of the other types, with Rojo-Cafe Burdo and Rojo Burdo being the least finished. 

The use of a thin slip-bath in a red or cream base is suggested on a number of the vessels; 

however, the majority of the vessels were not slipped. Paints were applied directly to the surface 

rapidly, with little regard for the symmetry of design or the neatness of line (Figure 5.35). Clearly, 

the existence of the design was more important than the rendering of it. 

Tabachines 

Tabachines vessels show signHicant attention and energy invested In surface treatment. The 

vessel surfaces were extensively burnished, both with and without slip. 

The Crema Simple and Negro types were not slipped, but were burnished. Bumish lines 

were carefully controlled, running in regular directions across the vessel. For example, the jars are 

burnished perpendicular to the base, crossing coiling lines at right angles. The burnish lines, which 

provide matte and gloss contrast to the surface, run continuously up the full height of the vessel, 

and are conSistently parallel, giving a unique aesthetic to the vessel. Ollas have circumferential 

burnishing on the lower body, and either vertical or circumferential burnishing on the upper body. 

Open vessels were polished both Inside and out. In all cases, the vessels were well bumlshed, 

though not to a high gloss. 

The ROJa-Crema vessels were slipped before burnishing. On most of the vessels, broad 

designs were applied with slip (here, I think slip is a more appropriate term, because the coverage 

is broad, and they are burnished afterwards), then the vessel was burnished. The contrast of the 

red against the white body makes these vessels attractive. In contradiction to this graphic color 
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Figure 5.35. Painted design of Colorines olla. 
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combination Is the regular accompaniment of smeared red pigment Into white regions. During 

burnishing, pigment from the slip was carried Into the white regions of the design, smearing the 

design (Figure 5.36). One can conclude that the action of burnishing was well Imbedded Into the 

technological process, and that although the aspect of graphic design and decoration was 

important, the bUrnished surface was more important. That is, the clarity of the image was 

subjugated to the character of the burnished surface. There Is only one case where the design Is 

not burnished after slipping. On the Inside of the vessel, a white square in a red field was 

burnished, smearing the pigment. However, on the outside, the vessel was burnished before 

applying the design. This is one of the more complex designs rendered In the Roja-Crema type, 

which may partially explain why the decision to burnish first, paint later, was made. As with the 

Crema Simple and Negro vessels, substantial energy was expended In burnishing the surface. 

The Roja-Naranja bowls were well burnished Inside and out with a glossier finish than the 

other vessels of the group. The Exterior Burdo bowls have no burnishing on the exterior, although 

traces of pigment remain on the exterior of one bowl. The Interiors were well burnished. 

Arroyo Seco 

The majority of the Arroyo Seco vessels were completely slipped with a thick, robust red 

slip. Many of the vessels have a relatively high gloss which is due to the combination of burnishing 

and the sinterability of the slip. Burnishing lines are regular, and occur either clrcumferentlally or 

vertically on the exterior and Interior of the vessel. In contrast to the Tabachlnes Roja/Crema 

vessels, the red slip is not smeared during burnishing (Figure 5.37). 
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Figure 5.36. Smeared slip design on Tabachines RIC bowl (interior). 
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Figure 5.37. Unsmeared slip design on Arroyo Seeo alia. 
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Other 

All but one of the figurines from Tabachines were slipped and at least partially burnished. 

This is consistent with Ameca Gray and San Juanlto style figurines, the parent styles, found in 

museum collections. It is clear that a non-matte surface was an Important aesthetic for this period. 

Discussion of surface treatment 

There is significant variability In the approach towards burnishing in the materials from 

Tabachlnes. Colorlnes vessels are not burnished; the Tabachlnes vessels are burnished carefully, 

but the burnish lines, often running perpendicular to the call direction, are clearly visible; The 

Arroyo Seco vessels are burnished, but more likely the properties of the slip result In a smooth, 

high-gloss surface with relatively few traces of the act of burnishing. It is Interesting that most of 

the figurines are burnished In a way consistent with the group Tabachlnes. 

Application of Design and Design Elements 

Vessels from Tabachlnes have a limited design repertoire, with simple linear geometric forms 

when present. Each group has particular characteristics which Include design elements and 

arrangement, material, and care In application. In the following sections, the relationship of design 

to type Is explored. The type descriptions for Colorlnes have been outlined in Galvan (1984, 1991). 

Colorines 

Of the three groups (Colorines, Tabachlnes, and Arroyo Seco), Colorines vessels are most 

commonly given decoration. In all cases, the vessels are blchrome or trichrome. The paint is a 

matte, thin red color and was applied rapidly without particular attention to the balance of the 

geometric designs. Drips and overdrawn lines are not uncommon, as might be expected for the 

decoration of utilitarian types of pottery. There is one primary design field for CoIorines oIlas, 

though lip lines, slipped necks and lines of dots at the base of the neck mayor may not accompany 
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the design. Bowls are only present in the type Llneas Multiples, where the design field Is the Interior 

of the vessel. The design fields and design elements for alias and bowls are summarized In Figure 

5.38. By far the most common design elements for Raja/Cafe oIlas are the embedded triangles 

(e.g. TI1-11), for Raja/Cafe Burdo, fields of small dots, and for Llneas Multiples, parallel wavy lines. 

The design fields for Lineas Multiples bowls are divided Into four quadrants, with opposing 

quadrants being similar. The bowl Illustrated In Figure 5.39 demonstrates that it Is the content of 

the design, and not the rendering of the design itself that is important here. Triangular elements 

made up of radiating or crossed lines are the most prevalent for the group Colorines. 

Tabachines 

A majority of the Tabachlnes vessels are not decorated, with the exception of the 

Roja/Crema and Exterior Burdo types. DeSign fields for Tabachlnes oIlas are divided Into two 

groups, one for globular oIlas, the other for oblong alias. Almost all bowls are decorated on the 

exterior, leaving the Interior undecorated. The one major exception, TI1-7, has a negative white 

square in a field of red. Figure 5.38 summarizes the design fields and design elements used on 

Tabachines vessels. Single lines, pairs of lines, or lack of design are not Included In the analysis. 

Crossed lines and wide parallel lines characterize the oIlas, whereas the presence of square crosses 

and xlcalcollque patterns on several of the Tabachlnes bowls Is notable. 

Arroyo Seco 

Most Arroyo Seco vessels were given a red slip bath. In a number of cases, the exterior 

of the vessel may have a few circumferential stripes In red over the burnished vessel surface. 

Arroyo Seco bowls are decorated on the exterior, with the exception of TI15-4, which like the 

Tabachines vessel TI 1-7, has a negative white square In the Interior base. Painted designs are 
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Figure 5.39. Error in design of Uneas Multiples bowl (top view). 
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primarily broad stripes at the rim or upper body. Figure 5.38 summarizes the design elements on 

Arroyo Seco bowls. 

Other 

Most of the ·other" vessels are not decorated. Painted designs appear on three figurines: 

TT3-9, TT6-3 and TT6-7. The TT3-9 figurine, In the Ameca Gray style, has embedded triangles 

painted on the lower bodice which alternate between red and black. They compare to the CoIorines 

triangular design elements. This is the only case of black paint being used In all of the late

Formative materials from Tabachines. TT6-3 is an effigy vessel, with a fourfold design of parallel 

lines painted on the inside of the neck. An angular spiral appears around the navel of TT6-7. Only 

TT3-9 has any direct elemental connection with the other ceramics from Tabachines. 

Discussion of application of design and design elements 

Although the sample size of vessels is small, distinct patterns in design between CoIorines, 

Tabachlnes and Arroyo Seco vessels exist. The designs on CoIorines vessels are painted using a 

thin paint, and are not usually burnished. The design fields on CoIorines oIlas differ from 

Tabachines and Arroyo Seco oIlas. CoIorines oIlas have a single primary design field above the 

midsection, Tabachines oIlas have two design fields that incorporate a majority of the vessel surface, 

and Arroyo Seco oIlas lack designs, being slipped only. The Importance of triangular elements and 

crossed lines Is shared by CoIorines and Tabachlnes vessels, as well as a single Ameca Gray 

figurine. CoIorines bowls have their interiors as primary design fields, whereas Tabachlnes and 

Arroyo Seco bowls are mostly decorated on the exterior. The dMslon of bowls Into quadrants, or 

the four-fold symmetry of design elements on bowls Is repeated In CoIorines, Tabachlnes and 

Arroyo Seco vessels. The presence of the negative square on the Interior of two Tabachlnes and 

Arroyo Seco bowls Is unique. In all, there are clear differences In the three groups, although some 
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elements are shared. Tabachines forms an intermediate group between Colorines and Arroyo Saco, 

which are the most different. 

There are three variables relevant to a discussion of the firing process: temperature, 

duration and degree of oxidation/reduction. The latter two are likely to be the most important for 

the prehistoric potter in late-Formative Mesoamerica. A general survey of the vessels suggests that 

reaching sufficient temperatures for sintering of the vessels was not a problem. Out of the vesseis 

that were surveyed using x-ray diffraction, only one, a Colorines alia (TT1-11 i), had evidence for any 

remaining clay minerals. In all other cases, the vessels had been fired at a sufficiently high 

temperature to alter the clay minerals, a condition necessary for the "firing- of a pot. They are all 

well-fired, relatively strong ceramics. The Arroyo Seco vessels are particularly well slntered (and 

strong, although this may be related to thickness as well). 

It appears that within at least the Tabachlnes group, there Is some experimentation with the 

OXidation/reduction aspects of vessel firing. The firing history can be reconstructed to some extent 

by examining the relative patterns of oxidation and reduction on the cross-section of sherds 

(Shepard 1956). This method works because primarily because of the properties of the Iron in the 

clay. Oxidized Iron-rich clays will be anywhere from red to yellow In color (Fe3 +). Reduced clay 

(Fe2 +) Is Identifiable by the presence of blackened or brown-grey layers In the cross-section of a 

sherd. This may be due to organic burnout which provides a locally reducing environment from the 

core outward. The source of the darkness can be from organics, reduced Iron oxides, or a 

combination of both. 

There Is a good deal of variation In local oxidizing and reducing conditions In a pit firing, 

or even In small kilns. The presence of large fireclouds on many of the Tabachlnes vessels certainly 

supports this variation in atmosphere. Sherds representative of the whole vessel apart from the 
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fireclouds were examIned. Essentially, the goal of these observations was to better understand the 

variability in firing conditions and to recognize meaningful pattems in firing histories. Observations 

were made by optical examination of thick sections of sherds, and were limited to vessels that were 

sampled in sufficient quantity for making sections. Different firing conditions were used for particular 

style groups. The following sections outline these variations. 

Colorines 

These vessels, porous and lacking thick pacifying slip layers, rapidly respond to the 

oxidizing/reducing conditions in the fire. There are two broad pattems demonstrated: incomplete 

oxidation of varying degrees, with oxidation at one surface or at both surfaces. In the case of single 

surface oxidation, the vessel was fired with its opening face down, limiting the available oxygen to 

the inside of the vessel. During firing, the vessel's concave surface is reduced while the outside 

edge experiences an oxidizing atmosphere. There is a great deal or variation in the degree or 

extent of oxidation/reduction reflected in these sherds. The ROjo-cafe oIla sherds are varied, but 

show both one- or two-sided oxidation/reduction pattems. The Uneas Multiples vessels are 

consistently fully oxidized; other CoIorines types are a mixture. 

Tabachines 

Experimentation with reduction firing is apparent In the group Tabachlnes. The types Crerna 

Simple and Roja-Crerna are generally oxidized, while the type Negro is clearly a reduced variant of 

Crerna Simple. I use the word -experiment" because there are clearly as many failures as successes 

in the reductIon firing. A number of the vessels are partly white and partly black. Further, the 

"blackness" of the vessel ranges from a light brown-black to a fair black, suggesting that the degree 

of reducing atmosphere attained was not particularly well controlled. The Crerna SImple and RoJo

cafe vessels show partial or incomplete oxidation. The pastes, less porous than the CoIorines 
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vessels, with a densified, burnished surface layer, are most commonly partially oxidized. Partial 

oxidation gives an oxidized rind of varying thickness surrounded by a dark, reduced core. This rind 

is usually thinner on the Tabachines vessels than the Colorines vessels. One example, TT6-8, 

appears to be a "failed" Tabachines Negro vessel. A cross-section of TT6-8 shows a dark black core 

with a dark brown-black rind. The surface layer is light buff-brown. This combination of 

characteristics suggests that the reduction atmosphere maintained for the bulk of the firing was lost 

during the final stages. 

The Tabachines Negro samples were limited (n=7) because most vessels were whole, and 

thus couldn't be sampled. The patterns of reduction are as follows: 

1. Black core, black rind: fully reduced. 

2. Black core with lighter outer edge: the reducing atmosphere was not maintained 
throughout firing. 

3. Black core, an oxidized middle layer, and a black, reduced surface rind: consistent 
with an incompletely oxidizing firing followed by a final-stage reducing atmosphere. 

Even with a small sample, the variation in process is apparent. 

Arroyo Seco 

Arroyo Seco vessels experienced a partially oxidizing atmosphere during firing. The 

common presence of a thick black, reduced core indicates that there were factors limiting oxygen 

access to the Interior of the body. The paste, as with Tabachlnes vessels, Is relatively dense, and 

when coupled with a thick, well slntered slip layer, may have served as a barrier to easy oxidation 

of the body. This may explain why the Arroyo Seco vessels are so much better fired. The action 

of reduced iron (Fe30 4) as a flux Is documented (Rhodes 1957). The reduced Iron oxides, present 

at small, well-dlspersed particles, serve as fluxes, and playa role In Increasing slntering. A larger 

reduced core may provide a stronger, better-slntered "spine" to the vessel. 
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Other 

There are a number of ·other" objects which were subjected to reduction firing. They come 

from three tombs: 1, 6 and 8. In the feel texture of the surface, they are most consistent with the 

Tabachlnes vessels. The three reduced miniature pendant oIlas found In tombs 1 and 6 are well 

burnished, and use a call to finish the rim. Beads found In tombs 6 and 8 are based In a coil 

technique, and are reduced. An effigy and figurine fragment found In tomb 8 are likewise reduced. 

Samples were not taken from these objects, thus examination of the cross-section was not possible. 

It is interesting, however, that more than one quarter of the ·other" objects (objects of prestige after 

Galvan 1991) are reduced, suggesting that there Is Importance placed on this aesthetic. 

Discussion of firing 

The potters at Tabachines had some degree of technical control over oxidation firing. Most 

vessels were incompletely OXidized, consistent with partially oxidizing conditions. Whether or not 

vessels were fired in pit firings or in kiln firings is not significant to the argument here given the small 

scale of production. Smothering a pit fire to create a reduction atmosphere is not particularly 

different than the same action in a kiln. At Tabachines, experimentation with reduction firing took 

on several forms, with limited, If irregular success. Reduction firing was limited to the group 

Tabachlnes and some special miniatures, beads, an effigy and a figurine fragment. Clearly, 

reduction firing must have been a technique that was desired, but whose goal was only sometimes 

attained. 

Use (prior to Interment) 

The vessels examined at Tabachines show a range of use-wear traces. exterior wear, or 

erosion of the base reflects regular placement on hard surfaces. Interior wear, most often 

evidenced by erosion of the base (e.g., Colorines), or merely the degradation of the slipped or 

burnished layer (e.g., Tabachines) reflects active use of the vessel as container for cooking or 
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serving. Preferential growth of patinas suggests the use of the vessel as a container. Residues and 

blackening are somewhat problematic In analysis. The regularity of darker-colored residues and 

preferential blackening, both Internally and externally, of the base of vessels suggests that they were 

used as containers. Rarely is the blackening extreme enough to suggest regular cooking, however. 

The various vessel types have distinct use-wear characteristics. 

CoIorlnes 

Colorlnes vessels are utilitarian vessels. Many show evidence of heavy use (Figure 5.40). 

Rojo/Cafe ollas often show evidence of pedestalled grains on the Interior base (Figure 5.41) 

Indicating heavy use with a IIquld-contalnlng substance. The even distribution of exterior and Interior 

wear with residues and blackening suggest that these were used for cooking and as containers 

(Figure 5.42). In one case, the lip of a Rojo/Cafe oIla (TT9-1) shows dings consistent with the 

regular use of a lid or a spoon (Figure 5.43). Uneas Multiples vessels, generally tripod forms, show 

considerable wear on the bases of the legs. Further, particular patterns in patina deposition suggest 

that these vessels may have held food. The presence of patina on the legs and upper vessel to the 

exclusion of the lower, food-bearing part of the vessel Is apparent In Figure 5.44. As discussed in 

earlier sections of this work, It has been established that the patinas on West Mexican pottery are 

due to manganese-metabolizing bacteria. Further, it Is known that bacteria respond to 

environmental conditions such as temperature, available nutrients and pH, among others. It Is 

conceivable that food residues In the Uneas Multiples vessels locally changed the pH, making 

conditions less amenable to the development of bacterial colonies, or patina. 

Tabachines 

Tabachlnes vessels show less evidence for use-wear than the CoIorines vessels (Figure 

5.40). The types Negro, Guinda and Rojo Claro rarely show evidence for use. Of the various vessel 
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Figure 5.41. Pedestalling of grains on interior base from use of Colorines RIC 
alia. 
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Exterior 

Top view Cross-section 

Figure 5.43. Rim dings from use on a Colorines RIC olla. 
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Figure 5.44. Preferential patina growth on a Colorines Lineas Multiples tripod olla. 
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forms, Crema Simple ollas are more likely than Crema Simple Jarros or bowls to show use, either 

Interior wear or residue. exterior and Interior wear, as well as residues are the main traces of use. 

In no case, however, is the degree of use-wear on the scale of the CoIorines vessels. 

Arroyo Seco 

Arroyo Seco Rojo Ampllo vessels show little evidence for use-wear. Wear, both exterior and 

interior are present on a few occasions. In one example, as in the CoIorines RIC oIla, a vessel 

shows dings on the lip (1T16-2) consistent with drawing a lid or a spoon across the rim. The Rojo 

Amplio vessels are Significantly harder and better fired than the other groups, which may be one 

explanation for less use-wear; of course, this doesn't negate the probability that they were not 

utilitarian vessels with regular use. 

Other 

Other vessels, Including the figurines, beads, cylinders and ear spools, show almost no use

wear. On three figurines, wear on the feet Is apparent. The massiveness of these figurines 

combined with the relative softness of the fired clay may explain why this erosion occurred; In fact 

It may have occurred during museum curatlon, as they are placed directly on metal shelves. 

Discussion of use (prior to Interment) 

The vessels at Tabachlnes show distinct use-wear profiles (Figure 5.40). The CoIorines 

vessels most frequently show heavy, active use, whereas the Tabachlnes and Arroyo Seco vessels 

more often show limited Interior erosion and residues (Figure 5.42). The material characteristics 

affect the use-wear traces. CoIorines vessels, which are unburnished, show the most evidence for 

heavy use. Tabachlnes vessels, which are burnished and sometimes slipped, show limited active 
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use. Arroyo Seco vessels, with a thick, well-slntered slip, and well-fired body, show little wear. The 

large, soft figurines show wear on the base of the feet. 

Reuse (prior to Interment) 

There are several modes of reuse active at Tabachlnes. The most prevalent Is the use of 

broken portions of vessels In the tomb, as either container or offering. Other fragments which 

appear seem to be curated pieces, as they are Imported wares, distinct from the general Tabachlnes 

assemblage. Finally, repaired vessels are present. 

Colorines 

Most of the reused fragments from oIlas are consistent with the type CoIorines Raja/Cafe, 

which supports a model of reuse of the utilitarian pottery as mortuary container and as offering. 

Because it can be assumed that the artifacts Interred are directly correlated with the artifacts 

unearthed In archaeological excavation, it Is highly probable that vessel sherds found were placed 

In the tomb as sherds. It Is unlikely that they would have been used for fill, given their small 

number. Given the size, shape and placement of these pieces, it Is likely that some were reused 

as containers for food or some organic matter which was placed Into the tomb with the Interred 

body. Others are large portions of vessels which are not likely to have been used as containers, 

rather as ceramic offerings. One Raja/Cafe oIla (TT11-5) fragment had been repaired by placing 

a clay cap on the Interior of the oIla (Figure 5.45). The finai resting place of a sherd of this oIla was 

Interred In Tomb 11. 

Tabachines 

Tabachlnes vessels are reused In ways distinct from Arroyo Seco and CoIorines. Four 

Tabachlnes bowls show evidence for repair: three ROja/Crema vessels, and an exterior Burdo 
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Figure 5.45. Clay cap on Colorines RIC olla sherd. 
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vessel (Figure 5.46). Several approaches to drilling the repair holes are evident (Figure 5.47): 1) 

equally from exterior and Interior, 2) primarily from the Interior with a small hole from the exterior, 

and 3) primarily from the Interior with a spall where the hole breaks through to the exterior. Two 

vessels, TIS-7 and TI3-12 appear In the tomb as Incomplete vessels, with only the major part of the 

broken vessel. Two of the four repaired vessels appear in the same tomb: TIS. The presence of 

mostly Raja Crema bowls In this group of repaired vessels suggests that these are valued In the 

Tabachines assemblage. 

Arroyo Seco 

Two fragments of Rojo Ampllo vessels are present In the materials from Tabachlnes: one 

container-sized, and one a large sherd-offering. In this way, these offerings may have been reused 

in ways similar to Colorines fragments. 

Other 

Four fragments appear to be specially curated offerings. One Is a large fragment of a resist

decorated bowl which Is consistent with styles found In Los Altos, to the northwest. Two fragments 

of bowls, one gris Inclso and the other borde roJo (type assigned by Galvan 1984), are unusual 

for the Tabachines assemblage, and are likely to have come from somewhere apart from the site. 

These two fragments are found In a tomb with one other offering, a Raja/Cafe oIla. This Is a 

somewhat anomalous tomb assemblage relative to the others at Tabachlnes. Finally, a figurine 

fragment was Interred In Tomb 8. 

Discussion of reuse (prior to interment) 

An analysis of the distribution of reused vessels Is shown In Figure 5.48. Of the reused 

vessels, 39.4% are dish-sized or containers, 33.3% are large broken vessel-offerings, 15.2% are 
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Figure 5.46. Repair of a Tabachines bowl. 



Figure 5.47. Repairs and drill holes for Tabachines bowls. 
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repaired by drilling or capping, and 12.1 % are curated vessels from elsewhere. The differences in 

kinds of reuse are related not only to vessel group (e.g., CoIorines versus Tabachines), but also 

seem to be tied to specific tombs. The preferential appearance of two repaired vessels In Tomb 5, 

or two curated vessel-fragments In Tomb 4 suggest that this Is an important correlation with the 

interred Indlvldual(s). Finally, the preferential repair and offering of Tabachlnes Roja/Crema bowls 

suggests that this particular type may have special Importance (cf., Senior 1992). The clay cap, 

applied to the Raja/Cafe olla while it was In active use as an oIla, and later interred as a fragment 

in a tomb, exemplifies the multiple uses and demands on vessels. 

5.3. BOX TOMBS AT TABACHINES AND IXTEPETE 

Before beginning a discussion of the distribution and production of mortuary ceramics In 

Classic period tombs, it is necessary to explain some organizational differences. The box tomb 

(Classic period) burial miniatures do not follow such consistent characteristics by ceramic group 

as the shaft tomb materials. Therefore, it is meaningless to divide the discussion of techniques into 

ceramic group (e.g. Colorines, Tabachines, Arroyo Seco). Rather, for the Classic period box tombs, 

characteristics follow the vessel form, then specifiC ceramic type. As such, the following discussion 

is organized in the following way. For each technique (I.e. materials acquisition, forming, firing, 

etc.), the material Is broken down into the two sites, Tabachlnes and Ixtepete. Then, for each site, 

the vessels are discussed in groups defined by form (i.e. oIla, bowl with base, bowl, etc.). Finally, 

the specific type (within form) Is discussed In detail. 

5.3.1. DISTRIBUDON 

Material Types 

As with the shaft tomb materials, petrographiC analysis of a sample of the box tomb material 

was carried out (see Appendix E). From this analysis, several broad statements can be made: 1) 

as with the shaft tomb material, the mineralogical variability strongly suggests local production of 
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the ceramics, and 2) the mineralogical variability suggests there is no direct correspondence 

between paste types and tombs. Two of the box tomb paste types are similar to the shaft tomb 

pastes, but differentiable. The shaft tomb material has more fine crystalline material than the box 

tomb material, although the differences are a matter of degree. On the other hand, there are two 

new paste types being used in the later tombs. Vessels made from these two pastes form the 

majority of the samples tested. 

There are several interesting patterns of variation in vessel form and paste. Most interesting 

is the fact that almost ALL of the ollas are made using the same paste. The only exception, 019-3, 

has a different paste type, with the same inclusions as the others. This an interesting pattern in view 

of production of the ollas, all of which are very similar in form. The bowls are made using the same 

paste, which is a paste different than that used for the oIlas. The bowls with annular bases show 

the most variability, with all four paste types represented. Grillo Black-on-Red separates from the 

Blancojbichrome in paste type, which is interesting in view of the differences in form between the 

two types. The Grillo Black-on-Red bowls with bases come closest to the Ixtepete copas in paste. 

This is particularly interesting, as the Grillo Black-on-Red forms are taller than the rest of the bowls 

with annular bases found at Tabachines, and form a transitional group between the bowls with 

bases at Tabachines and the copas at Ixtepete. Finally, the copas (sample = 2) at Ixtepete form 

a self-consistent group, different from the other Tabachines material, suggesting a different source. 

This is not surprising due to the fact that Ixtepete is 15 km from Tabachines. 

The X-ray diffraction data adds some information to the patterns seen with the box tombs. 

Two batea sherds were clearly differentiable from each other in terms of crystalline components 

(Figure 5.49). The two Thin Orange sherds, petrographically distinguishable, also had clearly 

different diffraction spectra (Figure 5.50). A comparison of four sherds from TC7 shows four distinct 

diffraction spectra, suggesting four distinct pastes (Figure 5.51). The evidence from TC7 supports 

the petrographically-derived inference that paste type does not seem to be consistent within 
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particular tombs. Comparison of two alias and a batea from TC12 (Figure 5.52) shows strong 

similarity between the oIlas, which are distinguishable from the batea by the larger amount of quartz 

present. In general, the pastes look very similar in the range of species present, though. 

Comparison of six different copas from Ixtepete shows relatively little variation in crystalline 

members relative to the variation seen in the collection at large (Figure 5.53). We could infer from 

this that the same paste is being used in at least some of the copas produced for the type Ixtepete 

Smudged. This is interesting due to the internal consistency in the form and production of the 

copas. 

Distribution of vessel types across tombs 

The distribution of groups and types across tombs was introduced in the last chapter, but 

will be continued here. Analysis of the box tomb miniatures is somewhat more complex than the 

shaft tomb materials, because more groups exist, and the boundaries between groups and forms 

is not as clean as it was for the shaft tomb material. Instead of concordance between forms and 

particular groups (e.g., Tabachines oIlas and bowls), there is a stricter division between form and 

group (the types NjR Completo and Grillo Polychrome are only oIlas, whereas Grillo Black-an-Red 

and Ixtepete Smudged are only copas). Each box tomb type is defined by a vessel form. Ollas are 

the most common form, and were found In 11 of the 14 tombs studied. In the other three tombs, 

bateas or bowls with annular bases were present. In only fIVe of the tombs are copas and oIlas are 

found together. These are the tombs with larger numbers of offerings, however. Other than IXTC 

and TC7, no other tomb has more than a total of 9 offerings. Tombs tend to have either NjR 

Completo or Grillo Polychrome oIlas, not both; likewise, they tend to have one particular type of 

bowl with annular base or copa, not a mixture. This distribution suggests that the vessel types have 

particular significance to the interred, either by way of group association or by temporal variation. 
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5.3.2. PRODUCTION 

Materials ACQuisition 

1. Clay Matrices 

222 

The clays used for the box tomb vessels are similar to the shaft tomb materials. 

Compositionally, they are consistent with the shaft tomb clay, being low In alkalis (Table 5.3). The 

constraints on working properties are probably less stringent for the box tomb materials. The forms 

are miniatures, and are most often made using a scraping technique, unlike the shaft tomb materials 

where enough strength was needed to make forms without slumping, yet with enough plasticity to 

form thin coils. Unlike the Colorines ollas, the box tomb vessels would never have to "survive" 

active use, albeit for liquid storage or cooking. Thus, the technical demands on the box tomb 

assemblage were far different from the shaft tomb assemblage, while the pastes were quite similar. 

2. Slips and Paints 

The slips used at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete are different in color. The base red used as a 

slip at Tabachlnes is a red-orange color, a color that Is consistent across most of the types. One 

exception is the type Inclso Blcromo, which has a deeper maroon color. Slips are generally 50 to 

100 microns thick, and achieve a full luster when well burnished. The population of hematite 

Inclusions and the slip texture Is shown In Figure 5.54. The purple-red color of the oIlas at Ixtepete 

is unique to the site, and is used differently (i.e .• it is never burnished). The texture of the slip is 

coarser than at Tabachlnes (Figure 5.55). 

The paints used at Tabachines and Ixtepete al.so differ. The white paints at Tabachlnes are 

primarily fugitive, and quite thin In color saturation. Black paint used at Tabachlnes Is variable: 

some of it is thick in color and coarse in texture, some is fugitive, and some Is thin in color 

saturation and smooth In texture. The microstructure of Grillo Black-on-Red, a coarse-textured slip, 

is shown in Figure 5.56. The black paint is thick, although not dense. The white paints at Ixtepete 
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Figure 5.54. Micrograph of Tabachines box tomb slip. SSE image. 
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Figure 5.55. Micrograph of Ixtepete box tomb slip. BSE image. 



Figure 5.56. Micrograph of Tabachines box tomb black paint 
(Grillo Black-an-Red). BSE image. 
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are fuller in color and are applied more thickly. Black paint is not used at Ixtepete, where the color 

black is achieved through smudging. 

Of note is x-ray diffraction evidence demonstrating that multiple slip sources were being 

used at Tabachines, as well. Slips from four 019 oIlas were compared to one alia and three bowls 

with annular bases from tomb 018 (Figure 5.57). The samples were collected by scraping the 

surface of the sherd. The slips were thick enough to assure that the body was not being sampled. 

The slips clearly follow tomb lines, with the 018 alia being aligned with the 018 vessels, not with 

other oIlas from 019. The implications here are that the inter-tomb variation in production may be 

more important to consider for the box tombs than type variation. When compared to the 

petrographic data, the 018 and 019 alias share the same paste, while the 018 bowls with annular 

bases are a different paste. Closer examination of variables that include the coarse grain 

abundance (dominant coarse), grain sorting (coarse abundance) and the range of inclusions in 

order of abundance (cs. acc. 1, cs. acc. 2, and cs. acc. 3) support the hypothesis that the materials 

from the 018 vessels are distinguishable from 019 vessels. This is illustrated in Table 5.5. 

Based on higher coarse fractions and the predominance of opaque minerals (032, 034) in 

the 018 tombs over the felsic volcanics and feldspars (050, 053, 002) in the 019 tombs, it would 

appear that, at least in the case of 018 and 019, there is patterned variability with tomb that is more 

important than the variability with form or type. Certainly the x-ray diffraction patterns from TC12 

(two oIlas and one batea) show no large difference in paste type. TC7, on the other hand, with a 

bowl with annular base, figurine fragment, full-size molcajete, and batea, reflects Significant variability 

in paste type. There is no petrographic data to corroborate these differences, but it would seem 

reasonable that such widely variable forms (the figurine fragment and the molcajete are unique to 

the assemblage) would have different pastes. This does not Invalidate the more general hypothesis 

that the paste in the common types at the site vary by tomb. Thus, in three tombs, there seems 
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Table 5.5. Petrographic profiles of vessels from 018 and 019. 

018-1 018-2 018-5 018-6 019-1 019-3 019-4 019-6 

Form BOWL/ BOWL/ elLA eLLA elLA eLLA eLLA elLA 
BASE BASE 

Matrix type 12 or 17 12 17 17 17 12 17 17 

Coarse 20 20 25 20 15 15 15 15 
abundance (%) 

Dominant 073 073 073 073 012 073 073 073 
coarse 

cs. ace. 1 034 050 034 034 073 053 012 050 

cs. ace. 2 032 032 070 050 002 032 002 002 

08. ace. 3 019 019 00 032 050 002 032 034 

*paste types and inclusions are coded in Appendix E. 
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to be reason to suggest the prevalence of formal variability in materials selection based on the tomb 

itself, not the forms within. 

Discussion of clays, slips and paints 

The clays used in making the box tomb assemblage at Tabachines and Ixtepete are not 

vastly different than the shaft tomb materials, except for the Introduction of two new clay types. The 

clays are still kaolinitic, with pumice and feldspars as dominant Inclusion types. The clay pastes 

from Tabachines and Ixtepete are distinguishable, suggesting different procurement regions. In all, 

however, these differences are a thing of scale, and not widely different In properties. In comparing 

the slips and paints used for the box tombs at Tabachines and Ixtepete, it is clear that different 

resources were being accessed for the two sites. Although there are similarities in the active use 

of red slips, and white and black paints, the nature of these materials differ. 

Most interesting in the results presented here is the apparent dependence of material on 

the tomb, as opposed to the form or type. This is apparent in three tombs; the others were not 

formally tested. Although this is somewhat tenuous In making Inferences, we will see how other 

techniques vary, and assess tomb furniture based on mUltiple variables, including forming 

techniques, design elements, and use/reuse patterns. A separate section following the discussion 

of technique will address this Issue of intertomb variation directly. 

Design and Forming 

The Classic period vessels at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete are limited in variability not only in 

style and size, but also In forming techniques. The great majority of the vessels are miniatures, but 

of a size to permit flexibility in forming methods. Average heights of vessels are outlined In Table 

5.6. All of the vessels, Independent of type, fall within similar size and shape constraints. Form is 

the critical attribute. That Is, a Classic period olla at Tabachines Is easily definable by a small group 

of attributes which include size, shape, and base slip. Ukewise, the bowls with annular bases or 
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Table 5.S. Average heights of vessels at Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

Tabachines Ixtepete 

Ollas 10.74 cm 8.94 cm 

Bowls with annular 6.26 cm 
bases 

Copas· 6.35 cm 6.61 cm 

• Grillo Black-on-Red is classified as a copa here, given its unique proportions relative to the rest 
of the Tabachines assemblage. 
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COpaS and the bowls are distinct as groups. Miniature forms are limited to alias, bowls with annular 

bases, and shallow bowls. Full size offerings include molcajetes, bateas, and bowls with annular 

bases (e.g., Figure 5.58). 

In general, the forming of the Tabachines vessels reflects a range of dexterity and 

proficiency. Some of the vessels show the rapid, sure hand of a potter who is experienced, while 

others are overworked and irregular, suggesting a less-well-experienced potter. The repertoire of 

forms is limited, and the constraints on the making of alias versus bowls with annular bases versus 

bowls are rigid. Unlike the shaft tomb assemblage, here, differences in forming are primarily based 

on form, i.e. alia versus bowl, etc. 

In all, the Tabachines assemblage reflects a set of pottery which has been produced rapidly, 

without undue attention to the balance and finishing of a given form. The vessels are often off

center or show little evidence of final scraping or finishing. Yet the sureness of the hand of the 

potter is evident in the efficiency of hand strokes used in producing much of the pottery. 

Method 

The vessels were examined using optical methods only. As before, light at a glancing angle 

helped to elucidate surface irregularities. Most particularly, the interiors of the vessels were 

examined. Because of the miniature size of the vessels, very little interior fine-finishing was carried 

out, thus leaving traces of forming processes. Grains dragged across the surface with scraping 

tools left behind evidence of the direction of working as well as the size of the forming tool used 

(ct. Rye 1981). Xeroradiography was not used on this set of artifacts due to difficulties with 

xeroradlographic faCilities in Guadalajara. 
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Figure 5.58. Box tomb assemblage from Te7. 
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Analysis 

1. SITE OF TABACHINES 

The group Tabachlnes Roja Includes oIlas, bowls with annular bases, bowls, bateas, and a few 

miscellaneous artifacts. The group (n=60) is predominantly N/R Completo oIlas (21), 

Blanco/Bicromo bowls with annular bases and bateas (13), and Grillo Polychrome oIlas (9). Of the 

group Tabachines Roja, 29 are ollas, 15 are bowls with annular bases, 8 are bowls, and 8 are 

others. 

1.1.0LLAS 

1.1.a. Negro/Rojo Completo 

The type N/R Completo shows the most variation In forming techniques of any given type. This Is 

evident In the vessel body- as well as rim-forming techniques. There are two basic forming 

techniques being used at Tabachines: 1) either pinch-pot or mold-made bases In combination with 

coils in the upper body and 2) scraping. This distinction In technique Is generally tomb-specific, I.e., 

most vessels in TC7 are made using a pinch-pot/mold with coils, while most of the vessels In D18 

are made using scraping. At least some fraction of vessels from tombs Tca, TC7, and 019 show 

clear evidence for a join at the mid-section, and evidence for coils in the upper body (Figures 5.59, 

5.60, and 5.61). On the other hand, most of the vessels from 018 and 019 show little evidence for 

joins or coiling (Figure 5.62). Instead, scraping lines are evident In the interior (Figure 5.63): radially 

outward on the lower base, and skewed from circumferential on the walls, as if the oIla had been 

started, then the clay pulled upwards with a pulling, scraping motion. The tool marks vary from 2.5 

to 10 cm. wide In a few of the pots. There are at least two possibilities: 1) the vessel may have 

been made in two parts, and the scraping served to smooth and solidify the inside, obliterating any 

mid-section join and coli traces, or 2) the vessel Is formed by scraping from a pinch pot, thus 

negating the existence of coils and a mid-section join. The scraped vessels were not mold-made. 
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Figure 5.59. Mid-section join: box tomb olla 019-7. 
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Figure 5.60. Mid-section join: box tomb alia 09-5. 
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Figure 5.61. Mid-section join: box tomb olla TC7-3. 
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Figure 5.62. Interior scraping marks: interior base of olla. D18-4 (top) and D18-5 
(bottom). 
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Figure 5.63. Circumferential scraping marks on the interior wall of a box tomb 
olla. 
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This is evidenced in Figure 5.64, showing the broad range of thicknesses in a single vessel wall. 

This can be explained much more easily with a hand-built, scraped process than with a mold-made 

process. It is conceivable, however, that the vessels with clear mid-section joins and limited 

scraping marks in the lower body were mold-made. 

The rims show a range of variation. The returned rim so characteristic of the Classic period 

material at Tabachines is shown in Figures 5.65 and 5.66. The sharpness and cleanness of the rim 

finishing is an indicator of the facility of the potter. An over-worked rim suggests a less-skilled hand, 

and is softer and less clean. This difference can be seen in comparing the top view of the rims 

shown in the previous figure. In a number of cases, the rim is accentuated by the addition of clay 

beneath the rim. In others, a line is inscribed into the interior of the rim, suggesting this added rim 

coil, without actually assimilating the technique. In most cases, this line is done rapidly in wet clay, 

and does not match the regularity of the rim. 

In almost all of these pots, there is a discrepancy in the treatment of the body versus the 

neck and rim. Most of the bodies are fairfy well made, are of a consistent thickness, and are 

symmetric. On the other hand, the neck and rims show more irregularities, less balance, and a 

general lack of the skill and attention that the bodies received. This could be for a number of 

reasons: 1) that the makers of the bodies are not the same individual as the makers of the necks, 

2) that the vessel bodies are made using a mold of some sort, then finished by hand, adding the 

neck and rim, or 3) that the vessels are made by hand, starting from a pinch pot, then pulled 

upwards, leaving the addition of the neck for last. The first of these possibilities is not very likely, 

as the necks are of conSistently lower quality. Thus, unless all ·neck-makers· were inferior, 

apprentice-type potters, then one should expect more variability in the mixture of superior body

inferior neck and inferior body-superior neck. It is conceivable that either of the two final techniques 

are possible, though it is more likely that the latter is true, given the existence of scraping marks in 
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Figure 5.64. Gradient in wall thickness of box tomb olla. 
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Figure 5.65. Classic period returned rim (left to right: TC5-5, TC4-4 and 019-2). 
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Figure 5.66. Classic period returned rim: top view 
(top to bottom: TC5-5, TC4-4 and 019-2). 
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both the upper and lower body. If a mold had been used, the expectation would be that there 

would be less interior scraping on the molded lower body. This Is not the case. Further, as stated 

above, the variation in vessel-wall thickness Is not consistent with a mold-made process. The 

discrepancy in regularity of forming and finish in the neck and rim Is thus likely due to the use of 

two distinct techniques: scraping or colling and scraping for the body, with the neck and rim made 

separately and added later. The frequent seams at the base of the neck and the periodic rim coils 

attest to this. 

The better-made vessels of this type are the scraped vessels in 018 and 019. It has been 

demonstrated that these vessels are not mold-made, and that the rims are cleaner in finish. The 

vessels are generally thinner and lighter. 

1.1.b. Grillo Polychrome 

Grillo Polychrome vessels reflect the same forming techniques used in the type N/R 

Completo. They tend to be better finished, but also have more Significant caliche deposits on the 

surface, obscuring many forming traces. As a result, only a fraction of these vessels could be 

examined in detail. Vessels from Tca show the mid-section join and upper body calls, and TC13-5 

has a circumferential crack at the midsection, consistent with a distinct lower body. On the other 

hand, vessels from TC12 show scraping marks consistent with the type N/R Completo. Faces are 

affIXed to the rim of many of the vessels (Figure 5.67). The faces are modelled by hand (not mold

made), and show remnant marks consistent with modelling of features with a split reed or piece of 

grass. 

1.1.C. Cafe Simple 

The two alias of this type are a different shape than the others. 09-5 Is a well-made vessel, 

regular, and rapidly formed. There is evidence for joins at the neck and mid-section. Traces of coils 

are visible in the upper body of the other, TC9-1. Evidence for scraping is limited. 
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Figure 5.67. Face affixed to rim of a Grillo Polychrome olla. 
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1.2. BOWLS WITH ANNULAR BASES AND COPAS 

The types Blanco/Bicromo (only the bowls with bases), Inciso/Bicromo and Grillo Black-on

Red are well finished, with little evidence of forming techniques left behind. The bowl Is made first, 

then the base added. In most cases, the base is off-center, resulting In an imbalance in the vessel. 

These vessels could not have been mold-made. The curvature of the rim would require the addition 

of a post-molded rim. Given the absence of a join feature in any of the vessels, it seems more likely 

that the vessels were hand-formed. The absence of any coiling trac~s negates the use of coils, thus 

pointing towards the use of a scraping technique. The vessels are likely made using a scraping 

technique, then smoothed and burnished, leaving few broad surface features. 

1.3. BOWLS 

1.3.a. Blanco y Negro/Blcromo 

The few bowls of this type suggest a process which includes a pinch-pot with the addition 

of a rim coli (Figure 5.68). The rim coil serves to even the rim. 

1.3.b. N/Blcromo 

There Is no evidence for forming processes used In making these shallow bowls. The 

exterior surface Is not bumlshed, thus any coli additions should have been apparent, as In the type 

By N/Bicromo. Thus it Is likely that these bowls were formed as simple pinch-pots. 

1.4. OTHER 

There is little evidence for forming processes In the types Inclso Rojo Embutldo and Thin 

Orange. The vessels are well finished. Because of the finish and the form, it is possible that these 

bowls with annular bases were made In the same way as the B/Bicromo, Grillo Black-on-Red and 

Inciso/Blcromo vessels. The single molcajete has a wide rim coil attached to a scraped or hand

modelled pinch-pot. The feet were attached later. 
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Figure 5.68. Pinch pot with rim coil: Tabachines box tomb bowl (TC7-10). 
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2. SITE OF IXTEPETE 

The group Ixtepete Raja includes alias, copas and a few miscellaneous forms. The oIlas 

are aesthetically very similar to the Tabachlnes alias. Unlike the Tabachlnes bowls with annular 

bases, the aesthetic of the copa is somewhat taller. The base Is proportionately closer In stature 

to the bowl body, whereas for the Tabachines group, the base varies from a small support to a short 

support. The Tabachlnes Grillo Black-on-Red vessels are the most similar to the Ixtepete vessels 

in the base height. The types (n=30) include Bianco/Guinda (12), Ixtepete Smudged (14) and 

Cloisonne (2). The forms represented In the group Include oIlas (14), copas (14), a modified batea 

(1), and a miniature molcajete (1). 

2.1. OLLAS 

2.1.a. Blanco/Guinda 

The type B/Guinda Is a close cousin to the type Grillo Polychrome at Tabachlnes (Figure 

5.69). In form and decoration, the relationship is direct. In forming, however, the process seems 

to be directed by a different group of potters. The pots are internally very similar, and show little 

variation. In general, there is evidence for a join midway between the midpoint and the neck (Figure 

5.70). On the interior, the pattern of scraping lines reflects a pot which is worked fairly wet (the drag 

lines from grains being pulled are deep and mobile), and quite rapidly. There are no wasted 

motions, and no attention to finer finishing. The rims are sharp, and consistent within the group. 

This sequence deviates from the Tabachlnes vessels from 018 and 019, which were scraped, in the 

presence of the clear coil join below the neck. At Ixtepete, the pots were made beginning with a 

pinch-pot, which was scraped to form, then built upwards with a few coils and rapidly affixed to the 

neck. All of the evidence points towards an efficiency of motion done with a skilled hand, even 

more so than the Tabachlnes vessels. Faces are affixed to the rims of several of these oIlas, and 

reflect processes and forms similar to the Tabachlnes group. 
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Figure 5.69. Grillo Polychrome ollas from Tabachines (top) and Blanco/Guinda 
ollas from Ixtepete (bottom). 
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Figure 5.70. Mid-section join: Ixtepete Blanco/Guinda ollas. 
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2.1.b. Cloisonne 

The cloisonne vessels are somewhat different In form than the rest of the 

Tabachinesjlxtepete assemblages, being squatter In shape, and with a less-well articulated rim. 

One of the two vessels shows a pronounced join in the interior of the vessel at the mid-section. The 

other showed no strong traces of forming. The cloisonne on the exterior obscured any exterior 

traces, and caliche deposits on the interior covered over any texture. Nonetheless, it Is apparent 

that at least one was formed using a partial vessel (molded or hand modelled), which was built up 

from the midsection. They may be similar in technique to some of the NjR Completo forms, or as 

will be seen later, of the 011 as found in the core region at Estanzuela. 

2.2. COPAS 

2.2.8. Ixtepete Smudged 

Although closest In form and decoration to the Tabachlnes Negro sobre Rojo vessels, these 

copas are made differently. Almost all of the vessels are made using the same technique: the bowl 

part Is made as a pinch-pot, and a single rim coil Is added (Figure 5.71). The vessel Is then flipped, 

and coils are used to build up the base. In only one case Is more than one coil used on the rim, 

and this copa is stylistically distinct from the rest of the set. The vessels are well finished. 

2.3. OTHER 

The single batea from the Ixtepete collection is unique. It is made from a large oIla sherd 

that was reworked. The diameter of the oIla was greater than 30 cm. Although the concept 

parallels the BjBlcromo bateas at Tabachlnes, it Is different, with more parallels to the shaft tomb 

collection than any other element of the box tomb assemblage. 

A single miniature molcajete redefines miniature for the collection. As a miniature among 

miniatures, at 3.6 cm. in height, it deviates from the other miniatures. It was formed as a pinch pot, 

and given a rim coil. In aesthetic, it is most like the molcajete found in TC14. 
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Figure 5.71. Pinch pot and rim coil: Ixtepete Smudged copa (IXTC1-10). 
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Discussion of vessel forming at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete 

The techniques involved in forming vessels at Tabachines and Ixtepete are determined by 

form. The series of processes for building an oIla are different, even In the early stages, than those 

for bowls with annular bases or copas. Techniques Include scraping, partial coiling and hand 

modelling. The techniques cross-cut types, and reflect constraints which are based on form. Within 

forms, however, there are small deviations In general technique. The processes for forming are 

different for similar forms at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete. Further, the vessels at Ixtepete show a 

confidence in production (seen In scraping lines and the minimization of working marks) that is not 

always apparent at Tabachlnes. This would be consistent with a higher level of production, or the 

production of these forms by active potters. 

Surface Treatment: Slip and burnish 

The basic approach to surface treatment of vessels at Tabachines and Ixtepete Is similar. 

In terms of burnishing, the approach tightly links the assemblage at Tabachines, and separates 

Tabachlnes from Ixtepete. 

1. SITE OF TABACHINES 

The vessels at Tabachlnes are all burnished. Both slipped areas and unsllpped areas are 

generally burnished, though some portion of the unslipped part of the vessel is often left 

unburnished. 

1.1. OLLAS 

1.1.8. N/R Completo 

These vessels, with red-slipped bodies, are treated very similarly. In general, the bodies are 

burnished. The inside of the rim and neck are unslipped, but burnished. The surface is a high 

gloss, though not of the depth of luster of the shaft tomb type Arroyo Seco. Variants to this design 
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include: 1) an unslipped band on the neck, with everything else constant (018-5 and 019-4), 2) 

an unburnished neck, with everything else constant (019-5,019-6, and 019-7j, and 3) an unslipped, 

but burnished bottom, with everything else constant (TC4-3). 

1.1.b. Grillo Polychrome 

The Grillo Polychrome oIlas form a tight group. The vessels are given a red slip-bath which 

ends below the mid-section carination. In all but one of the vessels, the red area is burnished, 

leaving the lower unslipped area unburnished. The rim and neck interior are not burnished. Only 

one, TC3-3, has a fully burnished exterior, including the slipped body and unslipped base. In this 

sense, the Grillo Polychrome burnishing rules are somewhat different than the N/R Completo rules. 

Unslipped areas are only anomalously burnished for the Grillo Polychrome oIlas, whereas unslipped 

areas are often burnished for the N/R Completo oIlas. 

1.1.C. Cafe Simple 

The two oIlas of this type differ. One Is burnished on the exterior rim and interior neck, and 

the other not at all. In all aspects, they differ from the other oIlas of the group. 

1.2. BOWLS WITH ANNULAR BASES 

1.2.a. B/Blcromo 

Vessels of this type are burnished according to a few rules. In all cases, the interior Is 

burnished. In most vessels, the exterior slip Is applied as a wide stripe at the lip, and the lower 

body and base are left unsllpped. In these cases, the lower extreme of the bowl body and the 

annular base are not burnished. On the single vessel that has a red slip across the base, this area 

is likewise unburnished. In only one case, TC7-9, only the red areas are burnished, including the 

interior and the wide red stripe on the exterior lip. 
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1.2.b. Inciso Bicromo 

As with the B/Bicromo vessels, the interior and upper body are burnished, Including both 

slipped and unslipped parts. Incising is done after burnishing. 

1.2.c. Inciso Rojo Embutldo 

These two vessels are different. One is burnished inside and out (05-5). The other is only 

burnished on the interior and exterior above the base (TCS-1), much like the other types of bowls 

with bases. 

1.2.d. Thin Orange 

These two vessels are different. One Is burnished on the Interior and exterior (08-1), the 

other not at all (08-2). 

1.3. COPAS 

1.3.a. Grillo Black-on-Red 

The Grillo Black-on-Red vessels are given a red slip-bath over the entire body. The entire 

interior is burnished, but only the bowl portion of the exterior is burnished. This is different than the 

other types of bowls with bases, where the lower part of the bowl as well as the base Is left 

unburnished. It is different for the group Tabachines, where almost all red-slipped areas are 

burnished. 

1.4. BOWLS 

1.4.8. B Y N/Blcromo 

These bowls, covered in red slip, are burnished inside and out. 

1.4.b. N/Blcromo 

These bowls, slipped red on the inside, are burnished only on the interior. 
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1.5. OTHER 

The two full-size molcajetes from the assemblage are both burnished, Inside and out. 

2. SITE OF IXTEPETE 

The vessels at Ixtepete follow a different set of basic rules for burnishing that those at 

Tabachines. The oIlas are slipped, but not burnished. The copas are slipped and completely 

burnished. 

2.1. OLLAS 

2.1.a. B/Guinda 

These oIlas, although either fully slipped with red, or slipped to below the midsection, are 

never burnished. Although the slip rules are consistent with Tabachines, the burnishing rules are 

not. 

2.1.b. Cloisonne 

The cloisonne vessels are covered with a surface cloisonne, obscuring the base vessel 

treatment. 

2.2. COPAS 

2.2.8. Ixtepete Smudged 

The copas, given red-slipped designs on a buff background, are burnished both inside and 

out. This is different from the Tabachines types, where the body and base are not fully burnished. 
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2.3. OTHER 

The single batea, a fragment from a used oIla, shows no evidence for burnishing. The 

miniature molcajete is burnished inside and out. 

Discussion of surface treatment at Tabachines and Ixtepete 

The rules for burnishing at Tabachines and Ixtepete are distinct. At Tabachines, the slipped 

areas are almost always burnished. In addition, some portion of the unsllpped areas on oIlas, 

including the rim, interior neck and lower body are generally burnished. Similarly, for the bowls with 

annular bases (with the exception of Grillo Black-an-Red), the red-slipped areas are burnished, and 

some portion of the unslipped upper body is also burnished. In this sense, the oIlas and bowls with 

annular bases make up a pair of forms which follow similar rules. This remains to be further 

examined in looking at slip rules and design elements and techniques. At Ixtepete, the oIlas are 

never burnished, whereas the copas are completely burnished. Thus the copas and oIlas follow 

different rules, contrary to the Tabachines pattern. 

Application of design and design elements 

Vessels from Tabachines and Ixtepete have a limited design repertoire. Compared to the 

earlier shaft tomb material, however, there is significantly more variability. Forms are linear and 

curvilinear. The design rules are most strongly aligned with form, though approaches differ with 

type. 

1. Configuration of Design Fields 

The use of particular design fields depends most strongly on form, and less strongly on the 

source of the vessel. That is, the design layout of vessels at Tabachines is echoed at Ixtepete. 

Design fields are defined as distinct design areas of the vessel. Design elements are repeated within 

these fields in a pattern which is unique from other fields. 
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Design configurations for ollas, bowls with bases, copas and bowls are outlined in Figure 

5.72. Tabachines alias and Ixtepete ollas both have a central design field, above the mid-section 

of the vessel, and well below the neck. On cloisonne vessels, the interior of the rim is included as 

a design field. The bowls with annular bases generally have a framing line at the rim, some with a 

narrow design field below the framing line. Copas at Tabachines differ from those at Ixtepete. Both 

have two kinds of design fields defined: a slip field and a smudge field. At Ixtepete, the slip design 

fields include 1) a single slip design field, and 2) a framing line at the rim and a lower field. At 

Tabachines, only a single red slip design field is defined. At Tabachines, the bowl. portion of the 

copa is the only smudge design field defined, whereas at Ixtepete, the lower pedestal of the copa 

is defined as well. Bowls are only found at Tabachines, where slip lines divide the design fields into 

either halves or quadrants. The fully slipped vessels have a single interior design field. At 

Tabachlnes, the bateas are given design fields consistent with use. The exteriors are the primary 

design space, although the interior is given a slip bath, or has defined areas on the further edges. 

The design fields are slipped bands across the shorter aspect of the batea. 

2. Design Elements and Application 

Design elements are limited to framing lines, stripes, large polka dots, interwoven curved 

lines, square crosses, x1calcolique, and semicircles filled with dots. On the cloisonne vessels, the 

design elements are more complex, but include the stepped fret, xlcalcolique and a glyph figure. 

Many of the vessels have fragmented information on design elements due to surface deposits or 

fugitive paints. The association of design elements with form and type is shown in Figures 5.73, 

5.74, and 5.75. Particular types have distinct groups of design elements. Application of design 

elements also varies with type. The variability in the kinds of materials used and the treatment of 

the design stage of manufacture is broad. Fugitive white paints, vegetal black paints, negative resist 

painting, smudging, cloisonne and strong white paint are all used In decorating vessels at 
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Tabachines and Ixtepete. Since the materials have been discussed in earlier sections. this section 

will discuss differences in application. 

1. SITE OF TABACHINES 

1.1. OLLAS 

1.1.8. N/R Completo 

The designs are largely fugitive. but traces remaining suggest two approaches: one with 

parallel lines. the other with dots in negative. 

The modes of design application differ. On the vessels with lines. remnant paints include 

a fugitive white painted on after burnishing and a vegetal black used for negative resist and for 

painting sets of parallel lines on the rims. as well as a few general designs. Negative surface 

treatment appears only at Tabachines. and only on alias of the type Negro/Raja Completo. Those 

vessels given the negative resist treatment are more coarsely made than many of the others. and 

are internally similar in rim treatment. color. workmanship and general aesthetic. The negative resist 

forms a much less saturated black than the smudged black. for example. It is thin in color. and 

difficult to detect visually. The tone and texture of the black is similar to the rim lines painted on 

a number of the N/R Completo vessels. The large polka dots over the midsection of the body are 

unique to vessels made with negative resist. Because the negative design field is limited to the 

midsection of the vessel. it would appear that the design is formed by painting the polka dots in 

some ephemeral material. then painting the midsection in a vegetal black paint. 

Although most of the paints used on N/R Completo alias are fugitive. there Is relative care 

in application. The treatment choice for a set of alias seems to be most strongly dependent on 

tomb. That is. the negative polka dots are found primarily in TC4. the vegetal black rim stripes in 

019. and the fugitive white in 018. This is not exclusive. however. 
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1.1.b. Grillo Polychrome 

The designs are often obscured by post-depositional burial deposits or erosion, however, 

the elements are consistent: a central square cross or cross painted in negative, surrounded by 

parallel framing lines around the vessel. The design always appears on the front of the vessel, 

aligned with the appliqued face. 

The designs are applied using a white paint added after burnishing. Most lines are 

somewhat irregular, but show some degree of care and attention to their application. They are less 

irregular than the Ixtepete B/Guinda lines, for example. The small appliqued faces at the rim are 

often sloppily painted. 

1.2. BOWLS WITH ANNULAR BASES 

1.2.1. B/Blcromo 

These two vessels are alike in having a scrolled framing line painted at the rim, with a 

secondary wavy line below it on the body. The white paint, applied post-burnishing, is fugitive. The 

color is thin and faint, though a solid, non-yellow white. 

1.2.b. Inciso Bicromo 

Two incised lines below the rim serve as framing lines. The lines are drawn Irregularity, 

showing little attention to their relationship to the rim. 

1.2.c. Thin Orange 

The upper body design element is composed of two interwoven wavy incised lines made 

up of three strands each. The lower body design elements are repeating sweeping Incised lines of 

several strands each, in one case, and linear, squared scrolls in the other. The incised lines are 

filled with pigment (hematite). 
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1.3. COPAS 

1.3.a. Grillo Black-on-Red 

A single framing line at the rim is accompanied by a formal xicalcollque element on the cup 

body. The design is well painted using a negative technique. The black is somewhat fugitive, 

leaving only parts of the design. Unlike the vegetal black and the smudged black, the surface of 

these designs is not smooth, and does not cover fully. Because the design is rendered in negative, 

the technique is differentiated from the N/Bicromo painted bowls, and the other techniques resulting 

in black decorative elements. 

1.4. BOWLS 

1.4.a. B y N/Blcromo 

These vessels receive sectors of parallel lines. In the bowls with design fields defined as 

halves, a combination of straight lines and a wavy line bisects the vessel. 

These bowls are decorated using a four-step process: 1) the red slip Is applied, 2) the 

vessel is burnished, 3) the white paint is applied, and 4) the vessel is lightly smudged. Both the 

white paint and the smudge are fugitive. Both the white paint and ·smudge· have a rough texture 

which is distinct all of the other cases of the use of black. Only the black paint on the N/Blcromo 

vessels is rough, though clearly a different black. 

1.4.b. N/Blcromo 

The single element Is a xicalcolique which is given a single, circular framing line. The 

design is somewhat coarse in scale, but well rendered. The black is a dark black paint, much 

denser than the B y N, and rougher than the vegetal black or smudged black. It is most likely a 

mineral black paint. This was a complete vessel and could not be sampled. 
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1.5. OTHER 

1.5.a. B/Bicromo 

The bateas are painted with parallel lines across the design field. In one case, repeating 

circles within circles are surrounded by dots are painted across these outer design fields. The white 

on one batea is somewhat grayish. Another has a vegetal black paint, and the others a solid white 

paint. 

2. SITE OF IXTEPETE 

2.1. OLLAS 

2.1.a. B/Guinda 

For the fully slipped vessels, the parallel lines painted at the midsection are not unlike some 

of the Grillo POlychrome applications. When the deSign field is defined as with the Grillo 

Polychrome vessels, however, the design elements include vertically linear forms, one of which 

appears to be a longitudinal section of a conch shell (perhaps Ehecatl), and the other a mixture of 

straight and wavy lines. 

The application of design elements for these vessels is sloppy, and reflects a fast brush 

(Figure 5.76). One vessel, IXTCl-26, reflects the extreme, where the lines are wildly wandering 

around the midsection, even though the quality of the underlying vessel is high. There appear to 

be two white paints being used. one a thick white, and the other a thinner, yellow-white. 

2.1.b. Cloisonne 

The design elements on the three cloisonne vessels are clearly related to aspects of the 

other vessels, but are much more formal. On two, stylized x1calco/iques appear: one linear and 

squared, the other retaining the curvilinear form, but distorted to fill the design space more fully 

(IXTCl-8 and 1-23). Only IXTCl-8 and IXTCl-23 were available for study (Figure 5.n). The other 

vessel has a central glyph figure as the central design element. Framing lines composed of several 
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Figure 5.76. Loose painting style on Ixtepete Blanco/Guinda alias. 
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Figure 5.77. Ixtepete pseudo-cloisonne ollas. 
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parallel lines, both straight and wavy, appear on all of these vessels. Finally, the interior rim appears 

as a design field, and is given a regular array of blocks of color. The rendering of the design on 

these elias is good, and reflects focussed attention on the finishing aspects of the vessel. This is 

different from most of the Tabachines material and the Ixtepete B/Guinda oIlas. 

An examination of both cloisonne oIlas showed that both were made using the same 

technique and the same colors: white, orange, yellow and red. The clay cap placed on the oIla is 

grayish in color. The technique of cloisonne demonstrated with these two Ixtepete oIlas is as 

follows. The three vessels in this collection were whole, and as such, could not be sampled for 

further analysis. First, the already-fired oIla is covered with a cap, a clay mixture which is not like 

any other mixture seen in the assemblage at Tabachines or Ixtepete. Holien (1977:41) has argued 

that this clay mixture is essentially a lacquer, composed of either lime or clay in a water-soluble gum 

vehicle. Next, sections of this cap are excised almost to the level of the bare vessel, leaving behind 

a pattern In negative space. These areas are then filled in with a colored pigment mixture. Colors 

include a reddish pink, yellow, white and orange, and are likely iron-oxide-derived minerals. The 

pigment is not particularly durable, being somewhat soft and friable. However, the level of the 

pigment is below the surface of the ·clay" cap, which should act to protect this soft component. 

This is illustrated in Figure 5.78. 

2.2. COPAS 

2.2.8. Ixtepeta Smudged 

The slip design fields are set up to define and accentuate the smudged designs on these 

vessels (Figure 5.79). They consist of wide framing lines at the rim, repeated cylindrical domes on 

the pedestal of the copa, and in a few cases, wide scrolls or dots. The smudging forms the second 

part of the design. Framing elements found near the rim include sets of parallel lines, or s's, or 

semicircular and quadrangular forms filled with dots. The primary body elements are a xica/co/ique 
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Figure 5.78. Pseudo-cioisonne surface (cross section). 
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Figure 5.79. Smudged (black) designs on red-an-cream base design. Ixtepete 
Smudged copas. 
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and quadrangular forms filled with dots. The primary pedestal elements are a square cross, a 

semicircle filled with dots, and a dome surrounded by a line and a toothed line. The xlcalcolique 

is a prevalent element, and never appears on the pedestal, only on the body. The semicircular and 

quadrangular forms filled with dots are unique to the Ixtepete Smudged copas. 

In terms of design planning and execution, the Ixtepete Smudged vessels and the Cloisonne 

are clearly the best executed vessels of the assemblage at Tabachines or Ixtepete. The Ixtepete 

Smudged vessels reflect clean edges on slipped lines and areas as well as smudged edges. The 

smudged surface Is smooth In texture. The smudging is somewhat irregular on all of the vessels, 

suggesting that there was some lack of mastery of the technique. The level of black achieved on 

at least some fraction of the vessel is orders of magnitude darker than any other black in the 

Tabachines assemblage. Unfortunately. the smudge Is dark on some parts of the vessels and light 

on others. 

Discussion of design layout and design elements at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete. 

The rules of design field definition follow different patterns than those of design elements 

or design application. While form most strongly dictates the definition of design fields (oIlas vs. 

copa vs. bowl), the application and use of design elements Is more specific to particular types, 

which are again more sensitive to particular tomb groups. Thus, while Tabachines and Ixtepete look 

very similar in terms of designated design fields, they look very different in view of the use and 

distribution of design elements and their application. The squared cross occurs regularly on the 

Grillo Polychrome oIlas at Tabachines, but is only seen on one oIla at Ixtepete. The xlcalcollque, 

so prevalent on Ixtepete Smudged copas, is found on Grillo Black-on-Red copas and N/Blcromo 

bowls, both minor elements in the assemblage. The wide variety of decorative techniques seen at 

Tabachines (white paint, vegetal black paint, minerai black paint. fugitive white paint, incising, 

incising-and-pigment-filling and smudging) is limited to white paint, cloisonne and smudging at 
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Ixtepete. The correlation between the type of decorative technique and specific tomb is an important 

aspect of variability. 

The box tomb vessels at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete were fired in an oxidizing atmosphere. 

The vessels are well-fired, which is reflected in the relatively high pitch of the vessel when tapped. 

In those vessels that were sampled, the cross-section shows either complete oxidation, reflected 

in a light tan or orangish paste, or Incomplete oxidation, reflected In a thin grayish core. Many are 

completely oxidized. None are reduced. 

Innovation in firing during this phase is characterized by changes in surface character. 

Although none of the vessels are exposed to a fully reducing environment during firing, there is 

experimentation with smudging. Thus, instead of being fully blackened vessels, the box tomb 

smudged vessels have blackened designs deposited over top of red or red and cream bases. The 

result is, in some cases, a spectacular layered effect of much higher design complexity: a solid, 

dark black over top of a red or red and cream design. Smudging Is present at Ixtepete (Ixtpete 

Smudged). The Ixtepete Smudged vessels achieve a much blacker black any other technique of 

blackening used at Tabachines or Ixtepete. However, at Ixtepete, a full black is only achieved on 

parts of the vessel, leaving a somewhat Irregular smudge design. These smudged vessels form 

almost 50% of the Ixtepete assemblage. All of the vessels are copas. 

Smudging Is a two-step firing process. It entails a second firing process, generally at a 

lower temperature than the primary firing. The first firing is done in oxidation, leaving a base red 

and cream design. The vessel is then given a painted design. This layer protects design areas of 

the vessel during the smudging. The vessel Is then subjected to a smoky fire which deposits carbon 

on the surface of the non-protected parts of the vessel. The result Is a red and cream base design 

that appears in negative relative to a smudged black design. 
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Use (prior to interment) 

The majority of the vessels in the box tombs show no evidence for use-wear. This is not 

surprising, since this is an assemblage dominated by miniatures. Only the full-size vessels show 

evidence of wear. The Interior of the bateas, where food would be processed or served, 

consistently show signs of use-wear: erosion of the slip layer and erosion of the burnished layer. 

The two full-size molcajetes both show evidence for use-wear, though primarily on the base of the 

feet. Only the types Inciso Rojo Embutido and Thin Orange, of a size to be used in dally activities, 

show no sign of active use. Full-size vessels are found only at Tabachlnes, not at Ixtepete. 

Reuse (prior to Interment) 

None of the vessels at Ixtepete are reused, while only a few at Tabachines show evidence 

for reuse. At Tabachlnes, the two reuse activities include reworking of a large oIla sherd, and 

curation of a figurine fragment. The oIla was a utilitarian vessel that had broken. The large bottom 

sherd was then reworked to form a batea. The edges were smoothed and shaped, unlike the 

fragments used in the earlier shaft tombs. The curated face fragment is not unlike the faces that 

appear on the Grillo Polychrome oIlas, however, it is somewhat larger. It is brownish-black in color, 

as if it had been reduced, if only locally. It was clearly broken off of a figurine body or a vessel. 

5.4. CLASSIC PERIOD TOMBS AT ESTANZUELA (core region) 

5.4.1. PRODUCTION 

The vessels from Estanzuela, as stated earlier, were collected by Lumholtz (1902), and are 

curated at the American Museum of Natural History In New York City. Observations were limited 

to general optical techniques due to the natura of the collection. Lumholtz, in describing the vessels 

from Estanzuela, comments that: 



• ... the ware is thick. moderately fine grain. and of a brick-red color. The largest 
decorated jar is 8 inches [20 cm] high. Those that are not decorated are smaller. 
from two to four inches [5 - 10 cm] high. are largely cup-shaped. Several of the 
decorated pieces show distinct evidence of having been made in two sections of 
about equal size, horizontally. and these were afterward fastened together (1902: 
462)." 
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From this discussion, one can infer that an Iron-rich, fine-paste clay was used In manufacturing 

these vessels. and that the vessels were made In some sort of a mold (Figure 5.80). A number of 

the oIlas have small human faces affixed to the rim as tabs (Figure 5.81); these are similar to the 

larger pseudo-cloisonne oIlas with figurative designs. The Estanzuela vessels include oIlas and 

copas, the majority of which are miniatures. Finally. for later reference. I mention here the presence 

of a single miniature oIla which is so distinctly like the class of vessels from the l><tepete burial, and 

so distinctly different than all of the other vessels In the Estanzuela collection that it suggests a 

direct exchange between the two sites (Figure 5.81). This could be due to a number of factors: 

kin groups, political affiliation or eXChange, to name a few. 

Forming 

Vessels in the Estanzuela collection were more closely studied to determine the 

manufacturing process. No destructive testing was carried out, thus observations were limited to 

aspects of manufacturing apart from materials acquisition and processing. The results Indicate a 

well organized production sequence using molds. 

Evidence for mold production is strong in the Estanzuela material. Ollas are made by 

joining two hemispherical bowls (mold-made) at their rims, then adding a neck. The central join is 

made by applying wet clay to the surface and 'merging' the two halves, rather than adding a 

reinforcing coil on the interior. The interiors of the oIlas are regular, showing little evidence of 

working. consistent with efficient mold manufacture. The frequency of fracture along the 

circumferential join Is surprisingly high, implying that the vessels were put together rapidly, and not 

for purposes of prolonged use (Figure 5.80). There is no evidence for use-wear on the vessels in 



Figure 5.80. Mid-section fracture of Estanzuela pseudo-cloisonne olla 
(AMNH 30-5887, 30-5888). 
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Figure 5.81. Estanzuela pseudo-cloisonne "codical" alia (right: AMNH 30-5894) 
and Ixtepete Blanco/Guinda alia (left: AMNH 30-5925). 
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the collection. The copas are made by joining a hemispherical bowl (mold-made) to a collared 

base. The bowls are rarely affIXed symmetrically to the base, suggesting a certain lack of attention 

or rapidity of action in manufacturing the vessels (Figure 5.82). The similarity In proportion between 

the copas and the upper half of the oIlas reflects a similarity In the processes of manufacture, and 

gives more substance to the argument that the production of copas and ollas are linked (Figure 

5.82). 

Production sequences can be seen as follows: 

1. oIla: Two hemispheres are formed using molds. The upper hemisphere Is manipulated, 
and a neck and rim are added. The vessel halves are then joined. 

2. copa: One hemisphere Is formed using a mold. The hemisphere Is then joined to a collar 
or neck. 

The rims of both the alias and copas are finished similarly. For most of the vessels (the 

large retumed-rlm pseudo-clolsonne vessels with the face-tabs excepted), the rims are simply 

finished, and are not given the more complex retumed rim so common at Tabachlnes and Ixtepete. 

The copas and ollas form a stylistically consistent set; that is, the copas reflect the same aesthetic 

as the copas, and appear to have been produced In the same manner. Although the general 

surface treatment varies, the formal elements of production are consistent for both copas and oIlas, 

whether they are pseudo-clolsonne or smudged. This is illustrated in Figure 5.82. 

Application of Design and Design Elements 

Estanzuela vessels are regulated by a restricted set of design rules (Figure 5.83). The oIlas 

have two configurations: 1} a central design field, and 2} a central field topped by a narrower field 

running to the neck. There are bands below the neck and just above the base defining the central 

region of the vessel. This central design field generally contains more complex Iconographic 

Information - in the case of some of those rendered In pseudo-cloisonne, series of s, and In those 

less ornately realized, a limited collection of iconographic elements. The copas have a single 
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Figure 5.82. Copa-olla complex: pseudo-cloisonne (left: AMNH 30-5882 and 
30-5863) and negative-resist (right: AMNH 30-5924 and 30-5948) 
pairs. 
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configuration: one design field on the upper hemisphere separated by the vessel neck from the 

other design field on the lower collar. It appears that there Is no particular design hierarchy, as 

particular elements are present in both of the copa fields. 

It has been argued (Hollen 19n: 185) that the consistent and widespread use of particular 

iconographic features through time and space renders them so laden with multiple meanings as to 

make them useless for questioning specffic symbolic content. I will argue that the regular 

application of particular iconographic elements in well defined design fields of these ·speclal" 

ceramics reflects a regularity in their application, and thus establishes an understood meaning within 

that context. Therefore, it seems premature to dismiss an iconographic analyses without 

considering it systemically. Weigand has argued (1992b) that the iconographic elements present 

on at least the oIlas are symbol sets communicating codical information not unlike the glyph 

systems found elsewhere in Mesoamerica. If this is the case, the contents and associations of these 

elements should be carefully considered. 

Design elements found on Estanzuela vessels were divided into pseudo-cloisonne (which 

includes a full-color palette as well as simply white investment) and negative, or resist techniques 

(Figure 5.82). The layout of the design fields is the same, but the rendering of the design is 

dependent on the technique used. More curvilinear lines are present and the designs seem less 

graphically balanced when resist techniques are used. The analysis is made difficult by the 

ephemeral nature of many of the resist designs. Nonetheless, there is sufficient evidence supporting 

an argument for parallel treatment of design between these two techniques (Figure 5.83). 

Design elements for Estanzuela oIlas and copas are outlined in Figure 5.83. The 

preponderance of two elements, a particular form of the xicalcoliuhque and the squared cross, is 

of note. They appear to Interchangeably share particular design spaces, and as such may be 

relevant as a shared pair of symbols. In the case of one particular vessel, there is a fourfold design 
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symmetry based on two squared crosses inside open circles which oppose two "glyph" symbols 

inside open circles, implying some sort of equivalence In their ascribed meaning. Further, as 

presented earlier, this symbol appears Inside a highly stylized copa from Tizapan EI Alto (Meighan 

and Foote 1968:194). Although somewhat later in time (AD 1000 -1200), it is relevant as a analogy. 

In that case, the symbol reads more easily: a sun is above the horizon line, and the cross inside 

the open circle is below the horizon line, strongly suggesting that there Is some connection between 

death and the underworld, and the symbol. In other examples, neither the clear rendering of a 

serpent on the interior of a pseudo-cloisonne copa, nor the remnant of a plumed serpent rendered 

In resist as a stylized element can be dismissed as simply design. I suggest that this relationship 

between a squared cross and the xicalcoliuhque Is real, and of some relevance, and also, that there 

is a special relationship of these elements with mortuary materials. 

Discussion of production at Estanzuela 

Thus, In terms of production, the Estanzuela material forms a class apart from the ceramics 

at Ixtepete or Tabachlnes. The forms are similar, and the Iconographic elements are shared to 

some extent, but the methods of manufacture, as well as the range of iconographic information 

portrayed is significantly different. 

Although the analysis of the Estanzuela material is limited to manufacture due to the lack 

of contextual Information and the inability to sample the vessels, substantial Insight into differences 

in production between the core and periphery can be made. I have outlined some of these 

differences above, and will return to this discussion In later sections of this work. 

What follows is a general discussion of the tomb by tomb variability at the site of 

Tabachines in both the shaft tombs and the box tombs. A central issue, particularly for the box 

tomb material, is the issue of specialization. From this point of view, cases will be given to support 

arguments for different modes of production and use during the two time periods. Once these 
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questions have been addressed, it will be possible to return to the question of change In ceramic 

mortuary technology as an integrated question of technological change, not just technical change. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION OF CERAMIC MORTUARY TECHNIQUES 

This chapter will investigate the range of behaviors associated with the production, 

distribution, and use of mortuary goods at Tabachines, Ixtepete, and to some extent Estanzuela. 

Variability in technology with respect to group and type is assessed at each of the three sites: 

Tabachines, Ixtepete, and Estanzuela. In each case, the discussion is extended to look at the 

organization of production, distribution, and use. Specific issues regarding the copa-oIla complex 

and the relationship between technological activities in the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of 

Atemajac will be explored to elucidate regional variability in mortuary technology. 

It will become clear that the formal modes of mortuary technology 1) change 

discontinuously at the site of Tabachines between the late Formative and the Classic period, and 

2) change differently between the late Formative and the Classic periods (i.e. shaft tombs versus 

box tombs) at each of these three sites. For example, differences in the organization of production 

of box tomb vessels at Tabachines, Ixtepete, and Estanzuela are demonstrated through visual 

comparison, technical analysis. and a metric analysis. In the Valley of Atemajac. group is the most 

important variable in assessing technological behaviors in the shaft tomb material, while type and 

tomb association proves to be more important with the box tomb material. This difference reflects 

important changes in the organization of production, distribution, and use at the site, and indicates 

that important social and ideational changes are occurring. 

6.1. Shaft Tombs 

The activities involved in production include materials acquisition and preparation, design 

and forming. surface treatment and decoration, and firing. The shaft tomb materials are distinct in 

their individuality. Each vessel reflects the individual potter who made it: the Colorines vessels with 

large, swiftly-made oIlas, the Tabachines vessels with fine coiling and burnishing, the Arroyo Seco 
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vessels with regular forms and lustrous slips, and the other irregular offerings, including sculptural 

figures, miniatures, and fine beads with individual forms and styles. Each group (Colorines, 

Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco) is well-defined in terms of production activities, but the range of 

acceptable variation (innovation) within a particular group Is extensive. The level of craftmanship 

coupled with the level of individual innovation in form and process is consistent with a population 

of artists, not simply artisans. 

6.1.1. Rules of production. 

The combination of the materials used and HOW they are used is at the core of 

technological activity. As detailed in the previous chapter, there are a variety of approaches to the 

production, distribution, and use of pottery at Tabachines. Choices in the formulation of a vessel 

can be assessed using both formal and aesthetic attributes. This assumes that the active players 

in the production and use of pottery are motivated by not only technical and social constraints, but 

also by an aesthetic desire. Patterns of use (by group) reflect a range of behaviors. 

The material from Tabachines is clearly differentiable aesthetically. Color, form, and texture 

all work together in defining a Tabachines vessel. For example, for the group Tabachines, the clay 

is fine-grained and light in color; the surface retains traces of fine coils and careful burnishing; the 

forms are organic, where the profiles move freely, reflecting the hand of the maker. The producer 

of the vessel metamorphosizes raw clay into a culturally meaningful artifact, albeit for utilitarian. 

decorative, or symbolic purposes and any combination thereof. The rules of production for the 

group CoIorines are distinct from Tabachines, Arroyo Seco, or the miscellaneous figurines, 

miniatures or beads. 

Colorines 

The RIC Ollas are characterized by full forms, deftly built (although some are far coarser 

than others), with rapidly rendered linear designs painted in a matte purplish paint. The paste is 
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coarse, limiting drying shrinkage and slumping. The skill of the potter is evident from the limited 

number and sureness of the forming marks. The vessels are not overworked, rather, they are made 

with little wasted energy and an experienced hand. There is significant variation in the details of the 

forming process and the quality of the forming process from vessel to vessel. Consistently, 

however, the oIlas are formed in three parts: the base is formed and scraped, then the upper body 

is added and coarsely scraped in place. The neck is added as the final element. There is 

significant variation in the details of how the joins are made, or how the interior is scraped, however, 

the basic rules remain the same. The frequent lack of symmetry of linear designs coupled with paint 

drips and paint of poor quality indicates that the rendering of the decoration is not essential to the 

vessel -- rather its presence is the critical element. More than any other group, Colorines vessels 

are given a painted design, which is most frequently embedded triangles. All of the vessels are fired 

under oxidizing conditions, although there is significant variability in the degree of incomplete 

oxidation seen in the core of the sherd. 

Likewise, the Lineas Multiples tripod vessels show rapid manipulation of the wet clay and 

minimal attention to the finishing of the form. The vessels show little trace of overall forming 

technique, other than a few coils in the upper body, due to the sure coarse-scraping on both the 

interior and exterior of the vessels. They are consistently thicker than the RIC alias. The use of 

labor-saving tools for painting (multiple parallel lines) is unique to Lineas Multiples. All of the vessels 

were fully oxidized during firing. The other types: Raja-Cafe Burdo, Raja Burdo, and Raja Cortado, 

each are aesthetically unique in either form, surface treatment, or design elements. Their numbers 

make it difficult to relate anything more than general comparisons. In general, the forming and 

decorative techniques are similar to those active in producing Colorines vessels. Across the board, 

the lack of attention to detail or finishing is not surprising for a group of utilitarian vessels. 

The variation in techniques of production could be rooted in several types of phenomena: 

1) that there is a large number of these vessels being produced, and this sample reflects only a 
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small fraction of those made; thus for such a large sample size, the variation should be greater, 2) 

that Calorines vessels are produced at the household level for household consumption; thus one 

should expect variation in the range of techniques and designs employed from house to house, or 

family to family, or 3) that the time depth of the tombs is significant in reflecting changes in 

production technology; with non-specialist household production, the variation could be significant 

over generations. Until further archaeological data is available for the region, however, these 

distinctions are best put forward as hypothetical. 

Tabachines 

Tabachines types Crema Simple, Negro, and Rojo Crema form a consistent set of forms 

including ollas, bowls, and jars, differing only in surface decoration. They are characterized by 

graceful, organic forms made by joining thin coils, then scraping the interior. Several, especially 

the bowls, were made using the interior of a gourd as the support for the vessel; this explains the 

organic nature of the forms, derived from a likely duality of gourds and ceramics as containers. The 

clay is a fine paste -- sufficiently plastic to allow forming of thin-walled vessels, but sufficiently stiff 

to deter slumping. The slips are distinct from the Colorines materials, but reflect variability in 

texture. All are well-burnished. Even broad slip~esigns painted onto the vessels are burnished, 

smearing the designs, emphasizing the importance of a smoothed surface for Tabachines vessels. 

Designs, rendered in an orange-red slip, are geometric in nature and include parallel vertical lines, 

cross-hatched running designs, triangles, and xica/co/iques. In the bowls, squares and Greek 

crosses are present as single elements in negative. The realization of the design is more careful 

and more graphically balanced than with the Colorines vessels, and some aspects of the design 

elements are shared with the Calorines vessels (embedded triangles and arches in negative). Most 

Tabachines vessels were fired in oxidizing conditions and are incompletely oxidized. The Negro, 

and to some extent, Crema Simple types reflect experimentation with reduction firing, most often 
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with limited success. Given the lack of black paint in the shaft tomb assemblage at Tabachines, it 

may be that reduction firing provided a means of producing black vessels consistent with types 

being produced to the East, in Los Altos and Chupicuaro. 

The Tabachines vessels show a high level of workmanship. The finely coiled, thin vessels 

show an amazing range of organic forms, some with exceptional aesthetic results. Others are 

coarser and thicker, but are consistent with the general rules of manufacture. In all, the makers of 

the Tabachines vessels, using a series of techniques significantly different than the makers of the 

Colorines vessels, and employing a slightly different group of design elements to mark the vessels, 

are clearly different than the skilled makers of the Colorines vessels. The Tabachines potters, given 

the individuality of their work, and the level of their skill, were artists. They mayor may not be 

specialists. Stylistically, their work is similar to the blackware present in the Chupicuaro burials to 

the east. The forms and the thin-coiled, burnished vessels are too similar to dismiss as 

independent. Further, the experimentation with reduction firing of the Tabachines vessels at 

Tabachines suggests that they were trying to attain the quality and regularity of mortuary blackware 

such as that produced at Chupicuaro. We know from petrographic data that the Tabachines Negro . 

vessels were, however, locally produced at Tabachines. 

Arroyo Seco 

The Arroyo Seco vessels, composed of oIlas and bowls. are dominated by a robust solidity. 

The forms are solid and regular, and are significantly thicker that the Tabachines vessels. There is 

regular evidence that these vessels are built up from thick coils; the frequent addition of a 

thickening rim coil adds substance to the form. One unique form is the oval bowl, formed by 

pinching at the ends (this is consistent with types from Chupicuaro). The paste varies, but is fairly 

fine with sufficient plasticity to allow easy manipulation of the form (e.g., pinching). The surface has 

a thick red slip which has a high luster. This is due to a combination of burnishing and the 
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sinterability of the slip. Few are decorated, but the design elements present include wavy lines and 

interior squares in negative (as seen in the Tabachines Roja Crema bowls). The vessels are hard, 

and well fired in an oxidizing environment. 

These vessels show a regularity of form which reflects a skilled hand. The technique of 

manufacture, the intensity and luster of the slip, and the limited design repertoire separate this group 

from the Colorines and Tabachines vessels. As a set, they show more consistency in production 

technique than the other two groups. They are strikingly similar in form and surface treatment to 

vessels from Chupicuaro, most particularly the unique ovoid-pinched bowls. These same ovoid

pinched bowls appear in Teotihuacan in the Teotihuacan I, or Tzacualli phase (0 - A.D. 150) (Rattray 

1992:8). Ovoid-pinched bowls appear in the Valley of Atemajac between 200 B.C to A.D. 300. Also 

notable is their similarity to "utilitarian" household serving vessels on display at Teotihuacan's on-site 

museum. 

Other 

This group is diverse, including figurines, beads, miniatures, ear spools, ocarinas, and clay 

stamps. The beads and miniatures are most like the Tabachines material, based on a thin coiling 

technique and dominated by black, reduced surfaces. The figurines include a range of styles, 

including the Lake Magdalena Ameca and San Juanita styles. These are hand-modelled piecewise, 

with the addition of elements such as clothing and other appliqued components. Design elements 

which appear on figurines include embedded triangles as clothing decoration (as with Colorines 

oIlas), and an angular spiral on the navel on one figurine. The ocarina is a small, carefully modelled 

piece with a Slip consistent with the Arroyo Seco vessels. The clay stamps are unique, but are 

consistent with serpent designs on other Mesoamerican clay stamps (Field 1974). They are clay 

cylinders with a hole through the center and a design which had been carved into the surface while 

the clay was wet. 
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It is probable that these items reflect the "special" production of ceramic mortuary offerings. 

The figurines clearly fall within this category, whereas the miniatures, beads, and ocarina may have 

served some active use before interment. In this assemblage, these are all unique items, with the 

exception of the miniature black alias, which form a pair. 

Unique vessels or fragments that appeared at Tabachines include a large fragment of a bowl 

done in a parallel-lined negative-resist, which is consistent with bowls from Los Altos, and a few 

small alias. The forms and treatment suggest a different source. 

6.1.2. Rules of distribution and use (prior to interment). 

Distribution, use, and reuse form the body of use-activities. The groups Colorines, 

Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco all appear to be locally produced based on petrographic analysis. 

The pastes cross-cut groups, with the same paste appearing in Colorines, Tabachines, and Arroyo 

Seco vessels. Non-specific selection of raw materials for particular types of vessels negates a 

model of special resource acquisition for groups of distinct manufacturing techniques. 

Patterns of use and reuse reflect a multiplicity of roles of the vessels at Tabachines (Figure 

5.42): Colorines vessels were heavily used in life before appearing as offerings; Tabachines vessels 

sometimes show signs of wear; Arroyo Seco vessels more infrequently show signs of use; the 

figurines, miniatures, and beads rarely show signs of active use. 

CoIorines 

Most of the RIC oIlas show signs of use consistent with utilitarian needs before their final 

role as offerings: pedestalled grains, worn bases and discoloration being primary. The presence 

of fragments (tepa/cates) large enough to contain food offerings, broken vessels, and whole vessels 

indicates the multiplicity of roles these vessels play in the burial assemblage: offerings, curated 

offerings, and containers. 
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As with the RIC Ollas, the other vessels show signs of use. Unique to the Lineas Multiples 

tripod vessels is the preferential growth of manganese patinas on the legs and tops of vessels, 

consistent with a model of these vessel-offerings as containers for food. 

Colorines vessels are produced for utilitarian purposes, not for mortuary use specifically. 

Colorines vessels appear in every shaft tomb, and most often as whole vessel offerings. These may 

have contained food, but without a residue analysis, this cannot be known. It is likely, however, due 

to their consistent distribution, that they serve a constant purpose for all Tabachines burials. The 

fact that they end up in mortuary context as offerings or containers for food offerings after active 

use is important; it is understood that the olia or bowl serves the same purpose in life as it does 

in death's journey to the underworld of Mixtlan. Thus there is a continuity in beliefs about the role 

of ceramic offerings between the here-and-now and the journey after death. The rules for 

production for these vessels are more likely lodged in the expected performance, both technical and 

social, of a tool -- the cooking pot, or the storage alia -- as it can be assumed that many more 

Calorines vessels are produced for life-use than for those sent along with the dead. Also, if we 

examine the distribution of ceramic groups through time (based on associated obsidian hydration 

dates as shown in Figure 6.1), it is apparent that the presence of the group Colorines as an element 

of the mortuary assemblage is "long-lived,· appearing for potentially 600 years or more. 

Tabachines 

Tabachines vessels show considerably less evidence for active use than the utilitarian 

Colorines wares. Even when there is evidence for use, it is at Significantly less aggressive levels 

than those seen on the CoIorines vessels. Primary types of use identified include wear and 

residues. Of the Tabachines types, Crema Simple alias are more likely to show use - either interior 

wear or residues. Unlike Colorines or Arroyo Seco vessels, Tabachines vessels show signs of repair 

during life using holes drilled on opposing sides of the break. Two of the bowls appear as complete 
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repaired bowls, the other two as only fragments. This suggests that these vessels were valued 1) 

enough to be fixed, as opposed to being reused within another context, and 2) enough to be 

curated as an incomplete offering. 

The vessels show some evidence for use, although probably not in aggressive daily 

household use. Tabachines vessels do not occur in all of the tombs (40%), and are predominant 

in the higher status, or more richly endowed tombs (Figure 5.12). Because these same tombs are 

consistently older (based on obsidian hydration dates (Figure 6.1)), this variation might also be a 

temporal one. 

Arroyo Seco 

Very few Arroyo Seco vessels show evidence for use, which is primarily wear, when present. 

The slips are hard and dense, which may be one reason for the lack of use traces; on the other 

hand, they may not have been heavily used. Fragments of Arroyo Seco vessels are found in two 

of the tombs: one large and one small. They may have been curated offerings or containers for 

food offerings. 

Arroyo Seco vessels appear in many tombs (60%), always in connection with Colorines 

vessels, but rarely in connection with Tabachines vessels. Arroyo Seco vessels appear in small 

numbers along with Tabachines vessels in the earlier, status tombs. More consistently, Arroyo Seco 

vessels appear alongside Colorines vessels in the later tombs with fewer offerings. 

Other 

Almost none of the objects of this class show signs of use, only limited exterior wear on 

figurine feet, which may have come from post-excavation handling. This reflects the view that these 

items were made specifically for burial purposes. The vessel fragments which appear in this group 

are curated fragments from elsewhere. One figurine fragment appears in tomb 8. 
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These offerings appear almost exclusively in the earlier, status tombs. The exception, tomb 

2, includes the vessel fragment from Los Altos. The small number of these special offerings 

suggests that they must have come from elsewhere. Indeed, the figurines are stylistically aligned 

with the Lake Magdalena core region. 

One hypothesis providing an explanation for the relationship between the temporal variation 

in tomb offerings and the variation in type across tombs is: the older tombs are most regularly the 

higher status tombs, having more Tabachines ceramic offerings than Arroyo Seco offerings, but also 

having more "special" offerings including figurines, beads, shell, and miniatures. If we look for 

comparable ceramic types outside of the West Mexican core, we see the regular appearance of 

burnished blackwares similar to Tabachines Negro in Los Altos and Chupicuaro. Chupicuaro burials 

are extended supine burials, just as those in West Mexico. It is conceivable that the early influence 

from the East (Los Altos and Chupicuaro), voiced in the Tabachines ceramics, diminishes through 

time, and is replaced by other influences. In time, however, the Tabachines vessels are dominated 

by Arroyo Seco vessels at the site of Tabachines. The replacement of blackware (Tabachines) by 

red-an-buff or redware (Arroyo Seco) is not seen at Chupicuaro, where both are voiced 

simultaneously in early and late phases (Porter 1956: 570). What is problematic is the lack of dates 

from Chupicuaro in assessing temporal congruity. At Tabachines, there are no figurines in these 

later, less elaborate tombs, yet the burials are still extended supine in shaft tombs. Likewise, the 

richness and attention to quantities of burial goods diminishes through time, indicating the 

beginnings of a change in burial behavior. This is consistent with changes in the core region of 

West Mexico at the end of the Ahualulco phase. 

6.1.3. Organization of shaft tomb technology 

In the shaft tomb period, the strongest variable dominating production and distribution 

behavior is the ceramic group. An earlier chapter showed that the entire range of activities, from 
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distribution of artifacts across tombs, to the design and firing of the ceramic object, is strongly 

correlated with the ceramic group (Le. Colo rines, Tabachines, Arroyo Seco, or "other"). The 

variability in ceramic distribution and production does not depend on its location in one tomb as 

opposed to any other tomb. Thus, it is at best weakly correlated with the tomb distribution. 

The distribution of paste types across tombs is more strongly correlated with ceramic group 

than with tomb. Although the ceramic paste types do not correspond strongly with either ceramic 

group or tomb, there is evidence to support a mild correspondence with ceramic group. For 

instance, the group Colorines was shown to have larger coarse grains and poor sorting relative to 

the groups Tabachines and Arroyo Seco, supporting a model of differential material selection. The 

selection of exclusively white clay for the Tabachines Crema Simple vessels is another case where 

materials are selected specifically for the demands of a particular group. 

Form and design are clearly defined by group. The aesthetic of forms is regulated to some 

extent by the technique of manufacture (Le., thin coils will result in a wall with some motion, while 

thick coils followed by scraping result in a much more static wall). On the other hand, the range 

of forms appearing in Colorines vessels differs from those of Tabachines and Arroyo Seco. 

Colorines, a utilitarian group, is dominated by ollas and tripod bowls, consistent with design 

constraints necessary for using vessels for storage and cooking. The Tabachines and Arroyo Seco 

vessels, on the other hand, are dominated by other forms. Oblong ollas, wide bowls, squared 

bowls, and small tecomates (bowls with incurving sides) are all present in the Tabachines and 

Arroyo Seco groups. 011 as appear in all groups, but are voiced differently. Indeed, Tabachines and 

Arroyo Seco bowls have individual aesthetics. 

The technique of manufacture is strongly dependent on group. That is, as was clearly 

demonstrated in Chapter 5, the method of making a Colorines vessel is distinct from a Tabachines 

vessel, which is in turn distinct from an Arroyo Seco vessel. The groups are so strongly 

differentiated that it is unquestionable that the makers of these groups are different. The variability 
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in forms and the individuality of the forms within one a given ceramic group suggests that large 

numbers of these vessels were NOT being made. The standardization one would expect from the 

production of a large number of vessels is not seen in this assemblage. The skill involved in making 

the Tabachines vessels, Arroyo Seco vessels, and the figurines is significant; however, based on the 

small numbers being produced on a local level, it is more likely that these vessels are products of 

(at best) part-time specialists. Based on evidence for use, it would appear that the Colorines, 

Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco vessels were not primarily made for burial use, rather, they appeared 

in burial context after some use in life. The Colorines vessels, more than any other group reflect 

this distinction. Thus, for these groups, we are not talking about ·special" production explicitly for 

mortuary use. 

Methods for surface treatment are strongly dependent on group. For example, the slips and 

paints used for the Colorines, Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco vessels differ. Although there is some 

variability within each type, the slips from Colorines are easily differentiable from the Tabachines or 

Arroyo Seco slips by color and thickness. The application of slips, burnishing, and the creation of 

design fields also differs for each group. For example, the Colorines ollas are slipped, and then 

designs are haphazardly painted onto the vessel with little concern for the balance or cleanliness 

of brushstrokes. Colorines vessels are never burnished. The design fields for Colorines ollas differ 

from both Tabachines and Arroyo Seco ollas, which differ from each other. Tabachines vessels, on 

the other hand, are always highly burnished, even to the extent that slip deSigns are smeared. 

There is significant attention to the treatment of the surface. Arroyo Seco vessels are also always 

burnished. 

The design elements themselves are distinguishable by type, but show more overlap 

between types than the other techniques covered above. For example, the Colorines 011 as are 

dominated by embedded triangular elements and crossed lines. One Tabachines vessel has a 

modified embedded triangular element, while another has crossed line elements. A single figurine 
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has these embedded triangles painted on the body. One Colorines olla has a design element that 

resembles arches in negative. This is present as both curved and squared arches in both 

Tabachines and Arroyo Seco vessels. Elements, in negative, on the interiors of both Tabachines 

and Arroyo Seco bowls are unique. These elements include squares and a Greek cross. 

That this group of design elements cross-cut types suggests that there are some shared 

symbol sets among the people producing and using the shaft tomb vessels (Le., a symbolic 

reservoir). Also interesting is the presence of a closed set of designs on the interior and one 

exterior of a few Tabachines and Arroyo Seco vessels. Closer examination shows that these 

particular vessels show no signs of active wear before burial; one, however, is an incomplete 

fragment with repair holes, possibly curated. This suggests that the vessels played a physically 

inactive role in life before burial, but that they were important enough to be repaired and curated 

for burial. Further, these elements have potential connectedness to a symbol set which corresponds 

to more abstract issues of life and death. They include squares in a red field, a Greek cross in a 

red field, and a cross surrounded by short lines, based on a four-fold symnletry. I have argued in 

Chapter 3 for the association of the Greek cross with iconography associated with the Venus cycle 

and death. Likewise, knowing what we do about Mesoamerican beliefs about the four directions 

of the universe, it seems reasonable to consider that these squares and crosses are symbols 

selected especially to mark these bowls for special use. Xicalcoliques, so common as stylized 

elements across Mesoamerica, appear on two vessels only: one, on the exterior of one of the 

Tabachines bowls with a negative square on the interior, and the other on the outside of a Ameca 

style figurine. Given the rarity of its appearance in this assemblage, and its association only with 

special vessels (one curated, and the other a figurine), it is possible that this symbol is making an 

early appearance in a context meaningful to life/death issues, as distinct from a decorative context, 

in West Mexico. All of these hypotheses are subject to testing in larger assemblages, and are only 

proposed here to initiate questions about mortuary symbol sets. 
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There is strong evidence that the mode of firing is related to type. Again, this is an artifact 

of the type definition. While the Colorines and Arroyo Seco vessels are fired in an oxidizing 

environment, it is clear that reduction firing and black-surfaced vessels are important to the makers 

of the Tabachines Negro vessels, as well as the miniature alias and beads found in the high-status 

tombs. 

Ceramic groups are distributed across tombs in a way that reflects burial use. Colorines 

vessels, which may serve as vessels to hold food, or as vessels for use in the journey after death, 

appear in all tombs, whereas the distribution of Tabachines vessels and Arroyo Seco vessels seems 

more dependent on either time or the relative status of the tomb (as discussed in section 6.2.1. 

Tabachines). The distribution of "other" artifacts, namely figurines and beads is strongly correlated 

with the high status tombs. This indicates that status is important in determining the distribution of 

groups across tombs. Other than the case of n 4, where there are three unique vessels for the 

assemblage together in one tomb to the exclusion of any other offerings, all other tombs contain 

a mixture of the ceramic groups present at Tabachines. 

The mode of production for figurines and beads points towards "special" production of 

figurines for mortuary use. Unlike the other vessels, these offerings never show signs of active use, 

indicating that they are made solely for burial. Indeed, they have only been found in burial context 

to date. The fact that they appear in small numbers, while reflecting a high level of skill on the part 

of the artist producing them (especially true for the Ameca style figurines), suggests that there were 

certain individuals who made burial figurines for mortuary events. Given the range of variability 

seen, especially in the enormous collections of figurines from the core region, it would appear that 

production had not reached a level where there was extensive standardization of form. Rather, the 

only "standardized" figurines are the figurines that appear as matched male/female pairs (cf. 

Weigand 1974). Thus, the view that there are various ·schools· of figurine production that were 

based on location (Le., San Juanita, Ameca, San Sebastian, etc.), may not be so far from the truth. 
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Figurines may have been produced by a few artists within a particular locale explicitly for burial use. 

The multiplicity of figurine styles and "other" offerings found within tombs such as TI8 points 

towards a multiplicity of sources for these figurines. Thus, one artist is not producing figurines for 

the burial of a particular individual. Rather, they are procured from mUltiple sources. These 

distinctions may mark group association. 

Patterns of use and reuse prior to interment are also type dependent. Colorines alias are 

actively used before their appearance in tombs. Tabachines and Arroyo Seco vessels mayor may 

not be used. The appearance of several Tabachines vessels with repair holes suggests that these 

vessels were valued in life before their appearance in the tombs. 

In all, there is convincing evidence in a number of activities that the vessel group is the 

important variable in discussing the organization of production, distribution, and to some extent, use 

of ceramic offerings. In reintegrating the shaft tomb mortuary technology, we can discuss dynamics 

based on the type-by-type variability within the larger shaft tomb assemblage. The production, 

distribution, and use of ceramic goods for mortuary purposes at Tabachines is not dominated by 

the individual in the tomb. There are general social and ideational constraints on what and how 

things should be buried. Individualism within society is expressed more strongly in the particular 

distribution of goods within the tomb, than in the particular way goods in a tomb are made. 

Perhaps this is because the majority of vessels are not produced specifically for mortuary use. 

Households or kin groups select mortuary goods from a local assemblage including Colorines, 

Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco vessels. Thus, any given tomb will have some fraction of the local 

assemblage. The lower-status tombs are dominated by the utilitarian Colorines vessels, whereas 

the higher status tombs include special offerings including figurines and beads, along with the entire 

range of the local assemblage. The presence of individually curated items, or high-status items 

such as shell, figurines, beads, se/los, or ocarinas reflects differential access to special resources. 
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Correlation with other variables which might provide insight into social differentiation (age, 

sex, size of tomb, location of tomb within cemetary) is difficult with the Tabachines material. First, 

the material was excavated as a rescue operation, and as such, the tombs are randomly located 

within bulldozer construction cuts that unearthed material. The organization of the tombs at 

Tabachines is not understood within a "cemetary". Second, given the poor condition of the skeletal 

material found at the site of Tabachines, it is difficult to correlate variables such as age and sex with 

the nature of the grave furniture. Galvan (1991) reports the sex of some of the individuals, but all 

sexes were inferred from the nature of the grave offerings. Finally, variables such as tomb depth, 

form diameter, or the placement of the interred do not positively correlate with any other factors 

thought to mark status (Galvan 1991: Table 1). 

6.2. Box Tombs 

The vessels of this period are characterized by a shared aesthetic in both the Valley of 

Atemajac and the Teuchitlc~n core. The miniature forms are repeated throughout the assemblage, 

with the surface treatment and decoration providing the most variability. The assemblage at 

Tabachines is dominated by ollas, whereas copas are better represented at Ixtepete and Estanzuela. 

Characteristic elements are the tabbed-faces and returned rims on a number of the 011 as. There are 

minor stylistic differences between the vessels at Tabachines, Ixtepete and Estanzuela, but they 

clearly lie within the same tradition. The relationships between types are different than during the 

shaft tomb period, and are more sensitive to form than to general manufacture. The vessels reflect 

a range of abilities and approaches to manufacture, yet little of the imagination or variety of the shaft 

tombs materials. In this sense, I would argue that these miniatures are being created by a group 

of artisans. They are skillfully crafted, but do not explore the range of form and style seen in the 

earlier shaft tomb offerings. 
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There are important differences in the mortuary technology between the Valley of Atemajac 

and Estanzuela, in the Teuchitlan core. At Estanzuela, evidence strongly suggests that the copa 

and alias are produced and used together, in a "copa-olla complex". In the Valley of Atemajac, the 

specific forms -- ollas, copas, bowls, or bateas -- do not share design or technique. It might be 

anticipated that within the copa-olla complex that alias and copas might be produced together. In 

fact, this is not the case, as no single pair of copas and alias share production techniques. This 

point will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3. 

The organization of production, distribution, and use in the later box tomb period is 

profoundly different from the earlier shaft tomb period. In the Valley of Atemajac, the Classic period 

m'ortuary technology cannot be considered a derivative technology, when considered next to the 

shaft tomb material. In the box tombs, it appears that association of goods with a particular tomb 

is as important, if not more important, than type in explaining variability in technique. This is 

different than the shaft tomb assemblage, where the ceramic group is of greatest importance in 

asseSSing variability in technique. One major point must be considered before carrying out further 

analYSis. The box tomb assemblage is an assemblage of miniatures produced solely for burial. The 

shaft tomb assemblage, however, is a mixture, but one dominated by vessels produced for other 

reasons. In terms of meaningful assignation of types when comparing shaft and box tombs, this 

makes the picture more complex. Nonetheless, for the box tomb assemblage, the types reflect 

meaningful patterns in form and production. The box tomb GROUPS are not, as with the shaft 

tombs, broad groups that encompass a number of different forms, with clearly defined boundaries. 

Since it appears that these miniatures reflect utilitarian forms used in the same period (as illustrated 

in Figure 4.3), there is reason to believe that the types are meaningfully ascribed. All generalizations 

are based on a small sample size, due to the small size of the box tomb assemblage, thus it will be 

important to continue to study these materials as they become available. 



6.2.1. Site of Tabachines 

Rules of Production 

1. Ollas 
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The ollas at Tabachines are characterized by small globular forms, which have been rapidly 

made, slipped and burnished, then given simple geometric designs. The bodies are made using 

either a pinch-pot with added coils or by a scraping process, where the variation in technique 

crosses specific types. The treatment of the rim varies -- the more-skilled potters don't overwork 

the rim, while the less-skilled overwork it, resulting in a loss of sharpness and regularity. The rules 

for slips and burnishing vary: NjR Completo ollas are given a slip-bath, then completely burnished; 

Grillo Polychrome 011 as are generally burnished only in slipped areas (the upper body). Designs are 

simple geometric forms, mostly parallel lines, large negative dots, or Greek crosses. The designs 

are rendered using a range of techniques, from fugitive white and black paint to negative resist. The 

vessels are consistently fired in an oxidizing atmosphere. 

2. Copas 

Most of the ·copas" at Tabachines are in fact bowls with annular bases. It is postulated that 

these serve as a local interpretation of the copa aspect of the copa-olla complex. Another 

hypothesis is that these are local interpretations of Thin Orange ware (better named pseudo-Thin 

Orange). This point will be addressed in later sections. Many are miniature molcajetes, having 

incised scraping lines in the interior. It has been generally accepted that the molcajete is a 

Postclassic phenomenon, but this seems to be a misassignation at Tabachines. Kelly notes 

molcajetes during the Colima phase in Colima (post A.D. 500) (1980), further supporting this claim. 

At Tabachines, the vessels are made as bowls using a scraping technique, after which a base is 

added. In some, a rim coil is added to even the rim. The bases are often asymmetrically affixed, 

which reflects some degree of inattention to processing. Slipped areas are generally burnished; 
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this includes the interior and either an exterior rim stripe or the entire exterior. Design elements 

include scrolled framing lines and wavy lines. In the case of the Grillo Black-on-Red copas, 

xicalcoliques are painted on the interior. These copas are different from the rest of the Tabachines 

copas in that the bases are higher and more ·copa-like, H and the designs are somewhat more 

complex. All of the vessels are fired in an oxidizing environment. 

3. Bowls 

Bowls appear irregularly at Tabachines, and are simple, shallow dish-bowls. They are 

formed with little effort from a pinch pot with a rim coil. The interiors and sometimes the exteriors 

are slipped and burnished. For the Blanco y Negro Bicromo bowls, the designs are relatively 

complex. They are made by splitting the bowl into halves or quadrants, then using a white paint 

as a resist against a light smudge. Both are fugitive, leaving only light indications of prior glory. 

The Njbicromo bowls are painted with one central xicalcolique on the interior. All are fired in an 

oxidizing environment. 

4. Other 

The bateas, falling into the type Blanco/bicromo, are formed from a large slab. The paste 

is exceptionally coarse, as might be expected for a vessel of this thickness. The designs are simple, 

and include parallel lines and concentric circles surrounded by dots. The circles are not a motif 

found on any other vessels at Tabachines. The types Inciso Rojo Embutido and pseudo-Thin 

Orange are distinct, and are similar to the bowls with annular bases in form. The pseudo-Thin 

Orange vessels are distinct from the other vessels at Tabachines. Broad interlaced lines were 

incised onto the sides while the clay was quite wet, then hematite was used to fill the lines after 

firing. The form, design and infilling are consistent with the central Mexican Thin Orange, yet the 

pastes are local (see Appendix E). 



Rules for Distribution and Use 
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Ollas appear in each of the tombs at Tabachines, and are the dominant form at the site 

(Figure 6.2). Groups of stylistically similar alias fall into specific tombs, i.e., NjR Completo is 

dominant in tombs 019 and TC4, while Grillo Polychrome is dominant in tombs TCS and TC12. All 

but one of the alias sampled is made from the same paste, suggesting a single procurement 

location for olla clay. None of the alias show signs of use prior to interment. 

2. Copas 

Copas are less common than alias at Tabachines. They appear in only four of the tombs, 

forming 26% of the assemblage. When they do appear, the copas are equivalent, or greater in 

number than the alias (Figure 6.3). The equivalency gives credence to the copa-olla complex 

pairing of the vessels (Figure 6.4). The copas appear in three tombs of the tombs with the largest 

number of offerings indicating that their presence may be linked to status or some special role of 

the interred individual (e.g., Figure 6.5). That all tombs do not have copas suggests that not all 

bodies are treated equally, and that the copa-olla complex may reflect status-related use of elite 

goods (after Holien 1977). A variety of paste types are reflected in the copas at Tabachines, 

indicating multiple procurement locations. None of the miniature copas show sign of use; only the 

full-size molcajetes show signs of wear on the base of their feet. 

3. Bowls 

Bowls are a minor element in the assemblage at Tabachines (13%), and are found in only 

three of the fourteen tombs. All three of these tombs have both copas and alias present, suggesting 

that their presence may be aligned with the status of the interred. The bowls sampled were made 

with the same paste. None have any sign of active use before interment. 
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Figure 6.5. Assemblage of box tomb Te7. 
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4. Other 

Bateas are found in four of the tombs at Tabachines, only one of which had copas and 

bowls present (TC7). Two of the bateas are fragments, which may have served as symbolic 

offerings, or as with the shaft tombs, as containers for food. The interiors of the bateas show signs 

of wear, consistent with their use as containers during life. The pseudo-Thin Orange vessels are 

found as a pair of offerings (without any others) in a single tomb. This may be an indication that 

the interred was a foreigner, or that there was some extra-regional affiliation of the interred. They 

were made locally in the style of Thin Orange ware, and as such exist as externally-inspired forms. 

They show no sign of active use. 

Organization of technology at the site of Tabachines 

Distribution of box tomb types is dependent on a combination of tomb association and 

form, sometimes cross-cutting assigned types. For example, all but one of the alias is formed using 

the same paste. This includes the Grillo Polychrome and the NjR Campi eta alias. On the other 

hand, the bowls with annular bases seem to be divided, and represent all of the pastes, regardless 

of type. Using x-ray diffraction data, a comparison of vessels from the same tomb (TC7 and TC12) 

was made, showing that particular type is important in explaining variation in paste. On the other 

hand, petrographic analysis of sherds from D18 and D19, and including both copas and bowls with 

annular bases, shows that paste type varies more strongly with tomb than with form or type. These 

distinctions are not overt, but suggest that, with the ollas and bowls with annular bases, in any case, 

variability may be most dependent on tomb association. Given that the petrographic data is more 

secure than the diffraction data, and that these material distinctions between D18 and 019 are 

supported by x-ray diffraction data, I would argue that this is a valid distinction in sources of 

variability. 
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Form and design are dictated by the specific type, but from tomb to tomb. This is because 

the types were defined based on characteristics of form. For example, the type N/R Campi eta is 

exclusively alias. Specific types appear in clusters within particular tombs. For example, N/R 

Completo alias appear along with Blanco/bicromo bowls with bases in TC7 and 018 (e.g., Table 

4.2). In the case of Grillo Black-an-Red "copas", as stated earlier, there is a definite shift in the 

aesthetic of the form relative to the other bowls with annular bases, suggesting a turn towards the 

more formal copas found at Ixtepete. 

Techniques of manufacture are highly variable in the Tabachines box tomb assemblage, 

pointing towards a wide range of potters. As stated in the earlier analysis (Chapter 5), the N/R 

Campi eta alias reflect variable techniques by tomb. That is, vessels from TC7 are made with one 

technique, while those of 018 and 019 are made with another. The rims reinforce this distinction 

of variability, to some extent by tomb. Vessels within a given type show different levels of facility 

or craftmanship as reflected in the cleanliness of the rim-line and the overall "grace" of the vessel. 

Unlike the shaft tombs, this pattern of variable manufacture reinforces a model where the offerings 

are produced specifically for the tomb in question, by multiple makers. The result is that there are 

constant techniques for a particular type WITHIN a particular tomb, but there are variable techniques 

for the same type ACROSS tombs. There are insufficient numbers of the unique offerings to make 

any broad generalizations. Only the Inciso Raja Embutido and molcajete seem to be made using 

similar techniques to the other molcajetes and bowls with bases in the assemblage. 

Surface treatment is also dependent on clusters of objects of the same type within a 

particular tomb. Rules for slips and burnishing are dependent on type, but also strongly on tomb. 

Most of the paints are fugitive, leaving open the possibility that vessels without visible paints may 

have been painted. Nonetheless, the trends shown in the following table of N/C Campi eta alias 

(Table 6.1), illustrate the levels of variability in surface treatment of vessels as a function of tomb, 

as well as type. 
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+ /0 Designs appear in positive and negative. Element and Location columns follow same format, where 
the element description follows (e.g. T04-2, where a line appearing on the rim is the positive element, 
and a circle appearing on the body is the negative element) 
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There is variability in minor aspects of surface treatment in vessels that are similar in 

manufacturing technique. Most importantly, though, the table shows how clusters of similar objects 

are found within particular tombs. This is again consistent with a model for time-specific production 

of offerings by multiple makers. 

Design elements form a set dominated by straight and wavy circumferential lines. Other 

elements that appear are large polka dots, indistinct curvalinear forms, Greek crosses, and 

xicalcoliques. The presence of these elements is largely by type, but is modulated by tomb. That 

is, the Greek cross appears on Grillo Polychrome ollas in both TC5, TC12 and TC13, whereas the 

NjR Completo polka dots in negative appear only in TC4. DeSign field is defined exclusively by 

type. 

All of the vessels at Tabachines are fired in an oxidizing atmosphere. This is one aspect 

of technique that is constant for all vessels. 

One thing that became very clear in handling these artifacts was that there were offerings 

that were so similar, they appeared to be made by the same individual, and, at least one case, to 

have experienced the same firing event (ollas TC5-1 and TC5-5). These conclusions were based 

on a large number of variables integrated together after prolonged observation. There is no way 

to quantify all of these variables. Metric ratios of diameters, base diameters, minimum diameter, 

height, and height to maximum diameter were collected, and a general clustering analysis run to 

detect constant patterns in metric aesthetic. This proved to be of limited utility. In a sense, this is 

not surprising, given the small sample and the fact that these are such gross categories to reflect 

something far more subtle. Variables which seemed to be far more important include the general 

shape of the vessel wall, the treatment of the rim, forming technique, and smoothness and regularity 

of the surface, to name a few. Samples analyzed for petrographiC analysis support the contention 

that in some cases, the paste was similar enough to have been the same procurement event -- i.e. 

the pastes for the vessels thought to have been made by the same hand were in fact very similar. 
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In the case of the alias, this held true, as all of these used the same paste. In the case of the bowls, 

this held true. In the case of the bowls with annular bases, there was some discrepancy. The two 

Grillo Black-on-Red bowls with bases thought to be made by the same maker had two different 

pastes. On the other hand, a set of three B/Bicromo bowls with bases seemed to be the same 

paste. This suggests that my observations were correct MOST of the time, but not 100 percent 

accurate. These observations are outlined in Table 6.2. 

That there are recognizable groups of offerings of the same type within a single tomb 

distinguishable from other offerings of the same type in another tomb supports the inference that 

there are individuals producing mortuary pottery for the mortuary event. These individuals are 

producing small groups of these vessels for a particular burial, and the distribution of types within 

a given tomb reflects multiple individuals donating to the assemblage. 

The distribution of particular types across tombs seems to follow a tomb-specific pattern. 

Ollas do appear in most of the Tabachines tombs, however, the types are clustered within particular 

tombs. For example, NjR Completo alias are found in six of the tombs. In five of these six tombs, 

no other alia types are found. Likewise, in all tombs where miniature bowls with bases appear, no 

other types of bowls with bases are found. Thus, vessel types appear as singularities in particular 

tombs. Grillo Polychrome appears without accompanying bowls with bases, while NjR Completo 

most frequently appears with the BlancojBicromo bowls with bases. These patterns suggest that 

the vessels are being selected for the burial event from available resources, or that group affiliation 

dictates what are appropriate offerings. 

In almost every aspect of the technique of production, distribution, and use, the Tabachines 

box tomb vessels reflect a system where vessels are produced in groups for single-event burials. 

The repetitive nature of forms, where several alias of almost exactly the same style, or several bowls 

with bases, appear in the same tomb is different than the shaft tomb assemblage, where each form 

has an individual set of characteristics that is loosely determined by the type. For instance, if two 
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Table 6.2. Observations on clusters of vessels thought to be made by the same 
maker. Distinct clusters are separated by a space. 

Offering ~ 
TC12-3 Grillo Polychrome 
TC12-4 Grillo Polychrome 

018-5 N/R Completo 
018-6 N/R Completo 

019-1 N/R Completo 
019-4 N/R Completo 
019-6 N/R Completo 

05-2 N/Bicromo 
05-3 N/Bicromo 

05-6 Grillo Black-an-Red 
05-9 Grillo Black-an-Red 

018-1 B/Bicromo 
018-2 B/Bicromo 
018-3 B/Blcromo 
018-7 B/Bicromo 
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Tabachines RojajCrema vessels appeared in the same shaft tomb, they would be different in form 

and in surface decoration; if two NjR Completo alias appeared in the same box tomb, they would 

be essentially replicas of one another. As stated earlier, this reflects a profound change in the way 

ceramics are being made, distributed, and used in burial. In one case, most burial offerings are a 

part of the "living" assemblage at the site, whereas in the other, almost all of the ceramics are 

produced especially for the burial event. In one case, there are skilled artists producing vessels, 

and in the other, there is significant variation in the skill levels of the artisans producing vessels. 

6.2.2 Site of Ixtepete 

Rules of Production 

1.01las 

Aesthetically, the Ixtepete alias are very similar to the Tabachines alias -- the form, the 

returned rim, the face-tabs, the slip-bath -- are all consistent. The overall feeling of many of the 

Ixtepete alias is one of skilled hands making a number of these vessels quite rapidly. The clay, 

different than that used at Tabachines, shows deep gouge marks on the interior where, using only 

a few strokes, the interior of the vessel was shaped by scraping, leaving temper-drag traces (cf., Rye 

1981: 80). The vessels are thin, with walls of constant thickness, and well-finished rims. The alias 

are formed starting with a pinch-pot, then coils are added to finish the body. The Slip at Ixtepete 

is unique, being a matte, purplish color. Unlike at Tabachines, the alias are never burnished. The 

alias are given designs such as circumferential lines or Vertical wavy lines, painted on sloppily. The 

attention to finishing and decoration are secondary to the realization of the vessel. All of these 

processes are done rapidly. The vessels were fired in an oxidizing environment. 

In contrast, the few pseudo-cloisonne 011 as found at Ixtepete show focussed attention on 

finishing and the realization of the design. The underbody, or alia, is slightly different in form and 

size than the other Ixtepete and Tabachines alias, suggesting a different source or maker. The rim 
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is less strongly returned, and the size is generally smaller. One (IXTC1-8) shows a clear interior 

midsection join, which is different than the other non-pseudo-cloisonne 011 as, and suggests the use 

of a mold for the lower body. As was described in the discussion of Estanzuela ceramics (Chapter 

5), the use of molds for production of pseudo-cloisonne ollas was common in the core region (if, 

indeed, the core region was one center for production). The presence and production of pseudo

cloisonne is anomalous at Ixtepete. It is possible that it was being produced in the core region, 

and served as an end-use commodity in marking a relationship between the two sites. At 

Estanzuela, a single Ixtepete olla is represented, suggesting that this relationship is equivocal. The 

technique of cloisonne used was described earlier (Chapter 5), and will not be repeated here. 

Designs are complex, and include linear and curvalinear xicalcoliques and glyph figures in multiple 

colors. The xicalcoliques are an element shared between copas and bateas at Tabachines, but 

not ollas. These 011 as were fired once, before the application of the pseudo-cloisonne layer. 

2. Copas 

Ixtepete copas are different in aesthetic than the Tabachines bowls with annular bases and 

copas. They are smaller, but have a taller base, and are in this sense more like copas found outside 

the region. They are made from a pinch-pot, then have a single rim coil added; coils are added 

to build up the base. The vessels are slipped, then burnished. The surface design of these copas 

shows a conceptually complex understanding of pottery-making. First, a base design is painted 

using red slip on a buff base. This forms the background for the second layer, which is added in 

a separate step. The vessel, after being fired in an oxidizing environment, is given a design in the 

negative which correlates with the underlying red-an-buff design fields. This vessel is then exposed 

to a reducing, smudge firing, resulting in a complex, twO-layer, two-step, design of a black smudged 

design on a red-on-buff background. Design elements which appear in the smudged field include 
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xica/coliques, Greek crosses, quadrangles filled with dots, and a toothed line. These copas 

demonstrate the attainment of a high level of craft excellence by Classic p'eriod potters. 

3. Other 

The reworked olla fragment is unique for Ixtepete, and harkens back to the tepa/cates found 

in the shaft tombs at Tabachines. What is different is that the edges were reworked into a more 

formal vessel, which was likely a batea in life. One other mini-miniature, a tripod alia in red-an-buff, 

is unique for the site. 

Rules of Distribution and Use 

1. Ollas and Copas 

None of the vessels at Ixtepete show signs of active use, with the exception of the reworked 

olla fragment/batea. Since the assemblage is from only one single tomb, it makes it difficult to 

assess technological variability at the site. Different clay resources are used at Ixtepete than at 

Tabachines, indicating different production centers. Similar to the high status burials at Tabachines, 

there are an equivalent number of copas and ollas present at Ixtepete. The theory that the copa-olla 

complex is associated with high status burials is also substantiated by the large number of offerings 

and the location of the Ixtepete tomb within one of the few mounds at Ixtepete. This provides 

further evidence to support the view that the copa-olla complex is tied to status and a special 

exchange/interaction network. The presence of pseudo-cloisonne at Ixtepete, distinct from the 

majority of the vessels produced there, indicates that pseudo-cloisonne and the copa-olla complex 

playa special role in the region. 

As with the Tabachines copa-olla sets, there is little stylistic concordance between the copas 

and 011 as at Ixtepete (Figure 6.6). As the production of the two forms is not integrated, it appears 

that the important aspect may be their presence. Given the apparent importance of the copa-olla 
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Figure 6.6. Ixtepete ollas (top) and copas (bottom). 
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complex, it is surprising that the two central object parts of this mortuary technology (copas and 

alias) are not integrally connected in production as well as use. 

Organization of technology at the site of Ixtepete 

At Ixtepete, there is only the burial from a single tomb to compare to mortuary remains from 

Tabachines. Nonetheless, this provides a means for comparing processes of ceramic mortuary 

technology at the two sites. The burials at Tabachines were found dispersed in box tombs about 

0.5 km away from the mounds of EI Grillo, which mayor may not be the associated site. On the 

other hand, the burial at Ixtepete comes from the center of the site, where an arroyo eroded away 

the side of a mound. Because of the association with the center of the mound, it comes as no 

surprise that the burial offerings reflect a higher status individual than those seen at Tabachines. 

This is indicated by the number and kind of offerings that appear. Further, Ixtepete is a larger site, 

with strong evidence for external forces in architectural design. Thus, it is interesting to compare 

the manner of disposing of the dead here, in comparison to the site of Tabachines, its neighbor. 

In general, the patterns in production, distribution, and use seen at Tabachines are echoed 

at Ixtepete. Although discussion of distribution is difficult based on a sample of one, we can see 

parallels between the selection of burial goods at Ixtepete relative to Tabachines. 

At Ixtepete, as at Tabachines, the variation in paste type is dependent on clusters within 

types. An x-ray diffraction analysis established that six Ixtepete Smudged copa pastes were similar, 

but not identical. The petrographic analysis of two Ixtepete Smudged copa sherds showed the 

particular paste of the two sherds to be alike. Thus, there are patterns of paste coherence within 

a single tomb. 

Form and design are dictated at least by type. As stated earlier, this is due to the way 

types were assigned, yet doesn't negate the importance of this mode of variability. For example, 
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the treatment of the Blanco/Guinda ollas is significantly different than that of the Ixtepete Smudged 

copas or the Cloisonne ollas. 

At Ixtepete, the technique of manufacture varies according to type. The type 

Blanco/Guinda is stylistically similar to the type Grillo Polychrome at Tabachines, however, the 

technique of manufacture is better controlled. That is, there is evidence for rapid, skilled production 

of a number of these vessels. The vessels are scraped to a uniform thickness, and the rims are 

never overworked. This points towards a more standardized mode of production, or perhaps the 

production of these miniatures by skilled potters who use these techniques in making full-scale 

utilitarian vessels. The pseudo-cloisonne vessels are made differently than the Blanco/Guinda ollas, 

showing little evidence of forming. Finally, Ixtepete Smudged copas are made with a combination 

of pinch-pot and coiling, distinguishing them technically from the ollas. Unlike the Tabachines 

vessels, the Ixtepete assemblage reflects tighter control of technique for a particular vessel type. 

Nonetheless, individual variation can be seen. 

Surface treatment is strongly dependent on type at Ixtepete, yet the rules differ from those 

at Tabachines. Vessels are never burnished at Ixtepete, although the slip rules and the definition 

of design fields are the same as at Tabachines. The use of smudging for the Ixtepete Smudged 

copas, as a group, is unique. Clusters of vessels of the same type have the same design treatment. 

For example, consider the comparison of Blanco/Guinda ollas presented in Table 6.3. All of the 

Blanco/Guinda ollas have unsllpped necks and white paint. However, vessels that appear to be 

made by the same hand, and are very similar in feel, have minor differences in choices of design 

elements. Consider, for example, the difference between putting a face versus tabs on the rim of 

a vessel that was made, slipped, and painted in the same way. On the other hand, the group 

IXTC1-1, IXTC1-2, IXTC1-3, and IXTC1-4 all have the same design layout and decoration. Thus, it 

can be concluded that some variation in design is allowed within stricter constraint on form and 

surface treatment. 
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Table 6.3. Clustering of surface treatment among Ixtepete Blanco/Guinda alias. 

Offering Neck Paint Applique 
slipped 

White Element Location Element Location 

IXTC1-1 - line mid·section 

IXTC1-2 - · · 
IXTC1-3 - · · 
IXTC1-4 - · · 
IXTC1-28 - · · 
IXTC1-29 - 3 lines · 
IXTC1-30 - wavy line/ rim/ 

3 lines mid·section 

IXTC1-31 - · · 
IXTC1-24 - vertical lines body face rim 

IXTC1-25 - wavy form body tabs rim 

IXTC1·26 - 3 lines mid·section face rim 

IXTC1-27 - vertical lines body tabs rim 
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The design elements found on the Ixtepete Smudged copas are far more complex, and 

reflect a different set of design constraints than those found on the alias. Smudged xicalcoliques 

and quadrangles with dots, along with Greek crosses and a line within a pair of toothed lines are 

prevalent. The entire set of copas shows very little formal variation. The only two vessels sharing 

both slip layout and smudge design are IXTCl-17 and IXTC1-1B, thought to be made by the same 

hand. The rest are all minor variations on the theme. The design elements differ from the other 

vessels at Ixtepete (although xicalcoliques appear on the pseudo-cloisonne vessels), but share 

some elements (e.g. the squared cross and xicalcoliques) with both the alias and copas at 

Tabachines. Once again, though, the pattern of variation within a particular type points towards a 

limited number of individuals producing vessels for the burial event. 

The firing procedure used at Ixtepete echoes that at Tabachines, with the exception that the 

type Ixtepete Smudged are given a second, smudge firing. All of the Ixtepete Smudged vessels are 

handled in the same way, smudging a design onto the surface. 

As with the materials at Tabachines, the organization of production indicates that groups 

of vessels were made by the same potter for the burial event. Visual observation of technique and 

design aesthetic, combined with the level of skill reflected in manufacture resulted in the series of 

"same maker" sets identified in Table 6.4. 

Unfortunately, most of these vessels were whole vessels, and as such, could not be 

sampled to compare pastes petrographically. The samples tested, IXTCl-16 and IXTCl-22, both 

Ixtepete Smudged copas, proved to be of the same paste. A series of Ixtepete Smudged copas 

were compared using x-ray diffraction. These results show a fairly consistent set of materials, but 

with enough variation to suggest that the materials used were not always exactly the same. Pairs 

such as IXTC1-22 and IXTCl-16, and IXTC1-ll and IXTCl-15 seem most alike in the diffraction 

spectra (this agrees with the petrographic result), while IXTCl-15 and IXTCl-16, thought to be of 

the same hand, seem slightly different. Thus, some degree of caution must be used in extrapolating 
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Table 6.4. Observations on clusters of Ixtepete vessels identified as produced 
by the same maker. Distinct clusters are separated by a space. 

Offering 1m Form 
IXTC1-1 Bianco/Guinda olla 
IXTC1-2 Bianco/Guinda olla 
IXTCl-3 Blanco/Guinda olla 
IXTC1-4 Bianco/Guinda olla 

IXTCl-6 Ixtepete Smudged copa 
IXTC1-7 Ixtepete Smudged copa 

IXTCl-15 Ixtepete Smudged copa 
IXTC1-16 Ixtepete Smudged copa 

IXTC1-17 Ixtepete Smudged copa 
IXTC1-18 Ixtepete Smudged copa 

IXTC1-24 Blanco/Guinda olla 
IXTCl-25 Bianco/Guinda olla 
IXTC1-26 Bianco/Guinda olla 
IXTC1-27 Bianco/Guinda olla 

IXTCl-29 Blanco/Guinda olla 
IXTCl-30 Bianco/Guinda olla 
IXTC1-31 Bianco/Guinda olla 
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the visual observations on vessels made by the same hand. As with the Tabachines material, 

though, it appears that there is significant reason to consider a clustering of offerings made by the 

same hand, and found within the same tomb. 

As a single tomb, the Ixtepete tomb shows no more variability in types present than any 

other tomb at Tabachines. In fact, with significantly more offerings present, there are still only three 

main categories: slipped oIlas, pseudo-cloisonne oIlas, and copas. The close association in 

numbers of copas to 011 as at Ixtepete is interesting from the point of view of the copa-olla complex. 

This point will be discussed more fully in section 6.3. 

In most aspects, the patterns in mortuary technology seen at Ixtepete resemble those at 

Tabachines. The vessels show little variability within a particular type, but that variability which is 

present suggests that there were multiple individuals producing vessels for a particular burial. At 

Ixtepete, these individuals are more skilled than at Tabachines, which may either reflect the status 

of the interred, or, more likely, the employment of skilled potters in the production of these vessels. 

Further, the higher level of design complexity in the Ixtepete assemblage (particularly the copas and 

pseudo-cloisonne 011 a) suggests that different information was being communicated about the 

deceased. Again, this could be a function of the high status of the interred, or perhaps as a general 

reflection of burials at Ixtepete, which might be viewed as a more "complex" site relative to 

Tabachines. Until more controlled excavations are carried out at Ixtepete, however, this remains 

an unresolvable point. 

6.2.3. Site of Estanzuela 

Despite the limitations of the Estanzuela data set, derived from observations of the 

unprovenienced Lumholtz Estanzuela collection, it provides a comparison between the sites of 

Tabachines, Ixtepete, and the core region. The Estanzuela collection consists exclusively of 011 as 

and copas. Both pseudo-cloisonne and smudged-resist vessels are present in the collection. The 
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pseudo-cloisonne appears in two styles: one, a polychrome with curvalinear designs, and the other 

white with rectilinear designs. 

Rules of Production 

1.01las 

Estanzuela 011 as are aesthetically similar to those at Ixtepete and Tabachines. The method 

of manufacture differs, though. The ollas are made using hemispherical molds affixed at the 

midsection. They are made rapidly and are not well joined, as is evidenced by the frequency of 

fracture at mid-section joins. The techniques of decoration -- pseudo-cloisonne in white and 

polychrome as well as smudged-resist -- are relatively complex, requiring multiple steps in 

processing. The design elements and their rendering for the two groups of vessels (pseudo

cloisonne and smudged resist) are distinct, suggesting different producers. The most prevalent 

elements are xica/co/iques, stepped frets, and Greek crosses. 

In a number of ways, the Estanzuela ollas correspond to the ollas at Ixtepete and 

Tabachines. The large face-tabbed pseudo-cloisonne ollas at Estanzuela have returned rims, and 

are stylistically very similar to the Grillo Polychrome 011 as found at Tabachines. However, the 

majority of 011 as at Estanzuela do not have an returned rim. The level of craftmanship involved in 

the production of the pseudo-cloisonne and smudged-resist vessels at Estanzuela is higher. The 

designs, more complex in nature, are more carefully rendered. Vessels in the Lumholtz collection 

are dominated by pseudo-cloisonne and smudged surface treatments, techniques which are 

irregularly found at Ixtepete and non-existent at Tabachines. Likewise, the vessels at Estanzuela are 

mold-made, unlike the scraped vessels found at Tabachines and Ixtepete. The use of molds 

indicates more efficient vessel production; the consistently higher level of craftmanship indicates 

that at least the decorators of the pseudocloisonne and smudged vessels may have been specialists 

(Figure 6.7). 



Figure 6.7. Estanzuela negative (left: AMNH 30-5924) and geometric 
(right: AMNH 30-5891) pseudo-cloisonne. 
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2. COpaS 

The Estanzuela copas are produced in a manner consistent with the alias. The "bowl" of 

the copa is produced using a mold, and is similar in size and shape to the base of the alias. The 

base of the copa is then added as a unit. The bases are regularly off-center. Copa designs are 

similar to the alia designs, and include a few clear examples of plumed serpent elements (Figure 

5.83). Unlike Ixtepete and Tabachines, it appears that the copas and alias at Estanzuela form a 

closed set. The techniques and styles of the two forms are consistent enough to suggest that they 

are being made as a set (Figure 5.82). This is an important consideration in assessing the relevance 

of a copa-olla complex. That the production, distribution, and use of the copa-olla complex is more 

tightly integrated in the core region than in the peripheral sites of Ixtepete and Tabachines is an 

important point. 

The relative inattention to forming details and rapidity of production compared to the 

intensity of time involved in the preparation of the pseudo-cloisonne surface is interesting. The 

apparent disjunction may be due to the fact that one set of individuals is making the vessels, while 

yet another is involved in the surface treatment. 

Rules of Use 

The vessels show no signs of active use. There is little else that can be stated due to the 

lack of provenience and contextual information for this group of vessels. 

Organization of technology at the site of Estanzuela 

Inferences regarding distribution and use with the Estanzuela assemblage are limited due 

to the lack of contextual information. Nonetheless, they provide an interesting means of comparing 

processes of production in the core region with the peripheral sites of Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

Two types of vessels are represented at Estanzuela: pseudo-cloisonne and negative black

on-red. The vessels are made in the same way, however, there are variants in the surface treatment. 
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The negative black-on-red is realized differently than the Ixtepete Smudged, being lighter in color, 

and not incorporating any of the finer aspects of red-on-buff slip designs below the black negative 

design. 

There is significantly less variation in forming technique in the vessels found at Estanzuela 

than those at Tabachines or Ixtepete. At Estanzuela, both copas and ollas were made using molds, 

and most likely the "same" mold was used for both copa and olla. This is different than the methods 

used at Tabachines and Ixtepete, and suggests a higher level of production, and standardization 

of form. 

There are three different techniques used in the decoration of vessels: a polychrome 

pseudo-cloisonne, a white pseudo-cloisonne, and a negative black-on-red treatment. In all cases, 

the definition of design fields is shared, and the particular aspect of the design is based on 

technique. The copas and ollas both share the range of techniques used, and particular design 

elements. The primary design elements are glyph figures, xicalcoliques, Greek crosses, and groups 

of dots. The xicalcoliques, crosses and dots are shared with the Ixtepete and Tabachines material, 

suggesting a shared symbol set for these vessels. The designs at Estanzuela are far more complex 

(although the pseudo-cloisonne found at Ixtepete, though of unknown provenience, has similar 

motifs) than those at Ixtepete or Tabachines. The preponderance of xicalcoliques and Greek 

crosses in the Estanzuela assemblage suggests that these are important elements explicitly chosen 

to mark the burial assemblage. 

At Estanzuela, the evidence points towards specialized production of "special" pseudo

cloisonne ceramics for burial. Copas and oIlas are produced in matched pairs using the same 

technique of mold-production, and then are decorated in similar fashion. The level of production, 

the level of standardization, and the level of skill involved in the production of pseudo-cloisonne 

supports a model for specialized production. The vessels mayor may not be made by the same 

individuals who apply the pseudo-cloisonne surface; it is possible that there are two levels of 
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specialization, one for the vessel production, the other for the vessel decoration. These specialists 

may also be specialist potters who produce limited numbers of miniatures while also making 

quantities of full-scale vessels. Until more full-size vessels are available for study, this question is 

difficult to answer. 

However, it is clear that the organization of production and the character of the burial 

assemblage itself is different in the core region than it is at the peripheral sites of Tabachines and 

Ixtepete. Variability in production seen in particular tombs in the Valley of Atemajac is not seen at 

the same level at Estanzuela. Clusters of vessels are not apparent. Elements that are shared 

include the presence of multiple vessels of similar style, the symbol set of design elements, and the 

presence of copas and ollas. 

6.3. Comparison of Tabachines, Ixtepete and Estanzuela 

It was decided to examine metric relationships between diameter and height of vessels at 

Estanzuela versus the sites of Ixtepete and Tabachines in order to compare relative aesthetics of 

form. Two questions that were of interest were 1) what is the relationship between copas and 011 as 

at each site, and could they be made by the same people, and 2) what is the relationship of copas 

and ollas at Estanzuela relative to Ixtepete and Tabachines, and vice versa. 

Table 6.5 establishes that the ceramics made at Tabachines are significantly different in 

geometric aesthetic than those found at either Ixtepete or Estanzuela. The data confirms that the 

makers (not necessarily the decorators) of pseudo-cloisonne and the white pseudo-cloisonne 

copas and oIlas at Estanzuela are probably the same as there is no significant difference in the 

metric ratios between them. Their aesthetic similarities are illustrated in Figures 6.8 and 6.9. 

Two different practices appear upon examination of the geometric relationship between 

copas at Estanzuela: 1) the production of pseudo-cloisonne (white and colored), and 2) resist 
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Table 6.5. Ratios of diameter/height for vessels from Tabachines, Ixtepete, and 
Estanzuela. 

Site Form Treatment n 

Estanzuela copa all 26 

copa cloisonne 10 

copa white cloisonne 3 

copa resist 6 

copa Slip 1 

Ixtepete copa all 14 

Tabachlnes bowl all 10 
w/base 

Tabachines/EI bowl all 4 
Grillo w/base 

Estanzuela ella all 47 

ella* cloisonne 17 

ella white cloisonne 7 

ella resist 7 

olla slip 10 

Ixtepete olla** all 14 

Tabachines olla all 29 

Tabachines/EI ella all 4 
Grillo 

* without larger pseudo-cloisonne vessels: n = 6. Xes) = 1.02(0.08) 
**without two low outliers: n=12. X(s) =0.82(0.03). 

Diameter/Height 

X (mean) s 

1.02 0.34 

0.77 0.25 

0.76 0.05 

1.25 0.20 

1.27 -
1.26 0.06 

1.69 0.16 

1.93 0.05 

1.00 0.11 

1.03 0.11 

1.06 0.09 

0.99 0.06 

0.96 0.12 

0.74 0.22 

0.69 0.06 

0.75 0.02 
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Figure 6.8. Estanzuela geometric pseudo-cloisonne copa-olla set (left to right: 
AMNH 30-5863, 30-5882, 30-5891). 
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-------... 

Figure 6.9. Estanzuela colored (left: AMNH 30-5861 and 30-5884) and IIcodicalll 

(right: AMNH 30-5894 and 30-5875) pseudo-cloisonne copa-olla pair. 
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decorated, and possibly plain-slipped copas. There are significantly different metric ratios between 

these two types of copas. This same relationship does not continue into the ollas of the copa-olla 

complex at Estanzuela, where there is no significant difference in the metric ratios between alia 

classes (pseudo-cloisonne and resist). 

A plot of diameter to height ratios was made to illustrate general similarities in production 

between Estanzuela, Ixtepete and Tabachines (Figure 6.10). It most clearly shows that vessels at 

each site are distinct: Estanzuela vessels are different from Ixtepete vessels are different from 

Tabachines vessels. The difference between alias and copas at Ixtepete and Tabachines can be 

seen by the sharp break in the diameter/height ratio. Indeed, the diameter/height rations for copas 

and alias at Tabachines are widely different, suggesting that the two forms may not be connected 

aesthetically. The geometric aesthetic at Estanzuela forms a continuum, where the copa and alia 

ratios overlap. This suggests that the production of these two forms may be more closely 

associated at Estanzuela. 

Diameter/height ratios indicate that the ollas found at Tabachines and Ixtepete are 

significantly different from the alias at Estanzuela. The geometric ratios of Ixtepete alias, though, 

appear to fall between Estanzuela and Tabachines (the standard deviation is large). Finally, the 

ratios for the Ixtepete copas are more similar to copas at Estanzuela, whereas those at Tabachines 

are vastly different than either. This suggests that the formal expectation of ·copa" at Ixtepete is 

more strongly aligned with Estanzuela, in the Teuchitlc~n core, whereas a "COpaN at Tabachines is 

quite different than that of Estanzuela. 

Within a model of core-periphery, this makes sense. As the associations with the center 

grow weaker, one would expect more variation in the formal mortuary elements. Thus Ixtepete 

forms are more consistent with the forms at Estanzuela than those at Tabachines. On the other 

hand, this variation might be the result of extra-regional influences in the way in which copas are 
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conceived. While the Teuchitlan core is the center of activity of the copa-olla complex, the Valley 

of Atemajac may well be producing copas and 011 as in a manner that is influenced not only by the 

Teuchitlan core, but also by other regions. The differences in geometric aesthetic may reflect 

different conceptions of copas from the East or South, rather from the core directly. 

After handling these groups of ceramics for some period of time, I am confident that the 

production centers for the majority of the ceramics from each of Tabachines, Ixtepete, and 

Estanzuela are distinct locales. Although there is clear evidence for stylistic homologues, the 

variation in geometric proportions demonstrated above supports the view that there are multiple 

approaches to the formal aesthetic of vessel production which are site specific. For example, the 

difference in copa diameter/height ratios at each of the three sites reflects these distinct aesthetics. 

These results were compared to data from Alta Vista (Chalchihuites region) pseudo-

cloisonne: 

Sherd proportions indicate that numerous copas were in use for 
each olla. Copas varied in size from ... [rim diameter 16.5 cm, 
height 14 cm] ... to the almost miniature set...[rim diameter 9 cm, 
height 8 cm]. Ollas were as small as 11 cm maximum diameter or 
as large as 23 cm. (Holien 1977:200) . 

... the principal vessel form of Vista Paint Cloisonne is a high 
annular-based cup or goblet...the overall height of the vessel 
ranges from 10-14 centimeters ... the diameter of the upper cup 
ranges from 10-20 centimeters (Kelley and Kelley 1971: 161). 

This is well within the metric ranges reported by Lumholtz in 1902. Further, ollas with returned rims 

and rectangular face tabs which are stylistically consistent with the Estanzuela collection are 

recorded in the Chalchihuites region. At this general level, then, there are some constant features 

in pseudo-cloisonne in the region encompassing the Valley of Atemajac, the Teuchitlan core, and 

the Chalchihuites region. 

In comparing patterns in the copa-olla complex found in the Valley of Atemajac with this 

broader region (as reflected in Holien's 1977 discussion), a few differences are notable. Worth 
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consideration is that Holien's data is based on surface collections of sherds. I would hesitate to 

draw such a broad conclusion regarding the co presence and ratio of copas to ollas from this 

evidence. At Estanzuela, Ixtepete, and Tabachines, contrary to Holien's data, the number of ollas 

equals, if not exceeds the number of copas present. Given the distribution of vessels within tombs, 

this is not so surpriSing. There are numerous cases when the 011 as are unaccompanied by copas. 

However, when copas appear, they are usually accompanied by ollas. One possible explanation 

for the differences in copa/olla ratios might be the presence of invested gourds which served the 

function of the copa in the assemblages in the Valley of Atemajac, but which were not recovered 

during excavation. Another possibility is that the copas and ollas only appear together in high 

status burials. The materials studied at Estanzuela, Ixtepete, and Tabachines conform to 

"miniatures" in Holien's classification. No full-size copas, nor ollas of the scale mentioned by Holien 

exist in these collections. Thus, there are a number of problems with the strict interpretation of a 

miniature copa-olla complex in the Valley of Atemajac, and to some extent at Estanzuela. 

At Tabachines and Ixtepete, there is evidence to support the production of these vessels 

by scraping techniques. The forms are regular, and reflect skilled potters. At Estanzuela, the use 

of molds suggests a more efficient mode of production. It could be argued that the use of molds 

for production indicates standardization and efficiency consistent with speCialist activity. As 

illustrated above, the production of pseudo-cloisonne copas and ollas is distinct from the 

production of the negative and plain-slipped copas and ollas. It would not be surprising to consider 

the ·special" production of pseudo-cloisonne by either pseudo-cloisonne speCialists or by pottery 

specialists. Because of the difference in geometric aesthetic between the pseudo-cloisonne vessels, 

and the negative and plain-slipped vessels, it would seem plausible that the two specialists are not 

the same (the two vessel types are different in proportion). The production of pseudo-cloisonne, 

outlined in Holien (1977), is a complex process, and is conceptually different than painting as a 

decorative technique. Pseudo-cloisonne is a subtractive process where material is removed, 
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whereas painting is an additive process where the image is painted in positive. In a sense, negative 

designs work similarly to pseudo-cloisonne, due to the need to visualize the negative of the design. 

This may be one reason for the frequent association of these two processes in Mesoamerica. 

6.3.1. Copa-olla complex 

It is relevant at this point to reevaluate the importance of the relationship of copas and alias 

in Classic period burials, since it appears to be a shared aspect of ceramic mortuary technology 

in both the Valley of Atemajac and the Teuchitliin core. As Holien (1977) stated, there is reason 

to believe that the association of copas and alias in burial marks high status Classic period burials. 

This is clearly a West Mexican phenomenon. How is this realized in the core region and the Valley 

of Atemajac? Clearly, in the core region, there is a strong correlation between copas and ollas, 

both in terms of shared production and design. and also in their association in tombs in similar 

numbers. The copas and alias are made in the same way, have similar proportions and aesthetics, 

and are decorated in similar ways. Most of these vessels are realized in pseudo-cloisonne, however 

some of these sets occur in negative black-on-red. 

In the Valley of Atemajac, pseudo-cloisonne appears in only one Ixtepete tomb, albeit a 

high status tomb, and only on three alias, to the exclusion of copas. It was stated earlier (Figure 

6.4) that are equal numbers of copas and alias found in the Ixtepete tomb. The copas and ollas, 

however, reflect a range of styles and techniques of manufacture. and are not produced as a closed 

set. The design elements share some characteristics with the Estanzuela material, yet the copas 

and alias at Ixtepete do not themselves share design elements. The copas reflect more complexity 

in production and design than the alias. The copas are smaller than those found in the core region, 

yet are similar in the proportion of base to cup size. 

Similar to Ixtepete, the "copas· and alias at Tabachines reflect a range of styles and 

techniques, and do not form a closed set. At Tabachines, the term ·copa· is used loosely. That is, 
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there are two classes of vessels in this category. The first class, Grillo Black-on-Red, have taller 

bases (although still shorter in proportion than the Ixtepete or Estanzuela vessels), carry relatively 

more design information in the form of a central xica/co/ique, and make use of a black-an-red 

surface decoration which vaguely resembles the smudged copas at Ixtepete. The second class, 

which includes all of the bowls with annular bases (B/Bicromo, Inciso/Bicromo, and pseudo-Thin 

Orange), have short bases, and carry relatively little formal design information. There are more 

similarities in terms of style and surface treatment between the "copas" and ollas at Tabachines than 

these at Ixtepete. There is no concordance in technique of manufacture, though. Further, the 

"copas" do not appear in equal numbers with alias in Tabachines burials. It is only in the tombs 

with the larger number of offerings that copas and ollas appear together (TC7, 018, 05, and 09). 

If we consider the Tabachines bowls with annular bases as copas in the sense of the copa-olla 

complex, then it would appear that there is some degree of correspondence between higher status 

and the presence of the copa-olla complex. 

However, an alternative view could define the "copas" at Tabachines as local variants of the 

pseudo-Thin Orange bowls with annular bases found in 08. Ideally, the form is far more similar to 

the local Thin Orange vessels than to the copas at Ixtepete and Estanzuela, and distinct from the 

Grillo Black-an-Red copa form. In this sense, then, the Tabachines assemblage might be 

responding to the introduction of the Thin Orange as an element in burials, quite independently of 

the copa-olla complex per se. The forms are certainly more similar than Ixtepete copas and 

Tabachines bowls with bases. The use of inCising in the Inciso/Bicromo bowls with bases indicates 

the introduction of a new technique, in the sense that the only other incised vessels in the 

assemblage are the Thin Orange vessels. However, many of the vessels have incised lines in the 

base of the cup, in the style of molcajetes, which are a part of the full-size, Classic period utilitarian 

assemblage. 
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The copa and the bowl with annular base are both new forms at Tabachines during the 

Classic period. Did the impetus for change come from the west, from the core region and the copa

olla complex, or from the southeast, from Teotihuacan and the use of Thin Orange in burial? Or, 

did the introduction of miniatures at large, coming from central Mexico via regions to the east, mix 

with the copa-olla complex, resulting in a local assemblage with some local variation? Given that 

the site of Ixtepete, with Teotihuacan-inspired architecture, has an assemblage that seems consistent 

with the core regions in the presence of equal numbers of copas and alias, it would seem surprising 

for the related site of Tabachines to be influenced at a significantly higher level by Teotihuacan

inspired burial practice. It is more likely that the "copas" at Tabachines reflect a looser, local variant 

of the copas found at Ixtepete. On the other hand, the "copa-olla complex" found in the Valley of 

Atemajac is at best a loose interpretation of the copa-olla complex expressed in the Teuchithin core, 

and might be better seen as an externally inspired change in the mortuary assemblage. 

6.4. Discussion 

As has been discussed in some detail in this chapter, there is strong collective evidence for 

a complete transformation in the production, distribution, and use of mortuary ceramics between 

the late Formative/early Classic, and Classic period in the Valley of Atemajac. There is absolutely 

no basis for considering a derivative technology, where elements of technique are passed on to the 

new material. Further, the distinctions in mortuary technique between Tabachines, Ixtepete and 

Estanzuela were compared, revealing patterns of production that are linked to social organization. 

The organization of production differs in each case, whereas basic elements of the assemblage, and 

the style set, are largely shared. It is concluded that miniature copas and ollas mark the Classic 

period at all of these sites, but their association is voiced in significantly different ways, dependent 

on such factors as proximity to the core region, and status of the burial. 
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This dissertation focussed on technological change within an active social and ideational 

context at the sites of Tabachines, Ixtepete, and Estanzuela, examining technological change 

through time and space. Conclusions were reached using a technological perspective. These 

conclusions could not have been reached solely on the corpus of more general mortuary data, 

architectural data, and settlement pattern data. This approach to mortuary studies incorporates a 

more balanced description of the phenomenal order: social, ideational, and technical aspects. 

Constructs such as the phenomenal and ideational orders of the cultural domain, the symbolic 

reservoir, and the structuration of action were all useful in exploring the nature of mortuary action 

in West Mexican prehistory. 

This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, the social and ideational 

structures relevant to West Mexican mortuary behavior will be summarized. In the second section, 

changes in the technique and technological elements will be discussed, as they relate to the social 

and ideational changes. Finally, in the third section, I will propose some directions for future work 

based on potential mechanisms for the social, ideational, and technological change seen in the 

Valley of Atemajac. 

7.1. Summary of mortuary behaviors: Valley of Atemajac relative to the Teuchitlan core. 

Two lines of evidence were used to construct a contextual framework for discussing 

technological change:' 1) ethno-historic and ethnographic documentation of death and mortuary 

behavior in Mesoamerica, providing an overall view of ideational constructs that affect mortuary 

behavior, and 2) archaeological documentation of culture history and social organization in West 

Mexico, providing a context for viewing the dynamics of a changing ceramic mortuary technology 

in the Valley of Atemajac relative to the Teuchitlfm core. 
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Conclusions were reached by comparing the regional ethnohistoric and archaeological data 

with data from the sites of Tabachines, Ixtepete, and Estanzuela. First, based on architectural 

changes and changes in formal mortuary behavior (morphology of the tombs, placement of the 

body and offerings, and the general nature of the offerings), we can infer that some significant 

changes occurred in the Valley of Atemajac between the late Formative and the Classic period. 

Second, based on more general settlement pattern data and mortuary behaviors, we can infer that 

the changes experienced in Valley of Atemajac are different than those experienced in the 

Teuchitlan core. 

Here, I will review some of the basic mortuary behaviors that are shared between the 

Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac. 

7.1.1. Shaft Tombs 

Weigand (1985, 1989, 1990, 1992a) has argued convincingly for a hierarchically organized 

society by the late Formative-Preclassic (Ahualulco phase) that reached its maximum expression 

in the highland lake region. This region is located on an axis of high quality obsidian flows in one 

direction, copper deposits in the other, and a scatter of resources such as quartz, hematite, and 

salt. Circular platform architecture associated with tomb structures, and tombs of varying rank are 

characteristic of the region. Most of the material evidence for a ceramic mortuary technology for 

this period is disassociated, having entered the art market through looting. The figurines, by far the 

predominant elements of these collections, provide a large body of information on the sculptors of 

the Preclassic, though not so much on mortuary production and behavior at large. 

Nonetheless, it is clear that burial was an important act during the late Formative-Preclassic 

(EI Arenal and Ahualulco phases). Tombs were deep, multi-chambered, multi-use structures in the 

Teuchitlan core. In one of the few mapped tombs associated with a circular mound structure, EI 

Arenal (Long 1966), there is evidence for manipulation of bones after burial. Of note is the apparent 
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lack of a patterned orientation of interment for the body or bodies. The burials are extended supine 

burials. Status items such as shell (as discussed by Graham 1989), copper minerals, beads, bone, 

quartz, and obsidian were present along with ceramic offerings. Eighteen large, hollow figurines in 

association with at least nine adults and two fetuses were found in the San Sebastian tomb at EI 

Arenal. It is postulated that there were multiple interment events, but that each event may have 

added multiple corpses. The practice of multiple burials would be consistent with a derivative Aztec 

practice of providing the teyolia of the deceased with the teyolia of his/her servants for the journey 

to Mixtlan. 

The figurines are unique portraits, each one having its own characteristics. They are made 

specifically for mortuary use. This would suggest that there are figurine specialists; yet with the 

limited number of such figurines produced, it would be surprising if they were full-time mortuary 

specialists. I propose that the "special" production of figurines for mortuary use was completed by 

experienced potters who mayor may not have been specialists. The techniques used involved a 

combination of hand-building and slab forming, which is distinct from what is known of pottery

making in the Valley of Atemajac, where pots are largely made by COiling and scraping, with no slab 

construction represented. 

The shaft tomb complex identified at Tabachines is related to social burial practice in the 

Teuchitlan core? There is no evidence for circular architectural structures associated with 

Tabachines. The tombs at Tabachines clearly fall into Weigand's assignation of "tombs of the third 

rank," pertaining to areas outside the Teuchitliin core. There are 22 shaft tombs represented at 

Tabachines. As at EI Arenal, there are multiple burials. Eight tombs have multiple burials, with two 

to five interred in each; all but one tomb is single-chambered. Schondube and Galvan (1978) have 

argued that these were all single-event burials. These multiple burials may be indicative of a 

cosmological view shared with the Teuchitlan core, where the servants of the deceased accompany 

him/her to Mixtlan. The skeletons were laid out in an extended supine position along the long axis 
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of the tomb, which itself had no preferred direction. This aspect of bUrial practice is consistent with 

that at EI Arenal/San Sebastian in the Teuchitlc~n core. 

Offerings include ceramics, shell, beads, and lithics. Shell, associated with leadership and 

power, appears in two of the more elaborately filled tombs. This reflects the shared importance of 

this symbol of status and position in the Teuchitlc~n core and the Valley of Atemajac. In the two 

elaborately filled tombs, there are higher populations of figurines present. Ten out of eleven of the 

figurines are found in tombs 6 and 8 (the tombs with shell and the largest number of offerings). 

Some of the styles present are consistent with figurines from the Teuchitlan core. Tomb 6 figurines 

are predominately the Ameca style, with one small San Juanito style figurine. Tomb 8 figurines 

include only one Ameca style figurine, with the others of varied styles which are more difficult to 

classify. The presence of clay beads exclusively in tombs 6 and 8 is another shared element. The 

use context of the figurines and beads reflects behaviors consistent with the Teuchitlan core, 

although not at the same magnitude. 

Tabachines is special because it is the only site in West Mexico where there is a complete 

burial assemblage to study. The complete assemblage (including all vessels) is present. Many 

tombs do not contain any figurines. Past interpretation of burial practice, based upon fragmentary 

material evidence from unprovenienced artifacts, is limited. The Tabachines collection is exciting 

in its ability to push the interpretation of past mortuary behavior much further. 

As discussed in earlier sections (Chapter 5), the shaft tomb ceramic burial assemblage is 

composed of three primary groups (Colorines, Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco), and a collection of 

prestige items and curated Imports. The materials reflect local production of a majority of the 

wares, and relatively minor differences in materials among particular ceramic groups. In fact, the 

materials used cross-cut groups. The techniques of production of these various groups are easily 

distinguishable. An overall look at the vessels leaves little doubt that there were a number of 

different makers of these vessels. The large variation in the realization of designs within the groups 
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Colorines, Tabachines, and Arroyo Seco indicates a group of talented artists. Artist is an 

appropriate term, as it allows for the expression of individual creative effort from vessel to vessel. 

Each vessel clearly resonates with the hand of its maker, within the constraints of a particular group. 

A Tabachines alia, for example, is made in a particular way with a particular clay, using small coils 

and scraping. Within that constraint, however, there is exceptional experimentation, primarily with 

form. The dish with flaring rim, or the elongated olla/jar are just a few of these forms. Just as 

Ameca style figurines are clearly recognizable from a group of stylistic and material/technical 

constraints, so are a Tabachines alia and an Arroyo Seco bowl. 

Due to the dearth of specific mortuary ceramic information available for the Teuchitlan core, 

it is difficult to compare the activities at the sites of Tabachines and Ixtepete with activities in the 

Teuchitlan core. This study has identified modes of production and use of mortuary ceramics in 

the Valley of Atemajac. That very different vessels were being produced locally for both utilitarian 

purposes and special use (e.g., decorative or explicitly mortuary purposes) reflects a much richer 

range of modes of production than previously assumed. On the whole, the similarities in burial 

practice between the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac point towards a high level of 

interaction between the two regions, consistent with a core-periphery relationship. 

7.1.2. Box Tombs 

The association of the box tombs of the Valley of Atemajac with the Teuchitlan I and 

Teuchitlan II phases (Classic period) of the Teuchitlan core is clear. In the core region, Weigand 

argued that the circular platforms and attention to subterranean tomb architecture during the EI 

Arenal and Ahualulco phases are reinterpreted as monumental above-ground architecture during 

the Teuchitlan I phase. The circular platforms are retained, but the richness and variety of tombs 

and tomb offerings is reduced. Ball courts and elite residences are present. The development of 

a settlement hierarchy in the Teuchitlan core with sites of varying scale suggests an amplification 
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of the forces present in the EI Arenal and Ahualulco phases. Craft specialization in obsidian is 

apparent; salt is processed in large quantities; organized irrigation systems are evident. The 

process of "urbanization", with a movement of population from the surrounding valleys into the 

center suggests major changes in the social fabric of the region. This social and political 

reorganization is at some cost, however, as evidenced by the appearance of fortified structures as 

early as Teuchitlan I (Beekman, pers. comm., 1993) in the pass connecting the Teuchitlan core to 

areas to the east, in the Valley of Atemajac. By the Teuchitlan II phase, major reorganization in the 

region has occurred, marking the end of the Classic period in the Teuchitlan core. 

Very little has been written about mortuary practices during the Teuchitlan I and II phases 

in the Teuchitlan core per se. Holien's discussion of the copa-olia complex as a Classic period 

phenomenon, however, provides a point of departure for discussion (1977). Pseudo-cloisonne 

copas and alias appear in shaft tombs in the Teuchitlan core as early as the Ahualulco phase, yet 

reach their peak in appearance in the Teuchitlan I phase. The interpretation of pseudo-cloisonne 

as a marker for status burials and some sort of prestige interaction sphere may well be valid. Holien 

argues that it is a status good, and that lower status burials may have included invested gourds 

rather than ceramics. As presented earlier, burials with rows of vessels in Cruz Vieja, Jalisco, south 

of Lake Chapala, flexed burials with pseudo-cloisonne copas and bowls in the Upper Rio Santiago 

region, and shallow sitting, standing, or prone burials with pseudo-cloisonne at Estanzuela, Jalisco 

all suggest some sort of spatial continuity of the copa-olla burial assemblage, with pseudo-cloisonne 

being an important Classic period element. At Alta Vista, outside the Teuchitlan core but within an 

expanded Classic period interaction zone, pseudo-cloisonne is prevalent (Figure 3.2). 

That the pseudo-cloisonne, apart from the copa-oIla complex par sa, should be viewed as 

a derivative West Mexican phenomenon is strengthened by the presence of painted murals on the 

walls of shaft tombs (Weigand 1974), prior to the appearance of the pseudo-cloisonne vessels. 

Designs and the use of color in the two traditions are similar. The continuity of these two similar 
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techniques between the Late Formative and the Classic is relevant to discussions of regional 

distributions of the copa-olla complex. 

Red-on-white ceramics, some with a fugitive black, and black-on-red bichromes, some with 

a fugitive white, as well as pseudo-cloisonne, have been reported for this period, although there 

have been no formally reported excavations of Teuchitlan core tombs (Weigand: 1990). What is 

lacking, as with the Preclassic material, is a complete mortuary assemblage. The Lumholtz 

collection from Estanzuela, Jalisco includes the miniature black-on-red and pseudo-cloisonne 

vessels, but lacks any contextual or associative information other than the association of a number 

of shallow seated, standing, or prone burials. Holien and Pickering (1978: 151) report a collection 

of copas and ollas which were arranged around an extended skeleton west of Lake Chapala in 

Jalisco. The association of the copa-olla complex with the sacrifice of a Tezcatlipoca impersonator 

(one of the aspects of Quetzalcoatl) at Alta Vista suggests that they served an important function 

in ritual (Holien and Pickering 1978). The copa is used for ceremonial drinking, and the olla serves 

as a container for the ritual drink, thus forming a pair. 

Knowledge of burial practice as a socially structured activity in the Teuchitlan core of West 

Mexico is limited. The processes of urbanization and specialization reflect changes in social 

practice, with an amplified, more complex structuring of society. The presence of pseudo-cloisonne 

and the copa-olla complex are aligned with status, and are strongly voiced in the Teuchitlan core 

of West Mexico. 

In the non-core region of the Valley of Aternajac, mortuary practice is voiced somewhat 

differently during the Classic period. As discussed earlier (Chapter 3), one of the most visible 

differences is the presence of rectangular plaza architecture. Although rectangular patios exist in 

the elite residences in the Teuchitlan core, the basic platform architecture is still essentially circular 

in the Teuchitlan I and II phases. At Ixtepete, the basic architecture is reminiscent of Teotihuacan 

structures. A single burial was excavated at Ixtepete and, relative to those burials at Tabachines, 
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is a higher status burial. The number of offerings is substantially larger within this tomb, and the 

only known excavated pseudo-cloisonne from the Valley of Atemajac is present in association with 

the copa-olla complex. Offerings include both pseudo-cloisonne and smudged vessels, consistent 

with the finds at Estanzuela in the Teuchitliin core. Further, the tomb was located within the mound 

structure at the site, further supporting the importance of this individual. The interred is seated, and 

faces north. Offerings are placed lines. This is consistent with reports of other Classic period 

burials throughout the region (Chapter 3). 

There is no associated architecture at Tabachines, although EI Grillo, less than 0.5 km. 

away, may have Classic period components (there is Epiclassic surface architecture). The large 

number of tombs excavated at Tabachines provide remarkable insight into burial practice at this site. 

Relative to Ixtepete the tombs are simple, containing fewer offerings and no pseudo-cloisonne. 

Ceramics predominate, although in two tombs non-obsidian lithics are present. There is clear 

evidence for differentiation within the group of tombs at Tabachines, however, based on the number 

and distribution of offerings. All burials are single corpses and are flexed burials facing north. The 

offerings are generally placed in a line opposite the body. This behavior is consistent with that at 

Ixtepete and with known cases in Los Altos, Estanzuela, and Cruz Vieja. There is no pseudo

cloisonne or smudging in the Tabachines burial assemblage, although negative techniques are 

present as well as a range of fugitive black and white paints. 

7.2. Mortuary technology: conclusions 

The addition of a third member of the phenomenal order triad, technique, provides important 

insight into the processes of change in the Valley of Atemajac that are not so apparent in using 

other forms of archaeological data. The conclusions of the techr.oiogical ieconstruction can stand 

alone, and clearly show that there is a complete transformation in the production, distribution, and 

use of mortuary ceramics between the late Formative/early Classic and Classic period in the Valley 
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of Atemajac. There is absolutely no basis for considering a derivative technology. The only aspect 

that seems to be shared has to do with the symbol set shared both through time and space. This 

indicates a shared symbolic reservoir which reinforces basic beliefs about the cosmos. This in no 

way contradicts the range in variation seen in the Valley of Atemajac through this time period, nor 

between the Valley of Atemajac and the Teuchitlan core, again through this time period. 

With these considerations in mind, the specific details of technological change in the Valley 

of Atemajac were assessed relative to the Teuchitlan core. As argued in Chapter 7, there is an 

abrupt discontinuity in all aspects of ceramic mortuary technology between the late Formative and 

Classic periods. What are the social implications of this observation? It is accepted that ceramic 

traditions are basically conservative. Thus, for such a profound change in the making and use of 

ceramic vessels, there is no other explanation than a discontinuity in the production, distribution, 

and use of ceramics at the site of Tabachines. There are two possible scenarios: 1) outsiders 

gained control of the site, bringing administrators and craftspeople, and introducing new burial 

behaviors and ceramic traditions, and 2) the site was vacated for some time, then resettled by 

outsiders who made and used mortuary pottery differently. 

Scenario 1 provides some flexibility in explaining technological change seen at the site of 

Tabachines, changes that are consistent with behaviors seen at Ixtepete. If outsiders gained control 

of the site, bringing with them new beliefs, new social organization, and new craft traditions, then 

one would expect profound changes in the treatment of the dead and in the preparation of offerings 

for the dead. This is what is seen. The relationships between producers and users of mortuary 

ceramics were profoundly affected by these external forces. During the late Formative/early Classic 

period, a range of ceramics was produced for both mortuary and non-mortuary use. Suddenly, 

during the Classic period, ceramic miniatures were being produced by small clusters of individuals 

for a particular mortuary event. The distribution and use of mortuary ceramics went from 

assemblages with a wide variety of offerings serving as markers of status and vessels that were 
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used in the journey after death, to limited assemblages of miniatures that had reference to (not 

direct analogy to) vessels that might be important in death (copas and ollas). Iconographic 

information went from simple geometric forms, including embedded triangles, and occasional square 

crosses and xica/coJiques to more complex patterns with xicalcoJiques and Greek crosses 

appearing frequently in central design spaces. The association of the Greek cross symbol with 

death has been argued in earlier sections (e.g., Chapter 2). Burial behavior changed, going from 

multiple extended burials and a more random placement of offerings to flexed single burials with 

offerings placed in lines. According to Carr (Chapter 2), changes in the placement of the body and 

offerings are more strongly indicative of ideational change, and changes in the assemblage itself 

are more indicative of changes in social organization. Thus, in seeing profound changes in both 

of these categories, we must surmise that there are profound social and ideational changes 

occuring at the site of Tabachines. 

That some of these changes are consistent with the Teuchitlan core (pseudo-cloisonne 

copa-olla complex and design motifs), while other of these changes are consistent with changes 

seen in central Mexico (Teotihuacan inspired miniatures, the arrangement of the tomb. and a 

reduction in the scale of the burial event), indicates that there are several lines of interaction at work. 

Weigand argues that some of these dynamics are motivated by changes in the Teuchitlan 

core (Weigand 1990, n.d.(3)). People were drawn from the valleys surrounding the Teuchitlan core 

during the ·urbanization" of the core region. Valleys within one day's walk were the most important 

source of population. These valleys include the Valley of Atemajac to the east, and only five or six 

other valleys to the north, south, and west. This suggests that large numbers of individuals moved 

from surrounding valleys to the core region over a period of 100 to 150 years. Conservative 

population estimates in the Teuchitlan core during the peak of the Classic period (Weigand n.d.(3)) 

account for 60,000 people contemporaneously. Sixty thousand is a large number, even for modern 

standards. The result is that many of the sites in these valleys (such as Tabachines) were left with 
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many fewer residents. In this apparent vacuum, forces from the east were able to move in and take 

control of the Valley of Atemajac. 

Within this scenario, these changes in the Valley of Atemajac occur as the Teuchitlan core 

is reaching its peak as an urban center for the region. The populations moving to the Teuchitlan 

core are ethnically mixed, as they are drawn from multiple regions surrounding the core. The 

ethnicities of the Teuchitlan core are then directly related (by kin) to the remaining members left at 

the surrounding valley sites. If extra-regional forces then took control of the sites in the Valley of 

Atemajac, there would be a mixture of West Mexican Teuchitlan core behaviors (as communicated 

through kin) plus these extra-regional behaviors. The combination of the West Mexican copa-olla 

complex with new burial behaviors involving miniatures, box tombs, and flexed burials facing north 

is consistent with this scenario. Further, the presence of the three pseudo-cloisonne ollas in the 

Ixtepete burial, along with one Ixtepete olla (Blanco/Guinda) in the Estanzuela burial, suggests that 

these artifacts were exchanged, maybe based on kin associations. 

The abrupt change in ceramic technology is also consistent with Scenario 1, reflecting 

changes in the individuals making and using mortuary ceramics at Tabachines. All aspects in the 

production, distribution, and use of mortuary ceramics change. Only the use of two clay types used 

during the shaft tomb period (although two new types are also exploited during the box tomb 

period) is retained. The knowledge of clay sources may have been passed on directly, or 

discovered from evidence of past use of a particular source. This is at best a weak argument for 

a continuity of craft tradition. That there is absolutely no continuity in the behaviors associated with 

the production, distribution, or use of mortuary ceramics indicates that there are essentially no 

remaining craftspeople at Tabachines after the "move" into the Teuchitlan core. If craftpeople had 

remained, then one would anticipate that some elements of the shaft tomb technique would be 

incorporated into the box tomb miniatures. They are not. On the other hand, if there were 

remaining Tabachines residents from the shaft tomb period, the one would anticipate that some 
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elements of the shaft tomb burial assemblage would remain in at least some of the tombs (much 

like the Oaxaca burials at Teotihuacan, which use local Teotihuacan wares in a way consistent with 

Oaxaca burial). They do not. The only possible explanation for these behaviors is to accept that 

the population of the site of Tabachines was negligible at the time of the external occupation. 

Equally, the site could have been uninhabited for a short period of time (Scenario 2). Scenario 2 

is more likely, as there is absolutely no connection between the mortuary behaviors of the Late 

Formative/Preclassic and Classic period people at Tabachines. 

Scenario 2 is probable, but with a few qualifiers. First, the obsidian hydration dates from 

Tabachines suggest that the site could only have been unoccupied for a short period of time, in the 

range of 100 years. Second, if the outsiders, who later built structures in a way consistent with the 

Bajio and central Mexico to the east (Figure 3.1), settled at Tabachines, why does the copa-olla 

pairing and iconography present on the copas and ollas seem so consistent with patterns prevalent 

in the Teuchitliin core? The shared iconography is reflective of a symbolic reservoir, linking these 

groups of people. The mixture of characteristics similar to core behaviors, alongside extra-regional 

patterns seen in ceramics and architecture, demands a more complex explanation for the 

discontinuity, but doesn't negate the possibility that the site was uninhabited for a period of time. 

As intimated in Scenario 2, the presence of distinctly West Mexican elements in the box 

tomb assemblage at Tabachines is problematic. Before considering the ·problem" of West Mexican 

elements in the Tabachines and Ixtepete assemblages, it is worthwhile to assess the relationships 

in mortuary behavior between the Teuchitliin core and these sites in temporal terms. This is 

because, at the base of Scenario 2 is the hypothesis that the relocation of peripheral valley 

populations into the Teuchitlan core leading up to zenith of the Classic period (approximately AD 

400 - 500) set off the series of events that changed the Valley of Atemajac. Thus, the changes in 

both of these regions should be consistent with this general time framework. The relationship of 

changes through time between the Valley of Atemajac and the Teuchitlan core is important in 
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understanding regional dynamics and the "problem" of West Mexican elements in the Tabachines 

and Ixtepete assemblages. 

7.2.1 Temporal relationships: Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac. 

Beginning in the late Formative in the Teuchitlan core, burial behavior is characterized by 

shaft tombs with a range of offerings including ceramic figurines. The high status shaft tombs are 

often deep multi-chambered tombs, with multiple interments and a wide variety of offerings. Bodies 

are often found in extended positions. Also present are the lower status pit tombs, with fewer 

offerings and often flexed burials. Thus, there is a range of interment types going back to the late 

Formative. Both full-size vessels and miniatures are present. The miniatures are replicas of full-size 

vessels. Full-size vessels include polished black vessels, red-on-white polished vessels, ceramic 

boxes, and ceramic figurines. As time progresses into the Ahualulco phase (early Classic), the 

shaft tombs become sub-monumental. Geometric pseudo-cloisonne appears together with the 

earlier ceramics. Population growth is high during this period. Moving into the Teuchitlan I phase, 

other changes occur. There are more circles and ball-courts in the Teuchitlan core. Box tombs 

appear. Many of the burials appear as flexed burials and they usually contain a single individual. 

New ceramic types including the codical pseudo-cloisonne and negative vessels appear. Red-on

cream ceramics are prevalent in the tombs. Miniatures appear throughout this phase, and are 

miniature replicas of full-size ceramic types present in the tombs. There are mixtures of full-size and 

miniatures present in both the shaft and box tombs. 

In the Valley of Atemajac, this trajectory is different. During the late Formative and through 

the Ahualulco phase, shaft tombs consistent with Weigand's tombs of the third rank (1989) are 

present. They contain a range of full-size artifacts with only two miniatures represented (two olla 

pendants consistent with the type Tabachines Negro). The burials are extended burials and many 

have multiple corpses. There is no preferred orientation of the tomb or corpse. With the exception 
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of the figurines and perhaps the beads, ocarina, and pendants, the vessels are produced for non-

burial purposes. Only later do they end up as offerings. The box tombs are dated based on an 

obsidian hydration date of AD 523 (Schondube and Galvan 1978: 163). This date is consistent with 

the Teuchitlan I phase, and contemporaneous with the appearance of the box tombs in the 

Teuchitlan core. Of course, the other box tombs at this site could date earlier or later. The burials 

are single individuals in flexed positions, generally facing north. The offerings appear in Jines along 

the north wall of the tomb. Ollas and some copas appear in the tombs. In the higher status tombs, 

copas and alias appear together, sometimes in equal numbers. The vessels are all miniatures with 

the exception of a single full-size molcajete, which appears as a single offering in one tomb. 

This description of the burial behavior at Tabachines and Ixtepete must be qualified, 

because it is a relatively small sample. It is possible, and maybe even probable, that a wider range 

of burial behaviors (in terms of the placement of the corpse and treatment of the corpse) will 

become apparent as more archaeological data becomes available. Thus, the range of behaviors 

seen in the Teuchithin core might also be found in the Valley of Atemajac. Nonetheless, it is 

impossible to discount: 1) the abruptness of change from late Formative to Classic period times 

in burial behavior in the Valley of Atemajac, and 2) the consistency of burial behavior internally 

during each phase in the Valley of Atemajac, with the data currently available. 

Elements of shaft tombs and box tombs so clearly differentiable in the Valley of Atemajac 

are not SO easily differentiated in the Teuchitlan core. Pseudo-cloisonne appears in both shaft 

tombs and box tombs in the Teuchitlan core. Miniatures also appear in both shaft tombs and box 

tombs in the Teuchitlan core; however, the treatment of "miniatures" is far different in the 

TeuchitJan core than in the Valley of Atemajac. In the Teuchitlan core, the miniatures are replicas 

of the larger vessels, also found in burial context. In the Valley of Atemajac, the miniatures that 

appear in the box tombs are made especially for burial and appear without the full-size vessels. 

They are larger than the miniatures found in the Teuchitlan core. The miniature forms echo the 
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utilitarian forms NOT present in burial. One single molcajete miniature (cited as a miniature among 

miniatures in Chapter 5), is more consistent with patterns seen in the Teuchitlan core. The majority 

of vessels, however, are not. 

Returning to the temporal relationship of the Teuchitlan core to the Valley of Atemajac, then, 

certain mortuary elements are present differentially in the two regions. The presence of the pseudo

cloisonne copa-olla complex in association with the shaft tombs and their assemblages in the 

Teuchitlan core pOints towards a West Mexican inspired change. Box tombs appear in the 

Teuchitlan core durin~ in the Teuchitlan I phase, but they appear together with elements of the 

mortuary assemblage from earlier phases. This indicates that whatever changes were taking place 

were happening gradually, and not affecting the entire population at once. To the contrary, the 

changes experienced in the Valley of Atemajac at this time are rapid, and affect the entire population 

at once. 

The intensity of changes occuring (architectural, technological, the treatment of the corpse, 

the presence of Thin Orange vessels, and the introduction of large miniatures as burial furniture) in 

the Valley of Atemajac, indicate that these changes could not have come solely from the Teuchitlan 

core. Only the copa-olla complex and associated iconographic symbols appear to be coming from 

the Teuchitlan core of West Mexico into the Valley of Atemajac. I hypothesize here that the burial 

"package" of box tombs with flexed interments facing North, and Jines of large miniatures placed 

within the tomb, all associated with Teotihuacan-inspired architectural changes, was only partially 

absorbed into the Teuchitlan core. Thus, the box tombs reflect change introduced into the core 

from outside the region, to the east. In this sense, the strength of the technological, social, and 

ideational changes experienced in the Valley of Atemajac only partially influenced the Teuchitlan 

core. A flexible, powerful core would have needed to adapt to external changes in order to 

perpetuate itself. On the other hand, the presence of fortified sites between the Valley of Atemajac 
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and the Teuchitlan core demonstrates that the core was actively maintaining a clear boundary 

between the eastern valley and the core. 

In directly reconstructing technological change at the sites of Tabachines, Ixtepete, and 

Estanzuela, a new dimension of the phenomenal order was added to this examination of mortuary 

practice. The changes in the relationships between producers and users in the organization of 

production, manner of distribution, and context of use, all indicate profound changes in social 

organization. Clearly, the changes in iconography and treatment of the dead reflect patterns 

consistent with pan-Mesoamerican beliefs about the cosmos and dying. On the other hand, the 

emphasis on different elements of this ideational structure between the Late Formative/Preclassic 

and Classic periods in the Valley of Atemajac points to the Introduction of a regional variant In the 

way that these ideas were expressed. That all of these forces overlap amplifies the need to identify 

external forces for change. 

It is only the integration of ideational, social, and technological perspectives that truly allows 

a definitive argument for change in the region to be voiced. Further, the nature of the data, with 

attention to individual variation in ceramic production and use, allows for different kinds of 

inferences than, for example, settlement data. In this case, that craft traditions are generally 

conservative in many aspects of technique, provides support for the argument that there are new 

people at the site of Tabachines. That none of them practiced burial behaviors consistent with the 

prior Late Forrnative/Preclassic tradition which WAS well aligned with the Teuchitlan core, further 

supports a model for drastic change in the region by the Classic period. 

In closing, the conclusions of the technological reconstruction in social context demonstrate 

that the changes seen In the Valley of Aternajac are due to a complete discontinuity In the 

population there. This is a conclusion that could not have been reached with the available 

archaeological data alone. The focus on technology in context is an approach that has not been 

exploited in studies of mortuary behavior. 
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7.3. Explanatory models for social, ideational and technological change in the Valley of 
Atemajac. 

The central argument of this dissertion is summarized in the previous section (8.2). In this 

section, potential models for the source of extra-regional change in the Valley of Atemajac are 

presented. This is essentially speculation, as there is little available regional data. I have included 

it in order to provide some directions for future work. 

Given that outsiders have moved into the Valley of Atemajac, what can we say about the 

relationship between these two regions based on what we know about mortuary behavior? Two 

different possibilities arise: 1) a core-periphery view, where the goods, ideas, and behaviors flow 

back and forth between the Teuchitlan core and Valley of Atemajac, and 2) an eastern-boundary 

perspective, where the Valley of Atemajac has limited influence from the Teuchitlan core, and is 

instead more strongly influenced by regions to the east. 

The core·periphery view assumes that the copa-olla complex, even in its bastardized form 

in the Valley of Atemajac, reflects a shared approach to status burial in these two regions. 

Similarities in social and political relations are reflected in shared beliefs about death and burial. 

Discrepancies in the production, distribution, and use of this copa-olla complex are due to local 

variation. That non-pseudo-cloisonne copas and oIlas appear together in only the high-status 

burials in the Valley of Atemajac solidifies the view that the copa-olla complex was an important 

mortuary element shared between the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemaiac. That there is 

a sharp transition in the treatment of the corpse (flexed, facing North), offerings (all miniatures, 

placed in lines in the tomb), and tomb (all box-shaped) indicates a change in ideation in the Valley 

of Atemajac from outsiders. These changes are weakly communicated to the Teuchitlan core 

through time, as is reflected in the presence of box tombs. This would suggest an exchange in 

ideas about death and burial, with the copa-olla complex flowing from the Teuchithin core, while 
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the other aspects involving the corpse, offerings, and tomb all flowing slowly into the Teuchitlan 

core. 

Alternatively, an eastern-boundary view, where the Valley of Atemajac has a much larger 

social and political distance from the Teuchitlan core, results in a completely different set of 

conclusions. If we return to a strict interpretation of the copa-alla complex as limited to the high

status pseudo-cloisonne and Suchil Red-on-Brown copas and alias (Halien 1977), then the 

distribution of copas and ollas in the Valley of Atemajac looks somewhat different. 

Although the potters of Tabachines and Ixtepete made ceramics consistent (in gross terms) 

with those represented at Estanzuela in the Teuchitlan core, there are distinct differences. At 

Estanzuela, the copas and ollas are made using molds. This suggests that large numbers were 

produced. Further, the copas and ollas are made in sets, where the techniques and decoration of 

the vessel pairs is consistent. The importance of the copa-olla complex In association with burial 

is clear at Estanzuela, yet it is only fully voiced in "status· tombs at Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

Pseudo-cloisonne appears only in the high-status Ixtepete tomb, and only in the form of ollas, 

without any copas. The appearance of pseudo-cloisonne alias at Ixtepete made by different 

individuals than the rest of the assemblage suggests pseudo-clolsonne ·specialists·. Whether these 

are locally produced cannot be known without samples for analysis. However, that these pseudo

cloisonne ollas were made outside the Valley of Atemajac, and are not a part of the regular 

mortuary assemblage In the Valley of Atemajac can be concluded from the small population of 

pseudo-cloisonne offerings in the region, their divergence in form and technique from the local 

assemblage, and Holien's conclusion that the center of pseudo-cloisonne production was to the 

west. 

As argued earlier (Chapter 6), the organization of production of copas and alias in the Valley 

of Atemajac is different that in the Teuchitlan core. At Ixtepete and Tabachines, it is clear that the 

makers of the copas are different from the makers of the oIlas. At Tabachines, all but one of the 
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ollas was made from the same clay, whereas the "copas" reflect diversity in clay sources. The 

designs rendered on copas and 011 as here do not form a closed set, as they do at Estanzuela. The 

"copas" at Tabachines are glorified "copas", more consistent with bowls with annular bases, whereas 

the aesthetic at Ixtepete is taller, more consistent with forms represented at Estanzuela. At 

Estanzuela, the production evidence reflects speCialized production using molds, and the 

importance of the association of copas and ollas in the production of vessels for mortuary 

assemblages alone. The preponderance of pseudo-cloisonne vessels in burial context at 

Estanzuela is not seen at Ixtepete and Tabachines. Design elements are consistent at Tabachines, 

Ixtepete, and Estanzuela, although the complexity of the rendering of the design seems to be 

consistent with site complexity (i.e., Estanzuela is more complex than Ixtepete, which is more 

complex than Tabachines). In all, there is sufficient evidence to ask whether a "copa-olla complex" 

even exists in the Valley of Atemajac. 

The presence of copas and oil as in buriai assemblages is not unique to the region including 

the Teuchitlan core, Chalchihuites, and the Valley of Atemajac. In looking outside the region, to the 

south and east, there are numerous reports of copas (copas, bowls with annular bases, and 

pedestalled bowls) found in burials, going as far southeast as Teotihuacan (Teotihuacan III, Sejourne 

1966: fig. 218), as far east as Apatzingan (Kelly 1963) and Chupicuaro (Porter 1956:610), and as far 

south as Sayula (Kelly 1948) and Tuxcacuesco (Kelly 1949:251,253). There is no indication in these 

reports that there is a "copa-olla complex". Further, in regions to the east, just as in the Valley of 

Atemajac, there are reports of the association of local wares with occasional pseudo-cloisonne, and 

even more occasionally, Thin Orange wares (Brown 1985; Michelet 1990; Sanchez Correa and 

Marmelojo Moreles 1990). Iconographically, vessels from as far away as Chupicuaro share design 

elements with the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac. These include the Greek cross and 

the x;calcolique, as well as the stepped fret (almedas) design that Holien (1977) claims is unique 

to the Sayula-Guadalajara-Ixtlan axis (Le. south of Lake Chapala through the Teuchitlan core into 
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southern Nayarit). Thus, the issue of shared iconography between the Teuchitlan core and the 

Valley of Atemajac is probably better viewed as a regional phenomenon, extending beyond these 

two areas. Other elements, such as the presence of copas, Thin Orange, and pseudo-cloisonne 

might best be viewed as a regional phenomenon, as well. This continuity suggests that we need 

to understand burial patterns from at least Los Altos and the Bajio before associating "local variation 

of the copa-olla complex" directly with the Teuchitlan core (Figure 3.1). The co-presence of ollas 

and copas outside of the Teuchitlan core and the Chalchihuites region might prove to be quite 

independent of the copa-olla complex formally defined by Holien. It is not in the scope of this 

dissertation to pursue this point. 

There are several more lines of evidence to support a claim that the "source" of mortuary 

change lies outside of the Teuchitlan core. First, this dissertation has argued that there is a 

discontinuous change in the way burial was experienced in the Valley of Atemajac between the Late 

Formative/Preclassic and Classic period. It was argued that these changes (miniatures, flexed 

burials facing North, and the accompanying offerings in lines along the North wall) were similar to 

changes seen in Teotihuacan during the Tlamimilolpa phase. This is not to say that this is the only 

way that Teotihuacanos were buried, nor is this to say that Teotihuacanos were settling the Valley 

of Atemajac. Rather, as with the architecture, these changes are derived from patterns voiced in 

Teotihuacan and most likely were interpreted by other groups between Teotihuacan and the Valley 

of Atemajac. These changes reflect the introduction of new ideas about social organization and 

ideation. One likely pathway of change is via the Lerma River, across the Bajio of Guanajuato, into 

Los Altos, and finally the Valley of Atemajac. 

Second, the appearance of three pseudo-cloisonne oIlas at Ixtepete, and the concurrent 

appearance of an Ixtepete oIla at Estanzuela warrants a second look within an "eastern-boundary" 

framework. This distribution may reflect the exchange of these goods in small numbers between 

high-status individuals at these two sites, to solidify relationships. The presence of at least one 
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fortified site between these two polities by late in the Teuchitlan I phase, suggests that there was 

reason to maintain this boundary between the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac. 

Concurrently, the presence of exchanged vessels between the two regions (found in high-status 

buriais), and the introduction of box-tomb burials into the Teuchitlan core suggests that there was 

at least occasional movement and acceptance of ideas and objects across this boundary. In this 

sense, it probably was not an aggressively maintained boundary. 

Finally, the differences in treatment of mortuary ceramics between the Teuchitlan core and 

the Valley of Atemajac supports a view that the Valley of Atemajac was largely independent. As 

argued earlier, the miniatures at Tabachines and Ixtepete are different in treatment and use than 

those in the Teuchitlan core. In the Teuchitlan core, face tabs appear only on the "codical" pseudo

cloisonne alias, whereas they appear commonly on miniature alias at Tabachines and Ixtepete. 

Weigand contends that these codical alias from the Teuchitlan core occur later than the geometric 

pseudo-cloisonne alias, and appear at the peak of the Classic period, about A.D. 400 - 700. The 

relative prevalence of these features in the Valley of Atemajac, together with the late association of 

these face tabs on the codical vessels in the Teuchitlan core suggests that the face tabs were 

introduced to the core region from the Valley of Atemajac, and only later became a part of the 

pseudo-cloisonne repertoire. 

In the Teuchitlan core, the "codical" pseudo-cloisonne with face tabs has a "returned rim" 

(see Figure 6.9), which is unusual for the assemblage. In the Valley of Atemajac, almost all of the 

alias, and particularly those with face tabs, have this "returned rim". In an analysis of the 

archaeology of Los Altos (Figure 3.1), this same unusual rim has also appeared at several sites 

(Baus Czitrom 1985:112). Outside of the region, it has appeared in southern Jalisco (Baus Czitrom 

1985:113). Although any discussion of interaction based on ceramic elements is somewhat tenous, 

there are a few interesting observations that can be made. One, in the Late Formative material at 

Tabachines, one curated bowl fragment, very much like the early negative styles from Los Altos, 
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appears in one tomb. Two, in the Classic period burials at Tabachines and Ixtepete, the appearance 

of the returned rim as a major element is interesting because it has been recognized more 

frequently in Los Altos than in any other region. All of this suggests that there may have been a 

stronger connection of the Valley of Atemajac to Los Altos than has previously been recognized, 

a relationship that was amplified during the Classic period. In terms of relative populations of these 

features, it may be that this relationship was somehow derived from Los Altos, and only later 

affected the Teuchitlan core, indirectly through the Valley of Atemajac. 

Again, that some elements of mortuary behavior appear in the Teuchitlan core, without the 

complete assimilation of all such elements, suggests that the Valley of Atemajac retains its 

independence from the Teuchitlan core. It seems clear that the Teuchitlan core is not dominating 

burial behavior in the Valley of Atemajac. At the same time, the boundary between the two regions 

allows some degree of interaction, both in goods and in burial behavior. There are substantial 

differences in behavior, ranging from the treatment of the corpse to the burial assemblage. This 

should be qualified with the following observations: 1) local variation in the techniques of 

manufacture is expected, 2) shared iconographic information throughout the region including both 

the Teuchitlan core and the regions to the east has also been posited, and 3) basic differences 

based on site complexity must be anticipated (Le. Estanzuela is defined differently than the small, 

peripheral site of Tabachines). 

In the end, then, we are left with two competing possibilities: 1) that the Teuchitlan core 

and the Valley of Atemajac share only the most basic of West Mexican mortuary practices, the 

copa-olla complex. Other forces are gradually introduced to the region from the east, through the 

Valley of Atemajac, and into the Teuchitlan core. This would presuppose that Teuchitlan core 

influence in the Valley of Atemajac is high, supporting fairly continuous interaction between the two 

regions through time, and 2) that the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac share very little 

in terms of mortuary practice, and that mortuary practice is better seen as a broad regional 
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phenomenon distinct from the Teuchitlan core, and including areas to the east. This scenario 

places the Teuchitlan core in opposition to the changes seen in these areas to the east 

(architecture, mortuary practice), and allows limited exchange across the controlled boundary 

between the two regions. 

Both of these possibilities assume that the site of Tabachines was essentially vacated after 

the Late FormativejPreclassic in order to explain the drastic changes in mortuary behavior and 

technological behavior at that site. This is consistent with Weigand's hypothesized population 

implosion, where thousands of people moved into the Teuchitlan core region over the course of 

a few generations. The dynamics of what happened following the intrusion of new people into the 

Valley of Atemajac is a more difficult question, especially when based on the focussed study of only 

two sites. Starting with the hypothesis that the site of Tabachines was vacated, it does not 

necessarily follow that the entire Valley of Atemajac was also vacated. For example, Coyutla, a site 

near the modern town of Tonala, with occupation from the Late Formative through the Postclassic, 

might have provided some much-needed insight into the Classic period transition in the Valley of 

Atemajac. However, the site was recently destroyed in excavating a garbage dump for the town. 

The reconnaissance of more sites, with controlled stratigraphy, both in the Teuchitlan core and in 

the Valley of Atemajacis is critically needed to pursue the issue of social, ideational, and 

technological change in the region is. This would allow for a clearer understanding of the 

continuity jdiscontinuity of change in the region. That the archaeology of the region, especially to 

the east, is still In its infancy, makes conjectures about regional dynamics tenous. As more 

archaeological fieldwork is carried out, this should change. Clearly, attitudes about a cultural 

backwater in West Mexico are changing. With these changes, we should antiCipate more focussed 

studies of archaeology in the region. with more attention to complex inter-regional interaction. 

At the onset of this dissertation, I, as some other West Mexican archaeologists. viewed the 

predominant social milieu in the Classic period Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac as a 
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core-periphery relationship. During the late Formative, there is good evidence for a core-periphery 

relationship between the Teuchitlan core and the Valley of Atemajac. During the Classic period, the 

evidence does not support a core-periphery relationship between these two regions. Bit by bit, I 

have been forced to turn away from this perspective, as data and analysis have again and again 

negated certain primary assumptions about the relationship of the Valley of Atemajac to the 

Teuchitlan core. Clearly, this opens the forum to alternative hypotheses. I would propose that we 

need to look at changes in the Valley of Atemajac within a regional perspective, focussing to the 

south and east. Chris Beekman's work in the boundary region between the Teuchitlan core and 

the Valley of Atemajac should provide further evidence for distancing the Teuchitlan core from the 

Valley of Atemajac. One can only hope that future work in Los Altos, Sayula, and the Bajio begin 

to strengthen arguments for extra-regional dynamics. 

7.4. Future Work 

In all works of this length, there are as many unanswered questions as there are answered 

questions. There are several directions that need to be investigated further. 

First, carrying out similar, focussed studies of technique relative to social and ideational 

structures, in the Teuchitlan core and in the surrounding areas, would greatly increase our 

understanding of regional dynamics. Due to the lack of archaeologically recovered materials from 

the core region, there are many unanwered questions about mortuary behavior and mortuary 

technology in the Teuchitlan core. A recent salvage excavation in Huitzilapa, in the Teuchitlan 

core, has uncovered a number of shaft tombs (1.N.A.H., Guadalajara). Also, there are plans to carry 

out excavations at Sayula, south of Lake Chapala, near the site of Cruz Vieja, where the Classic 

period extended burial and copas and 011 as were found. It would clearly be interesting to continue 

the study of technique and regional dynamics with these collections. 
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Second, as more material from controlled excavations becomes available from the 

Teuchitlan core, it would be interesting to investigate the extent of specialized production of 

mortuary ceramics. Clearly, the level of production is high. The relationship of patterns in behavior 

between obsidian technology and ceramic technology in the core region would also be rewarding 

to pursue, from the point of view of socially embedded systems of production and use. 

Third, the expansion of archaeological survey and excavation into the areas to the south 

and east of the Valley of Atemajac is critical to developing a regional model of change in West 

Mexico. This study has pointed out the necessity in looking outside the Teuchitlan core to explain 

change in the region. This is, of course, many lifetimes of work. 
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APPEtmlXA 
EXTRA-REGIONAL PATTERNS OF TEOTIHUACAN INTERACTION 

Core Regions 

Hirth's model of Teotihuacan dynamics during the Classic period divides critical regions into 

subsystems: a core area and subsystems or hinterlands outside of Teotihuacan proper (1978a, 

1978b:331). The core regions developed as Teotihuacan's needs expanded (after A.D. 300). "Inner 

hinterlands" with agricultural capabilities such as the Amatzinac Valley in Eastern Morelos underwent 

extreme population relocation during this period; there are many Teotihuacan ceramics found at 

sites in this region. In other regions, the impact of Teotihuacan administrative influence may have 

been felt differently. Hirth includes the Rio Amatzinac Valley and central and northern Morelos; the 

Toluca Basin; southern and central Hidalgo; south, southeastern and central Puebla, including 

Cholula; Tlaxcala; and perhaps northeastern Guerrero in this "inner hinterland." 

In the Tepexi region south of Teotihuacan, where Thin Orange ceramics were produced, 

it is interesting that there has been no evidence to support a Teotihuacan military presence, or even 

residence of Teotihuacanos (Rattray 1992). The plaza-temple groups and tomb complex are distinct 

from Teotihuacan styles, with no talud-tablero architecture, and no Teotihuacan orientation of 

buildings. Clearly, Teotihuacan controlled the distribution of Thin Orange ceramics. That the 

material evidence doesn't reflect this relationship is puzzling, given the close proximity of the site 

to Teotihuacan. 

In the Tehuacan Valley, there is evidence for wide regional contact during the Palo Blanco 

phase: ceramics from Monte Alban, Teotihuacan, and Vera Cruz are present (MacNeish, Peterson 

and Flannery 1970). Noguera reports two late Classic tombs with a large number of vessels, of 

which Thin Orange predominates (1940). 
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Peripheral regions: political/trade 

Within Hirth's model, a second subsystem consists of long-distance trade networks that 

supplied Teotihuacan with particular resources lying outside their immediate geographic vicinity. 

This may have been accomplished by placing Teotihuacan political elite into local political positions 

(Parsons 1971 :239). These outposts may have included Kaminaljuyu and Santa Lucia regions in 

Guatemala, regions surrounding Matacapan in Vera Cruz; the Cotzumalhuapa-Escuintla region, and 

the Rio Balsas depression in Guerrero (Hirth 1980:100). 

At Kaminaljuyu, there is evidence for significant Teotihuacan contact during the Classic 

period. Cheek (1977) argues that the early phase of Teotihuacan interaction, beginning in A.D. 450, 

was characterized by a system of regional exchange run by the elite of Kaminaljuyu. Shortly 

thereafter, by A.D. 500, the second wave of Teotihuacan interaction was experienced. This brought 

with it a large number of talud-tablera structures, and a change in burial patterns characterized by 

many foreign and Teotihuacan-style artifacts. Middle Classic burial patterns at Kaminaljuyu have 

been classified as Teotihuacan in style (cf. Brown 1977; Cheek 1974; deborhegyi 1965; Kidder, 

Jennings and Shook 1946). A better description might be the burial of Teotihuacan goods in a 

mode consistent with Maya burial patterns (Brown 1977:358). The extent and rapidity of change 

during the Middle Classic suggest a coercive implant of Teotihuacan ritual and ideas. Control of 

obsidian at EI Chayal, or use of Kaminaljuyu as a central exchange site, may have elicited interest 

from Teotihuacan. Sites in the same region, such as Solano and San Antonio Frutal, do not reflect 

Teotihuacan influence in architecture during the Middle Classic (Brown 1977). 

On the Pacific Coast region of Guatemala, Department of Escuintla, access to both cacao 

and marine shell may have been appealing to Teotihuacan. Teotihuacan ceramics, including 

cylindrical tripods and Teotihuacan-style incense burners, have been found here, though it has been 

argued that the Teotihuacan-style ceramics are of local manufacture (Berlo 1984:78). Controlled 

excavations have been few, thus limiting more general conclusions. 
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Matacapan, in southern Veracruz, has Teotihuacan-style talud-tablera architecture 

(Valenzuela 1945). Teotihuacan-style ceramics including figurines, candeleros, cylindrical tripods 

and ring-base bowls have been found (Santley 1987). Santley concludes that Matacapan was 

essentially a Teotihuacan enclave, and that there were two levels of Teotihuacan influence: 

household ritual (including burial practices) and public ritual, beginning in the 4th century A.D. In 

other areas in central and southern Veracruz, Teotihuacan ceramics are found in significant amounts 

(Cerro de las Mesas, Tres Zapotes (Coe 1965), and Chachalacas (Garcia Payon 1971). Likewise, 

populations of ceramics from these regions are found in Teotihuacan (yarborough 1992). 

At Tikal, where glyphs clearly illustrate purported political affiliations in time, there is 

evidence for Teotihuacan interaction mediated through Kaminaljuyu from AD 378 to 457. 

Representations of persons in Teotihuacano garb appear in the Maya lowlands. Schele and Miller's 

interpretation of these glyphs is that of a Maya population which adopts certain Teotihuacan ritual, 

symbolism and dress (1986) rather than a more direct adoption of Teotihuacan rulers such as "Curl 

Nose" (Coggins 1975, 1979). They conclude that Teotihuacan did not hold an aggressive 

conquered nation status over Tikal. There is talud-tablera style temple architecture in what may be 

a loose Teotihuacan barrio in Tikal (Moholy-Nagy 1987 in Millon 1988:116). One percent of the 

obsidian found at Tikal was quarried near Teotihuacan, and is generally found in utilitarian, rather 

than ritual types of contexts (Moholy-Nagy, Asaro and Stross 1984:116). This suggests a limited 

exchange of Teotlhuacan obsidian with Tikal. 

In Guerrero, Teotihuacan ceramics are found at many sites (Muller 1979). The appeal of 

marine shell on the Pacific Coast and the lapidary expertise of the Mezcala area were likely 

important factors in a Teotihuacan presence in this region. 
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Peripheral regions: minimal interaction 

A third subsystem consists of regions interacting with Teotihuacan, which were essentially 

politically independent. This independence may have been due to a lack of resources of economic 

interest, the existence of regions that were in some way more powerful, and/or excessive distance. 

This subsystem may have included Monte Alban and surrounding regions, western Morelos south 

of Xochicalco, parts of Tlaxcala, and southern Puebla (Hirth 1980:100). West Mexico is likely to fall 

into this category. 

Teotihuacan interaction at Monte Alban and the Valley of Oaxaca appears to be unique 

(Millon 1973). Teotihuacan did not control Oaxaca; diplomatic and trade relationships may have 

existed, as reflected in glyphs (Marcus 1983), but the cultures were distinct (Whitecotton 1992:58). 

The Oaxaca enclave in Teotihuacan was established ca. A.D. 300. Burial practices were Oaxacan 

in style, although often with Teotihuacan pottery (Millon 1967). 

Mining resources in Queretaro, San Luis Potosi and Guanajuato may have attracted 

Teotihuacan. Archaeological evidence to support this, however, is limited. Some of this mining 

activity may have occurred later, in the Xolalpan phase (Bejarano 1979). In the Chalchlhuites area 

in northern Zacatecas, Aveni, Hartung and Kelley have proposed Teotihuacan influence in the 

location and orientation of the central site of Alta Vista (1982:316). 

The above section serves to rapidly illustrate the range of relationships that Teotihuacan 

held with regions throughout Mesoamerica. Economic, political, and ideological aspects are in all 

cases important to consider. These relationships must be considered when examining arguments 

for Teotihuacan interaction in West Mexico on a more profound level than ·contact" or "influence." 

Clearly Teotihuacan was a major power during the Classic period. However, the regional trajectory 

of West Mexico suggests that either Teotihuacan influence was subjugated to a West Mexican style 

or that Teotihuacan had little direct interaction with this region. 
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Galvan (1976, 1991) has outlined five distinct style groups at Tabachines: Calorines, 

Tabachines, Arroyo Seco, objects of prestige, and imported goods. Each group is well defined in 

terms of form, decorative style, and modes of manufacture. Here, imports are distinct from objects 

of prestige in that they are clearly curated fragments of vessels unique to the Tabachines 

assemblage. Some of the objects of prestige may well have been manufactured elsewhere, yet I will 

differentiate these as unique forms: figurines, miniatures, beads, ear spools, and clay cylinder 

stamps. I will use these categories in further analysis of these materials. 

Colorines 

The group Colorines includes vessels that are generally coarser in appearance than the 

other groups, with coarser paste, and less attention paid to surface appearances. Many are painted 

with simple geometric designs. The type includes ollas and cajetes (bowls), with some tripod 

vessels. The forms are made using a combination of hand-forming and scraping techniques. They 

often have traces of use, and are found as both whole vessels and fragments in burial context. 

Types (after Galvan 1991): 

Rojo/Cafe 011 as 
Lineas Multiples 
Raja/Cafe Burdo 
Raja Burdo 
Abultado 
Burdo Simple 
Rojo/Cafe Granoso 
Raja/Blanco Burdo 
Raja Cortado 
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Tabachines 

The group Tabachines includes vessels that are fine paste wares, with carefully burnished 

surfaces. Some are painted with a distinctive red-orange slip, while others are plain. The vessels 

are thinner, and made using coiling techniques. Forms include cajetes, plates, tecomates 

(incurving bowls), jars, and ollas. There is experimentation with redUction firing. Some vessels 

have been repaired, though there is limited evidence for domestic use. 

Types (after Galvan 1991): 

Rojo/Crema 
Crema Simple 
Negro 
Exterior Burdo 
Rojo/Naranja 
Guinda 
Rojo Claro 
Rojo/Blanco Fino 

Arroyo Seeo 

The group Arroyo Seeo includes vessels that are characterized by a distinctive glossy red 

slip contrasted against the cream color of the paste. The vessels are thicker than those of the 

group Tabachines. Vessels are formed by hand-building, with the addition of rim coils. Forms 

include cajetes, tecomates, 01 las, and plates. A distinctive form for the group is the rectangular 

tecomate. Vessels show little evidence for domestic use. 

Types (after Galvan 1991): 

Rojo Amplio 
Borde Raja 
Arroyo Simple 
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Objects of Prestige 

The group Objects of Prestige includes such artifacts as large hollow figurines, strings of 

beads, ceramic ear spools, an ocarina, clay cylinders, and miniature alia-pendants. There are a 

range of styles and techniques of manufacture. 

Other 

The ·other" group is composed of unique artifacts which mayor may not be connected to 

the other Tabachines types. Types include Raja Terroso, Gris Inciso, Raja Cafetoso, and Negativo 

Negro/Rojo. The Negativo Negro/Raja "bowl" is the sale object using the negative technique for 

surface decoration, and is a large fragment of a bowl. Galvan suggests (1975) that it is an import 

from Los Altos de Jalisco. The technique and decorative style are consistent with Negative S, 

illustrated in Cabrero (1989:214). 
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APPENDIX C 
CLASSIC PERIOD CERAMIC TYPES IN THE VALLEY OF ATEMAJAC 

Galvan (1976, 1984) identifies 3 major style groups for the box tomb complex: Base Raja, 

Base Raja/Cafe, Grillo Cloisonne, and others. The difference between these two groups is limited 

to the use of the natural clay body as a base design element: Base Raja uses a full red slip, while 

Base Raja/Cafe uses both a red slip and the underlying body. Unlike the shaft tomb material, there 

is relatively little distinction in groups. They share forms, surface treatment and technique. The 

groups are defined based on form, decorative style, and modes of manufacture. Because they 

include general surface collections and finds without precise location, there is a wider representation 

of types than with the Tabachines/lxtepete collection analyzed in this work. 

Base Roja 

The group Base Raja includes vessels with a full red slip. All of the forms are oIlas. 

Types (after Galvan 1991): 

Negro/Raja Completo 
Blanco/Guinda 
Blanco/Raja Completo 

Base Roja/Cafe 

The group Base Raja/Cafe is distinguished primarily by a two-step decorative technique: 

first, a red slip is applied, then a more fugitive black and/or white paint is applied. Galvan 

postulates that the red is pre-firing, while the black and white are post-firing decoration. In most 

cases, some aspect of the vessel's cream color is retained in the design. 



Types (after Galvan 1984): 

Other 

Grillo Policromo 
Blanco/Bicromo 
I nciso/Bicromo 
Blanco y Negro/Bicromo 
Negro/Bicromo 
Bicromo Burdo 
Bicromo Simple 

The group of other types include (after Galvan 1984): 

Grillo Cloisonne 
Cafe Simple 
Inciso Rojo Embutido 
Negro/Cafe 
Grillo Negro 
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Based on a careful examination of the box tomb vessels at Tabachines and Ixtepete, I 

decided to reevaluate the typology presented by Galvan. Specifically, the distinction between the 

type-association of vessels at Tabachines and Ixtepete was examined. Ixtepete oIlas, from the 

Group Base Roja - Type Guinda, are most similar in overall form and design approach to 

Tabachines Group Roja/Cafe - Type Grillo Policromo. They are unpolished, and have a purplish 

slip (an engobe particular to the site Ixtepete), but are given added forms to the rim like the oIlas 

with faces as well as strong white-paint stripes at the mid-section, much like Grillo Policromo. The 

discrepancy in group association between the Tabachines and Ixtepete types is problematic. For 

this reason, it was considered more appropriate that the group-type relationships at Tabachines and 

Ixtepete be reexamined for the purposes of this analysis. From the point of view of a general 

technological approach, it was decided to reassess the relationships between particular vessels, 

focusing primarily on the following variables: amount of the vessel that had been slipped, the kind 

of paint used (color, fugitive, technique), and form. Most of Galvan's (1976) types were retained, 

although some were split into smaller groups. 
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The variability in the Classic period burial assemblages at Tabachines and Ixtepete is not 

great. The forms are limited to alias, bowls with annular bases, and shallow bowls. There are a 

number of isolated artifacts, but the majority are very similar in surface treatment and form. On 

alias, the everted rim is particular to the Classic Period assemblage. The bowls with annular bases 

are similar to molcajetes, and some have incised bases on the interior, however, the vessel size and 

use of leg appendages separates them from molcajetes in general. For the purposes of this work, 

the Tabachines assemblage will be separated from the Ixtepete assemblage, and general 

comparisons will be drawn. Further, the two groups Base Raja and Base Raja/Cafe will be 

integrated into one. 

Tabachines: Group Raja 

Negro/Rojo Completo 
Grillo Policromo 
Cafe Simple 
Gris/Bayo 
Blanco/Bicromo 
I nciso/Bicromo 
Grillo Negro sabre Raja 
Blanco y Negro/Bicromo 
Negro/Bicromo 

Ixtepete: Group Roja 
Blanco/Guinda 

Other: 

Ixtepete Smudged (copa forms separated from Grillo Policromo type designated 
by Galvan) 
Cloisonne 

Inciso Rojo Embutido 
Naranja Oelgada 

The types Blanco/Rojo Completo, Bicromo Burdo, Bicromo Simple, Negro/Cafe, and Grillo 

Negro are not present in the collection studied. Further, Galvan's type Blanco y Negro Bicromo will 

include only the bowls, while the oIlas of this type are more appropriately placed with the Ixtepete 

vessels of the type Blanco/Guinda. This form, slip, and design are more similar. The oIlas and 

copas in Galvan's type Grillo Policromo are likewise split, placing the smudged copas (from 
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Ixtepete) more appropriately in their own type (Ixtepete Smudged), and the black-an-red 

copas/bowl with annular base from Tabachines in their own type (Grillo Negro sabre Raja). At 

Ixtepete, the copa form is distinct from those at Tabachines due to the higher, narrower base. 

Galvan's type Grillo Cloisonne is renamed Cloisonne, as the type is found only at Ixtepete. Finally, 

Galvan's type Inciso rojo Embutido is split to accommodate two Thin Orange (Naranja Oelgada) 

vessels present. In this work, the Tabachines "Thin Orange" will be called pseudo-Thin Orange, as 

it is most likely a local version of the Thin Orange from the Valley of Mexico. 
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Reference clays from the state of Jalisco, Mexico, were examined in order to establish a 

petrographic data base for further work in the region ("J" samples, see Table 0.1 with Figure 0.1). 

In addition, a number of clay samples from clay sources near archaeological sites in the region were 

analyzed ('W' samples). Finally, three sherds from the archaeological site of Tabachines were 

compared with three rock samples from near the site to assess the relationship between local 

materials and the artifacts themselves. There were three questions of interest: 1) are sherd 

materials consistent with any of the reference clays from Jalisco (J or W), 2) what is the range of 

mineralogical variability throughout the region, and 2) what is the relationship between 

archaeological sherds and local materials? 

Method 

In this study, 30 samples of the J (Jalisco) series fired clays, 12 samples of the W (clays 

close to archaeological sites in the state), 3 rock samples from near the site of Tabachines, and 3 

sherds from the site of Tabachines were studied in thin section under plane and polarized light with 

a Zeiss research microscope. As most of the thin sections were unstained, optical tests necessary 

to identify the unfeatured feldspars were run. This was especially important for the identification of 

the volcanic sanidine. 
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Results 

In Table 0.2, samples are grouped by coarse fraction composition. In Table 0.3, samples 

are grouped by clay matrix attributes. In Table 0.4, each sample is listed numerically with a short 

description of its coarse fraction and matrix material. This is somewhat misleading as several 

categories appear gradational. 

A few definitions will clarify some of the mineral terms used in the analysis: 

1. felsite: a light-colored, fine-grained volcanic rock composed mostly of quartz and 
feldspars (predominately NaK-rich). 

2. sialic rock: an igneous rock composed chiefly of quartz, alkali feldspars and sadic 
plagioclase. 

3. intermediate rock: an igneous rock transitional in composition between felsic and mafic 
rocks. A common assemblage is CaNa plagioclase, amphibole, and + / - pyroxene. 

4. mafic rock: an igneous rock composed of pyroxene, + /- amphibole, and calcic 
plagioclase. 

s. granite: a coarse igneous rock, formed at depth, composed of abundant quartz, alkali 
feldspar and NaCa plagioclase, and + /- mafic materials. 

6. micaceous clay: here, a clay matrix containing abundant flaky clay (or fine mica) grains. 
Bright under crossed polars. 

7. fine bright clay: a clay matrix containing little or no flaky clay or mica. Fine grains, 
bright under crossed polars. 

Conclusions 

All of the clays, rocks, and archaeological sherds studied contained coarse fractions of 

predominantly volcanic origin. The material in the three sherd thin sections (TT18-1, TI1S-S and 

018-7) match best with the material in sand sample Pumice strata #3 collected near the site. The 

materials in the three sherds and in this sand sample consist of abundant fresh, clear, pumaceous 

glass, grains of felsite, + /- traces of intermediate volcanic rock, and granite. There are also free 

mineral grains of quartz, poorly developed plagioclase, and sanidine. 
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Other fired clay samples with similar compositions are J-4, J-10, J-18, J-22, J-30, and W-3 

and W-11. 

The three sherds are sourced to the local pumice material and not to these other sources 

because: 

1. Fresh pumice glass is dominant in the coarse fraction of the three sherds, but is a minor 
component in the above fired clays, 

2. The pumice source is close to the site and easily accessible. 
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Table 0.1. Reference clay site location* and sample number code. 

J-3 
J-4 
J-6 
J-7 
J-8 
J-9 

J-10 
J-11 
J-12 
J-13 
J-14 
J-18 
J-22 
J-25 
J-28 
J-30 
J-31 
J-32 
J-34 
J-38 
J-42 
J-46 
J-49 
J-53 
J-57 
J-59 
J-62 
J-65 
J-66 

W-1 
W-2 
W-3 
W-4 
W-5 
W-6 
W-7 
W-8 
W-9 

W-10 
W-11 
W-13 

Tamazula 
Tlajomulco 

Jilotlan de los Dolores 
TomatlanjPuentecillas 

brecha de Santa Cruz al Rosario 
camino al Umon 

Laguna de Magdalena 
Tecalitlan pantheon 

camino a Mixtlan 
Mixtlan 

Tecalitlan 
NE de Union de Guadalupe 

Valle de Guadalupe a Jalostotitlan 
Gomez Farias 

San Andres Ixtlan a Usmajac 
Ixtlahuacon del RiojTeponahuascojQuquio 

San Andres - Mun. de Magdalena 
N. of San Andres - Mun. de Magdalena 

Tonala 
rumbo a Talpa 

San Sebastian del Oeste 
San Sebastian del Oeste 
Laguna de Magdalena 

Tecalitlan 
abajo Jilotlan de los Dolores 

camino del Rio Santiago - Tuxpan 
camino del Rio Santiago - Tuxpan 

Puentecillas, Mun. de Tomatlan 
Mazamitla 

San Isidro 
Toro 

San Isidro ("barro") 
Rio Lerma 

Galera 
Pedrera 

Chupicuaro 
Agua Caliente 

San Isidro ("liga") 
San Miguel 
La Soledad 
San Isidro 

* all source directions are relative to Guadalajara. 
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** the archaeological sherd samples and "local" rock samples from Tabachines 
are from the north em edge of Guadalajara, shown in Figure 0.1. 
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Table 0.2. Reference clay samples and artifacts grouped by coarse fraction composition. 

FRESH GLASS-RICH 

Glass + sanidine, quartz 

Glass + felsite 

Glass + granite 

Glass + felsite, 
+ intermediate volcanic rock or derived minerals 

Intermediate volcanic rock, felsite, glass (coarse) 

Glass + felsite + granite 
+trace intermediate volcanic rock 

SINGLE MATERIAL 

Felsic volcanic rock 
(some grains fine-grained, some coarser). Source 
of sanidine. 

Granite 
(fine-grained, contains quartz, alkali feldspar, sodic 
plagioclase, + /- red-brown amphibole) 

Intermediate volcanic rock 
(felty plagioclase laths, mafic) 

Mostly mafic volcanic rock 
(calcic plagioclase, pyroxenes) 

Quartz (subangular) 
(some grains may be unfeatured feldspars; thin 
section too thick to run tests) 

Clay (or clay lumps in clay) 
(little or no coarse fraction) 

INTERMEDIATE-MAFIC MATERIALS DOMINANT 

Intermediate volcanic rock + granite 

Intermediate rock (both coarse and fine) 
+ felsite (+ / - spherulites) + granite 

W-9 

TT15-5, J-18 

W-3, W-11 

018-7, TT18-1, pumice from site of 
Tabachines (pumice #3) 

J-4, J-30 

J-10, J-22 

J-38 

J-7 

J-49 

J-14, J-57 

J-9 

J-28 (strange orange-red), J-46, J-59, 
J-65, J-66 

J-62 

W-5, J-62 



SIALIC MATERIALS DOMINANT (felsites, granites) 

Felsite 
+ volcaniclastic rock + trace intermediate volcanic 
rock + trace granite 

Felsite 
+ granite 

Felsite 
+ granite + trace intermediate volcanic rock 

SOMEWHAT EVEN MIXTURES 

Granites (and derived minerals), and intermediate 
volcanic materials 

Free minerals derived from granite and coarse 
intermediate rock 
Felsite 
Trace pumice glass 

Intermediate rock (coarse and fine) 
Sialic rock (felsite, granite) 
Glass 
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J-42 

J-12, J-13; J-8, J-34; J-31 , J-32; J-15, J-
3, J-53, W-2 (+ spherules) 

J-11 
W-1 (trace intermediate); 
W-10 (+ glass) 

J-6 
W-6, W-7 (both + sanidine) 

W-8 

W-4 

NOTE: samples J-9, J-25, J-65, J-66, and W-13 could not be analyzed adequately, either 
because of lack of coarse fraction «1%), or because the thin section was cut too thick. 
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Table 0.3. Fired clay and sherd matrix textures 
* = clay lumps in clay 

Dense amorphous material (mostly black under 
crossed polars, but not glass) 

Amorphous material with some very fine bright specks 
(crossed poIars) 

Very fine-grained, non-micaceous bright specks 
(crossed polars) 

Clear glass-rich (matrix commonly light brown or gray 
in hand sample). Clear in plane light, black under 
crossed polars. 

Micaceous clay (bright, aligned clay flakes under 
crossed poIars). Commonly shows some glass 
devitrification textures. 

Strange clay-rich 

J-8, J-12, J-18, J-30, J-34 

J-2S, J-31 , J-38 

J-4, J-13, J-1S, J-32, J-S7*; W-1, W-2, 
W-4, W-S 

J-10; W-9, W-10, (+ some devitrification), 
W-11 

J-3*, J-11, J-14, J-22 (+ glass devit. 
structure), J-42 (ditto), J-46*, J-49* 
(ditto), J-53, J-S9*, J-62, J-65*; W-3, W-
6*, W-7; TTl8-1, TTl5-5, 018-7. 

J-9, J-28, paint of 018-7 
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Table 0.4. Numerical listing of samples. Coarse fraction and matrix attributes. 

SAMPLE 

Rock Samples 

1 (rock outcrop near site 
of Tabachines) 

2 (sand/gravel from 
arroyo near site) 

3 (pumice strata within 
site radius) 

Sherds 

TT18-1 

TT15-5 

018-7 

Fired Clays 

J-3 

J-4 

J~ 

J-7 

J-8 

J-9 

COARSE FRACTION 

Flow banded microlitic felsite with coarser 
patches of intergrown quartz and 
sanidine. 

Mostly grains of microlitic glass, 
equigranular felsite, beautiful spherulitic 
textures. Very few mineral crystals. 

Mostly fresh clear glass (sherds, pumice) 
with grains of felsite, intermediate 
volcanic rock, and free mineral grains of 
quartz, poorly developed volcanic 
plagioclase, and sanidine. 

MATRIX 

glass, felsite, intermediate volcanic; micaceous clay 
quartz, plagioclase, sanidine 

glass, felsite; quartz, sanidine micaceous clay 

glass, felsite; quartz, sanidine, micaceous clay 
plagioclase (Na and CaNa), amphibole 

felsite, granite, trace intermediate 
volcanic; free granite minerals 

glass, coarse and fine felsite, intermediate 
volcanic rock; Ca plagioclase, quartz, 
trace amphibole 

free minerals from granite, intermediate 
igneous rock 

granite, granite minerals, trace glass 

felsite, granite minerals, trace glass 

quartz grains (subangular) (thin section 
thick) 

micaceous clay 

micaceous clay 

fine, bright clay minerals, 
some micaceous 

amorphous, micaceous 
clay mix 

amorphous 

deep red micaceous clay 
(see J-28) 



J-10 

J-11 

J-12 

J-13 

J-14 

J-15 

J-18 

J-22 

J-25 

J-28 

J-30 

J-31 

J-32 

J-34 

J-38 

J-42 

J-46 

glass, granitic minerals, trace felsite, trace 
intermediate volcanic rock 

granite mins., trace felsite, clay lumps 

felsite, fine granite, trace intermediate 
volcanic rock 

devitrified glass, granite minerals, trace 
felsite 

intermediate-to mafic volcanic rock, 
derived minerals (+ pyroxene), trace 
granite 

felsite, granite minerals 

glass, trace felsite; sanidine 
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mostly glass 

micaceous 

amorphous, some bright 
clay 

fine bright clay 

micaceous 

bright clay 

amorphous, trace bright 
clay 

glass, felsite; sanidine, granite minerals m i c ace 0 us, g I ass 
textures 

trace intermediate volcanic rock and amorphous; some 
derived minerals; trace glass micaceous 

none 

felsite, intermediate volcanic rock, granite, 
glass 

granite, felsite, trace glass 

very orange-red clay (x
poIars). Mineral? 

amorphous, some bright 
clay 

fine bright clay; 
amorphous 

granite, derived minerals, felsite, fine bright clay 
devitrified glass 

felsite, granite, trace glass; quartz, amorphous 
sanidine 

felsite, quartz fine bright clay 

volcaniclastic rocks, felsites, glass ghosts, micaceous 
trace granite, intermediate volcanic rock; 
sanidine, quartz, feldspar 

clay lumps in clay micaceous 



J-49 

J-S3 

J-S7 

J-S9 

J-62 

J-65 

J-66 

W-1 

W-2 

W-3 

W-4 

W-S 

W-7 

W-8 

W-9 

clay lumps in clay; minerals from 
intermediate volcanic rock, glass 

granite, felsite; derived minerals 

mafic minerals (pyroxene, Ca plagioclase, 
amphibole) trace intermediate volcanic 
rock, clay lumps 

clay lumps in clay, <trace glass, <trace 
intermediate rock? 

intermediate volcanic rock, derived 
minerals; trace granite, trace glass 

clay lumps in clay; intermediate volcanic 
rock mins; trace sanidine 

none 

free granite minerals, trace spherulitic 
felsite, trace pumaceous glass, sanidine 

free granite minerals, felsite, sanidine, 
trace intermediate volcanic rock 

devitrified glass, red clay lumps, felsite, 
sanidine, granite minerals 
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devitrified glass, 
micaceous clay 

micaceous 

fine bright clay 

fine micaceous 

micaceous 

micaceous 

? 

fine bright clay, trace 
glass 

amorphous to 
micaceous clay, glass 

micaceous clay 
(devitrified glass) 

verv mixed. intermediate minerals and fine bright clay 
rock fragments, coarse and fine granite, 
fresh glass 

intermediate volcanic rock, spherulitic fine bright clay 
felsite, mineral derivatives; glass, free 
granite minerals 

granitic minerals, intermediate volcanic micaceous 
rock, clay lumps, free granite minerals 

intermediate volcanic rock, trace glass, micaceous 
free granite minerals, trace sanidine 

trace felsite, glass, trace free granite and fine bright clay, trace 
intermediate rock minerals micaceous 

glass, trace felsite with sanidine, quartz glass 
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W-10 granite minerals, trace felsite, sanidine, glass, fine bright clay 
intermediate volcanic rock, glass 

W-11 felsite with sanidine, spherulites; glass, glass, devitrifled sherds 
granite minerals 

W-13 thin section too thick ? 
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Petrographic analysis was conducted for 30 reference clays and 63 artifacts from Jalisco, 

Mexico (Figure 0.1). Qualitative descriptions were dOlle for each of the clays and artifacts. Data 

collection was geared towards questions of provenance and material selection; i.e. were the artifacts 

produced within a geological region or at any particular site? Was there material selection by style 

group, site (tomb), or vessel form? What degree of variability is seen In the artifact assemblage? 

Data Collection 

To answer the questions posed above I chose to gather qualitative data as systematically as 

possible. Diana Kamilli did an excellent, complete qualitative description of the reference clays 

(Appendix D), but was unable to take on the artifact phase of the analysis. Her data sheets became 

the basis for the code sheets that I developed in an attempt to collate the vast amount of 

information collected for each sample. In Kamilli's analysis, a form is filled out for each sample, 

describing the matrix and coarse fraction. Kamilli then grouped samples based on these 

descriptions and on her comparison of the samples to one another. Her groupings are based 

primarily on coarse fraction content, which is certainly a very valid method of categorization. Upon 

examining the sherds and artifacts, I felt that the matrix should be weighted more heavily in the 

categorization. In effect, I felt a bipartite system of classification was necessary. To facilitate this 

classification, I broke Kamilli's data sheet into attributes that could be represented by numeric 
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codes. Table E.1 lists the attributes recorded, describes them, and lists the type of data that can 

be collected for each attribute. 

To begin the analysis, I reviewed the Jalisco clays described by Kamilli, and using her data 

sheets and my own obseNations, I developed the numeric code shown in Table E.2. Table E.2lists 

what each of the codes mean. It was developed as I examined the samples; in other words, each 

new matrix type or grain type encountered engendered a new number in the code. 

Once the code had been developed using the Jalisco clays, I went on to examine the Valley 

of Atemajac artifacts. A few more clay types were described for the artifacts, but most of the coarse 

grain types remained the same. The results of this analysis are shown in Table E.3, which lists the 

primary coded data collected for each artifact or clay. 

Results 

The analyzed clays and artifacts represent a variety of closely related matrix and coarse 

fraction combinations. They are all of volcanic origin, and the coarse fraction components match 

the geological descriptions of the rock types found in the area. Variations in composition seem to 

be primarily related to distance from source and weathering, in addition to actual source differences. 

Exploratory data analysis suggests that the Jalisco clays are more variable on the whole than 

the artifacts found in the Valley of Atemajac. Figure E.1 is a histogram of the matrix types found 

in the clays and the artifacts. Note that the artifacts are made from clay-rich and glassy matrices, 

but not crystalline matrices. The Jalisco clays represent all matrices, but are weighted more heavily 

towards the clay rich matrices. It should be noted here that it was not always possible to directly 

compare the matrix types between clays and different groups of artifacts, since some samples were 

stained while others were not. It is important, however, that the artifacts have large quantities of 

glassy material in them, since this Is not available In all areas. 
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Use of a "scattergram" of the nominal data categories of matrix type versus dominant coarse 

grain is also instructive. Figures E.2a. E.2b. and E.2c show the clays. shaft tomb artifacts. and box 

tomb artifacts respectively. Note the concentration of both groups of artifacts along matrix and 

coarse material lines. while clays are more scattered across the diagram. 

Examination of other data categories in Table E.3 (coded data) shows similar relationships. 

On the whole. only a few of the available range of material types is shown within the artifact sample 

set. This type of distribution is consistent with the use of local. naturally variable materials within 

a limited area. There is no apparent grouping in the data set of any particular material type with any 

site or style group. In the box tombs. there does seem to be nearly exclusive use of a material with 

matrix type 17 and dominant (or secondary) rock type 70 for the alias that were submitted for this 

analysis. Furthermore. there are some definite relationships that can be seen between box tomb 

artifacts. For instance. artifacts TC12-3 and 12-4 (oIlas) are made of the same material. as are the 

sets 018-5 and 018-6 (alias); 05-2 and 05-3 (bowls with annular bases); 019-1.4. and 6 (alias). and 

probably 018-1. 2. and 3 (bowls with annular bases). Examination of the data for these sets of 

artifacts may show some differences in dominant versus accessory minerals. but the textures and 

overall composition and textures are similar enough to establish similarity. (I can't measure this 

quantitatively.) 

Correspondence analysis 

Because of the apparent scatter of this data set. and because of the apparent lack of grouping 

on any basis (site. style. etc.) a multivariate statistical analysis technique known as Oetrended 

Correspondence Analysis (DCA) was chosen to evaluate the data set. DCA is one of the family of 

statistical techniques known broadly as principal components analyses. where the data are 

represented in a space of n-2 mutually perpendicular axes. where n = the number of attributes. or 

variables about which data was recorded. It was developed for use by bialogists and ecologists. 
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where the input might be the nominal data categories of locale ("sample") and species or taxa 

("attributes"). Because it is designed for use with nominal data, it lends itself well to the type of 

qualitative data collected in this petrologic analysis. 

The program "Decorana", developed by the Cornell Research Group, was used to run the 

detrended correspondence analysis. The algorithms used in the analysis seek to maximize the 

grouping of the data by computing attribute similarity based on sample composition, and then 

sample similarity based on attribute composition. In other words, similar samples and attributes 

cluster close to one another, while dissimilar samples and attributes plot on the ends of the axes. 

The axis loadings for samples and attributes are calculated recursively until they stabilize, and 

output is given in terms of the axis loadings for attributes In "sample space" and samples in 

"attribute space." 

Decorana calculates the first four axes in any given analysis. The eigenvalues of each axis 

indicates its relative importance in explaining the variability of the data set. Sample and attribute 

weights on each axis can then be used to plot them as cartesian coordinates. Note that it is 

necessary to examine the samples and attributes for any given run of the correspondence analysis 

at the same time. 

Four separate runs of the DCA were done for this analysis. All data was combined for the first 

run, then the clays, shaft tomb artifacts, and box tomb artifacts were each analyzed separately. 

Tables E.4 through E.7 and Figures E.3 through E.6 provide the axis loadings and graphical output 

of the correspondence analyses, respectively. Note that in all cases the eigenvalues are low Qess 

than .25} indicating that little of the variability of the data set can be resolved to the DCA axes. Only 

the first two axes are shown in the plots. Other axes could be shown, but the eigenvalues are so 

low (generally an order of magnitude less than the first axis.) that they can be excluded as of little 

utility to the analysis. Also note that matrix lumps and key grains were excluded from the final 
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analyses, because they were too rare in the data set. Rarity in DCA tends to distort the analysis -

the few samples with data in the rarely filled attributes stand out in too-stark contrast to the rest. 

Examination of the correspondence analysis plots confirms the exploratory data analysis. 

When all clays and artifacts are combined, artifacts are more grouped than clays, but no artifact 

types or sites group together (Figures E.3a and E.3b). Clays alone are scattered (Figures E.4a and 

E.4b). Shaft tomb artifacts do not group by tomb or artifact type (Figures E.Sb and E.Sc). 

However, there are two interesting aspects of the shaft tomb analysis. First, the attributes are not 

clustered at the center of the diagram, and median grain and sorting are at the edges of the cluster 

(i.e. highly variable) rather than at the center as they are in all other analyses. Secondly, the 

artifacts listed as possible imports plot in the center of the data, indicating that they are very similar 

to the rest. Box tomb artifacts show some clustering of the ollas (Figure E.6c), except for one 

outlier at 65 on axis one and 104 on axis 2. This is artifact 019-1 (see Table E.7b) Examination of 

Figure E.6a shows that the "Accessory 3" attribute plots high on axis 2. By returning to Table E.3, 

the original data, we see that 019-1 is the only alia with accessory 3 = #50, an equigranular felsic 

volcanic. However, the accessory 3 category represents only a very small fraction of the 

composition of these artifacts. Thus, this deviation is minor, reinforcing the overall compositional 

similarity of the artifact data set. 

Conclusions 

Qualitative petrographic analysis of the Jallsco clays and Valley of Atemajac artifacts indicates 

that the clays represent a wide variety of regional material choices, while the artifacts seem to come 

from a subset of the available Jalisco clays. The composition of the artifacts is consistent with their 

production within a limited area, from a series of genetically related clay deposits. A range of 

techniques, from simple examination of the data to detrended correspondence analysiS support this 

conclusion. 
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Figure E.2a. Clays. ·Scattergram" of matrix types vs. dominant coarse grain type. 
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Figure E.2b. Shaft tomb artifacts. "Scattergram" of matrix types vs. dominant coarse grain type. 
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Figure E.2c. Box tomb artifacts. "Scattergram" of matrix types vs. dominant coarse grain type. 
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Reference Clays and Artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.3a. Clustering of Jalisco reference clay and artifact attributes. 
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Reference Clays and Artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 

~~------------------------------------~ 
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Figure E.3b. Clustering of Jalisco reference clays and artifacts (see Table E.2. for code). 
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Ialisco Reference Clays 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.4a. Clustering of Jalisco reference clay attributes. 
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Jalisco Reference Clays 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.4b. Clustering of Jalisco reference clays. 
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Valley of Atemajac Shaft Tomb Artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.5a. Clustering of shaft tomb attributes. 
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Valley of Atemajac Shaft Tomb artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 

~~------------------------------------~ 
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Figure E.5b. Clustering of shaft tomb artifacts showing artifact number (i.e. tomb association) 
(see Table E.2. for code). 



Valley of Atemajac Shaft Tomb artifacts 
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Figure E.Sc. Clustering of shaft tomb artifacts showing ceramic group (see Table E.2. for code). 
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Valley of Atemajac Box Tomb Artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.6a. Clustering of box tomb attributes. 
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Valley of Atemajac Box Tomb artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 
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Figure E.6b. Clustering of box tomb artifacts showing artifact number (i.e. tomb association). 
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Valley of Atemajac Box Tomb artifacts 
Detrended correspondence analysis 

~~------------------------------------~ 
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Figure E.6c. Clustering of box tomb artifacts showing form (see Table E.2. for code). 
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Table E.1. Attributes recorded for the qualitative analysis. 

Attribute 

Matrix type 

Matrix lumps 

Coarse abundance 

Finest grain 

Coarsest grain 

Median grain 

Coarse sorting 

Coarse dominant 

Accessory 1 
Accessory 2 
Accessory 3 

Coarse Key Grain 

Group 

Description 

Composition and color of the fine 
fraction - all particles finer 
than coarse silt. 

Describes whether or not the matrix 
appears to be "lumpy" or incompletely 
mixed. 

What percentage of the sample is made 
up of grains that are coarse silt size 
or larger? 

What is the finest grain size in the 
coarse fraction? 

What is the coarsest grain size in the 
coarse fraction? 

What is the median grain size of the 
coarse fraction? 

How well sorted is the coarse fraction? 

What is the most common grain type (rock 
or mineral) in the coarse fraction? 

Second most common grain type 
Third most common grain type 
Fourth most common grain type 

Used to record a very distinctive grain 
type that might indicate a singular source 
area. 

To what group (clays, style group, or vessel 
form) does the sample belong? 
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Nominal 

Ordinal 

Continuous 

Ordinal 

Ordinal 

Ordinal 

Ordinal 

Nominal 

Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 

Nominal 

Nominal 
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Table E.2. List of codes used for each attribute type. 

1. MATRIX TYPE 

00 no matrix 

On matrix materials are dominated by clay (except for 00) 

01 micaceous clay, maybe some quartz and feldspar, yellow to yellow-brown ppl* with coarse 
biotite. 

02 fine red clay; micaceous, with high conc. of iron oxides and minor amorphous material 

03 fine red clay, brown to orange oxides, some black and red oxides, predominantly amorphous, 
with some minor mica 

04 orange-brown crystalline matrix: amorphous to finely crystalline clay, chlorite?, few micas and 
framework silicates. 

05 deleted 

06 Found in ceramics: similar to 01, looks like it was a clay. Very chlorite(?) -rich, perhaps firing 
has altered texture somewhat. Not much quartz, feldspar. 

07 Dark brown amorphous clay, little or no mica, not red but brown, otherwise much like matrix 
03. 

1n materials have a dominant glassy component 

11 yellow-brown glass or devitrified glass, crystallites. 

12 yellow, very fine grained, chlorite-rich devitrified glass. 

13 pumice 

14 brown ppl in stained thin-sections. mica rich at low power. At high power can see micas and 
iron oxides, the rest is fuzzy and difficult to distinguish. glass or devitrified glass is possible. 
This matrix has similarities to 11 and 12 but colors, mica qualities are different. (This could 
be a result of firing and staining to some degree.) 

15 glass? with Ca stain 

16 Like 12 but red, very fine grained glass and tiny crystals of quartz, feldspars, mica? Could be 
a more oxidized version of 12 - also is lacking in chlorite. 

17 Yellow ppl glass and devitrified glass and small silicates. few highly birefringent minerals -
"black and white" in xpl**. Could be same as 11, but very consistent in box tomb bowls. 

2n matrix materials look like tiny crystals plus clay, not dominantly clays 

21 yellow-orange amorphous to crystalline, minor glass and mica -looks like clay+qtz+feldspars, 
not just clay. 

22 orange crystalline, minor amorphous material, looks like framework silicates + chlorite + iron 
oxides + possible clay. fine texture 



Table E.2. Continued. 

3n matrix materials have a little bit of everything. 

408 

31 yellow brown ppl and very dark xpl, high opaque oxides and iron oxides. This matrix appears 
to be a mixture of clay, fine quartz and feldspars, and glass - it is so dark in xpl that it must 
have some glass in it, yet definitely has clay. High iron oxide content is very distinctive. 

80 gravel 

90 rock - no matrix 

* ppl refers to plane polarized light 
** xpl refers to crossed polars 
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Table E.2. Continued. 

2. MATRIX CLAY LUMPS? 

00 no 
01 yes 
99 indeterminate 

3. COARSE FRACTION ABUNDANCE 

Usted as the percentage of the whole sample, estimated visually from a percentage estimation 
comparison chart. COARSE FRACTION is considered to be anything of coarse silt size and above. 

4. GRAIN SIZE 

These codes weie used for coarse, fine, and median grain sizes. 

01 silt <0.0625 mm 
02 vf sand 0.0625 - 0.125 mm 
03 fine sand 0.125 - 0.250 mm 
04 medium sand 0.250 - 0.50 mm 
05 coarse sand 0.50 - 1.0 mm 
06 very coarse sand 1.0 - 2.0 mm 
07 granule 2.0 - 4.0 mm 

5. COARSE FRACTION SORTING 

01 very poor 
02 poor 
03 moderate 
04 moderate-well 
05 well 

09 bimodal 



Table E.2. Continued. 
6. GRAIN TYPES 

These codes were used for the dominant, accessory, and key grain types. 

00 NONE 

FREE MINERALS 

001 quartz 
002 feldspar, undifferentiated 
003 potassium feldspar 
004 sanidine 
005 plagioclase feldspar 
006 highly altered plagioclase feldspar 
007 albite ± k, ca (v. close to albite end member) 

010 glass shards 
011 glass blebs 
012 glass shards and blebs 

019 zeolites (?) 

020 pyroxene 
021 pyroxene and amphibole 
022 amphibole 
023 mafic minerals, undifferentiated 
024 altered mafic minerals, undifferentiated 

030 opaques, red 
031 opaques, black 
032 opaques, red and black 
033 leucoxene 
034 titanium-bearing minerals - sphene, rutile, leucoxene 

040 yellow-brown mica or chlorite, possibly apophyllite 
041 red-orange mica/iron oxide/chlorite aggregate, very fine grained. 
042 orange-brown sheet silicate, anomalous 
043 red-yellow mica 

ROCK FRAGMENTS 

050 felsitic volcanic equigranular 
051 felsitic volcanic- devitrified? 
052 felsitic porphyritic volcanic, some spherules 
053 microgranite 

060 intermediate volcanic equigranular 
061 intermediate volcanic, lathwork 
062 intermediate volcanic, porphyritic 

070 glassy volcanics (intermediate?) 
071 volcaniclastic 
072 glassy felsic volcanic 
073 glassy volcanic with titanium-rich opaques. 
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7. GROUP 

jaliseo clays 

Shaft tomb style groups 

1 Colorines 
2 Tabaehines 
3 Arroyo Seeo 
4 Extrano 
5 Figurines 

Box tomb vessel types 
a.ollas 
b. bowls 
e. bowls with annular bases 
d. molcajete 
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Table E.2. Continued. 



Table E.3. Coded data table for Jalisco clays and Valley of AtemaJac artifacts. 

Rec Site Smp Matrix Matrix Coarse finest coarsest median Coarse Coarse coarse Coarse Coarse Coarse Group 
It It Type Lumps abundanc grain grain grain sort dominan acc 1 acc2 acc3 key gr. 
1 J 3 1 1 10 1 5 4 50 53 2 0 0 
2 J 4 0 10 6 3 61 5 70 0 0 
3 J 6 22 0 30 4 4 53 5 30 0 0 
4 J 7 2 0 55 7 3 1 2 1 34 53 0 
5 J 8 3 0 35 6 9 1 6 53 0 0 
6 J 9 22 1 50 4 4 1 2 30 0 0 
7 J 10 11 0 25 4 5 51 10 5 0 0 
8 J 11 22 0 30 6 9 2 1 50 30 0 
9 J 12 21 0 10 1 6 1 2 50 1 32 0 
lOJ 13 12 0 45 1 5 1 2 1 53 32 40 
11 J 14 1 0 35 1 6 1 5 20 61 0 0 
12 J 15 1 9 10 1 5 5 50 1 24 0 0 
13J 18 3 1 10 1 6 5 2 70 30 0 0 
14 J 22 12 0 25 1 5 3 40 1 10 0 0 
15 J 25 4 0 30 1 5 4 40 1 70 32 0 
16 J 28 0 0 100 1 7 4 1 42 33 32 0 42 
17 J 30 4 0 30 1 5 3 9 50 1 60 32 0 
18 J 31 4 30 1 6 3 4 40 2 32 0 
19 J 32 4 0 40 1 5 2 5 1 40 2 32 0 
20 J 34 3 1 15 1 5 2 3 1 3 5 32 0 
21 J 38 31 0 45 6 2 4 50 32 1 0 0 
22 J 42 1 1 25 7 2 1 71 50 1 32 71 
23 J 46 1 9 5 7 3 1 30 50 0 0 0 
24 J 49 11 1 10 6 2 3 41 2 60 34 34 
25 J 53 1 1 40 6 2 5 1 50 41 0 
26 J 57 4 2 20 6 3 5 61 21 41 0 
27 J 59 1 5 5 5 1 50 41 0 
28 J 62 12 1 35 6 2 2 5 40 62 41 0 
29 J 65 12 1 15 0 3 2 5 40 41 34 0 
30 J 66 3 1 5 4 1 5 5 1 32 0 0 
31 TTl 11 14 0 20 6 2 2 70 12 1 41 70 
32 TT3 6 2 0 15 5 3 1 70 5 5 0 

~ 
I-' 
N 



Table E.3. cont'd. Coded data table for Jalisco clays and Valley of Atemajac artifacts. 

Rec Site Smp Matrix Matrix Coarse finest coarsest median Coarse Coarse coarse Coarse Coarse Coarse Group 
# # Type Lumps abundanc grain grain grain sort dominan acc 1 ace 2 acc 3 key gr. 

33 TI8 20 3 0 15 1 6 4 3 50 70 5 0 0 
34 TI8 18 6 0 30 7 2 1 70 5 50 1 0 
35 TI7 26 6 0 20 6 2 2 70 12 50 32 0 
36 TI14 1 14 0 20 6 2 1 70 12 5 1 70 
37 TIl 9 2 0 10 5 3 1 70 50 5 0 0 1 
38 TI5 10 6 9 5 4 3 4 70 12 1 0 0 1 
39 TIl 8 6 0 20 6 2 4 70 12 32 5 0 2 
40 TI5 6 14 0 25 5 2 4 70 11 5 0 0 2 
41 TI6 8 6 0 25 5 2 4 12 41 1 50 0 2 
42 TI6 16 3 0 45 4 3 5 70 5 0 0 0 2 
43 TI7 la 14 0 25 5 2 4 70 12 0 0 0 2 
44 TI7 3a 14 0 30 5 2 3 12 70 3 0 0 2 
45 TI7 3b 6 0 15 5 3 4 70 3.'l 0 0 3 2 
46 TI8 29 6 0 20 6 2 2 32 70 32 40 3 2 
47 TI5 4 14 0 20 6 2 9 70 41 5 3 0 3 
48 TI7 2a 6 0 20 6 3 4 70 10 50 5 0 3 
49 TT7 16 11 0 25 4 2 5 70 5 50 32 0 3 
50 TI7 4 6 0 25 6 2 2 70 2 50 32 0 3 
51 TI8 30 7 0 45 5 3 5 70 7 23 1 7 3 
52 TIl 6a 14 1 25 5 2 2 70 50 5 23 0 4 
53 TI4 1 6 0 20 6 3 2 70 50 41 0 0 4 
54 TI4 2 14 0 25 5 3 4 70 50 31 5 0 4 
55 TI4 3 6 0 15 7 3 1 70 50 23 5 0 4 
56 TI5 5 14 0 10 5 2 4 50 40 5 0 0 4 
57 TI3 9 14 0 25 6 3 4 70 5 50 0 0 5 
58 TI6 3 6 0 15 5 3 4 70 41 0 0 0 5 
59 TI6 6 15 0 15 4 3 5 70 5 0 0 0 5 
60 TI6 7 15 0 5 5 2 2 40 70 0 0 0 5 
61 TI6 12 11 0 40 5 4 4 70 5 50 0 0 5 
62 TI6 13 14 0 25 5 3 3 70 5 50 23 0 5 
63 TI6 29 11 0 3 4 5 10 11 0 0 0 5 
64 TI8 4 II 0 25 5 3 4 70 5 50 0 0 5 

.po. ..... 
w 



Table E.3. cont'd. Coded data table for Jalisco clays and Valley of Atemajac artifacts. 

Rec Site Smp Matrix Matrix Coarse finest coarsest median Coarse Coarse coarse Coarse Coarse Coarse Group 
# # Type Lumps abundanc grain grain grain sort dominan ace 1 ace 2 ace 3 key gr. 
65 ITS 6 15 0 10 1 4 3 3 70 5 32 0 0 5 
66 ITS 8 11 0 3 4 3 4 70 5 0 0 0 5 
67 ITS 21 6 0 25 6 3 4 70 5 31 0 0 5 
68 ITS 23 6 0 20 5 2 2 70 41 50 0 0 5 
69 ITS 36 3 0 25 5 2 2 50 70 32 23 0 5 
70 TC3 3 17 0 20 5 3 2 70 50 34 41 o a 
71 TCI 3 17 1 20 5 3 2 70 1 34 32 o a 
72 TCI 4 17 9 20 6 2 2 70 50 2 34 o a 
73 018 5 17 0 25 5 3 3 70 34 0 0 o a 
74 018 6 17 1 20 5 3 3 70 34 50 32 o a 
75 019 1 17 0 15 5 2 2 12 70 2 50 o a 
76 019 3 12 0 15 5 2 3 70 53 32 2 o a 
77 019 4 17 9 15 5 2 2 70 12 2 32 o a 
78 019 6 17 9 15 5 2 2 70 50 2 34 o a 
79 05 2 3 0 25 6 2 1 70 50 2 1 o b 
80 05 3 3 0 25 6 2 11 50 5 23 o b 
81 05 5 3 0 25 6 2 1 50 61 5 o c 
82 05 8 16 0 25 6 2 1 70 50 61 40 o c 
83 05 6 3 0 30 6 2 1 70 50 4 40 61 c 
84 05 9 16 0 10 6 1 9 12 70 50 40 o c 
85 08 1 3 0 25 6 2 1 70 50 40 2 o c 
86 08 2 16 0 30 6 2 2 70 12 4 61 50 c 
87 018 1 12 1 20 4 3 3 70 34 32 19 o c 
88 018 2 12 1 20 5 3 3 70 50 32 19 o c 
89 018 3 12 1 20 5 3 3 70 50 32 19 o c 
90 Te8 1 17 0 25 6 2 2 70 50 2 23 o c 
92 TC7 2 17 0 20 6 2 9 5 70 43 32 o d 
93 IXT 16 16 0 20 5 2 2 5 70 41 11 o d 
94 IXT 22 16 0 25 5 2 3 5 70 41 32 o d 

.p

...... 

.p-
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Table E.4. Detrended correspondence analysis axis scores for samples in attribute space, 
entire data set with "lumps" excluded. 

# Sample AXI AX2 AX3 AX4 GlOJp 

1 J3 
2 J4 
3 J6 
4 J7 
5 J8 
6 J9 
7 JI0 
B J11 
9 ]12 
10 J13 
11 J14 
12 ]15 
13 J18 
14 J22 
15 J25 
16 J28 
17 J30 
18 J31 
19 J32 
20 J34 
21 J38 
22 ]42 
23 ]46 
24 ]49 
25 J53 
26 J57 
27 J59 
28 J62 
29 J65 
30 J66 
31 TIl.11 
32 TI3.6 
33 TI8.20 
34 TI8.18 
35 TI7.26 
36 TI14.1 
37 TI1.9 
38 TI5.1O 
39 TI1.8 
40 TI5.6 
41 TI6.8 
-12 TI6.16 
43 TI7.1A 
44 TI7.3A 
45 TI7.3B 
46 TI8.29 
47 TI5..! 

42 141 53 63 
90 16 67 31 
69 54 101 87 

182 78 139 73 
146 14 54 98 
125 42 92 146 
40 83 109 92 

164 53 113 76 
136 175 95 70 
170 49 109 77 
141 32 37 82 
53 39 95 47 

115 134 0 72 
53 63 116 98 

138 40 102 42 
90 75 77 123 

123 48 109 46 
142 154 99 83 
140 147 100 95 
183 121 167 54 
56 108 99 117 
76 135 103 51 
50 162 37 64 

134 50 110 27 
179 56 116 58 
148 146 78 53 
201 53 117 0 
158 87 81 59 
153 106 80 49 j 
141 0 51 56 j 
83 113 150 46 1 
15 77 116 55 1 
53 145 45 69 
73 39 88 60 

103 67 108 35 
29 88 112 74 
33 127 65 54 
6 93 111 49 

63 62 94 54 2 
31 84 113 82 2 

145 157 122 58 2 
30 77 120 100 2 
25 91 116 85 2 
84 157 37 110 2 
25 114 88 66 2 

123 129 76 47 2 
45 113 87 75 3 

# Sample AXI AX2 AX3 AX4 Group 

48 TI7.2A 76 
49 TI7.16 103 
50 TT7.4 104 
51 TI8.30 57 
52 TI1.6A 70 
53 TI4.1 68 
54 TI4.2 68 
55 TI4.3 60 
56 TT5.5 45 
57 TI3.9 72 
58 TI6.3 29 
59 TI6.6 14 
60 116.7 52 
61 TI6.12 74 
62 TI6.13 95 
63 116.29 61 
64 1IB.4 71 
65 TI8.6 51 
66 TIB.B 0 
67 1IB.21 55 
68 118.23 73 
69 118.36 98 
70 TC3.3 99 
71 TC12.3 94 
72 TC12.4 78 
73 D18.5 34 
74 D18.6 100 
75 D19.1 135 
76 D19.3 64 
77 D19.4 72 
78 D19.6 77 
79 D5.2 39 
80 D5.3 119 
81 D5.5 140 
82 D5.8 109 
83 D5.6 86 
84 D5.9 1-12 
85 D8.1 70 
86 D8.2 105 
87 D18.1 80 
88 D18.2 81 
89 D18.3 81 
90 TC8.1 68 
91 TCI.2 139 
92 IXTC1.16 124 
93 IXTCl.22 139 

47 87 
61 116 
58 116 
61 103 

127 98 
88 59 
97 72 

107 68 
123 74 
41 90 

122 80 
84 126 

162 44 
42 91 
57 110 

123 91 
40 89 
52 99 
86 125 
51 97 
74 61 

119 65 
109 99 
70 130 

134 109 
113 94 
85 97 

173 96 
99 64 

110 145 
136 109 
125 73 
154 75 
77 23 
91 89 

132 109 
118 68 
89 60 

115 157 
92 93 

103 82 
103 82 
130 101 
121 63 
119 .), 
123 n3 

49 3 
43 3 
38 3 
87 3 
63 4 
56 4 
66 4 
54 4 
72 4 
62 5 
66 5 
74 5 
72 5 
73 5 
48 5 

105 5 
60 5 
51 5 
51 5 
63 5 
53 5 
54 5 
45 a 
44 a 
55 a 
83 a 
45 il 

56 il 

57 il 

48 il 

51 a 
71 b 
76 b 
68 c 
.J4 c 
52 ( 
47 c 
58 c 
46 c 
51 c 
53 c 
53 c 
66 c 
63 d 
74 J 
65 J 
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Table E.5. Detrended correspondence analysis axis scores for reference clays. 

Attributes in sample space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 
MATRIX 98 101 -101 243 
ABUNDANCE 74 87 83 171 
FINEST 97 97 99 105 
COARSEST 102 85 102 92 
MEDIAN 129 31 176 86 
SORTING 75 128 31 111 
DOMINANT 159 245 175 23 
ACC 1 247 -56 -22 -38 
ACC2 -53 112 -4 -33 
ACC3 8 -47 209 86 

Eigenvalues 0 0 0 0 

Samples in attribute space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 
J3 180 91 71 15 
J4 57 155 75 11 
J6 89 146 66 76 
J7 28 48 105 91 
J8 27 96 29 56 
J9 50 96 22 120 
Jl0 126 150 91 76 
J11 26 74 50 86 
J12 133 0 42 67 
J13 21 70 65 81 
J14 45 83 28 33 
J15 90 175 104 35 
J18 142 18 0 0 
J22 102 156 87 89 
J25 35 107 86 45 
J28 99 98 74 77 
J30 49 113 95 50 
J31 115 7 76 70 
J32 112 13 75 77 
J34 48 24 125 98 
J38 136 109 56 95 
J42 141 85 110 41 
J46 192 60 59 9 
J49 41 106 87 43 
J53 18 63 90 67 
J57 110 8 62 37 
J59 0 56 91 32 
J62 61 44 53 48 
J65 77 34 51 42 
J66 17 115 29 30 
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Table E.6. Detrencled correspondence analysis axis scores for shaft tomb artifacts. 

Attributes in sample space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 
MATRIX 88 69 138 23 
ABUNDANCE 39 139 129 211 
FINEST 88 79 66 54 
COARSEST 86 93 45 30 
MEDIAN 73 -72 40 82 
SORTING 79 -102 126 152 
DOMINANT 31 -20 61 44 
ACC 1 218 89 -82 -48 
ACC2 -121 159 -84 -88 
ACC3 119 262 217 -6 

Eigenvalues 0 0 0 0 

Samples in attribute space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 TYPE 
TTl.ll 74 86 102 44 1 
TT3.6 40 23 59 57 1 
TT8.20 116 53 0 16 1 
TT8.18 0 71 29 31 1 
TT7.26 24 96 50 14 1 
TT14.1 54 36 61 54 1 
TTl.9 94 37 12 20 1 
TT5.10 60 6 52 44 1 
TTl.8 24 58 38 31 2 
TT5.6 52 34 65 63 2 
TT6.8 120 140 88 30 2 
TT6.16 47 38 81 100 . 2 
TT7.1A 60 30 70 68 2 
TT7.3A 133 83 9 31 2 
TT7.3B 83 28 39 43 2 
TT8.29 92 117 29 0 2 
TT5.4 84 41 42 40 3 
TT7.2A 8 68 26 20 3 
TT7.16 19 94 60 23 3 
TT7.4 14 98 59 23 3 
TT8.30 27 57 58 69 3 
TTl.6A 93 73 53 32 4 
TT4.1 52 65 4 11 4 
TT4.2 63 65 22 22 4 
TT4.3 72 60 14 14 4 
TT5.5 94 43 26 24 4 
TT3.9 3 64 32 28 5 
TT6.3 92 31 31 37 5 
TT6.6 53 15 75 64 5 
TT6.7 135 52 0 3 5 
TT6.12 4 69 38 43 5 
TT6.13 16 87 53 24 5 
TT6.29 102 39 55 39 5 
TT8.4 1 63 30 29 5 
TT8.6 14 45 37 23 5 
TT8.8 53 0 65 47 5 
TT8.21 14 51 41 44 5 
TT8.23 36 68 3 8 5 
TT8.36 83 95 18 8 5 
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Table E.7. Oetrended correspondence analysis axis scores for box tomb artifacts. 

Attributes in sample space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 
MATRIX 43 95 96 -212 
ABUNDANCE 47 51 -36 69 
FINEST 53 64 24 49 
COARSEST 55 62 18 58 
MEDIAN 40 52 9 13 
SORTING 126 70 104 -55 
DOMINANT -74 -43 52 31 
ACC 1 112 71 -74 -15 
ACC2 239 -79 91 53 
ACC3 38 220 214 187 

Eigenvalues 0 0 0 0 

Samples in attribute space 
NAME AX1 AX2 AX3 AX4 Vessel type 
TC3.3 51 42 54 36 a 
TC12.3 36 25 80 43 a 
TC12.4 22 55 42 29 a 
018.5 8 19 14 0 a 
018.6 61 25 59 35 a 
019.1 65 104 44 36 a 
019.3 54 6 21 10 a 
019.4 0 49 71 36 a 
019.6 22 55 44 28 a 
05.2 17 17 0 19 b 
05.3 69 78 14 44 b 
05.5 143 12 16 31 c 
05.8 70 29 55 39 c 
05.6 24 55 40 52 c 
05.9 108 58 50 30 c 
08.1 60 0 18 26 c 
08.2 11 72 83 61 c 
018.1 46 19 45 29 c 
018.2 51 23 36 26 c 
018.3 51 23 36 26 c 
TC8.1 22 45 31 21 c 
TC7.2 109 59 38 24 d 
IXTC1.16 116 41 13 8 d 
IXTC1.22 106 60 33 28 d 
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